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BUEOPEAlSr HISTORY.

Introduction.

A keen and learned observer of historic events

has declared that European History as recorded

is a chaos. The expression is too sweeping,

though it contains a good deal of truth. Europe

in its career through time has certainly thrown

off more History than any other continental

division of the globe. All have to go to Europe

for the study of the rise and evolution of His-

tory and of the historic consciousness. A lead-

ing question in this department of human knowl-

edge would seem to be : How shall this more or

less unorganized mass of events be put into some

kind of order? The purpose must now be not

to dig up old sunken occurrences, which are

(5)
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already overwhelming in their quantity and con-

fusion, but to find and to set forth the inner pro-

cess of History, both in large and in little.

There is a growing dissatisfaction with the current

specializing tendency of historic study as one-

sided, as giving in all its details no fundamental

knowledge of the subject. The present is an

attempt to run some fresh lines of organization

in the vast material of History alongside of those

which already exist.

But is it possible to find any sort of frame-

work into which we can put the long and varied

historic development of Europe? We speak of

European Mind, of European Art, Literature and

Philosophy; there must be a European Con-

sciousness, or perchance a European Folk-

Soul distinct from the Oriental on the one hand

and the American on the other. Can this be

formulated or be made over into terms of

thought whereby the thinking man can know it

and employ it for his purpose? Europe's huge

pile of historic facts must have an order. In

the diversified multitude of its political occur-

rences we have to seek its central principle, its

unity, and express the same in words which

make it present and conscious to the human
mind.

The history of Europe has been chiefly written

by Europeans who have been inside its move-

ment; an advantage comes from this situation
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and also a disadvantage. The European histo-

rian necessarily partakes of the unconscious

European mind; he is not the best person to

brinor it out of such a state and to make it con-

scious. An outsider Is better situated for seeing

the totality than the one who is inside.

It is also to be noted that an American or an

Oriental will each view Europe in his own way,

and both ways will be different from that of the

native European. Each must interpret a for-

eign institutional world throuojh his own. The

same outline of facts will not only have different

meanings, but also be organized differently by

each. It needs but little intercourse with the

Oriental m>nd to come upon its basic belief that

the rest of the world springing from Asia is an

emanation fr«m the central sun of the East, and

really a falling-off, a lapse from the original

creative source. That indeed has been the main

tenet of the religions of the East amid all their

diversities. On the other hand it requires not

much acquaintance with the American mind to

discover that its conviction is the opposite: it

believes in evolution rather than emanation, in

the rise of man more than the fall. Now peo-

ple of these diverse mental attitudes will cer-

tainly look at the History of Europe, the inter-

mediate and indeed mediating continent, each

after his own character and limitations.

Then again the European Historian belongs to
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some part of Europe, to some one of its nation-

alities. The result is that a true and complete

survey of total Europe will be apt to receive from

him a national and even a local twist. The
History of the Byzantine Empire, for instance, is

handed down to us through West-European His-

torians, religous and secular; we have received

in consequence a very prejudiced and inadequate

account of the vast service rendered to Europe

for more than a thousand years by Byzantium.

The judgment of an English historian concerning

France, and a French Historian's opinion of

England will have to be revised by the impartial

extra-European.

With the change of viewpoint will come a

deeper change: historic method and historic

perspective, in general the way of treating

History will be considerably altered. We seek

for its movement in the whole and in detail ; a

mere narrative of events is not enough ; if it be

artistic and interesting, it will keep its place,

yet it should be overarched by something great-

er. The inner process of History has to be

found, developed, formulated; moreover such a

process must be ultimately that of man creating

it, of his Self. So all the processes of His-

tory in their final form will be psychical.
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Section fiveU

Elemental.

In unfolding European History, there are cer-

tain primary matters or facts which we may well

call elemental, being the given or presumed ele-

ments of it from which a start is made, and

which are necessarily set forth in a more or less

discursive manner, by way of introduction. We
find from the beginning a spatial and a temporal

element in History ; another fundamental fact is

the State, the political element, whose develop-

ment furnishes the basic content of the historic

process. The development of the State, how-

ever, reaches back to racial differences and their

origin, insofar as the latter is ascertainable.

A cursory treatment of these elements is the first

step in our task.

I.

History has first of all, to be localized, to be

put within its spatial limits, which in the present

case are those of Europe. Moreover such a

locality or territory has its physical conformation

which is the outer .setting for its devolpment,

and contributes to the character of its inhabitants.

Still further. History will be seen moving in the
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succesion of time through a line of localities

from its small beginning till it makes the circuit

of Europe and embraces the whole European

territory o

The first observation to be noted under the

present head is that Europe is peninsular. This

physical fact makes its shape individual and

unique when compared with any other grand

division of the globe.

If we look at Europe moving out of the vast-

ness and territorial massiveness of Asia, it

runs to a point in its totality and in its parts.

Glance at its map : as a whole it is largely sur-

rounded by water, and many of its leading di-

visions have the same physical characteristic.

We may therefore say that in its unity as well as

in its multiplicity Europe in peninsular. The
impress of the whole is stamped upon each of its

parts, in the main; the territorial entirety seems

to have created in its own image each particular

country. Africa just across the Mediterranean

is quite the opposite in this regard ; it seems to

shun the peninsula, even if a few of them may
be pointed out. Its shape is that of a compact

solidified, undifferentiated mass ; it offers no
series of handles to a starting civilization; the

entirety must be seized, or none at all. Still

one small isolated corner did offer a special op-

portunity to the slowly evolving man, and Egypt
became the seedfield of primitive culture Asia,
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the largest of the grand divisions of the globe,

may be regarded from the present point of view

as combining Africa and Europe, as having the

massiveness of the one and somewhat of the

penmsular diversity of the other.

The basic physical fact of Europe is then pe-

ninsular, a fact which we shall see to be har-

monious with and indeed suggestive of its spirit-

ual character. Not that this or any other

physical fact made the people of Europe, though

it influenced them; nature does not make man,

nor man nature, though both are made for each

other and find each other—both being parts or

stages of a greater process than either taken by

itself.

The movement of European History opens in

the little Greek peninsula, smallest of the three

North-Mediterranean peninsulas. It is sub-

divided into many lesser peninsulas, so that it

repeats total Europe in its small and smallest

shapes, and thus it may be said to mirror or

fore-token the great European totality. More-

over the Greek peninsula proper has shown the

power of growing larger and larger, till it seems

to be made up of three peninsulas one on top of

the other, so that in our day the whole is known

by the name of the Balkan peninsula. Nor

should we forget that Greece is quite as much
insular as peninsular, having a great multitude

of islands clustermg around it or rather in the
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heart of it. Here again the physical appear-

ance strikingly pre-figures the institutional world

with its communities more or less isolated—
each seeking to be a little island in itself. Greek

life we shall find to be decidedly insular and

peninsular.

From Greece the stress of History passes to

Rome and the Italic peninsula, the latter having

its own distinctive character, and becoming the

seat of the imperial idea in Europe. Through

Rome civilization rises to being Mediterranean,

engirdling entirely the great inland sea which

interconnects Europe, Asia and Africa. The

third peninsula, the Spanish, after the decline of

Rome, becomes possessed of a unique culture in

the time of the Moors, which reaches quite

through the medieval period.

Next the fact meets us that the spirit govern-

ing civilization moves out of the Mediterranean

peninsulas, and turns Oceanic, taking up its

abode in the Atlantic States of the North, which

are not so decidedly peninsular. This transition

is the work of the period known as the Renas-

cence. At the same time there is a prodigious ex-

pansion outwards over the Ocean, which, owing

to improved navigation, is no longer a barrier to

Europe. America is discovered and the Cape of

Good Hope is rounded. Moreover the chief in-

sular people of total Europe inhabiting the one

large European island. Great Britain, develops
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into a nation and takes its place in the society of

European nations.

But in this topographical movement of His-

tory we have come to its last 'sweep. It turns

eastward and reaches a new peninsula, the

Scandinavian. Its final act is the founding of

two great States in north-eastern Europe, Prus-

sia and Kussia, whose main development lies in

the past two centuries—the eighteenth and nine-

teenth.

Such is the spatial cycle through which the

movement of the civilized European State

passes, starting in ancient Greece with its

smallest or atomic form and unfolding into its

largest expanse in the Russian Empire. The

time of this movement has lasted some 2500

years, during which European Civilization,

pressing west\^ard to the Atlantic, then wheel-

ing northward and eastward, has encircled its

entire territory. Limit after limit we see it

placing upon itself, and then bursting over

these limits one beyond the other till the limit

of Europe itself has been definitely reached and

recognized. Europe must now break out of Eu-

rope, if it be true to its character as limit-tran-

scending, which it has shown through the ages.

This it has been slowly doing for some centu-

ries, but the grand, sudden outburst took place in

the last third of the Nineteenth Century when

Europe overflowed into Africa and partitioned
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this Continent among its leading States. Thus

Europe having completed its territorial cycle

within itself, seems to be pouring over its limits

on all sides.

European History in its successive epochs

down to the present will of necessity follow on the

lines of the foregoing geographical cycle, com-

ing back in the last land and interlinking with

the tirst. Thus Europe manifests a return upon

itself in Space, in the outermost elemental form

of Nature, which is the setting of its History.

II.

Having marked out the spatial limits of the

historic movement of Europe, we may next glance

at the other elemental frame-work of its History,

namely. Time. The temporal succession of

events and epochs is involved in the preceding

territorial succession of European States ; in the

mentioned geographical round lurks also a

chronological round, to which a few words can

be given here at the start.

The circuit of Europe in Space is, therefore,

accomplished in Time, and this Time is measured

by years or by the circuit of the total Earth

around the Sun. Man, when he gets to be his-

toric, picks up this cosmical measurer and uses

the same to measure off his own cycles of

activity and development, that he may know not
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only what he has done but how rapid has been

his progress. He asks and must ask, how many
such annual circuits have been required for him

to make the foregoinor spatial round of Europe.

Thus enters a chronological element into His-

tory, suggesting from Nature herself its cyclical

character or its periodicity. That is, the historic

Time-measurer is itself a self-returning circuit of

a year or a day perchance, and by its own in-

herent necessity will measure off the total move-

ment of History in circuits or periods. To be

sure Time does not stop, but moves on after com-

pleting its lesser and greater historic rounds, for

these, even the largest, are still some particular

manifestation of the universal end of History,

toward which they are evolving.

Chronology is, then, the temporal setting of

History, its movement in Time through Space,

or its movement in successive periods through

successive territories, till not only Europe but

the whole globe be taken up in its sweep. Of
course we are at present dealing merely with

Europe, which has certainly been more prolific

of History than any other part of the globe.

Such, however, is the first ordering of historic

events whose chronology reveals their outer suc-

cession, and suggests their inner evolution. We
feel bound to inquire into the connection between

what goes before and what 'comes after, yea,

between the first stage of a great historic cycle
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and the last. Chronology measures the steps of

man as he moves out of barbarism into civjliza*-

tion, ordering for him the original chaos of

Time into days, years and centuries. Thus he

can truly know and organize for his thought

what he has passed through, while he also begins

to become conscious of the end toward which he

is going.

At this point another question has surely

arisen: What fills and moves in this spatial and

temporal cycle of European History just now
marked out? Space and Time are of themselves

rather empty and indeed very elusive; they are

pure elemental forms into which man and his

actions are set, forms not to be neglected indeed

but to be filled with a content, here the content

of History. A line of particular States we be-

hold rounding itself out in a long evolution; this

fact in its simplest, most primary form we shall

look at next.

m.
Having thus given the outer, territorial round of

European History from its temporal beginning

down to the present, we shall now call attention

to a much deeper, though parallel fact. Look-

ing at the Europe of to-day, we observe that it is

a collection or group of many separate States.

Looking at the start of History in ancient Greece

we observe that the latter is chiefly a collection
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or group of many separate Cities, which are like-

wise States. The similarity in this respect be-

tween the opening and (for us) the close of

European History is striking. Undoubtedly

there are great differences lying between these

two similar historic extremes, which differences

are not to be left out of account in our complete

survey. But summarily viewing here and now the

History of Europe unfolding before us, we can

affirm that it begins and ends in a Polyarchy/, a

multitude of independent autonomous States.

Such is the word which specially designates a

fact fundamental to our subject, and which we
shall be compelled often to employ.

Again Europe can be seen in a very signifi-

cant aspect of its history circling back as it were

to its starting point, and forming a rounded-off

totality. If such be the similarity between then

and now, we should also take note of some of the

differences. That ancient Greek world was es-

sentially composed of small autonomous commu-
nities, which may be called City-States; modern

Europe is essentially composed of autonomous

nations large and small, which may be called

Nation-States. Here a very important dis-

tinction is seen interjecting itself between anci-

ent and modern forms of government—that of

the City-State and the Nation-State. This dis-

tinction declares that nationality has unfolded

and institutionalized itself in modern Europe

—
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something which ancient Hellas could not do.

Undoubtedly the old Greeks formed one people

essentially homogeneous, but they showed them-

selves wholly unable to unite into a common polit-

ical institution, and thus make a Nation-State. In

fact a long, long discipline of Europe, lasting

quite twenty centuries, lies between these two

governmental forms, whose evolution overarches

European History. The State is the association

of man for winning and preserving his Will, his

free activity, and it keeps widening out more

and more toward universality. We may con-

ceive that little point of a community, the City-

State of Greece, expanding and evolving till

there arises Europe with its totality of Nation-

States. Now History as political has to deal

fundamentally with the State, and to record its

mutation and development in and threugh the

events of time. Accordingly we must keep our

eye upon the movement of the political institu-

tion, the State, in our large historic sweeps which

take up beginning and end.

European History, then, as recorded, moves

between two Polyarchies, the ancient and the

modern, the first and the last—the old Greek

Polyarchy of City-States and the present Euro-

pean Polyarchy of Nation-States. (Recollect

that we use the somewhat unfamiliar word Poly-

archy not in the sense of t/ie government of the

many J but in the sense of many governments
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separate and independent, yet clustered in a

group or system.)

It is evident from the foregoing that Europe

has revealed in her History a dominant separa-

tive tendency. Her political character has on

the whole resisted unity ; she has shown herself

averse to consolidation, at least on a large scale.

At present Europe decidedly refuses to form a

political Whole, quite as old Greece refused to

form a national Whole. The ground is that the

European mind generally fears the Great State

as endangering freedom. This can only mean

that the European mind has not yet reached the

point at which it feels able to construct the total

European State as the safeguard of liberty more

adequate than present Europe can be in its

divided, self-repellent condition. If association

mean in Its very nature the association of all

ultimately, and if the end of History be the

bringing forth of the universal State, as the final

security of freedom, then Europe has not arrived

at the goal, even though facing thitherwards.

Looking at her from afar across the water with

sympathy and hope, we cannot help thinking

that the first political problem of Europe is to

build one State out of her many parts, and thus

get rid of armaments along with the greater

burden of national fears and hates.

But coming back to our previous declaration,

we may repeat that European History begins and
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ends in a group or society of autonomous Com-
monwealths, after having passed through other

governmental forms. Thus it suggests apolitical

cycle running from ancient Greece to the Europe

of our time, or as before said from the old to the

new Polyarchy. Each too has shown a similar

limitation—the first being unable to form a

national, the second an international State.

IV.

And now having duly noted the strongly sep-

arative character of European consciousness in

its historic manifestation, we should turn to the

opposite tendency and mark that as a part and

counterpart in the great European totality of

Commonwealths. We shall observe that Europe

has not always been Polyarchic, but that a long

and important stretch of its History has shown

a decided movement toward unifying itself under

one government. Rome both as Republic and

as Empire possessed such a spirit. Particularly

the Roman Empire organized and held together

for hundreds of years the Mediterranean world

not only in Europe, but also in Asia and Africa.

This mighty influence, however, came of an

European people and was distinctly the out-

growth of Europe in one of its native, deeply

fermenting tendencies. It may be said, there-

fore, that the European Folk-Soul has shown a
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bent, an aspiration underneath all its division

toward a united State. This State as it has al-

ready existed in part, and as it has often tried to

get itself realized, and as it is continually fer-

menting and at work, though largely unconscious,

in the oceanic pulsations of European peoples,

must be distinctly reckoned with in history and

especially named. We shall call it the Hen-

archy in contrast with the Polyarchy and also in

contrast with the Monarchy of Europe — the

latter being many likewise, and of many kinds.

Rome, was, therefore, the realized Henarchy,

or the most nearly realized one, in European

History. Note that it lies between the two

Polyarchies, ancient and modern, bridging them

externally in Time and internally in Spirit,

For that imperial character of Rome has not

been lost, but has gone over into the modern

Nation-State, making it imperial also, even in its

separate existence. Each great European Na-

tion-State of to-day has provinces, colonies and

other dependencies, with central authority; thus

we may call present Europe a Polyarchy of Em-
pire Nation-States, almost wholly monarchical.

Caesar can well be deemed, not the greatest

conqueror perhaps, but the greatest political

man or statesuian whom Europe has hitherto

produced, because he realized for his time and

people, the Henarchy, which lies so deep and so

strong, though unorganized and chaotic, in the
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European Folk-Soul. Many great men since his

age, mighty conquerors and organizers, have had

the same purpose, heroic shapes such as Charle-

magne and Napoleon: they have, however,

reached the goal but imperfectly and very tem-

porarily; the separative character of political

Europe has been too strong even for their

gigantic strength. The Polyarchy soon broke

to pieces the Henarchy, partial as this was; wit-

ness the Allies overwhelming the Corsican

Caesar and vengefully redividing his Empire.

Other less gifted rulers like Louis XIV and

Charles V, have been possessed of the same

Henarchio impulse and have produced their his-

toric flurry, only to be completely foiled in their

design by the far more powerful countervailing

spirit. Modern Europe, then, persists at pres-

ent in being a Polyarchy of Empire Nation-

States, and that is its present political conscious-

ness.

Still the opposite instinct or trend is present,

lurking in many occurrences often called interna-

tional. It is worth our while to pass a moment

in probing to the sources of this unitary bent in

the European Folk-Soul, once dominant and still

breaking up fitfully and longingly to the surface

of History. Penetrating backward to their

origin, we find that European peoples, with some

small exceptions, are of one race, the Aryan,

though of many stocks and people and tribes.
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The instinct of racial unity, accordingly, runs

through them all. Moreover they speak sub-

stantially one tongue at the root, which radical

tongue branches out into many diversities.

Thus the instinct of a common speech, the chief

means of communication between man and man,

underlies their spoken words and their literature.

Then Europe has adopted one religion in which

it feels its unity more deeply than in any other

way, even if this religion has split up into many
divisions which have brought in their train conflict,

war and hate. In fact we can observe a kind of

unity of institutions (often faint enough) par-

ticularly of the political institution, in the primi-

tive peoples of Europe, which they are gener-

ally supposed to have brought with them from

their old Aryan habitations in Asia. Of course

Turkey is the exception to all these unities.

In such fashion we grope far back among the

origins of European peoples and find there a re-

markable oneness in race, speech, institutions,

and more recently in religion. Such we may
rightly deem to be the primal deep-seated source

of that unitary spirit, that Henarchic bent,

which, though suppressed to-day and unrealized,

is profoundly present and active in the under-

currents of European consciousness, and will yet

have something to say in the formation of the

coming Great State. Europe is essentially uni-

racial, unilingual, unireligious and primordially
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unipolitical, though all these units have been

separated into many diversities by the separative

partitioning spirit which is also European.

It may be asked which of these two tenden-

cies is the stronger and destined ultimately to

prevail? The answer must be in general that

both have to be preserved, neither can be per-

manently destroyed or even suppressed. Both

the unitary and the separative elements belong

to the complete movement of the State, for they

belong to the complete man. Both are necessary

stages of the one psychical process of the Self

for which and out of which the State and all

Institutions spring. Now of this psychical pro-

cess (Psychosis) European History is one great

manifestation and bears the impress of it

through and through, being organized by it in

the great whole and in the details. The vast

historic cycle as well as the little epoch have

thus a common soul, and are veritably psychical,

revealing in their proper presentation an univer-

sal principle of order.

The one government or rule (Henarchy) in

Europe has had, then, its historic manifestation;

but it nestles most, deeply as an instinct in the

European Folk-Soul, which has by no means yet

realized itself politically. The trend, however,

we can see. Out of its original Aryan protoplasm

of peoples and institutions Europe has evolved

its present strong bent toward national unity,

which has been most strikingly manifested in the
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recent UDification of the German and Italian

nations. The same spirit is at work trying to

nationalize the fragments of peoples scattered

over the Balkan peninsula. If we compare this

latest tendency with that of the old Greek City-

State we may catch a glimpse of Europe's

whitherwards.

We should note, then, the strong inner dual-

ism of Europe as political, which in our terms

is that between Polyarchy and Henarchy. The
divisive, Polyarchie spirit is what prevails to-

day, as a look at the map shows. Still there is

many a sign of the underlying Henarchic im-

pulse toward unity; this is indeed Europe's as-

piration for the grand end of History. It is

true that the struggle between these two prin-

ciples has rent historic Europe from the begin-

nmg, and they are still fighting each other in-

stead of being reconciled aid preserved in a

political order higher than either in its one-

sidedness, yet embracing both. European reality

is the Polyarchy, European aspiration is the

Henarchy. It is in the latter that the new po-

litical synthesis is darkly working, and faintly

foreshadowing the supreme end of Europe's

History and indeed of all History in the State

universal.

Underlying the divisive character of European

History we have just seen the unitary substrate.
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which is largely pre-historic. The one race, the

one tongue, the one set of primitive institutions

reach back beyond the ken of History proper,

though it presupposes them and builds on them

as foundation. The one religion of Europe we

are not to forget, is of historic origin, having

passed from its civilized to its uncivilized peo-

ples. The Ottoman is a present exception to

this unity, or we may say to these unities of

European consciousness. And the thought of

Turkey, the intruder, leads us to note the deepest

dualism in European History, namely that be-

tween Europe and the Orient, or more precisely

between Europe and West- Asia, including the

Valley of the Nile. Thus we are whirled down-

ward and also backward to a separation more

profound and searching than even the Polyarchie,

which lies inside of Europe and is essentially

historic, while the separation before us reaches

deep into the racial abysses of the oldest pre-

historic Orient.

As a matter of fact the History of Europe

from its start till to-day has been bound up with

that of West-Asia in a ceaseless round of action

and reaction. Ancient Persia assailed Greece,

and Alexander turned back upon Persia. And
so the struggle has been going on ever since with

alternating victory and defeat for both sides,

whereby, however, the chief periodic sweeps, or

cycles of European History have been marked

out, as will be seen later.
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To the ground of this separation also can we

not penetrate? Let us see. West-Asia has dif-

ferent races, in fact three fundamental races,

Turanian, Semitic, and Aryan. To this racial

difference is to be added the difference of

religions, not merely of sects. The leadmg

tonofues of West-Asia differ in their roots and

orofanic structure, and are not variations on the

same set of roots as is mainly the case in Europe.

Institutions are diverse, particularly the primal

institution, the Family, which in West Asia is

polygamous. The Oriental State likewise does

not comport well with the European political

spirit. Is it not evident that West-Asia is split

to pieces in those basic elements in which Europe

is united? Summing up the contrast we may

put it thus; West-Asia is multiracial, multi-

lingual, and multireligious, while Europe is uni-

racial, unilingual and unireligious.

Such, then, is the deep separation, parent of

the greatest historic conflicts of the aojes. The

Ottomans, a West-Asiatic people, wedging them-

selves into Europe which differs from them in

race, language and religion, as well as in insti-

tutions, have succeeded in producing just about

the shrillest discord in the World's History,

rasping not only the nerves of Europe but even

of America.

Still the twain belong together and cannot

part; we may deem them the Siamese twins of
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History trouncing each other mercilessly, and

yet inseparable, yea, necessary to each other's

historic existence, if we are to judge by the past.

Each has something which the other secretly

sighs after, and in fact needs for its welfare.

West-Asia precipitatmg itself upon Europe, is

seeking, even if blindly and externally, to get

Europe's boon. On the other hand Europe

overflowing into the Orient, may be regarded as

a kind of missionary, even if with a keen eye to

her own profit; seemingly she feels cooped up

in her narrow bounds and will impart her civil-

ization to other races, perchance will start to

building the multiracial State, not like the Asiatic

despotism but constitutionalized after the Eu-

ropean pattern, with its precious gift of ever-

increasing freedom. One thing seems certain:

the civilization of Europe, hitherto uniracial,

must rise to being multiracial, if it is to keep its

place in the world-historical movement of the

total globe now clearly setting in.

Here, however, we wish to emphasize a matter

which will be often brought up again, the pro-

found separation and struggle between Europe and

West-Asia, fundamental in European History.

From old Xerxes down till to-day the seesaw be-

tween these two divisions of the globe has been

kept up, with the result of generating the ulti-

mate periodic movements of the one great his-

toric totality embracing European civilization.
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These of course, are to be more fully indicated,

hereafter; but at present we must be content

simply to touch upon that original separation of

lands and peoples which is the birth-point of our

theme.

A glance forward may here be taKen in order

to avoid misapprehension. It might seem from

the foregoing that Europe has the historic unity,

and West-Asia the multiplicity. Politically we

shall find just the opposite to be the case. Europe

will show a great diversity of particular States,

which we have already called the Polyarchy,

while West-Asia will show a tendency to one

supreme State or Empire which subordinates its

diversities of races, religioms and institutions. In-

deed it is just this political difference which we

shall see determining their History.

VI.

Repeatedly in the preceding account there has

been mentioned the Aryan migration from Asia

into Europe, whose surface has been almost

covered by the great overflow of peoples of the

one race. Far back, then, the Aryans must be

considered as intruders upon European soil, as

well as the more recent Arabs and Turks. From

the beginning Europe has been deemed the prize

of the East, and has requited the feeling. But

the fact now to be dwelt upon is that Asia is
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originally the parent and Europe is the child.

That is, Europe is a derived world physically

and also mentally, showing its derivation in race,

speech, religion and institutions. It is not the

starting-point of itself, it contains not its own
germ, it is not its own original, at least not prim-

ordially.

Most significant is the fact that the language

(or languages) which Europe speaks, the very

means of its own inter-communication and culture,

comes from outside. The roots of its speech

reach back to Asia, the old continent of sources

;

the German and the Frenchman, in fact all

Europe with two or three slight exceptions utter

the same radical sounds to express thought and

feeling, that the ancient Persian and Hindoo

employed. With speech came also early institu-

tions, particularly the Village Community, which

has been recently traced among primitive peoples

both in Europe and Asia. Undoubtedly from

these roots has sprung a great diversity of Euro-

pean tongues ; but their original unity in a dis-

tant home has been shown by science in one of

her greatest triumphs during the Nineteenth

Century.

The historic peoples of Europe are immi-

grants, we might say foreigners, having come

from an outside land and supplanted the native

pre-historic race, some of whose relics are still

found in certain localities. The dominant
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1

Aryan stock flowed westward out of Central

Asia in a series of migrations which we may still

discern vaguely and arrange in successive layers

by the affinities of their speech, as Celtic, Italic,

Hellenic, Teutonic and Slavic. These derived

peoples, of Oriental origin are now the owners

and rulers of all Europe, and have been for

several thousands of years. They have indeed

made its history, having been engaged quite up

to date in lighting one another. Each in suc-

cession has attained supremacy for a time,

and then has been pushed to the wall by a new

branch of some Aryan stock. Europe thus has

been the historic arena of these Asiatic immi-

grants, or if you choose, intruders, elbowing

and upheaving one another m a restless rise and

fall of nations.

It is true that some investigators have sousrht

to prove the European origin of these Aryan

stocks, thus making Europe not derived but

self-originating. But such a view contraaicts

tradition, speech, the order of human evolution

from east to west, yea the course of the Sun

himself, whose light man, and especially the

Aryan man, has followed and worshiped as divine.

Far down in the depths of the European

Folk-Soul lies the feeling of derivation from the

Orient. This feeling often breaks up to the

surface in the intense desire and uncontrollable

impulse to get back to the fountain of its being,
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to return to the primordial creative sources of

itself for a quickening draught. Hence through

all the History of Europe are periods when it

faces about from its westward career and turns

to the Orient as if to start over from the be-

ginning. Particularly has religious Europe

shown such an inner longing, since its faith

springs directly from the Orient and is always

striving to get back whence it is derived, and

there drink afresh of its own original well-head.

The same instinct is shown by Europe in the

field of Comparative Philology, which carries us

back to our Aryan cradle, seemingly m the

Asiatic Highlands. Nor has the European polit-

ical world been devoid of the same tendency.

Thus Europe in its very birth is twofold,

turning to the West, the new, the unknown, and

then returning to the East, the old, the known.

Janus-faced it has. to be, with look toward the

future and toward the past, rounding out its

time into cycles, dividing up its History into

movements both progressive and regressive. It

is, as already said, the derived, but this is only the

half of it; the derived must show itself as origi-

nal and thus become whole; derivation being

only a part, seeks its own perfection by getting

back to origination, thereby completing its pro-

cess. Not without deep significance does Euro-

pean legend so often take as its hero the man
who is mightily bent on finding his origin. And
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the hero of science in the Nineteenth Century

devotes himself to the same grand quest— to

the origin of his species and so of himself.

From the foregoing view it will be inferred

that the movement of European History in its

deepest turns will be connected with the Orient.

Europe involves Asia, at least Western Asia, and

they both involve each other directly. Each has

undoubtedly its own special History, but the truly

universal History of each reveals their historic in-

teraction,their mutual process, of which each is a

member. The lesser cycles of European History

must, accordingly, show their own incomplete-

ness taken by themselves, and at the same time

must show how they are made complete. Greece,

the first in line, may be said to have been born

in and through an Oriental invasion, which act

is truly the genetic act of the succeeding great

period«, or the large cycles, of European History.

This fact will again come to notice when we are

ready to divide organically, or to periodize the

occurrences of Europe's time.

Hitherto this feeling of derivation in Europe

has hardly been conscious, but rather an inherited

instinct which has expressed itself in the uncertain

forms of legend and tradition. Naturally the

infant remembers nothing of its natal and pre-

natal period. But anew science. Comparative

Philology, in the Nineteenth 'Century has made

us aware of our Asiatic origin by the freshly un-

s
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earthed document of human speech, in wnose

structure and varieties we can trace many grades

and migrations of our pre-historic ancestors.

Strange is the fact that we know far better the

kinship between the Greek and the Persian in

tongue and in blood than they themselves did when

they were fighting each other at Marathon 2400

years ago. Speech has thus acquired a new

meaning, never mentioned or mentionable by it-

self in its transmitted writing or in tradition; it

speaks to us in a new way, in a speech of speech,

and has actually enabled us to hear our hoary

progenitors talking to each other somewhere in

the Highlands of Asia, and also telling us a

good deal about their life, their institutions,

their religion. The old Aryan ancestor, like a

ghost conjured up by spiritism, communicates

with his remote descendants who dwell in lands

of which he could not even dream, and who, af-

ter circling the globe in their migration west-

ward, seem on the point of coming back historic-

ally to the first ancestral seats by way of the

East. That would be indeed the complete re-

turn, the fulfilled though not ended cycle of

Universal History, of which the whole European

period would be but a link, the lesser cycle as

part and pre-figurement of the greater.

The formation of language is a social, not an

individual act merely. Its structure, once rightly

seen into, will reveal the structure of the society
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which formed it and transformed it. Such is

the significant linguistic fact of our time; speech

has turned back upon itself and told of itself in

its own evolution along with that of the peoples

speaking it. Primarily language transmitted the

past orally in legend and tradition—a very un-

certain and perishable way. Later it reached

the point of handing down events in writing and

preserved the worthy human deed in a perma-

nent written record. But now the primal im-

plement itself, both of speech and writ, is

exhumed and examined, and is found to contain

a unique message from those who used it and

made it—a message long antecedent to dnythingj

directly transmitted by tradition or history

proper, and which our century has been able to

decipher, though not yet completely to read.

Speech has become as it were self-conscious,

turning back upon itself from its contents to its

own formative process, in correspondence with

the psychical act of human Self.

We are, accordingly, led to ask, What is the

element of European History which language,

taken by itself, supplies? It may be said to

give a history of the pre-historic, or what has

been hitherto deemed the pre-historic ; it tells of

those who have not told of themselves directly,

yet who have brought forth the recorded ages,

bearing the grand historic potentiality of

Europe in themselves The decipherment of its
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original language has raised to light the original

protoplasm of Aryan peoples underlying and in-

deed generating and even regenerating again and

again European civilization

VII.

Having now ascertained that Europe is de-

rived from Asia and that European History is

essentially a product of an emigrated Asiatic

race, we may inquire into the form of this deriv-

ation, the character in which it first appeared,

A mass of peoples, tribes, living waves of

humanity beat upon the Eastern borders of

Europe, having started from their Oriental

homes, and effect a passage into the new world.

It is not a single act, but billow after billow

rolls forward during uncounted generations till

at last the whole surface of Europe is covered

practically by these immigrants who are of the

Aryan race. They found other peoples of a

different race occupying the land; these, how-

ever, were destroyed or absorbed except in a few

remote corners. Such is the material which

European History presupposes, and out of

which it has sprung. This material has

lasted quite down to the present time and is a

prime element in the historic evolution of

Europe. We need a name for it and so we shall

call it the Ethnic Protoplasm, from which

European civilization has been chiefly formed.
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One of the several races of Asia has thus

crossed over into Eur@pe, bringing with it those

elemental unities already set forth — racial,

linguistic and institutional. This is the given

material, the primitive stuff, unformed but form-

able, which History is to work over and transform

into its varying manifestations in Time. A
mighty artiticcF seems to be moulding these

huge human masses into shapes w^hich bear his

design; a sculptor like Zeus himself rises up

before us hewinor the rude block of native

marble into a long gallery of statues which

reach from the beginning down to the present.

This peculiar artificer shaping, the World's His-

tory often out of this Ethnic Protoplasm we

shall have to glance at; generally we shall de-

signate him as the World-Spirit, a very im-

portant character- or conception in our historic

presentation, showing himself particularly in

the pivotal crises of nations, and almost seem-

ing to put out his mighty hand for helping su-

preme events into existence at the grand nodes

of History.

Two things we have here accepted as given or

taken for granted in unfolding European His-

tory: the Ethnic Protoplasm and the World-

Spirit. The inquiring reader may well ask at

this point : Whence do they come or who made

them? The protoplasmic mass of peoples came

from Asia, as already said; but how did it get

to be in Asia? These questions are legitimate,
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but will have to be deferred for the present.

Just now the point is to grasp these two given

primordial elements of European History and to

see their respective functions.

Once upon a time, then, before the historic

dawn, Europe was overlaid with a mass of bar-

barous peoples, constituting just this Ethnic

Protoplasm, With Greece a division in it began

to take place; small dots rose out of the barbaric

sea and began to give forth a peculiar new light

called civilization in a general way. From then

onward the process has been to civilize this

entire Ethnic Protoplasm, which becomes less and

less in quantity till at present in Europe it is

about exhausted. The record of this process

constitutes European History, which is from this

point of view the transformation of the uncivil-

ized Ethnic Protoplasm spread over Europe

from Asia, into the civilized Polyarchy of im-

perial Nation-States, which is the Europe of to-

day.

It is manifest that a line of division is drawn

through European History between the civilized

and uncivilized peoples, both of the same race,

yet each struggling with and re-acting upon the

other. Each has its particular function in His-

tory. That special Aryan branch or stock which

reaches and fulfils a certain stage of civilization,

and then declines, is sent by History to take a

fresh dip into this primitive Ethnic Protoplasm

for a renewal and another advance of civilization.
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The Macedonian and Koman and Teutonic con-

quests were such baptisms of old and effete yet

civilized States into their own original racial

fountain-head. Modern Europe springs from

the grand historic immersion of the aged and

worn-out Mediterranean States of antiquity into

the protoplasmic El Dorado which certainly

renewed the European world.

Writers have looked at this Ethnic Proto-

plasm in various ways. Time was when the

invasion of the Goths and Vandals was regarded

as the grand calamity of civilization. Gibbon

seems to lean that way, and is echoed by

Macaulay, and we may add Hannah More. Then

we begin to hear the other side. Rome with its

civilization was already internally destroyed

before this outer destruction fulfilled her own
act. Not a day too soon did the Goths and

Vandals appear before Rome, suggests Emerson,

still holding that they were the instruments of

the Destroyer. But a far more positive boon

they conferred; they furnished that original

material, raw indeed but fresh and incorrupt,

out of which the new civilization was to be pro-

duced—the primal Ethnic Protoplasm from

which Greece and Rome first sprang, and into

which their decayed energies had again to be

dipped for a new birth.

But who or what makes this dip, when civili-

zation itself is diseased and its national upholder

is weak and corrupt, if not dying? It is at these
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great transitions, at these nodes that the World-

Spirit can be best seen, the Power above His-

tory, yet of History, using Nations, civilized and

uncivilized, as the instruments for its purpose.

During centuries the periphery of Eeman domi-

nation excluded the barbarous tribes of the

North from sharing in its endowment, civiliza-

tion, excluded them from the World-State whose

end was a higher freedom. Thus the Ethnic

Protoplasm was shut out from its destiny, and

such excluvsiveness was the real failure of Rome,

wherein she contradicted the true end of His-

tory, the very purpose of the World-Spirit.

It. is at this point and for this cause that judg-

ment was decreed against Rome by the Supreme

Tribunal of History, which in substance declared

to her : you have denied the end of your being,

so you are to perish through yourself, as well as

through those whom you have excluded from

their heritage. The ethnic peoples, though bar-

barous, sought the boon of civilzation, and were

deprived of it; at last they broke down the

barrier and took violently their prize, smiting its

old form to pieces and then transforming it.

The excluding rim of barbarous peoples drawn so

bloodily by Rome and also by Greece, was what

brought the latter into contradiction with the

march of civilization, or as we say, with the

decree of the World-Spirit, whose grand purpose

was therein violated. What that purpose is may
be next inquired about.
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Section Sccon&*

The State Universal.

Every thinking man who views the course of

European History, or of any important histor-

ical epoch, cannot help asking himself: Whither

is it all drifting? Unto what purpose is this

mighty hurly-burly of events, to what goal is. it

sweeping? In other words thought demands

an End, with which to satisfy not only its own

cravings, but also to measure and judge in some

fashion the great States and their crises appear-

ing in History.

As History, in the sense we are dealing with

it, is political History, and hence pertains to the

State, the nature of the latter becomes of

prime importance. At present it need only be

said that the State, impressed with the stamp

of its origin, seeks universality, which fact im-

parts to the onward movement of History the

End lurking within its long line of events. Al-

ready in the foregoing account this End of His-

tory as the universal State has been men-

tioned several times incidentally, but will now

be looked at more closely.

The End of History, then, as an evolution in

Time, is the complete, universal State embrac-

ing not only all peoples but all races in its pro-
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cess for securing freedom to the individual

through the political Institution. The associa-

tion of man sweeps wider and wider toward an

integral institutional liberty. Such is indeed the

working of the Genius of Civilization (or the

World-Spirit) which seeks to institutionalize

itself in the State universal, so that the indi-

vidual may be universally free. Likewise the

particular State is not to be outside of the pro-

cess of History and thus destructible, but inside

of it and thus permanent, though changing.

The racial protoplasm of the whole globe,

through its own inner activity as well as through

the World-Spirit as artificer, is being formed

into the total or universal State whose object is

to secure, not a partial, but a truly universal

freedom, to each member of the associated

political Whole. The steps in the temporal

movement toward this grand institutional unifi-

cation of man are the great historic events of the

ages, which, however, must be so set forth and

formulated that this End, lurking in them all, be

brought out and made manifest to the inquirer.

It may be added that in this total historic move-

ment of the globe, European History is by far

the weightiest stage and most fully evolved ; still

it is but a stage or part.

Another important point about the universal

State is that it must show itself the creator of

particular States, which return to it and recreate
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it as the genetic soul and source of themselves.

In other words the universal State is by its very

nature a State-making State, calling forth its

own special States as the necessary members of

its own organism. Such a universal State does

not yet exist and seems far in the future ; still

it may be observed that the Constitution of the

United States makes the Federal Union produc-

tive of new particular States, which become

members of that Union. Thus we may hear the

herald distinctly announcing the approach of

the State universal.

Accordingly, this End which we here call the

Universal State lies in all History and is the

innermost driving-wheel of its development,

which is truly seeking to civilize (make cives)

all mankind. Each State seeks to secure free-

dom through the Law, and this Law it applies

to the individual. But ultimately the State it-

self must come under the Law of all States, or

the Law of the State universal, which has as its

object to safeguard freedom or Free-Will. The

final question applied to every single State is

:

Are you obeying, realizing, enacting the Law
of the State universal? If you are cot, then

comes the penalty in the shape of defeat, disorder

and finally of death.

Every State, then, as it appears in Time doing
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and leaving undone, is called before a Supreme

Justiciary, who is to judge of it by the Law of

the State universal, or by the highest end of the

political Institution. The condemnation which

we may read in the ruins of past States is : You
are not universal, you are not true to your own
highest Law, you have not in your acts obeyed

the decree of the State Universal. Then another

State is summoned to take up the burden of

realizing that end or of advancing it to a new

stage. Now the record of this High Tribunal,

of the Ages set down in events is History, whose

course is to reveal the movement of the particu-

lar State toward realizing itself as the State

universal.

The interrogation now is : Who is this Supreme

Justiciary thus placed over the line of States

moving down Time, this world-judge who holds

them to their own universal Law? Him we shall

often cite and his decisions, especially at the

great critical conjunctures; what else indeed is

History at bottom? The name most frequently

given him in this book of ours is the World-

Spirit— the Spirit or Genius or Mind presiding

over the World's History and uttering the decis-

ions concerning Nations. Many such special

decisions are plainly recorded, only there is a

general one not so plain: when you, O, Nation,

are carrying out the great end of History and

marching directly toward its goal, though not
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yet there by any means, you are in your bloom

and show no sign of perishing ; but when your

particular end of the State is hostile to the uni-

versal State and its Law, which is to benefit and

to safeguard not merely you but all, then you

have begun your downward career toward insig-

nificance and death.

Rome made the Roman Law and thus became

a kind of World-Judge over the individuals of

her vast empire : such indeed was her greatest,

most peculiar work. But she was unable to enact

and to fulfill the Supreme Law of the State

universal, and thus met her own doom. Over

the highest imperial judge, over the Emperor

himself, stood a higher Justiciary applying really

Rome's own Law to herself. Still her merit is

to have made the State lawojiver to the citizens

;

but she did not and could not enact and carry out

the Law of the State universal, and met her

doom at last from the World-Spirit.

Undoubtedly this end of History is not yet

realized in Europe, nor in America; it seems to

lie as yet far beyond both. Still it is the soul

pulsating in both, the Spirit we call it, the very

Spirit of the World in History which is always

pushing toward its end, the State universal,

seeking to embrace the world in one great politi-

cal Institution whose purpose is to secure man's

freedom institutionally, that is, through all the

rest, through universal association. The decrees
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of History are to be read in the light of that

illuminating end, which like the distant Sun con-

trols History's movements and also sheds its light

upon the same, so that we can see the sweep of

their orbit.

But when the universal State is realized or far

on the way thereto, will not the Supreme Justi-

ciary, the World-Spirit, be still above it decree-

ing, judging and possibly condemning? We feel

we may glimpse even his destiny from afar, he

is longer outside the universal State— how can

he be if it be universal?—but inside the same,

having made some federation whose law then is

the actual Law of the State universal. Thus the

single State will not or need not be destroyed,

even if corrected; its association with the whole

will preserve it as particular. While the grand

end of History keeps moving toward realization,

the right and might of the World-Spirit becomes

more and more internal in the complete political

Institution— becomes a part or element of its

actual process, hence no longer negative to it

froni the outside. An intimation of the manner

in which the World-Spirit can be internalized by

the universal State, may be caught from the

working of the American Federal Union in re-

gard to the particular States in its territory.

Thus a world-peace, so much talked of in these

days, is possible. The peculiarity of European

History with its society of particular States (Poly-
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archj) has been that the Word-Spirit wrought

outside of them, clashing one against the other

and causing their rise and fall through war.

Still another question rises concerning the re-

lation of this soul of History to the soul of the

All, of which it can be but a part or element—
concerning the connection between the World-

Spirit and the Absolute Spirit. Of the latter

the former is indeed but one manifestation, with

a multitude of others, such as we can find in

Art, Religion, Science, Philosophy. The rela-

tion of these to each other and to History, as

well as their evolution out of the All-Spirit

(Pampsychosis) cannot here be given; only so

much may be said that this universal Spirit is

throwing out into Time and Place the move-

ment toward the universal State as a temporal

and spatial form of itself, whose record is

History.

n.

In the preceding exposition we have sought to

grasp and also to formulate categorically the

two basic conceptions of European History— the

two extremes of it, opposite, yet always inter-

acting and finally co-operating to bring forth

the one great historic result— the Ethnic Pro-

toplasm and the World-Spirit. Now these two

poles of the Universe of History have, along witji

their interrelated action, their own separate pro-
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cess— a fact which must be taken into account.

Each must be seen as it is in itself as well as in

its co-working with the other.

First of all we are to conceive the Ethnic Pro-

toplasm not as a mere inert mass of humanity

which is to be moved from the outside and

stamped with an impress wholly foreign to it-

self. On the contrary it has its own inner

movement, it has its own institutions, which,

though rude and germinal, have a process in

themselves creative of the coming institutional

world. We should also note that the Ethnic

Protoplasm is the common element underlying

both Asia and Europe, and thus is the connect-

ing mass between these two continental divis-

ions, which in it are not yet explicitly divided,

even if on the way thereto.

We shall for our present purpose take the

Village Community as the original cell of the

protoplasmic mass of peoples, though the

Family and some other social forms may ante-

date it somewhat in origin. Still the institutional

genesis of the European State and its unfolding

is best seen by a start from the Village Commu-
nity, upon which recent investigation has thrown

a great flood of illumination. Its first character-

istic is that the land is held in common, so that

the whole is justly called a community, and ex-

hibits the primitive communism of man yet

uncivilized. Moreover this community holds its
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members in such a strong communal bond that

they can hardly yet be called individualized,

each person being directly determined by the

social Whole. The result is, such a community

is easily movable, it is not necessarily confined

to one piece of territory ; like a flock of black-

birds it rises and flies and lights on different

plots of earth, according to desire or necessity.

There is little doubt that the Aryan migration

into Europe moved in the units of the Village

Community, combined of course into tribes, peo-

ples and stocks. The Teutons who invaded the

Koman Empire, came not merely as individual

combatants, but they brought along their wives,

children and movable property, and especially

their social organization. Not so much the man
as the Village Community migrated in vast

throngs.

Next we may cast a glance into the germinal

government which arises in the Village Commu-
nity. This early State will show a single ruler

of some kind, a body of elders, and some form of

a popular assembly. Already present though

quite undeveloped are monarchy, aristocracy and

democracy— the one, the few and the many—^in

a primordial originating process with one an-

other. Moreover the greatstrife of governmental

forms has begun— the perennial strife between

Monarchos, Aristos, and Demos for supreme

authority. Hence these Village Communities

4
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will show considerable differences among them-

selves, with tendencies towards one of the three,

and toward some combination of the three or two.

An embryonic Constitution we thus observe in

the Village Community, whence springs the con-

stitutional development of Europe in its latest

forms, which may be monarchic, aristocratic,

democratic, or mixed in various proportions. It

is evident that the Ethnic Protoplasm, made up

of these active Village Communities, contains a

strong evolutionary element, truly the poten-

tiality of European History, through which runs

the struggle of Monarchos, Aristos, and Demos
for partial or total power in the community or

the commonwealth, small and large. Such is

the fundamental protoplasmic process of peo-

ples, and in it lurks the deepest movements of

Folk-Soul as political.

These small institutional units, called Village

Communities, will next combine themselves into

larger wholes— clan, tribe, nation, race— ac-

cording to their own inherent creative prin-

ciple of association. We may suppose at the

great battle of Poitiers (732, A. D.), a feeling

of race united the Teutonic and perchance

Celtic tribes as Aryan, against the invading Se-

-mitic Arabians. Still the real unit, the pri-

mordial cell of association in the Ethnic Proto-

plasm is the Village Community, till it passes

oyer into a new organization such as the City
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Commonwealth like early Athens and early

Rome, in which, however, the contests between

Monarchos, Aristos, and Demos contmue, and

are intensified, becoming also historic. These

three forms will remain, evolving through all

the forms of the State from the first to the

last. They are the original Constitution which

makes a State, its original political cell or em
bryo, and unfolds with civilization-

It is a great transition of History when the

ownership of property becomes individual. The

State gets a new and most important function

:

it has to secure that individual property to its

owner. With the breaking-up of the communal

ownership of the Village Community, the his-

toric epoch of Europe begins to dawn, the

massed Ethnic Protoplasm of peoples starts to

differentiate into civilized States, which put

stress upon the security of the rights of the in-

dividual. It is interesting to note here that

there are modern attempts to return to this

primitive Village Community with its naive

communism as the great social ideal. Such

efforts of reversion spring up everywhere on

the mighty, forward rushing stream of modern
civilization.

Manifestly the Ethnic Protoplasm of Europe

has within itself the force of evolution. It is

to unfold into its complete governmental forqa,

which is self government* The original Village
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Community has little power of association be-

yond itself ; hence it has to be associated by

others like itself through external might, till

this can be outgrown. Its rise as civilized was

first into the Greel? City-State, with which Eu-

ropean History properly opens. It has still

further unfolded into the Modern Nation-State,

and the original constitutional germ has de-

veloped into many elaborate written Constitu

lions, even into an overarching Federal Constitu-

tion of Constitutions, all of which have still to

deal with that primordial institutional trio—
Monarchos, Aristos, Demos.

Such is the one side or tiie one extreme we
may say, which has within itself the budding

point of evolution or of the rise toward the

universal State. Now we are to get a view of

the other side, which seems to command, to au

thorize, yea perchance to originate from above

as it were just this evolutlonery movement of

massed humanity from below upward.

III.

More pressing becomes the need of getting

some deilnite conception of the relation and

interaction between the Ethnic Protoplasm and

the World-Spirit, both of which belong to

European History, but which reach out before it

and after it— we may in a sense deem them
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Europe's pre-European and post-European fac-

tors. The immanent and transcendent principles

of History they are, in opposition to each other,

yet co-operating ultimately to the one great end

— the two opposites, nodes of the ever-moving

cycle of the globe's events, the protoplasmic and

the world-historical.

The Ethnic Protoplasm has its own inner

power of self-development; it unfolds of itself

into governmental forms or States from its ger-

minal institutions, as has been already noted.

Such a fact, however, calls up the idea or cate-

gory of Evolution, whose inherent nature must

be to evolve out of itself. It can only be a part

or stage, the rise indeed to higher and higher

forms toward the attainment of the highest,

which is the ideal end driving it from the start.

But what is this highest end? It must be that

which creates evolution itself, or evolves evolu-

tion evolving, and thus returns to the starting

point of the evolutionary rise. The immanent

movement thus calls for its other half or coun-

terpart, both together forming the total process.

The protoplasmic element is the evolutionary

one of European History, unfolding peoples and

governments till this day. But its power of

Evolution is something given, as is also the end

toward which it evolves and which really starts

it and gives to it its inner propulsion. That .end

is the State universal whose fulfilment and real-
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ization is presided over by the World-Spirit

Still we must grasp that the State universal lies

implicitly in the Ethnic Protoplasm as a far-off

potentiality, which it is to mal^e actual. Such

a State perpetually reproduces itself, that is,

creates the particular States which recreate it

as creator, or as universal v Thus the Ethnic

Protoplasm in its final outcome maybe conceived

as returning into its own origin and reproducing

itself.

But History is far enough from having realized

any such universal State, though this is begin-

ning to be glimpsed in the distance. It has,

however, always been felt and indeed has been

active as the hidden propelling power in the un-

conscious depths of the Folk-Soul. The Ethnic

Protoplasm holds within itself the blind but

throbbing potentiality of the State universal, and

hence it has a germ which Time, or better the

World-Spirit, can develop. Really it is evolving

toward the end which makes it and sets it goinor.

As it approaches the realization of the State uni-

versal, it becomes more complete within itself,

and embraces in its own inner process the World-

Spirit, who is also the judge and can be the

destroyer of particular States which do not fulfil

or have violated the great end of History. When
the particular State is fulfilling the decree of the

universal State, then the former is in its bloom,

and is victorious over its inner and outer enemies.
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It has indeed a powerful ally, Done other than

the World-Spirit, who has often given Mara-

thonian triumphs to the few against uncountable

multitudes. Hence in the study of History and

its seeming sport of eventualities, the first thing

is to hear the judgment of its supreme tribunal

concerning the given instance, which is some

particular State acting an historic part.

What is the end, for example, of the ever-re-

curring rounds of conflict between Europe and

West-Asia? Let us bring before ourselves the

World-Spirit circling in these rounds of which

History records three, drawing nearer and nearer

toward the State universal, or toward the com-

plete harmony and co-operation of Polyarchy

and Henarchy, in which the World-Spirit is

seeking to realize itself through historic devel-

opment. On the one hand we may look at His-

tory from the standpoint of Evolution, and be-

hold the racial Folk-Soul which lurks in the pro-

toplasm of Aryan Village Communities unfolding

toward its end, the State universal. On the

other hand we may look at History from the

standpoint of the World-Spirit and behold it

moving, directing and even originating this same

evolution for its own self-realization, which is

likewise to take place in the State universal.

Both standpoints are indeed necessary and com-

plementary, constituting the entire movement of

History when duly set forth.
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We have spoken of the condemnation of the

particular State by the Supreme Justiciary, the

World-Spirit. But we must not leave out that

such condemnation is also its own, springing

from its violation of its own deepest principle.

An internal and also external judgment we must

find, then, in all the great rises and falls of his-

toric States, the decree being always issued in

accord with the law of the State universal.

IV.

At this point we have to consider the third ele-

ment which we may well conceive as lying be-

tween and mediating the two elements already

set forth. This is the Great Man, the mighty in-

dividual or historic hero of his people or race.

Such a figure is the most striking in all His-

tory, and at once draws the attention and sym-

pathy of the reader who is also an individual

and human like him, being possibly inclined to

turn away from those thought-shapes, the

World-Spimt and Folk-Soul, as pure specters

and unrealities which we have conjured up be-

fore him. So we must look at and penetrate the

great historic character placed at the nodes of

History. And we must consider him particu-

larly in the present connection not merely as he

is in himself or as an individual, but as per-
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forming a part, verily a pivotal part, in the

World's History.

The great historic character primarily shares

in the World-Spirit whose end, the State univer-

sal, he feels or perchance sees, being filled and

inspired with it, and is thus its vehicle for his

time and people, in whose essence likewise he

deeply participates. On the one hand he is su-

pernally endowed and connected; on the other

he is an individual of flesh and blood, like the

rest of us. Such are his extremes; but between

these he has another relation, since he partakes

profoundly of the spirit of his people, or the

Folk-Soul. Thus he becomes the connecting

link between the State universal and the State

particular; we may call him in his supreme

hist®ric function the mediator between the

World-Spirit and the Folk-Soul.

These thoughts upon the Great Man we shall

unfold further. The State universal seeking to

realize itself in the State particular, as it must,

does not function itself directly but through an

individual. The World-Spirit must have an in-

strument filled with its end, which is to be

embodied and made active in the People, or in

what we have called the Ethnic Protoplasm. At

this point we see the chief purpose of the Great

Man in History : he is to bridge the chasm between

the State particular and the State universal ; he

is to recognize both sides, to commune with them
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and to bring them together, producing usually

the bloom of his State at a given time.

In this way the Great Man as statesman brings

his own people to their highest worth and deed,

and forestalls the Destroyer. For every nation,

unless it does the saving positive act of its period

and of itself, is judged and passes into obscuration

and final evanishment. The Great Man, we re-

peat, is the mediator between the two extremes

of European History, the World-Spirit and the

Folk-Soul, participating in both and indeed real-

izing both. Nothing is more significant than the

colossal appearance of the Great Man at the

nodes of History. What is he doing? Who
called him up?

We can say that the universal State evokes

the universal Man, yet human and existent in

a particular State and time. He is to function

for his aoje this universal State, seekino^ to make

it actual, and turning it from its possible nega-

tive external might into its positive preservative

and creative office. The World-Man we may
also name him on account of his universal genius

which beholds, communes with and realizes the

World-Spirit in the World-State. It is evident

that we now have the triple round working

together for the one grand result : the World-

Spirit, the World-Man, and the World-State. Of
course they form a process, in fact a psychical
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process of which the three are members produc-

ing actively the whole which is likewise in each.

The evolution of European History goes by

stages, by rises and falls which are links in its

great circling chain. This is made up of the

particular States which have come and gone. We
may deem evolution the immanent movement of

the Ethnic Protoplasm. On the other hand

there is something which runs through and con-

nects in unity, in one great transcendent purpose

all these separate links, these particular States

flowing down time. This unifying power is the

World-Spirit, which at given intervals calls for

and causes to evolve the World-States of His-

tory. But between these two elements is work-

ing the World-Man and completing their process.

Alexander, Caesar, Constantine, to cite the

greatest ones of this class in antiquity, are su-

premely such mediating characters standing at

the grand crises of European History. Their right

appreciation is a fundamental requirement in

historic study; misunderstood they necessarily

dislocate the whole process of History in the

student's mind. To be sure the stress must be

upon the right thing, upon the universal rather

than the individual element of the Great Man,

who besides being great is also small—a poor

mortal with his full quota of human weaknesses.

Personally he may be tricked out with a num-

ber of motives of little moral worth, as love of
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power, fame, money; vindictive, cruel, profane

he may be, and yet be the chosen conduit of the

spirit above to the world below. In fact a cer-

tain school of psychologists, chief of whom is

Lombroso, has maintained that all genius is insane

—the greater the man the crazier. The follow-

ers of Lombroso deem him a genius, probably he

deemed himself such— was he then insane, too,

and are his speculations those of a madman?
Undoubtedly the great man has a strain in him

different from that of ordinary people, but this

is just the universal element which makes him

the most sane and truly whole man, because

universal, of his epoch. The World-Spirit, tak-

ing possession of the individual, does not make

him mad but integral rather, integrating him with

itself and thus making him on this side a World-

Man.

Still even the greatest historic individual has

in him the iinitude of individuality. We may
note the three characteristics of him,fundamental

in the present connection. (1) He has his

own particular interest, passion, motive, to sub-

serve in his supreme act. (2) He is one with

his people, sharing completely in the Folk-Soul

or in the particular State of his time. (3) He
bears within himself and manifests in his deed

the grand end of History, the universal State,

thus realizing for his period the World-Sprit.

All three elements belong to his character in
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which they may and do usually conflict ; but his

greatness is that he unflinchingly subordinates

the two lovver to the one higher. Caesar as indi-

vidual was weak, had the falling-sickness (see

Shakespeare) ; he was also intensely national as

a Roman; but as the world-historical Great

Man of his age he obeyed the behest of the

World-Spirit and bore his nation out of the old

Republic into the new Empire. In Lincoln also

we can trace the same three elements of charac-

ter— the moral, the national and the world-

historical— often conflicting painfully within

him, yet always in the end subordinated to the

one great end of the World-Spirit.

The supreme characteristic of the State uni-

versal must be the creative one, that is, it must

be State-making, productive of particular States.

In the political world of the present time there is

no universal State existent, we behold only par-

ticular States on the map of the globe. Yet all

spring from and contain the idea of the State, or

the ideal State, which we have named the State

universal. This is not simply a combination of

States for some special end as war, mutual profit,

commerce, etc. Directly it is not produced by

the particular States, but primarily produces

them, being the creative principle of all States'.
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The universal State just through its universality

must be self-creating, like the Universe, and so

must be State-creating through its own nature.

In thought, then, we have to grasp the universal

State generating particular States, which in their

turn seek to reproduce it as their highest end.

But this very search or striving of the particular

States for their end is a movement of them in

Time and gives History, which is, therefore, a

return of the particular States to their originat-

ing source, the State universal. The latter is

not'yet realized, but in the process of realization,

which is seen in the historic march of nations

toward tlieir supreme end.

Let us now take a glance at the other side of

this same process. If we reach down to the

Ethnic Protoplasm we find that it has been left

seemingly to itself, to its own instinct in the

matter of State-making. Tribes have coalesced

and formed States in obedience to some impulse

which History does not and cannot record.

The making of the nations of Europe has been

under no conscious, intelligent national super-

vision, either in the particular case or in the en-

tirety. States have come and gone, have pushed

themselves apparently into existence, and then

have been crushed and absorbed by other States.

The result is a furious mass of chaotically strug-

gling States on the surface of History, whose
end is difficult at first to see.

It has been already noticed that this original
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Aryan protoplasm of European peoples is what

has been repeatedly drawn upon for renewing the

vitality of the State, when the latter has been

exhausted. But now it would seem that this

primitive material of State-building has been

quite expended ; there are no more tribes barbar-

ously fresh and unspoiled, to be seized in the

limits of Europe; at least such material is all

fenced in and pre-empted by the European

nations. What, then, is Europe to do for her

future State-creation, or even for the rehabilita-

tion of herself or parts of herself in case of need?

That is surely one of her great political prob-

lems. Here we find one chief reason for her

desperate clutching after extra-European peo-

ples and their territories. Europe must now get

out of Europe for its needful supply of Ethnic

Protoplasm ; to furnish this seems to be the great

historic function of barbarism, which thus has

its place and gives its contrH)ution to advancing

and perpetuating civilization, till the latter ceases

to be nation-devouring and conquers its negative

element. Certainly Europe is overflowing other

continents, particularly the adjoining Africa and

Asia, appropriating them at a very rapid rate.

But in this act a new problem arises ; Europe is

essentially uniracial— can she form civilized

nations out of other races than her own, and

thus become multiracial and also multireligious?

These problems, though knocking at the door

of the present belong to the future for solution.
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Looking back again at the historic past, one has to

say that in Europe the evolving protoplasm of

peoples has not been able to reach truly the

State-making State, the State as universal or

sharing the nature of universality and thus creat-

ing the particular States which are to reconstitute

it as actually universal, and thereby as having

its own genetic process within itself. The Euro-

pean genesis of states has been left quite to the

inner impulse working in and through outer cir-

cumstances. And still there has been a control

which has directed them toward realizing the

great end of History, which control we have re-

peatedly designated as the task of the World-

Spirit. This accordingly appears as an outer

power or energy over European History, that is,

over the evolutinary movement of the European

State or Polyarchy of States, which seem to have

arisen, flourished and fallen of themselves, as if

left wholly to their own inner process. And
still there is a Plan running through them all ; or

if you choose an Artificer has been moulding

them out of the given primordial Ethnic Pro-

toplasm, and ordering their rise, bloom and fall

toward an end already often named the State

universal.

VI.

It has been already acknowledged that the State

universal has never been realized in an actually
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existent political form. It remains an ideal end

toward which history is marching, and which lurks

in the historic movement of the State quite un-

consciously , even if this be getting more and more

aware of itself. One is, therefore, impelled to

ask, what existent State or governmental form is

the nearest to the State universal, the most com-

plete embodiment thereof? We shall give our

answer at once ; the American Union or, as we
shall often name it, in contrast with the Orient

and Europe, the Occidental State.

We shall first take note of man as instinctively

State-producing ; this is the larger meaning of

Aristotle's famous declaration in which he calls

man a political (State-making) animal. But

this activity is very diverse and has shown many
stages ©r grades. We have already looked at

the Ethnic Protoplasm, in which the State-pro-

ducing Ego is very primitive, unconcious, not yet

evolved out of barbarism. Still it is at work

and shows a basic political norm in the Yillage

Community, On the other hand we can see the

State-making Ego as not only aware of its own
character but as having realized itself in a State

which is purposely and consciously State-making.

This is what we find expressed in the constitu-

tion of the United States, and is really the most

significant and farthest-reaching portion of the

instrument. Hence the American Federal Union

is the latest form in the evolution of the State,

6
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and is the highest manifestation as yet of the

State universal, the end of History. Thus

it becomes a kind of test by which we may judge

of the other forms of the State which have gone

before it in the Orient and in Europe, and which

have unfolded into it as the most recent phase

of political development. In it has become

explicit what lay in the antecedent States

of History, and thus it is their real explana-

tion, foreshadowing likewise the direction

of historic evolution. The last stage of

a process interprets the first and what lies

between; the oak not only explicates the acorn,

but also reproduces it afresh, and that is its final

explication. From this point of view the Ameri-

can Union, whose highest attribute is State-

producing, is the latest explication of History,

and reveals more nearly the State universal, than

any other governmental form hitherto evolved.

But certainly the claim cannot be made that it is

the grand finality of History, which does not

propose to stop evolving.

At first, then, the human being builds his

little State instinctively as a bee does his cell,

making also clusters of cells united externally in

a hive. Similarly that primary form of the State

called the Village Community had its clusters in

the vast mass which was named Ethnic Proto-

plasm.

At last, however, the human being builds not
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merely a State singly, but a State which is itself

State-making, reproducing the single State out

of itself through its own concious act, which is

set down in its written Constitution. Thus the

State has bec@me purposely creative of itself as

its supreme function, reproducing the particular

State which reproduces it, and therein beginning

to manifest that character which is to be fully

realized in the State universal.

Thus we behold on the stage of History the in-

terplay between the State particular and the State

universal, which latter on the one hand is the

end and on the other is the source of the former

as this originates and unfolds in Time. More-

over we begm now to catch the three greatest

sweeps of history as well as the ground of their

distinction, in the movement toward this end.

These will come up again but we shall briefly

designate them here from the present point of

view.

(1) The Orient—the State universal puts

down the States particular. That is, the historic

manifestation of the State universal in the form

of the Oriental Empire suppresses the individual

as State and also as person. It cannot endure

its own particularity, which it deems the lapse of

itself or fall, indeed its own destruction. Hence

the continued strain and stress of every great

Monarchy of the East is to overcome all other

countries adjacent to it as limiting its own uni-
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versalitj. To be sure it is thus undoing itself, for

the greatest empire of the Orient is still limited,

is still a particular State. Such however is the

primal historic manifeytati on of the State uni-

versal, showing itself in the self- negation of the

State particular both inner and outer, which how-

ever, still keeps rising as a neessary part of the

process out of the Ethnic Protoplasm. Or, speak-

ing metaphorically we may say that the State as

parent in the Orient seems to have an inborn

hostility to the State as child, and seeks in one

way or the other to suppress the same.

(2) Europe— the States particular put down
the State universal. It has already been observed

that the political characteristic of Europe is the

Polyarchy— in Greek antiquity the Polyarchy

of City-States, in modern times the Polyarchy

of Nation-States. Still the manifestation of

the State universal has not been wanting m
European History— witness its partial realiza-

tion in the Roman Empire and in other lesser

examples. But the State, particular in Europe,

having put down its universal or creative com-

mon element, cannot organically unite with other

States particular; the result is destructive wars,

and almost equally destructive armafnents in

peace. The States particular in Europe also

rise out of the Ethnic Protoplasm capriciously,

without any national or international super-

vision.
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(3) The Occident— the State universal (in its

historic manifestation) now creates consciously

the States particular, which in turn re-create their

creative parent, and keep doing so— which is

the latest process of History, as far as it has

yet realized its end. The origin of the State

is no lonojer left to the irreo^ular and uncertain

evolution of the Ethnic Protoplasm, or of bar-

barous peoples, but is consciously supervised

and directed according to the institutional

principle of the time or nation performing such

a task. Thus the State-making State has ap-

peared and begins to control its own origina-

tion— which fact is not found either in the

Orient or Europe, both of which leave the rise

of the State to the instinctive action of the Eth-

nic Protoplasm. Moreover it is at this point

that we can begin to glimpse the universal State

realizing itself as the end of History.

From this point of view we may see the

supreme end of History unfolding into its three

chief divisions, as far as it has been hitherto real-

ized in place and time. Also we may see that

the third division or stage (the Occidental) in a

very important matter returns to and interlinks

with the first (the Oriental) : the State universal

becomes again the paramount factor in the ex-

istent State, which, however, no longer subju-

gates the State particular as its enemy, but

actually creates it and preserves it as a necessary
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part of itself. Moreover this State particular,

instead of shivering to pieces the one supreme

State (as we see in Pol} archie Europe) recreates

it continually and preserves it as a necessary part

of itself. Of course in this process of the Occi-

dental State, I am simply describing and histori-

cally correlating the fundamental principle of the

American Federal Union as set forth in its Con-

stitution .

VII.

Territorially, Asia and Europe are one and

continuous. The dividing line between them is

not drawn by nature, as is the case with the

other grand divisions of the globe, which are

either separated wholly by large bodies of

water, or are joined merely by narrow strips of

land, like Suez and Panama. This fact has its

important historic bearing, since the primal

migration of peoples could take place on a large

scale only between Asia and Europe.

Here we impinge upon a second fact: Asia

and Europe are conjoined by one underlying

stratum of peoples racially the same— this is

our Aryan Ethnic Protoplasm. At present,

however, we bring it up as the connecting tissue

which primordially interweaves the two conti-

nents in a pre-historic unity. The essential fact

of this Protoplasm for us is that it bears within

itself man's earliest political institution, the
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Village Community. Moreover it has the tend-

ency, indeed the strong impulse, to flow out of

Asia into Europe; seldom does it move back

eastward, till it has become civilized in its Eu-

ropean home and seeks to return to its early

sources. Here again we come upon the very

important fact of migration in the World's

History, not yet ceased to-day.

What is this migrating Protoplasm of peo-

ple trying to do? At least trying to get out

of the Orient with its Patriarchy, with its

crushing hand laid upon the particular Com-
munity, be it State or Village. So the latter

flees to a Continent where it may develop

its particularity and remain in separation.

To use terms already employed, the Ethnic

Protoplasm of the Aryan race migrates from

the Asiatic Henarchy, usually called a despot-

ism, to the European Polyarchy in search of

a higher freedom. Or more precisely, it divides

within itself, a part remains in the East and a

part moves Westward and forms a new orde-r.

Asia thus separates itself primarily and particu-

larizes itself in Europe. Here the reader, scan-

ning this process of the World's History , may well

recall that it is analogous to the process of his

own consciousness, of the human Ego, which

corresponds to the All-Ego (Pampsychosis)

passing through the stages of the World's His-

tory, and thus historicizing itself in the migra-
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grations of man on the face of the globe, to the

end of bringing forth the uoiversal State as its

final and complete historic realization.

Naturally the inquiring student asks after the

origin of the Ethnic Protoplasm. Undoubtedly

it presupposes man associative, combining with

his fellow-man in institutions through the very

fact of having an Ego, or more definitely a Will.

Now Man is one of the three grand constituents

of the Universe, which is usually thought as made

up of God, World and Man, and whose process

is that of the before-mentioned All-Ego (Pam-

psychosis.) In Asia this Man, being associative

through Will, evolves into the Ethnic Protoplasm

on the one side, yet into the Oriental State on

the other, whose pressure from above would

eeem to have the tendency to push vast masses

of protoplasmic humanity into Europe, into a

new stage of the movement toward the State

universal.

Further delving into the psychological presup-

positions of History we shall omit as these prop-

erly belong to another science for their full

elaboration. But we may note here the same

thought in the movement of Religion, which

has its originative sources in the Orient. The
Oriental conception of God in the main makes

him suppressive of, if not hostile to, the indi-

vidual man, whom He, however, has created.

In like manner the Oriental State puts down or

destroys its own particular States, in its capa-
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city of asserting the State universal which is

the origin of all particular States. The pan-

theistic God of the Universe, so common in the

East, is the foo of all particularity, causing it

to vanish as a drop in the Ocean. And yet it

is also an Oriental conception of God that He
at l^st **in the fullness of time" particular-

lizes himself iij a, Son through whom all human-

ity is divinized. Still the full development of

this new religion takes place not in Asi^, but in

Europe, the home and indeed the refuge of

particularity from Asiatic suppression, which

is of course deemed oppression. Already we
have dwelt upon the autonomous particular

States of Europe (Polyarchy) as its distinctfve

political characteristic.

Sufficiently we have unfolded the end of His-

tory as the State universal; now we are to see

this ideal end realizing itself outwardly \v\ Space

and Time, in locality and in movement. This

brings up the Migration of Peoples as a grand

fact in the World's History, which fact de-

serves its separate treatment in some detail-

Let us not forget, however, in the external oc-

currences that the mentioned Peoples are mi-

grating toward the end of all History, that the

Ethnic Protoplasm is straining out toward the

State universal, that the Oceanic roll of human-

ity out of Asia into Europe and across the sea to

America is the very incarnation and visible ap-

pearance of the world-historical process.
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Section Zbixb.

CiRCUMMIGRATION.

Often have we spoken of migration, particu-

larly that of the Ethnic Protoplasm from Asia

into Europe— a more or less limited movement

of peoples. But we are now to rise to the

thought and the fact of Circummigration, pri-.

marily the migration round the globe, second-

arily the migration in a bounded circuit of

territory, especially that of Europe. Circum-

navigation of the globe was a great typical act

suggestive of the future and giving just celebrity

to the first man who brought it about, be his name

Portuguese or English. But Circummigration is

far greater and more significant, being the work

not merely of an individual or of a nation, but of

a race.

All races seemingly migrate more or less

within a given range, so do animals and birds.

There is, however, one race which seems to have

in it the capacity and the impulse for a world-

migration, the push and the aspiration to sweep

round the globe, encircling it with a racial belt

of successive peoples back to their original start-

ing point. In forty minutes Puck, Shakespeare's

far-darting sprite, might put his prophetic girdle

round the earth; in forty historic centuries.
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more or less, the Aryans seem destined to per-

form a similar feaf , though actual and composed

of veritable flesh and blood.

The Circummigration of the globe gives not

only the setting of the World's History, but

suggests its movement, of which Europe is only

one great station or stopping-place on the road—
the middle or central hostelry of the World-

Spirit, so far as this has yet traveled on its his-

toric journey through the aeons. Now it is our

Aryan Ethnic Protoplasm which migrates and

keeps migrating, propelled seemingly by the

instinct of Circummigration, which may be re-

garded as its deepest and most abiding racial

characteristic, being transmitted from father to

son for a hundred generations, and working as

vigorously to-day, and far more intelligently,

than when our crepuscular ancestry began to

strike out westward from somewhere in the

misty Asiatic Highland of Hindoo Kush or the

Pamir. Such a framework of European His-

tory we have to conceive, there being both a

pre-European and post-European stage— the

one telling more of origin and the other more of

end, whereby we may follow the budding,

flowering and fruitage of the World's History,

or at least of one great cycle of it, to be suc-

ceeded probably by other cycles.

In the foregoing account we have mentioned

one race (the Aryan) as possessing most em-
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phatically the instinct or gift of Circummigra-

tion, and as having reah'zed it by practice and

developed it by inheritance for many successive

centuries. Undoubtedly in this vast movement
the vrhite non-Aryan stocks of West-Asia and

Europe have taken part, Semitic and even Tur-

anian ; but in the main these have been absorbed

by the Aryan. There are, however, other races

beside the Aryan or even the white race on this

planet of ours ; what is their part in the World's

History? One of these has shown- the capacity

of becoming civilized, to be sure in its own way.

For thousands of years the yellow race substan-

tially within its original seats has developed its

own civilization, while the ^hite race has gone

forward in its career of Circumraigration, con-

tinually moving outside of itself toward encom-

passing racially the globe and bearing with itself

its social and institutional order. These are now
the two races facing each other on the arena of

the World's History. Moreover there are other

backward races, which seem to be in a condition

to furnish a new sort of Ethnic Protoplasm, very

different from that Aryan sort which we have

already seen to be the substrate and original

building material of European History, yet

similar in possibility and purpose. Here at this

soul-straining outlook into futurity, we can only

say that the World's History seems on the point

of becoming multiracial instead of uniracial, as
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it has been hitherto, and of uniting in one his-

toric process the two civilized races at least, and

possibly of employing the backward peoples of

the globe still as Ethnic Protoplasm for recupera-

tion and rejuvenescence.

The fact must also be emphasized that the

movement of the Aryan race has been from

East to West as if in pursuit of the fleeing Sun,

which seems to circle through the Heavens in

the same direction. Only a few centuries ago,

however, the fact came to light that the Sun does

not flee, but that it is the Earth who both flees

and approaches, revolving around the central

luminary and at the same time turning on her

own axis. So the Earth performs and keeps

performing her grand act of Circummigration

round the skies for the physical illumination of

her children who are also circummigrating over

her surface. It is likewise to be noted that this

Aryan movement of peoples, which is that of

History too, has its deep correspondence with

the cosmical order, and is in a manner determined

by Nature from above. When it has completed

its Circummigration, as it now seems destined to

do, and when it starts on some new career

of development, will this relation of it to the

physical universe be changed also? Will the

Aryan in his racial progress still follow the Sun,

and repeat his first historic cycle? And will he

in this higher domain also celebrate his triurnjpih
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over the determinism of Nature, as he has so

long been doing in lesser fields? Such questions

in regard to the future will arise in the mind, and

are to be duly noted, though their answer lies not

in the ken of the present World's History, which

has just begun to look into the face of its first

great Circummigration.

We can, accordingly, assert from existing

knowledge that the Aryan is not simply a mi-

grating, but a circummigrating race. With this

thought in mind as a kind of key to its deepest

instinct, we can come back to our historic theme,

Europe, which is a stage of this vast racial Cir-

cummigration of the globe, and which receives

its primal outline from the same entering its ter-

ritory and then after many centuries setting out

across the Ocean for America.

I.

Our first look scans the geographical charac-

ter of the country through which the transition

has to be made by a primitive race, which has

small means for surmounting physical obstacles,

especially for passing over large bodies of water.

Moreover the Aryan man in his original home,

seems to have had little or n© experience with the

Sea. His Greek descendant had to acquire that

under long-lasting, favorable circumstances, of

which something will be said later.
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Practically there are two entrances by land into

Europe from Asia. The entrance by water, by

the Mediterranean, could hardly be employed by

the primitive immigrant. Looking at the terri-

torial configuration of the twain, we seem to

behold vast Asia moving out of itself into

little Europe, a corner made up of lesser corners.

In other words the solid Asiatic mass breaks up

into a peninsula which in turn still further

divides, in accord with its basic physical charac-

ter into many smaller peninsulas. Thus we may
behold the Orient separating within itself

and particularizing itself in the superficial area

of Europe, which thereby shows its character

prefigured in outline on the very surface of its

soil.

The first of these entrances by land is the

Russian or anciently the Scythian, through which

principally the Tartar race has at various times

poured its hordes to swoop down upon Europe.

This gateway is not mountainous as we might

think from most of our maps ; between the Ural

range and the Caspian sea lies an open plain 400

miles broad, which gives an unobstructed passage

from Asia to Europe. Being grassy and also

largely treeless, this steppe not only supports

but even entices the wild nomadic horsemen of

the Turanian East to rove across into the civil-

ized West. In pre-historic times it is probable
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that Aryan offshoots also came by this route int(>

Europe.

The second entrance has however played a

far more important part inHistory than the first.

It lies between two seas mainly, the Black and

the Mediterranean, and is itself a peninsula, the

Anatolian, usually known to-day under the name

of Asia Minor or Lesser Asia, though it might be

named just as well Lesser Europe. Really it

belongs as much to Europe as to Asia, being a

kind of transition between the two which shows

Asia becoming peninsular as it mOves westward

toward Europe. Moreover it leads directly to

the line of Mediterranean peninsulas, in which

ancient Civilization developed and passed through

to the Atlantic. It is probable that the earliest

waves of the Aryan immigration rolled from the

the heights of Asia through this Anatolian penin-

sula over the narrow straits of Bosporus (literally

Cow-passage) into the Hellenic peninsula, and

there started the European movement, after

dropping many less aspiring fragments by the

way, which will afterwards take up Greek cul-

ture. Thus the Anatolian peninsula can be re-

garded as the Asiatic prelude of Europe's grand

peninsular symphony which we may still hear

playing.

Such are the two entrances through which Asia

has often poured over into Europe and through

which Europe has often surged back into Asia.
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Both these movements, the progressive and the

regressive, must be ultimately joined together,

thus forming the fundamental process of History.

In fact between the possession of these two gate-

ways the round of European Civilization has

whirled, beginning with its earliest manifestation

in the Greek cities on the coast of Asia Minor,

and circling the lands of sea and ocean till it

comes to the newest European State, Russia,

which holds now the old Scythian gateway.

The sea, however, gets mastered and becomes no

longer an obstacle but the means of inter-com-

munication between the Mediterranean civilized

peoples.

It is to be noticed that the point where this

second entrance crosses the narrow dividing

strip of water, has long been a point of conten-

tion between the two civilizations, Asiatic and

European, each seeking to possess it. The old

Greek saw its value and put two colonies there,

one on each side, Byzantium and Chalcedon.

At the great separation between East and West

when the Roman Empire became divided, Con-

stantine was the far-seeing statesman who grasped

and realized the importance of this passage which

practically joins the two opposing peninsulas,

the Anatolian and the Balkan, and with them

East-Europe and West-Asia— these two con-

stituting the chief domain of the future Byzan-

tine Empire. Here Constantine founded his

6
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capital, named after himself and lying on the

line of division, indeed at the chief point of con-

tact, between Asia and Europe, both of which it

might be able to unite once more and to put

under a common rule, in a manner restoring that

prehistoric ethnic unity which History hitherto

had rent asunder. So much for the land con-

nection of Constantinople : its water connection

is also important, controlling as it does the short

and narrow strait between the two great seas—
the Euxine and the Mediterranean. Its site has

been often pronounced to be the best for a great

city on the globe. To possess it with the two

adjoining peninsulas has been the chief pivot of

the two great Periods of European History,

Medieval and Modern. The Arabian Mahom-
medan tried to grasp it for many centuries, at

)ast the Turk got it and still holds it. Russia,

Austria, Greece, and England all want it, but

keep one another off, through whose mutual

counteraction the present anti-European pos-

sessor is able to stay in Europe.

Asia may, accordingly, be said to peninsular-

ize itself in Europe. This means primarily ter-

ritorial division of the Asiatic mass ; the land is

individualized, as if being prepared for the new
abode of the new individual, man. The great

empires of the East have broken to pieces against

separative Europe, never having subjected it,

though it too has had its imperial governments.
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which have revolved back to the East and ruled

it or the western part of it for ages. But the

great fact of the peninsula in general is that

land and water are brought more closely to-

gether; the sea first enters History and after it

the ocean. Particularly the Mediterranean has

been a determining element in European Civiliza-

tion. Primordially the seafurnishes a protecting

wall against the measureless waves of savagery

which periodically have overflowed Asiatic lands

and even Eastern Europe. Behind these marine

walls, especially in Greece, infant communities

were born and grew into separate autonomy.

European Civilization starts distinctly into being

when the early Greeks begin the mastery of their

peninsular and insular waters, and use them as a

weapon for winning and keeping their freedom.

Whereof the most notable instance is Salamis. In

Asia civilized man is largely a land animal, at best

he timorously paddles in the great Oriental rivers

;

but in Europe when he reaches the Aegaean, he

becomes amphibious and stays so, and indeed is

getting more so. Every great European nation

to-day has or seeks to have a marine as well as a

territorial side of national existence.

The peninsula has played a weighty part in

calling up and sustaining the idea of nationality

in Europe. The Greek, the Italic, and the

Spanish peninsulas were Nature's enclosures

destined for one people, and helped nationalize
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the diverse tribes and communities within and by

means of their limits. It is in these Mediter-

ranean peninsuhis that the tribal sense first be-

comes national— the future nation being fenced

in and half compelled to be.

Thus the ancient civilization of Europe moved
outward through the three peninsulas of the

North-Mediterranean, which fact constitutes a

most important stage in the total monument of

European History, and also of the World's

History. The circummigration of the Aryan

race has in this portion of its career passed over

and completed a very significant arc of its entire

cycle, which we may call the Mediterranean arc.

Yet it is but an arc of the great totality. We
should recall here that the sweep of History is a

circling march of peoples westward around the

globe toward the grand historic end, which is

internally or ideally the State universal. The

outer manifestation in Space and Time of this grand

march of the Aryan Folk-Soul is the mighty

deed of circummigration now consummating

itself in the latest act of the World's History,

whereby the beginning and end territorially seem

to be coming together

n.

Another geographical matter which has to be

considered in the present connection is that the
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foregoing circumraigration has taken place in one

Hemisphere, the Northern. The three conti-

nental divisions which have separated the World's

History into Oriental, European and Occidental,

and which have thus primarily determined it, lie

in the Northern half of the globe. From this

point of view we can say that civilization even in

its three largest sweeps hitherto, has been hemis-

pherical, and so does not yet fuUy^ embrace the

whole of the terrestrial sphere. Such an outer

limit is placed upon it, and probably indicates

some inner or spiritual limit, which still remains

for the future to transcend.

The result is that, if we treat our theme uni-

versally, we cannot leave out of our view the

total Globe with its divisions. In one direction

we conceive it separated into two Hemispheres,

Northern and Southern; divided in the other

direction -it falls again into two Hemispheres,

Eastern and Western. Thus we have four divis-

ions of the Globe, each of which is in one way
hemispherical, and may be called a Hemisphere

with the proper adjective added, though really

they are quarters of the whole. In other words,

the four hemispherical divisions may be named
the East-Northern, West-Northern, West-South-

ern and East-Southern.

Now that quarter of the Globe which has been

hitherto the chief seat of History is what We
designate as the East—Northern Hemisphere,
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embracing Asia and Eunope. Civilization has

not in the past gone South of the Equator,

though it is going thither at the present time

with great rapidity.

In that half of the Globe there is much less

land and it is much more disconnected, its main

divisions being sundered by large bodies of

water. But in the East-Northern Hemisphere lies

one vast territory connected together and con-

taining the greater part of the Globe's land. In it

is one unbroken path (barring streams) half way

round the earth and more. Here the primitive

man, with his crude means of transport could

and did migrate. Undoubtedly he migrated in

other quarters of the Globe, but not with the

same facility, being quite unable to circummi-

grate.

Thus Asia easily passes over into Europe in

human undulations on land, meeting little phy-

sical obstruction. The movement of the World's

History rests primarily upon this migration of

peoples, particularly that sweep from East to

West with the corresponding rebounds and re-

surgences. Only in the East-Northern quarter

of the Globe has Nature made an uninterrupted

road, yea distinctly two such roads, for the

great migration of races, not merely encoura-

ging but almost forcing it, partly enticing and

partly driving by instinct the Aryans to their

true destiny. We have aleady called Europe a
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derived world, derived from the East in blood,

culture and institutions; such derivation re-

sulted from the possibility of extensive and re-

peated migrations, which are kept up through

European History.

The migratory spirit will not be confined to

the land. It masters the Sea and then rises to

the mastery of the Ocean. America therein is

different from Europe, though both are derived;

America is the product of an Oceanic civiliza-

tion, which succeeds the Mediterranean.

In a brief summary we can best look at these

four hemispherical divisions of the globe.

(1) East-N'ortliern—Embracing Asia and Eu-

rope with uninterrupted land from Behring's

Straits to the Straits of Gibraltar.

( 2 ) West-Northern—Embracing North Amer-

ica and islands with separating Oceans on either

side.

( 3 ) West-Southern—South America and many

islands.

(4) East'Southern—MviG'A and Asia south

of the Equator including islands.

These last two quarters are now being filled

up by a new migration from North to South, dis-

tinct from the previous one from East to West.

In this way there can be no circummigration,

since Nature forbids or has hitherto forbidden it,

on account of climate and vast tracts of water and

ice. That is, man circummigrates latitudinally.
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not longitudinally. At least the Aryans have

done so, impelled seemingly by their racial

instinct.

Thus only one quarter of the globe, the East-

Northern, was able to furnish the territorial con-

dition of a race's circummigration. The move-

ment in Asia seems to have been by land; but

when Europe is attained with its Mediterranean,

a discipline through the Sea begins to weave

itself in the line of circummigrating peoples, till

the Ocean is reached, which brings a new and

hardier training. The Aryan Folk-Soul must

continue its career westward and cross the

Atlantic, after it has been trained by the Medi-

terranean, fulfilling therein its deepest racial

instinct. Its circummigration embraces first a

land-movement out of Asia to the sea ; then a

sea-movement through Europe to the ocean;

then an ocean-movement out of Europe to

America.

III.

We have next to take note that this march of

the World's History to the West does not

simply follow on straight lines but also deflects,

showing the tendency to turn back upon itself

and to form a cycle or inscribe a circle within

Europe. Already we have observed how the

movement of Civilization makes the European

circuit from ancient Greece to modern Russia
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(p. 13), swirling around the Alpine center

along the watery circumference on the South,

West and North. The smallness and territorial

confornaation of Europe, compared to Asia, per-

mit, or perchance force it to be encircled in the

way mentioned. So we may say that Civiliza-

tion ciroumraigrates Europe, going from one of

its peoples to another, and taking some twenty-

five centuries for its circuitous tas^.

The territorial surface of Europe culminates

in a lofty chain of mountains, the Alps, which

may be deemed the center whence the physical

continent expands in all directions. Switzer-

land seems the common point from which all

European lands radiate, with the exception of

their Eastern part. Three great rivers having

their sources in the Alps, suggest this outward

movement from a center: the Ehone flowing

southward, the Khine flowing northward and the

Danube flowing eastward. From the middle

mountains there is a declivity on every side to

the seas. At least such is the general aspect

though there be exceptions. Thus Europe,

taken by itself, seems the product of some

mighty explosion of Nature, scattering the soil

to the four winds. Eeally such has been the

case, not however by a sudden convulsion, but

by the slow attrition of time.

The Alps show, in correspondence with their

physical character, a peculiar centralizing, or
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looked at conversely, a raying-out of different

peoples who speak the different tongues of

Europe. On one side is French, on another to

the South is Italian, on still another Eomanese;

all these children of Latin are counterbalanced

by the German more to the North. Roman and

Teuton have here met in a center and nationally

coalesced. Even the great religious division of

Europe into Catholic and Protestant reaches up

into this Alpine land, with the two sides nearly

equal, but living patriotically together in one

State. We may think in this connection of the

Medieval Swiss pikemen descending from their

mountains in serried batallions with pointed

weapons bristling against their foes in every

direction.

The Alpine heights should, therefore, be placed

at the intersection of the two lines running East

and West as well as North and South, and there-

by dividing Europe. This division we may carry

out more fully. Southern Europe is Mediter-

ranean, and was the home of ancient civilization,

that of the Greek and Latin stocks. Northern

Europe is Oceanic, being the homeof the modern

type of culture and religion, which has been

mainly the work of the Teutonic stock, though

the Slavic also has come upon the stage.

The turn of European civilization from the South

to the North, though long preparing, took place

decisively at the Renascence, and was brought
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about mainly by the deep religious transformation

of the time. During this same period we may
note the grand bifurcation of the European

stream at its turning-point : the one branch of it

sweeps outward over the Ocean by navigation to

the extra-European world, partly new-discovered

in the West and partly re-discovered in the

East. But the other branch, the Northern, of

Europe's progress, whirls about and pushes East-

ward, in the direction opposite to the old Medi-

terranean movement, and thereby completes the

European territorial cycle by coming around to

the beginning, to the entrance from Asia. Thus

we grasp the South- European and North-Euro-

pean movements as symmetrical counterparts

making the great entirety of Europe's total round

of Civilization. Such is, then, our first terri-

torial fact and its general meaning.

Passing to the second partition of Europe as a

whole, that moving from West to East, we shall

have to divide the same into three parts in order

to meet the requirements of History. The first

will be the Western, embpacing the Atlantic

States with two large peninsulas as extremes and

a large island between; the second wiil be the

Middle division including Italy on the South and

Germany on the North ; the third is the Eastern

division occupied by the Slavic stock principally

and extending from Russia down into the Greek

peninsula. From this point of view we shall
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often have to deal with three Europes—Western,

Middle and Eastern. Each of these divisions we
shall "find to have a certain character of its own,

and a peculiar historic development when taken

by itself as well as in connection with the other

divisions. For instance Italy and Germany,

though opposites spatially and spiritually, were

interlinked in a stronoj bond durino: the Medieval

time by the Empire and the Papacy, and the con-

nection is still mantained under a new political

order in our own day. Into these divisions and

along with them plays the separative character

and policy of the various European States.

Kegarding these matters in a general way, we
have to affirm that Europe is distinctively the con-

tinent of division, separation, dualism— physic-

ally, morally and intellectually. Asia and America

are not without the same characteristic, yet it is

not so deeply inherent, not so thoroughly pre-

vailing. Such indeed we may deem Europe's

function in mankind's complete psychical devel-

opment: she represents the second stage, the

separative, though she too has her unities. A
look at the map will show that Europe's political

units assert separation, while America's political

units (in the United States) even in and through

their separation assert unity.

Summarizing the movements of the Ethnic

Protoplasm of Europe, we observe two different

migrations from two different directions : the
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first from East to West along the Mediterranean,

the second from North to South down from the

Alpine central line of mountains. The latter

migration is of a barbarous folk impinging upon

one which is civilized. For instance we hear of

Celtic invasions into Italy early in the history of

Rome, and later come the Teutonic invasions

lasting many centuries ; in fact the Austrian has

been driven out of Italy only in our own day.

But from these inner and partial migrations

of the peoples of Europe, we must rise to a view

of its circummigration, which embraces the cycle

of its History till the present timej moving in

general along the peripheral border of its seas,

and circllutr around its mountainous backbone

stretched through its center, until the historic

movement progresses back to its beginning. So

we are to see civilized Europe circummigrating

within itself, while at the same time it shares in

and pushes forward the circummigration of the

globe.

IV.

Civilization, then, within Europe circum-

migrates, going the European round of so much
Space in so much Time. Next we are to con-

sider the fact that this circummigration has

proceeded by stages in which the civilized peo-

ples are separated by a distinct line from the

uncivilized peoples, whom the former have to
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conquer and take up into themselves, assimilat-

ing and thereby civilizing the same. Thus the

total Ethnic Protoplasm of Europe divides

within itself into two sides, the civilized and the

uncivilized; the dividing-line between them,

which we shall find to be a continually moving

one, may be called the Rim of Civilization.

Accordingly the movement'of European Civi-

lization is the perennial transcending of a limit,

border, or the aforesaid Rim, which is pushed

farther and farther till it embraces the whole

of Europe. We have already noticed the line

between East and West, or between Orient and

Europe, along which and over which the pri-

mary conflicts of History take place. But the

secondary conflicts (so we may call them for

the present) inside of Europe have also had

their border or Rim which is to be designated.

Or rather we find a number of successive Rims

between civilized and barbarous peoples ever

widening out till the last corner is occupied.

Four such Rims in the circummigrating Civili-

zation of Europe we shall distinctly mark down,

though each of them had its fluctuations for-

ward and backward.

( 1 ) First, there is the Greek Rim of Civiliza-

tion which, expanding from continental Hellas

as a center, threw out colonies to the East, West,

North and- South, these being outposts of Hel-

lenism in Barbary. By the conquests of Alex-
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ander this Rim was brought to include Western

Asia and Egypt. In the old Greek Historian,

Herodotus, we find it already outlined with such

precision that it is seen to be an element of national

consciousness. Hellas planted the coast of the

Mediterranean with colonies, and sent a few to

the Black Sea ; but there was no attempt as a

rule to subjugate the neigboring barbarians, with

whom there was often a brisk commerce. The

Greeks were not strictly a conquering people

like the Romans ; the spirit of their cities was that

of autonomy for each and all. When Athens

and Sparta became imperial and ruled other

cities, they contradicted the national Folk-Soul,

and also their own. Says Queen Tomyristo King

Cyrus who tried to subjugate her people :
'* You

rule over your dominions, and bear to see me rule

over mine." She voiced really the Greek view

against the Oriental conqueror.

(2) The Romans had also their Rim which,

starting from their central city, was extended till

it embraced the whole Mediterranean world.

Rome was a conqueror and therein different from

Greece. It subjugated the backward tribes of

Italy, whom the Greek deemed barbarians, and

civilized them through its law and institutions.

Thus the Roman Rim was pushed out far beyond

the Grecian. Still it took in only a part of Bar-

bary, for instance the Celts of the Nor-th but not

the Teutons, who were never Romanized in their
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own seats. The Roman Empire, when at its

greatest extent, had an African, Asiatic, and

European Rim which it did not, and indeed could

not, permanently transcend. Christianity, how-

ever, with its missionary spirit in religion trans_

cended it during Roman times, and converted the

barbarians.

(3) The great fact about Charlemagne is that

he ran a new Rim in Europe, having conquered

the Germans of the North, and made them

Christians. Also some Slavic peoples he sub-

jected, and thus reached out to Eastern Europe.

It may be said that with Charlemagne the

European consciousness begins to dawn. The

feeling that Europe is one at least starts; with

this also goes the feeling that it must be Chris-

tian. The Crusades, as the movement of most

of the European peoples, intensified this feeling.

Still there was a borderland of North-Western

Europe which was outside the pale, was heathen,

savage, hostile. The Teutonic Knights held and

pushed forward this Rim for several centuries.

In general we may call this the Teutonic Rim as

distinct from the Roman Rim, which did not

embrace Teutonia.

(4) When Russia drives out her Tartar lords,

the European Rim may be said to be definitely

realized as distinct from Asia. This took place

about the beginning of the Renascence, or of

modern Europe (1400-1500). With Peter the
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Great, Kussia distinctly commences to turn west-

ward for her political affiliation and seeks the

society of European Nations, in whose process

she will participate as a leading member.

European History, accordingly, moves more

and more into unity by eliminating its inner

Rims. This unity reposes ultimately upon one

race, the Aryan, and upon one religion, the Chris-

tian. To be sure there is in this regard a dis-

cordant note: the Turk of alien race and religion

pushed across the European Eim into the Greek

(or Balkan) peninsula, and has mantained him-

self there over four centuries and a half, having

taken possession of the original seat of Western

Civilization.

So it comes that Europe of the Twentieth

Century feels herself tightly hooped up like a

hogshead, and seeks an outlet for her ever-

increasing and fermenting contents. On all

sides she is overflowing the Rim into other

lands, particularly into Africa, yet also into

Asia. That is, European States migrate, send-

ing out offshoots of themselves and establish-

ing provinces. But to America Europeans

migrate singly, the individual takes the initia-

tive, not the State, and uses his own Will for

selecting his spot of Earth, and making his

career. That is partially a result of the Mon-
roe doctrine ; it causes a kind of Natural Se-

lection, and calls forth the individuality of the

7
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emigrant. Still such an individual migration is a

result also of the spirit of the time, and is really

determined by the political character of the

country as the goal toward which the man is

moving.

In general it may be said to have been the

historic function of the Medieval Period to de-

velop and make explicit the European conscious-

ness, the self-awareness of Europe as a unit.

The Greco7Roman world had no such conscious-

ness, at least not developed ; implicit indeed it

was, for we find the name of Europe accounted

for already in Greek Mythology, and speculated

upon by thft Father of History, who, however,

expressly declares that its limits were unknown.

Christianity, with its missionary work to the

European heathen of the North, converts them

to one faith, to one divinity and one book, thus

unifying the whole of Europe in and through

religion, whereby it becomes conscious of its

one Self in becoming conscious of its one God.

Strangely, it was not fully conscious of its

racial unity till it heard the message of Com-

parative Philology in the Nineteenth Century.

Yet the racial unity reaches far back of Christ-

ianity, being brought by the Aryans from their

original home in Asia. Politically medieval-

ism was separative, it divided up the one Ro-

man Empire into many Nation-States, thereby

restoring to the world nationality, which had
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been submerged Id Rome. Religiously it

united and held together these centrifugal

Nation-States by a strong hand, which, even if

external largely, was necessary. Such is the

contrast between the Greco-Roman and Medieval

Periods : the one had political union with little

religious union ; the other had religious union

with little political union. It was this religious

oneness which made the German, the Italian

and even the Russian conscious of being

European as distinct from Asiatic. Previously

it was Greece or Rome versus Asia.

The four preceding Rims were territorial,

drawn on land, and hovering more or less about

a definite line. But when the last Rim, which

includes all Europe, is completely delimited and

recognized, the marine boundary, which deflected

all four Rims and determined them from the

outside, is in its turn transcended, and Europe at

the Renascence begins to move outside of itself,

to an extra-European world. Each leading

European Nation-State of that time bursts the

Oceanic barrier and sweeps outward, planting it-

self in colonies on distant shores. With this

movement along with others, the Medieval

Period comes to an end, since the Church no

longer exercises a dominant influence over the

Nation-State, which now is acting for itself in

a new order. Europe is circummigrated and the

Ethnic Protoplasm is pretty well used up.
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We may note here that international Law is

distinctly getting control of the society of Europ-

ean Nation-States, which are thus bringing their

relations to one another under a fixed Law.

This is what is supplanting the secular authority

of the Pope, who assumed a certain Power over

war and peace between these Nation-States.

A book written by a Hollander, Hugo Grotius

(published at Paris in 1625), set forth the Rights

of Peace and War among Nations, and organized

a system of international Jurisprudence for the

better association of European peoples, who were

to judge of and to apply this Law. Moreover

he sharply distinguishes Natural Law from Posi-

tive or Enacted Law, bringing it back to the

individual. He goes so far as to say that sub-

jects are not bound to serve in a war which they

think unjust. And he holds that the hangman
before executing a sentence should satisfy him-

self of its rightness— which makes him judge of

the judge.

Eeturning to the main topic we are to grasp

together the four Rims herein outlined, observing

that they are so many stages in the grand circum-

migration of European History, as it proceeds to

call up State after State, till the society of the

States of Europe is consummated in the Poly-

archy of to-day. The Aryan race has therein

Europeanized itself politically, by degrees bring-

ing its barbarous Ethnic Protoplasm into the pale
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of Civilization, of which process the preceding

are the four prime stages. In fact, these stages

may be named after the four chief historic stocks

of the European Aryans. That is, the four Rims

may be labelled successively the Greek, the

Roman, the Teutonic, and Slavic, the latter

completing the total Rim of Europe which has

now surrounded and fenced-in nationally, even

if it has not yet fully elaborated and civilized,

its Ethnic Protoplasm.

It should be noted, however, that there is still

the Rim of Barbarism on our globe, even if

Europe has substantially pushed it outside of

her borders, and made it, as far as she is con-

cerned extra-European. The estimate has been

given that not more than one-half of the Earth's

population may be deemed civilized. If this be

so, then some seven or eight hundred millions of

the Ethnic Protoplasm of the total Globe still

remain to be taken up and assimilated (or de-

stroyed) by civilization. Moreover this Ethnic

Protoplasm is no longer uniracial, as in Europe

alone, but is multiracial, non-Aryan, even non-

white : in view of which fact we must suppose

that civilization itself will become multiracial,

and perchance, like Joseph's coat, of many
* colors.

V.

We have followed the circummigration of the

civilized European States within Europe, till
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they become a society of many political mem-
bers, which, though separate and independent,

have a certain inner oneness, a spirit in com-

mon which makes them distinct from Asia or

America. This is what we must now briefly

emphasize by giving a special name to it—we

shall call it the European Folk-Soul, which even

if separative and Polyarchie, has still its unitary

principle also.

Europe is, therefore, a community com-

posed indeed of many commonwealths, each

having its own political character, purpose,

and form of government, yet all having a

common character and partaking of a common
consciousness. Europe is an organism having

one body with numerous members, but likewise

having a soul, which has animated and still

animates its organism from the beginning.

Now it is this soul of Europe to which we have

to penetrate in her History ; this is what we

have just designated as the European Folk-Soul.

At the same time we are not to forget that each

people of the European Society of Nations has

its own Folk-Soul, of which too we shall have

to say somewhat. In fact there has been a

succession of Folk-Souls through the Ages ; in

antiquity we observe three main ones, Greek,

Eoman, Imperial, which are followed by the

Medieval and Modern.

European History has to reveal the develop-
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ment of the European Folk-Soul into its present

condition, which, as already indicated is now
straining its bounds, seeking to break over them

and to become extra-European. This seems to

be the birth-throe of a great epoch, which had

previously given some signs at the Renascence.

Each European Nation-State, having received an

imperial heritage of the spirit from Rome, and

being determined from within politically and

religiously, goes forth to the backward races of

other continents and starts to colonize, that is to

Europeanize them. Undoubtedly this movement

is old, Hellas sought to Hellenize and Rome to

Romanize the world. True to its inherited char-

acter the European Folk-Soul seeks to European-

ize the world. It does this however, not through

one people or nation, as was the case in antiquity,

but through a society of many nations, each of

which goes forth independently and does its part,

gets its share of land and makes provinces as did

Rome, when she began her world-historical

career. Thus Europe with its group of Nation-

States is an association of several Romes, each

of which is getting to have a number of extra-

European provinces.

Still these imperial Nation-States have at the

same time their intra-European process with one

another, more lively and varied than ever. New
States are continually added to the society inside

of Europe ; recently what are known as the Balk-
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an States have arisen. Then each of these

Nation-States has its own national process, and

this also must be recorded in History, which is

certainly becoming complex. Moreover in this

society of independent commonwealths, a new

division of importance rises: some are strongest

of all, some are stronger than others; so the dis-

tinction between the Great Powers and the Lesser

comes decidedly into the foreground.

In general, we may draw from the pre-

ceding account that the European Folk-Soul as

a whole has shown itself not only migratory

but circummigratory in Europe, having com-

pleted itself in completing the round of Euro-

pean States. Thus the old Aryan instinct of

surrounding the globe has received a new de-

velopment and confirmation in the work of its

offspring, the European Folk-Soul. This, how-

ever, is a link— the most important one, and yet

but a link— in the vaster chain of circummi-

gration, which carries with it the movement of

the World's History.

And now, having ascertained the spatial cir-

cummigratory character of European History,

its circular sweeps in Space, we pass to look at

its circular sweeps in Time, which are the meas-

uring principle of historic events, and which

mark off in a succession of self-returning cycles

(therein resembling the year or the day)

what the Folk-Soul goes through outwardly
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and inwardly by way of experience. Such a

cycle of Time is known in History by the name

of the Period, literally meaning the Way round,

which suggests its cyclical character. Thus we

come to consider the very important historic

principle of Periodicity, which is the temporal

counterpart and complement of spatial Circum-

migration.
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Section jfourtb*

Periodicity.

To periodize History is to organize it, is to

transform it from chaos into cosmos. Only thus

can its processes be seen, great and small. From
the earliest historian till the present time there

has always been some attempt to find the his-

toric Period, as the underlying principle of the

world's occurrences. The development as well

as the depth of the appreciation of History may
be measured by the getting. of its true Periods.

These undoubtedly become in their general out-

lines more pronounced as Time unfolds its events,

whose vast number and complexity, however,

render their special ordering more difficult. The
periodic character of History is its deepest note,

and must be taken as its fundamental principle

of organization.

The migratory movement of the World's His-

tory we have just seen streaming westward on its

main line, from Asia through Europe to America.

Such have been its great territorial stages which,

however, have had a corresponding spiritual sig-

nificance. We have already observed the one

race (Aryan) moving from the Orient into

Europe, where it becomes historical and divides

itself into many States. Thus the Oriental unit
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(in race, speech, institutions) particularizes

itself, and remains separated into particular

States throughout European History. Still there

is that original unity— racial, linguistic, institu-

tional— underlying its political diversity. But

History so far shows Europe unable to cement

its national parts into a governmental whole,

unable to realize its racial unity in one State.

And yet such a political unity is its great historic

end, the goal toward which it is moving, the

complete process of which it is but a stage.

The History of Europe, therefore lies between

two unities, one before and one after, evolving

out of the first and into the second. From this

point of view it is the middle stage in the total

movement of the World's History. '

We may again cast a glance at the Oriental

source which has several races in it, with their

Ethnic Protoplasm always unfolding toward par-

ticular States. But the one supreme Asiatic State

puts down the rising particularity from the outside

by the strong hand of power. One of its races,

however, moves into Europe where it evolves

just the system of particular States (Polyarchy)

as its principle. Here is the deepest point of

political antagonism between the Orient and

Europe; the latter unfolds and cherishes the

principle which the former puts down as its oppo-

site. Hence Asia will precipitate itself upon,

Europe in deepest hostility of principle through-
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out the course of European History, which fact

gives rise to its leading epochs.

The political consciousness of the Orient we
must pry into, if we would understand Europe,

and even America. The Asiatic has a State and

its end is to secure freedom, that is, his concep-

tion of freedom. Now it may be said that this

freedom of his turns on giving up individual

freedom. His will is that the ruler's will be

done absolutely ; any limitation upon the lat-

ter's will limits his own and destroys what he

conceives to be his freedom. The Orientals say

in substance to their Monarch as to their God

:

My Will is that thy Will be done. Thus there

is in the Orient no separation between the re-

ligious and secular Institutions, almost no sep-

aration between King and God; certainly the

King speaks with the voice of the God. More-

over the voice of the ruler is the voice of

the State and its decrees; there is as yet no

abiding distinction between his personal ca-

price and the universal law. Still we have

to say that the Oriental State existed in or-

der to actualize freedom, even if the Orien-

tal man deemed his freedom as institutional

to be a total subservience to the ruler's free-

dom as autocratic and arbitrary. He could
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not yet fully distinguish himself as Will from

the single Will of the ruler ; his consciousness

was one with his King and his God. As the

ruler's Will was one with divinity, so the sub-

ject's Will was one with the ruler, and through

the latter with divinity. In a general way this

spirit gives the theocratic State which we find

in the Orient.

Now Europe will make here a sharp distinc-

tion. It proceeds to separate the political and

the religious Institution already in Greece and

Eome, while the conflicts between the two

authorities. Empire and Papacy, fill the Middle

Ages. In fact to-day Europe is still writhing

in the strife between Church and State. Deep

is the European dualism between these two Insti-

tutions, which are so naturally united in the

Orient. Moreover the European ruler of the

State has to distinguish between his Self as par-

ticular or caprice and his Self as universal or

law. The peoples of Europe have made States

whose rulers enact good laws, free of arbitrari-

ness; still the source of the good law is thus

arbitrary. Not simply the law must be universal,

bnt also the law-making. All must finally make

the law who obey the law. Not any individual

as Monarch, or any privileged class of individuals

is to make the law, or to stand in the way of its

being made by all who are to obey it. Justice

must not only be given to the people, as it were
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from above (Asia) or from the outside (Europe),

but the people themselves to themselves must

give justice (America). To give the good is

certaiuly as valuable and needful a boon to man
and to all men as to receive the good.

Such we may deem the stages of consciousness

in the three continents as regards the source of

the law, which is to govern man in the State : it

is God-made (Orient), it is People-made (Occi-

dent), it is made by one privileged man or by

some men or even by many (Europe). Since

History moves through the State, we have to

take into account the State's essence, which is

its law securing and actualizing human freedom.

We may look at this matter also from the

standpoint of obedience to law. For our pur-

pose we can designate two classes : law-makers

and law-obeyers. As long as the law-makers

are distinct from the people as law-obeyers,

there is privilege, which limits the universal-

ity of the law. Such a law-maker often shows

the tendency to exempt himself from his own
law made for other folks. Not till the law-

obeyers as a whole make the law which they

obey, is their freedom secured and truly actual-

ized, being endowed with a complete duty on

the one hand and being themselves accountable

on the other. In the Orient, however, the law-

obeyer takes the law as God-sent, even if it is

proclaimed through the sovereign or through the
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law-giver (Moses) ; he never thinks of asking to

participate in its making, or to hold its maker

accountable, unless a pretender or false prophet.

But in Europe the conflict between the two, the

law-maker and the law-obeyer, opens, the latter

seeking more and more to be law-maker also,

and thus to obey the law which he makes and to

do away with the privileged law-maker. But

Europe has or has had law-makers by birth

(king and nobles) who at least take part in leg-

islation, and, whose law must be obeyed by

those who had no hand in making it. An ex-

ternal arbitrary element still remains in Euro-

pean law, even when it is just. Such a law

may bring justice to men from the outside, but

men nmst through the law bring justice to

themselves. The law in Europe makes man's

right real with one fundamental exception : it

does not make real man's right to make itself

(the law). Justice is not complete, is not uni-

versal, when it gives to everybody his own
(suumcmque)y without giving him at the same

his own self-made justice, of course through the

organization of the State. I have not my high-

est right, the right of freedom, when such right

is* determined by another, and even justly de-

termined. Such is, in general, the Occidental

principle, which solves the European conflict be-

tween law-makers and law-obeyers. Self-gov-

ernment means that by law men make the law'
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which they obey, and they obey the law which

they make.

Thus Orient, Europe and Occident all have

the law, and the law is made for the people who
have to obey it ; but the grand historic differ-

ence between these continents lies in the degrees

through which the people pass from being

merely law-obeyers to being also law-makers.

II.

Two supreme Periods of the World's History

are formed by Asia and by Europe, each having

also its own inner historic development. The

largest and smallest of the grand divisions of

the globe are not only placed alongside of each

other, but the one flows out of the other territo-

rially and spiritually. Great and suggestive are

the contrasts between largest Asia and smallest

Europe; the one seems to expand externally,

spaceward; the other seems to contract inter-

nally toward a point, or timeward; thus they

appear to stand in a primordial elemental relation,

as if to Space and Time. Moreover the transi-

tion from one to the other for the mind has

something absolute in it; it is as if the universal

Ego were revealing on our globe two stages of

his process, thus imaging in outer terrestrial

shapes the movement of the All. History takes

on its mightiest appearance in the Oriental and

European manifestations of itself and their in-
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teraction. What we call the Pampsychosis is

herein realizing itself historically on its grand-

est scale, and unseals and expresses its own inner

self-separation in these two supreme stages of

the World's History, Orient and Europe.

Another fact about Asia we should note : its

potential nature. It is the land of all possibil-

ities, many of them being as yet undeveloped.

It has several races, all of them doubtless capa-

ble of civilization. But Europe has unfolded

only one of these Asiatic races and also only

one Asiatic language, and one Asiatic religion.

Thus we have to deem Asia as a vast seething

cauldron of potentialities in race, speech, re-

liofion. Observe again with soul-stretchinoj

glances into futurity: in Europe and also in

America Asia has evolved but one of its possi-

bilities, having in its bosom others as yet un-

evolved. Are they too destined to unfold through

the countless coming aeons into new civilizations,

parallel with or perchance successive to our

Aryan and Christian? So much for the vast

outlook upon Asiatic potentialities, indicating

the important fact for periodizing our present

History, that Asia represents its first implicit,

potential Period.

Looking at Asia by itself we may expand

some of the foregoing points. As a whole it

impresses mightily by its overwhelming

spatial character^ possessing a greater exten- •

8
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sion than any other continental division of the

globe, embracing as much surface as all the

Americas. Its striking divisions are spatial and

threefold— Eastern, Central and Western. Time
with its movement seems to have much less

meaning to Asia than Space with its extension.

On the other hand Europe is the least of all the

continental divisions spatially; its soul is inten-

sive more than extensive, and puts great stress

upon moving Time and its divisions rather than

upon moveless Space continuously lying along-

side of itself in a kind of sempiternal sameness.

Hence it comes that History in the East is less

developed than in Europe, has less significance,

is less certain of itself, and is much less culti-

vated. Egypt lay in large masses of indisting-

uishable Time till the Greek came and began to

chronologize it. India has made a marvelous

advance in historic consciousness since the Brit-

ish came. Indeed Asia is just getting historicized

through Europe with the latter 's dates, calendars,

and eras, in general through the European or-

ganization of Time, of which Asia has shown it-

self not wholly incapable yet relatively behind

hand. The Asiatic mind is dominantly spatial

and in Space; the European mind is dominantly

temporal and in Time; the one is more stable

and religious, the other more scientific and

questioning. Yet we shall find that neither side

is wholly devoid of the other's elemental nature.
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Here we may affirm again that tne round of con-

flict between West-Asia and Europe brings forth

the deepest periodic movements of European

History.

It has been already stated that Asia is the

home of Races. Each of its three parts, East,

Middle and West, shows racial diversity. If

there ever was an original separation of the one

humanity into a multiplicity of Eaces— which

we can conceive, though hardly prove— it is

most likely to have taken place in Asia. But

what concerns us at present is that Asia, and

specially West-Asia with which Europe unfolds

in its supreme historic process, is multiracial, a

perpetually fermenting vat of racial differences

and antagonisms— Aryan, Semitic, Turanian.

On the other hand Europe is mainly uniracial,

as well as unilinojual andunireligious. Here lies

the deep opposition between Asia and Europe,

source of the original native dualism in European

History, which separating from its Oriental

mother, becomes separative within itself by its

very birth.

Of the three Asias just designated, West-Asia

has always turned her historic face toward

Europe, and the West, not so much toward

India and the farther East. It evidently regards

Europe as its other half or its other self, which

it must win in order to be whole. Europe on its

its side has turned her historic face toward West-
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Asia in her supreme conjunctures. From this

fact her History derives its chief Periods, and

thus we pass from the periodicity of the World's

History (Oriental, European, Occidental) to the

periodicity of European History, which we shall

find to be divided into Ancient, Medieval and

Modern.

m.
The fact just mentioned we shall emphasize

by unfolding it a little. Passing from the

World's History to one of its stages, namely

European History we wish to grasp the period-

izing'of it, in which various methods may be

employed, though they bring forth one result.

First there is the outer clash with West Asia,

already mentioned, which stirs Europe to its

depths and gives rise, at least externally, to its

three chief historic Periods— Ancient, Medieval

and Modern. This division of European History

has been very generally seen and acknowledged,

but it appears to have been picked up empiri-

cally, while the grounds of it have not been

much studied, or even asked after.

So we are now to consider the fact that the

deepest phases of European History spring from

the interaction between East and West, from the

impact now coming out of Asia upon Europe,

now out of Europe upon Asia. Really this is

what forms the historic cycles or periods of
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European History, whicn is primarily determined

by the conflict between the aforesaid two conti-

nents or their ideas. It is, therefore, necessary

that we get to know, at least in a general way,

these two colliding ideas, the European and the

Asiatic.

The History of Asia, specially Western Asia,

shows a succession of Empires, often of great

extent, but usually leaving little or no perma-

nent impress upon the conquered peoples, who
are compelled to pay a tax in men and property

to their conqueror, but who are left as before in

their language, culture, civilization, religion and

communal institutions. That is, they are not as

a rule, assimilated to their victors, wherein lies

a chief difference between the Oriental and the

Eoman Empires.

One may well ask : What is the historic pur-

pose of such an Oriental despotism? It is at

least the severe discipline of obedience for the

conquered individual, city, tribe, nation; even

slavery has its training out of caprice. One
can also see an effort, on the part of the Persian

empire for instance, to protect the peoples united

under its sway against the sudden invasion of

barbarous hordes of the North, like the Cim-

merians anciently and like the Tartars in the

Medieval time. Cyrus met his death, it would

seem, in trying to subdue one of these savage

hordes ; and Darius made an expedition against
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the tribes of those steppes (the vagina gentium),

and failed like Napoleon in the same regions.

This then wasa'limit drawn in the North against

the ancient Persian Empire, which limit it could

not transcend.

There have been three of these West-Asiatic

attacks upon Europe in the course of her His-

tory : first is the Persian, which opens distinctly

historical Antiquity; second is the Arabian,

which starts the Middle Ages; third is the Turk,

who takes Constantinople about the beginning of

the Modern Era. Each of these assaults is des-

perately offensive in its character, bent on the

possession of the fair heritage of Europe, which

at first acting on the defensive against the mighty

mass of human waves threateninoj to deluo^e it

and its culture, has slowly gained the strength

not only to repel the blows, but to take the

offensive in its turn and invade Asia, there

founding Empires. This action and reaction

between the two sides must be alternately con-

sidered as ©ne movement rounding itself out to

completeness, as one cycle or period of European

History, of which there have been in the large

sense three since its dawn. Moreover each of

these three great Oriental invasions has been the

task of a different race ; the Aryan, the Semite,

and the Turanian (or Tartar) has each in turn

precipitated himself upon Europe, and these
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attacks have been in their main events aoout a

thousand years apart.

It is evident that all these desperate conflicts

have a racial substrate. The first shows the

Aryan race dividing within itself into its two

snpreme divisions, the Asiatic and European

—

a scission whose germ probably lies far

back in the original separation of this same

race upon the highlands of Central Asia, one

part turning eastward toward India, the other

turning westward toward Iran and Anatolia.

Still both these parts remained Oriental till the

grand crossing into Europe where the deepest

and most permanent and altogether the most

important racial separation takes place. This

inner Aryan conflict between Orient and Europe

was that of Greek and Roman antiquity, in

which the other non-Aryan races of Western

Asia had as yet relatively little historic promi-

nence. But after the ancient classic world has

made its cycle, the Semitic Arab breaks sud-

denly into History and into Europe, and begins

a new epoch. This also runs its course, when
the Turanian Turk appears.

Along with this racial substrate there is com-

mingled a religious element in each case. We
read that in the first great invasion of Greece

the Persian army of Xerxes burned the temples

and violated the sanctuaries of the Gods, which

fact we couple with the zealous Zoroastrian-
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ism of the Persians of this age and the pre-

ceding, after they had put down the Magian

revolution. (See Herodotus Book III, with

Eawlinson's comments). Still the religious

intensity of Asia is manifested far more decided-

ly in the second great invasion of Greece and

of its Byzantine world by the Arabians fired

"with their new religion of Mahomet. When this

race had been successfully repelled and was de-

clining, the same religion was taken up by a

new race with new zeal, and the third great

invasion of Greece by the Orientals (the Turks)

made them masters of that coveted land after a

conflict lasting more than two thousand years.

With the foregoing racial and religious an-

tagonism is conjoined the collision between the

Social Institutions of the Orient and Europe.

The Family in the East was and still is poly-

gamous, while that of the West is monogamous.

Thus the primal Institution of man undergoes

the greatest kind of a change, which transforms

the entire fabric of European Society, and

makes it fundamentally distinct from that of

the Orient. Particularly the woman becomes a

different being and will give birth to different

men. The political Institution shows a change

equally great. In the East the individual has

no share, certainly no direct share, in making

the law which he obeys, or in determining the

realm of authority which determines him.
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But in Europe the individual, or we may say

the people, begins to be political, to participate

in the State which it has to maintain. As al-

ready set forth, the Orient is autocratic, yea

theocratic ; the ruler is regarded as supreme as

God, whose incarnation or at least whose vice-

gerent he is, or claims to be. Such a govern-

ment is the product of the consciousness of the

Oriental man ; we have to think it as his crea-

tion ultimately, not foisted upon him from the

outside against his will, but the true evolution

of his will, in which he actualizes his conception

of freedom.

Such, then, is in general the first or outer

origin of the periodicity of Eutopean History.

We have to mark it as coming from the outside,

in this case as in so many others the East

goes West and starts the latter's activity, yea

self-activity. That is. West-Asia periodizes

Europe, or rather makes it perodize itself.

Through the three grand attacks of the three

Asiatic races and religions and institutions,

Europe is moved in her profoundest abysses,

not only to make a counter attack against the

Orient, but also to have a corresponding inner

movement of her own. This is what we shall

study next, since it too reveals in its own way the

Periods of European History.
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IV.

The inner movement of Europe's historic peri-

odicity turns upon the kinds of government, or

the political forms in which and through which

European History develops. The Periods will

be just the same as before, but they are now to be

seen as Europe's own process also, and not merely

as the result of the outer assault from Asia. In

other words Europe is moved externally to assert

itself internally, or is determined (outside) to

determine itself (inside). Therein we may
trace a striking analogy to Mind, Self, Ego, which

is likewise stimulated by the outer world to inner

movement and're-action.

We have indicated on a previous page that the

political principle of the Orient was the suppres-

sion of the particular State, and its subordination

to a vast Empire. This is what brings it pri-

marily into conflict with the political principle of

Europe, which asserts the primacy of the particu-

lar State. Hence Europe was at the start of

History and is to-day a group or cluster of par-

ticular States. Here we speak of dominant

tendencies, to which there are exceptions on

both sides. Undoubtedly the Oriental Empire

often breaks up into political fragments, but the

dominant tendency is toward unification ; on the

other hand some European States (never all)

have been unified under one government, but
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even in this case the dominant tendency soon

veers again toward separation. Now Asia or

specially West-Asia, seeking as it must to make
its principle universal, or to realize the State

universal, is thrust against Europe primarily,

vrhich has just the opposite political principle.

Herein too we may see the reason why West-

Asia does not so readily turn to the East, to India

and China, which politically resemble it, but to

the West, to Europe which is its political oppo-

site, and which is thereby driven to maintain and

unfold its own principle of the particular State.

Indeed we shall find that Europe, when assailed

from the East, will unite to assert itself as sepa-

rative, as seen in the ancient Greco-Persian war.

Such a union, however, is but temporary, being

for a temporary purpose. Accordingly we are

now to see Europe unfolding by virtue of its own

inner principle of the State particular, and pri-

odizing itself as a society of separate autonomous

commonwealths.

Already we have given to this pervasive ele-

ment of European History the special name of

Polyarchy, since the fact has risen to the sur-

face before in other connections. But at pres-

ent we are to observe it in a new part, that of

Period-making. Let us recall then, that the

History of Europe from its dawn till our own

Twentieth Century, lies between two govern-

mental forms : the old Greek City-State and the

modern Nation-State. To this fact we must add
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another: the first manifestation of the historic

State in ancient Greece was that of a society or

group of Citj-States ; the last manifestation of

the State in cotemporary Europe is likewise that

of a society or group, but of Nation-States. We
see that History moves between two societies of

States, old and new, first and last. Thus mod-
ern Europe is a return (not a relapse) to ancient

Hellas in certain very important political aspects.

Hence Greek History has meant so much to

Europe, especially since the Renascence.

Using the special terms already employed, we
can say that European History is a movement
between two Polyarchies, that this movement is

an evolution of a society of particular States or

or is Polyarchic, and that the Polyarchy up to

date has been the persistent and pervasive fact of

historic Europe. Hence the latter will be peri-

odized in accord with this basic political princi-

ple of itself. Its three periods we shall look at

in order.

(1) Ancient. This period of European His-

tory has the City-State as its political norm,

which takes various shapes in Greece, Rome and

Byzantium successively, the City-State moving

from its Polyarchy to its Henarchy.

Also there is the evolution of the City-

State out of the primordial Ethnic Protoplasm

into the ancient Mediterranean civilization of

Europe, which then returns to this Ethnic Pro-

toplasm (chiefly Teutonic) for a fresh dip in its
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first creative sources. This protoplasmic round

from beginning back to beginning embraces the

classic world, completing the latter and furnish-

ing the start for a new Period of European

History.

Along with this Aryan political development,

later antiquity began weaving into the European

Folk-Soul a new racial and religious strand de-

rived from the two Semitic Bibles. Christianity,

sprung of West-Asia, formed an inner bond of

union between its Asiatic home and Europe till

this bond was shivered by Mahomet af the

opening of the Middle Ages.

(2) Medieval. This period of European

History has what may be called the Ethnic State

as its political norm, an ever-varying composite

of the old Roman City-State and the barbarous

Ethnic Protoplasm of North-European races,

whose chief institution was the primitive Village

Community (specially the Teutonic Mark).

Note these two ultimate political elements, which

constitute the original m edieval political dualism,

and which the Middle Ages are to fuse together

into a new governmental form.

The one ancient Eoman Empire, already di-

viding in antiquity, becomes separated into two

Ethnic Empires, Aryan and Semitic, also into

two religions, Christian and Mohammedan, with

a corresponding separation in language a^d in-

stitutions. Then internally Europe divides into

State and Church, the latter still further into
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Eastern and Western, and this last again into

Catholic and Protestant. Thus Medieval History

shows itself deeply separative.

(3) Modern, This Period of European History

has for its political norm the Nation-State as

imperial, no longer merely as ethnic or tribal.

The supreme tendency of the Medieval State was

to transfer the Empire- City (Kome) to each and

every Ethnic State of the barbarians, thus evolv-

ing the latter State through the former into the

Empi^ Nation-State. So we behold the History

of Europe returning to the Polyarchy, not indeed

of old Greek City-States but of Empire

Nation-States. This is contemporary Europe,

which in the present Modern Period has been

unfolding and gradually transforming into its

States the primitive Ethnic Protoplasm, out of

which European civilization arose in ancient

Hellas, and which it has more and more absorbed

till little or none is left. Hence the outlook is

that Europe has territorially and perchance

spiritually completed her round of civilization,

or at least one round of it, and must now break

out of her limits into other continents— which

indeed she has been recently doing.

In this way we grasp in advance the total

sweep of European History starting with the

Greek Polyarchy of autonomous City-States,

and, after some twenty-five centuries of develop-

ment, concluding for the present in the European

Polyarchy of Nation-States.
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V.

This last stage of European History, the

modern, we shall here expand a little since it

touches and, as far as can now be seen, in-

cludes our own time. Note again that it is a re-

turn of man upon himself within and without,

whereby he becomes more profoundly aware of

himself (or of his Self) as well as of his historic

Past. Politically we see him going back to his

start in ancient Greece, yet he does not leave

out the work of imperial Rome in his present

form of government. Evidently this third or

self-returning stage of European Periodicity is

what reveals the latter, making it consciously

present to man, and indeed suggesting to him

the same process to be that of his own mind.

We have all heard that the Renascence or Re-

vival of Learning was chiefly brought about by

the renewal of Greek and Latin studies, by a

return to and restoration of the classic world in

the modern. It has been less observed that the

European political system, evolving out of the

Middle Ages, has also gone back to Greek an-

tiquity in the fact of forming a society of

autonomous and inter-acting States, among

which the old idea of Hegemony also has not

been wanting. Undoubtedly independent Nation-

States were formed in the Medieval time, but

they acknowledged a religious headship outside

of themselves in papal Rome. The Reformation
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smote this link, and most of the States of North

ern or Teutonic Europe became self-centered

religiously as well as politically, while the Latin

States still adhered to the Roman ecclesiastical

center. Thus Christian Europe became divided

into two new sets of States : the completely self-

centered both in Church and State, and the par-

tially self-centered, those autonomous in State

but not in Church.

This division between North and South,

Teutonic and Latin, Protestant and Catholic led

to bitter conflict between the two sides, of which

the war between Spain and Holland in the Six-

teenth Century is a sample. In the deepest sense

it was a fight over the movement of civilization,

of which the Northern self-centered States be-

came the chief supporters. That spirit of Uni-

versal History, which had remained in the Medi-

terranean basin ever since civilized Europe

started, was about to leave it and to pass to North-

em peoples of a different speech and character.

During two great Periods of History the Greco-

Roman and Medieval, lasting over two thousand

years, the World-Spirit had moved westward

along the Midland Sea till it came to the Atlantic

and the Oceanic States of the North, where it

was to begin a new career.

Spain became for a time the bridge both phy-

sically and spiritually from the Mediterranean

to the Atlantic. The same was true of France in

a higher degree. The French territory connects
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Sea and Ocean somewhat in the form of a bridge

bordering in the South upon two great Latin

peninsulas (Italy and Spain), and in the North

upon Teutonic peoples. In the South France had

been under Greek, Latin, and Arabic influences,

Marseilles having been an early and influential

Greek colony long before Rome appeared

in its horizon. In the North, France was

largely Teutonic, taking its name from a Ger-

man tribe, the Franks Still France remained,

after much inner stuggle, Latin in religion as

well as in speech and spirit, though she also

maintained her inter-connecting or mediating

character intellectually between the nations of

Europe.

This fact is seen in the European use of the

French tongue for intercommunication, it being

the daughter and heir of the Latin, and in some
respects the rival French literature has shown
an international power, especially it has made
itself the interpreter of the linguistically sepa-

rated peoples of Europe. Still in French there has

been written no greatest masterpiece of literature,

as is also the case in Latin ; its power of exposi-

tion prevails over its originality. The French

translation has been hitherto the literary vehicle

to make Europe acquainted with itself, the same
being true of conversation in French. European
science, however, sought for a long time to ex-

press itself in Latin, and has not wholly

9
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eschewed the habit. At present the literary

supremacy of the French tongue is getting con-

tested on the scientific side by German, on the

commercial by English.

Since the rise of the society of modern Nation-

States, attempts to consolidate them into an Em-
pire like the Roman have not been wanting.

Particularly has this ambition shown itself in

the Latin States of the West, which find it hard

to free themselves of the mighty tradition of im-

perial Rome. Charles V and his son, Philip II

of Spain, Louis XIV and above all Napoleon of

France, assailed the autonomous, Teutonic

Nation-State, and were not only defeated but

undone in the conflict.

Still the imperial principle has not been lost,

but transformed. Instead of subjecting all

States to its one rule, it has gone over into each

Nation-State of Europe so that we call it a

society of Empire Nation-States, each of which

is at present moving outside of Europe for im-

perial sway. In fact it may be affirmed as an

important truth in the conception of History,

that no principle which the World- Spirit has

brought forth and established for centuries, is

ever lost afterwards. It becomes an element,

transformed indeed, of the more advanced stage,

in which it can always be discovered by a careful

analysis. So the imperial principle is taken up

into the modern Nation-State. And that is not

the end of it by any means. The American Fed-
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eral State has and always has had an imperial

element, which must become more explicit if it is

going to deal with backward peoples, and train

them to self-government. Imperialism is not

necessarily a reproach; if it were. History would

be full of reproaches of itself, and we would do

better to cast it at once into the abyss of

oblivion.

In this Renascence or New Birth of itself,

the modern world goes back to its childhood,

in fact to its various kinds of childhood or ori-

gins, for the purpose of recovering and renew-

ing its elemental energy before starting a fresh

cycle of the World's History. We may here

summarize the ways in which this grand act of

European Periodicity manifests itself. First

there is the return to Greece and Rome for

their secular culture, for their art, literature,

science. Then there is the political return to

the Polyarchy. At the same time there is a re-

ligious return to the Semitic stream which starts

in West-Asia, to the Christian and Hebrew
sources of Europe's religion. Moreover the

spatial round within Europe itself is completed.

There is also an Asio-European return which in-

cludes Central and Farther Asia— which fact,

however suo^orests also the beo^inninff of a new
and larger cycle in the World's History, into

whose field total Asia, as distinct from the

Western part of it, seems to be just entering, in

connection with Europe. Thus the historic
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Period shows an inner propulsion, a native bent

as it were, to widen itself out till it may em-

brace the entire Globe.

But coming back to the Periodicity of Euro-

pean History, with its three stages, we may
repeat that it has been unfolded and most

strikingly brought to consciousness by the Re-

nascence, especially by the political organization

of the latter— the Polyarchy. This has been

indeed strongly realized and confirmed; but

the question will arise, whether or not it is

the ultimate historic form of Europe's States.

Or is it but one cycle, perchance not complete?

America in its leading government rejects the

Polyarchy, evidently transcending the same

and adopting the federation of Constitutional

States, as distinct from the European society

of City-States or of Nation-States. Thus

seems to rise beyond Europe, yet, really out of

her bosom, the third stage of the total World's

History, which we have named the Occidental.

And still even beyond this third stage, or per-

chance in connection with it, something is stir-

ring in our own day and has given a glimpse

of itself which compels a new outlook into the

historic future and its Periodicity. A great

event has just happened which has set us all

to thinking and to drawing fresh lines on and

even around the globe. Of this event, flash-

ing gigantesque through dim consequences afar

upon futurity, we must take a brief note.
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Section ]ftftb*

Outlook.

Japan at the present time appears to be the

pivot of a new World's History, or at least of a

new stage or period of world-historical develop-

ment. The civilized nations saw an Oriental

Power suddenly arise and assert itself very em-

phatically in the Chinese-Japanese war of 1894

over Corea. The European navy and army,

supposed to be the peculiar implements of the

white man who originated them, were appro-

priated and wielded by the yellow man with a

skill and energy which equalled, and possibly

surpassed, the highest standards of Europe. Is

this a similar instance to that of the old Teutons

who acquired the discipline and obtained the

weapons of the Roman army, and then directed

them with destructive might against Rome her-

self? Thus Europe, turning back upon her own
history and reflecting upon her conduct in

the past, could not help querying with much
meditation and some anxiety. Russia, France

and Germany proceeded to compel Japan, after

she had won brilliant victories and occupied

Port Arthur and Liaotung, to leave the main

land, and then each of these European nations

took for itself a Chinese slice. England too
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must have a share to protect her interests, and

gets the important strategic point opposite Port

Arthur ( Wei-hai-Wei). Such was the beginning

of the partition of China, the yellow man's chief

terrestrial abode, among the leading European

Powers. This was indeed the Mongolian Orient,

but all Asia, not partitioned already, felt itself

threatened. China's vain and foolish attempt to

get rid of the foreigner came to naught in the

Boxer rebellion (1899). Eussia, having gotten

Port Arthur and its territory, built the Siberian

railway to hold Manchuria, and to dominate

China and the East, the only obstruction being

seemingly the jealousy of the other European

nations.

And now comes the shock which not only

prostrates Russia, the Colossus of the North,

but makes all Europe quake and reel back upon

herself; in fact the whole civilized world feels

the concussion of the war between Japan and

Russia (1904), which is properly a new and

vaster phase of the old struggle between Europe

and the Orient. The march of the World's

History itself seemed to be violently halted and

turned off into a new direction. Europe had

been exploiting Asia since the Renascence, and

in the Nineteenth Century had begun to grasp

after the large empire of China, with the ulti-

mate purpose of dividing its territory. The chief

difficulty was that the Europeans quarreled
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among themselves over their respective shares of

the booty. Such was the condition of things

when Japan called a halt to Russia, and indi-

rectly to all Europe, and fought the Russo-Jap-

anese War, which means to the eye of the World-

Spirit, that Europe's exploitation of the Yellow

Man's land must cease. And all Asia feels the

throb of the time, and is reported to be saying

throughout its vast expanse : **Asia for the Asi-

atics." It would seem, then, that a common
Oriental consciousness is dawning, being shocked

into birth by the remote conflict in its North-East.

What never happened through the collisions of

West-Asia with Europe—Persian, Arabian, Turk-

ish— has been brought about by this last deed

of little Japan. We have already spoken of

the rise of the common European conscious-

ness in the time of Charlemagne and more

explicitly in the age of the Crusades, whose

clash practically united Europe, but seem-

ingly did not unite Asia, only the western portion

thereof being involved. But now entire Asia

appears to be getting that self-awareness which

Europe has long possessed, and which has been

a chief source of its intellectual progress as well

as of its practical achievement. That enormous

Asiatic totality of races and peoples is becoming

conscious of being one, of being a single organ-

ism with its own life and destiny amid all its

diversities. Thus a Europeo-Asian Period with -
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its interaction between two whole divisions of

the Globe, and probably with its fierce conflicts,

bursts forth like a sunrise into the old lines of

the World's History. An Asiatic Folk-Soul, it

would appear, is actually being born and is start-

ing to assert itself against the European.

We may well feel, therefore, that in the present

first decade of the Twentieth Century a great his

toric node has begun to reveal itself , the turn of

an epoch. But how great, how far-reaching

nobody may yet pretend to say. Time, moving

in the slow lapse of generations and perchance of

centuries, must uncover a larger arc of the com-

ing cycle ere we can try to define its bearings.

But there is little doubt that the horologe of the

World's History, after meting and marking on its

dial the circling events of thousands of years, has

tolled to-day high-noon with a detonation whose

echoes have been borne over the globe, and has

seemingly started to go around again in its fresh

task of measuring the historic acts of the new
eeculum.

It looks as if Circummigration, which, as we
have seen, reaches far back into the pre-historic

beginnings of the Aryan race, has about com-

pleted itself. In the Japanese people the yellow

race has made itself valid against the appropria-

tion of total Asia bj the white Europeans. The
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Mongolian is civilized, and has shown himself

able to handle the military implements of Europe

and to turn them against Europe. That is cer-

tainly the end of Circummigration in that direc-

tion. The yellow man's wall, now built of

hundreds of millions of human beings, has thrust

its obstruction before the circummigratory waves

of Aryans, and at least deflected them from due

West to a different latitude.

On the other hand the racial belting of the

globe by the Anglo-Saxons is in a way already

done. The Americans hold the Philippines and

the English hold India and a part of Africa.

The girdle is broken in spots, still it is connected

enough to suggest the complete act of circum-

migration. Orient, Europe and Occident are

all present in this racial zone, which keeps

them in a manner interjoined and clasped to-

gether. The same general fact is brought out

in the well-known statement that the sun never

sets on England's possessions. The Anglo-Sax-

ons have wrenched this peculiar belt of the

world's championship mainly from the Spanish,

who were the first to realize, even if imper-

fectly, the Aryan impulse of surrounding the

earth with their nationality. Their vast estate,

won at the Renascence, has, however, gone into

other hands, passing, like so much else, from a

Latin to a Teutonic people, upon whom seems

to rest at present the fulfillment of the old race-
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propelling instinct of circummigration. It may
be added here that four out of the five grand

divisions of the globe, with nearly all the large

islands, are in the possession of the Aryans.

In Asia alone has there been any serious contest

over racial domination, and a limit placed upon

the supremacy of the one circummigratory

race.

It has been already observed that the Aryans

moved westward on the same parallels of latitude,

in the North Temperate Zone, avoiding the ex-

treme heat of the South and the extreme cold of

the North. Wherever they went, they had to stay

through all the seasons. But now a change

begins to show itself, particularly in Western

America, where the circumstances are favorable.

Man follows the seasons, going north in summer

and south in winter, and can work the year

round, in spite of heat and cold, perchance at

points a thousand miles and more apart. This

change depends upon rapid and cheap transpor-

tation, which has conveniently arrived when cir-

cummigration is blocked. Or perchance we may
say that circummigration is diverted from its

westward course and begins to whirl from North

to South and back again, having become longi-

tudinal rather than latitudinal, and repeating

itself in annual rounds, which follow the sun not

directly but transversely, approaching the central

fire southward in winter and flocino^ from it north-
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ward in summer (in the Northern Hemisphere).

Such is the yearly interzonalmigration now start-

ing, in which man is no longer the victim of

climate, but the victor over it, chasing down by

railroad the weather, and even correcting as far

as he is concerned the obliquity of the earth's

axis, for he makes the seasons give him pretty

nearly the same temperature the year round.

II.

It would seem that in Europe the white man is

not altogether without anxiety lest the yellow

man should start to circummigrating the globe

westward, following the old trail of the Aryans

and doing somewhat as they have done. That

would indeed be a new kind of world-judgment

in which the race receives its requital for its

actions as a race. We have often seen, both in

drama and in reality, the individual getting back

his own, reaping what he has sown. Also peo-

ples and nations have been visited with their

wrongful conduct, and scourged even to death by

the nemesis of their deeds, as many a bloody

page of History shows. But is there a racial

retribution to be enacted on this earth- ball, in-

volving more or less every nation and possibly

every individual of the guilty race? We have *

seen the white Aryans circummigrating the earth,

capturing, enslaving and destroying its previous

possessors. Is their turn now come by the law'
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of the deed's return, and is this to be the future

new theme of the World's History? The keenest-

minded sovereign of Europe seems to be pursued

by some such presentment, which has had a far-

reaching response, sometimes serious but often

derisive. Imperial authority has given sanction

to ** the yellow peril " impending over the white

man, to which comes the bodeful reply out of the

Far East with a kind of symmetrical echo, tel-

ling of **the white peril,'* which has actually

entered the yellow man's world.

Such is the portent, already distinctly out-

lined upon the heavens, of the possible racial

collision which has become a haunting presence

to both races, whatever be the outcome. These

two races are estimated to be nearly equal in

numbers. But if the yellow sovereign of the

East can attain to the command of all the peo-

ples of Asia, if he can stir the new-born Asiatic

Folk-Soul to union and inspire it with acommon
purpose against the European, his multitudes

may well count double those of his foes. *

Vague and indecisive is any such reckoning, as

it leaves out of the account many important

factors ; still it has its meaning in a forecast.

The exploitation of the Orient by Europe pre-

sents a long line of aggressions to the Oriental

mind. The Turk, getting possession of Con-

stantinople, of the islands of the Eastern Medi-

terranean, and of Alexandria, blocked the easy
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intercourse between Europe and West Asia. The

result was that the Atlantic States of Europe

took to the Ocean, and sailed round the Turk to

Middle and Eastern Asia, which then began to

enter the World's History. What may be called

the Europeo-Asian movement started at the

Renascence, and has continued with increasing

energy down to the present. Certain European

nations began at once to seize the outlying

Asiatic islands; but the greatest prize was India,

taken in the Eighteenth Century by England

from her European competitor, France. In the

Nineteenth Century the vast domain of China

has been the chief object of seizure and annexa-

tion in Asia, by the leading European nations.

Now it was this long series of aggresions,

which was halted by the Russo-Japanese war.

The latter was likewise a blow which waked all

Asia to a consciousness of what she was and of

what she might be. It was a blocking of

Europe's eastward movement far more effectual

than that of the Turk at the Renascence, when
he drew his fortified line of East-Mediterranean

bulwarks from Anatolia to Egypt. As already

stated, Europe flanked the Turkish line by

means of the Ocean. She through this act

reached Middle and Eastern Asia, and started at

once to exploit them for her own advantage.

Passive endurance was their habit, calm resigna-

tion to God's will was their religion, till the
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Japanese example thrilled them with their possi-

bilities, and has at least made them think of

union and of self-assertion against the European

intruder.

III.

It is manifest that the History of Europe is

externally entering upon a new epoch far larger

in its area than ever before, involving now the

three Asias— Western, Middle and Eastern.

Quite all her History till our modern era was

the oft-mentioned round between herself and

Western Asia. Thus the new Period seems to

be emerging, the Europeo-Asian. The first

stunning back-stroke of the Asiatic reaction

was directly felt by Kussia, which had igno-

rantly challenged it, but the mighty pulsations

throbbed through all the rest of Europe, which

felt the inbreaking of something stronger and

larger than its old historic Periods. The shock

of a new seon it may well be deemed, in which

Europe's own little History of some 2,500 years

was to become but a part of a still vaster pro-

cess, a mere segment of a still more extended

cycle. As the solar system is said to be in a

far greater orbit than that of any of its own

planets, so the two continental divisions, Europe

and Asia, have in the bosom of futurity, be-

sides their own special Histories, a grand his-

toric orbit together, whose sweep will be much
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more colossal than that of the former Periods

between West-Asia and Europe.

A word we must speak in this connection re-

garding racial differences. If we take «Tapan as

typical, the yellow man can not only appropriate

the white man's supreme mechanical and

economic contrivances, but also the latter's in-

stitutions. That is verily the greatest cause of

wonder. The Anglo-Saxon stock, for instance,

has had to evolve slowly and painfully, through

many generations of struggle and of blood, its

free State. But here comes a people of an alien

race who can take it up and function it quite as

well as its originators. Such is the marvelous

deed of the Japanese in their adoption of English

constitutional government. We believe that no

Aryan people has shown itself capable of such a

feat. Not a few European nations of Aryan

blood, afteradopting the English State, have made

a mess of its administration. Shall we then say

that the yellow man has a gift which the white

man has not, that of swallowing at once and

digesting in a very short time a wholly new and

strange institutional world, product of a long

evolution by a different race? It is often said

that the Mongolian is an expert imitator, espec-

ially of machinery; but if he can imitate institu-

tions and make them work as well as those

whose spirit gradually created them, then hir-

imitation is as good as originality, if not better
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in some respects, and manifests a new kind of

genius. If the yellow man can rise to imitate

creatively, and can re-make as well as the maimer,

he has a gift which the white man had better

imitate.

Of the religious difference not much can here

be said. It would appear that the yellow man
prefers to rise into the sphere of universal relig-

ion through the doctrine of Buddha, while the

white chooses for the same end the doctrine of

Christ. But in the bitter, hate -engendering con

flict of 1904, which side more* adequately ex-

emplified the spirit of universal religion? In

answer so much only need be declared: Chris-

tendom itself seemed to give judgment against

the Christian. And in general Japan represented

Europe better than Eussia in the opinion of

Europe herself. A strange phenomenon it was

:

the European Folk-Soul largely divested itself of

its religious and racial ties, and gave sympathy

to another race defending its world.

Of all Oriental countries Japan is the most

Occidental in geography and in spirit. Viewed

from America it lies in the West ; viewed from

Europe it lies in the East. One way it is the

Occident becoming Orient, the other way it is

the Orient becoming Occident. Which is destined

to be the stronger current through the future?

In either case it seems to have made itself a

kind of bridge between the two supreme stages
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of the World's History, that of West and that of

the East. It has sought to get Occidental cul-

ture while remaining Oriental. Is it the clasp

simply in the tri-continental belt of civilization

extending around the earth, or can it unite and

lead all the yellow race and perchance all Asia?

There is another indubitable problem for

Japan : Will its extraordinary success beget that

pride which has so often caused nations of the

white race to undo themselves in their very

strength, and which it might see exemplified in

its huge Russian foe, who so disdainfully grap-

pled with his small antagonist? The danger of

victory is national insolence toward the World-

Spirit, who then proceeds to execute judgment

upon such nation, and to punish it with defeat

and even death for its violation of the supreme

end of History.

IV.

If Circummigration has completed its old way

of taking spatially successive strides around the

globe, and must henceforth move on new lines,

the same fact is correspondingly true of Periodi-

city. This is to be no longer simply a row of

Periods temporally successive and pursuing each

other around the globe, passing merely from

stage to stage, from country to country, and at

last from continent to continent, whereof the

final result has been -designated as the three

10
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Periods— Oriental, European, and Occidental.

These three civilizations are getting to be con-

temporaneous rather than consecutive, each

having evolved to a certain unity and independ-

ence, and all inter-acting yet moving together

toward the great end of History. They are be-

coming, if they have not already become, the

fundamental elements in the evolution of the

State universal. To be sure Time still is here,

and is going to stay, and will have a part in

periodizing the future. And yet the Periods of

the past have in a measure realized themselves,

and are not merely successive but also synchron-

ous, forming an ever-present process between

one another. Thus History in its large sense has

already gotten to be inter-continental, and prom-

ises to become inter-racial, instead of being only

national and inter-national. This does not mean
that the nation as such is about to vanish, on the

contrary it is going to be preserved as never

before, having become an organic member of the

great totality of nations which is its saving prin-

ciple. Often or nearly always have we seen the

single nation perish in the past, not being united

with the entirety which heals and upholds.

Undoubtedly the inter-racial process of History

has not yet defined itself with any distinctness.

Japan has largely appropriated Europe's politi-

cal, economic and educative institutions, clinging

meanwhile to its own religion, language and
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domestic life. And underneath all these is the

original determination of Nature which cannot be

so easily changed— race. By way of compari-

son we may look at another Oriental people in

Europe itself. The Turk has not transformed

his political, economic and educative institutions

to accord with his European environment; he has

sought to dominate Europe from the outside,

hence has made himself an outsider, an alien

intruder, being unwilling or unable to institution-

alize himself and thus put himself into harmony

with his continental dwelling-place. But Japan

on the other side of Asia has internally annexed

Europe, having largely assimilated its secular

institutions. Still Japan proposes to remain

Japan and racial. The East-Asiatic process with

Europe, with Aiperica, yea with the rest of Asia

has evidently set in, forming a strong contrast to

the previous limited West-Asiatic movement of

History.

Somehow thus the matter stands at present.

Hundreds of questions arise at this peep into

the historic future. Will the yellow man mi-

grate and exploit other peoples and races, ex-

panding his -civilization, as the European has

done? But chiefly, will he circummigrate, in

imitation of the Aryan? And is there then to

be a yellow belt stretched round the globe over

the white belt, or alongside of it? The racial-

collisions which would be likely to spring from
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such movements need not now be even con-

ceived, except so far as to note in view of our

theme that the World's History is becoming

inter-racial.

Dropping these questioning glimpses into the

future, we turn now to the past as it has re-

vealed itself in European History. Limited

this may be, still it will not lack in greatness

and complexity. It is as yet the most complete

and best documented portion of the World's

record. The ever-present object of this book

will be to unfold and formulate the processes

immanent in the vast mass of events, and in-

deed creative of them, whereby we may hope

in a manner to re-create within ourselves the

generating thought which has expressed itself

on this earth-encompassing page of universal

History.



PART FIEST.

Ancient European History.

The civilization of European antiquity clings

to a sea which it surrounds— the Mediterranean.

At first there is a great diversity of peoples in-

habiting the shores of this sea,* but they are

finally united under one government, that of

Rome. What we have called the Ethnic Proto-

plasm, in its dumbly propelling instinct of

migration, surged upon this vast Midland Sea at

many different times and places, in a very

divided condition. But the Mediterranean world

interconnects its peoples spatially, and be-

comes the arena on which and also through

which they are to be brought together under o.ne

political form, and to be united in one civiliza-

(149)
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tion. If we look at a map of the Eoman Em-
pire we find it encircling the Great Sea in a sort

of an oval outline ; and if we follow the move-

ment of Koman History, we see it radiating from

its central city in the central peninsula on the

Northern side, till it embraces all lands lying

around the Mediterranean basin. This also fur-

nished the proper territorial limit of imperial

Eome, beyond which she sometimes strained

herself to pass, but the effort was unnatural and

injurious. We may say, therefore, in view of

History, that the function of the Koman Empire

was to unify the Mediterranean world, and

to produce a common Mediterranean con-

sciousness in its bordering peoples. The evo-

lution of such a consciousness, especially in its

political aspect, is the chief theme of Ancient

European History, which, beginning in Greece

and passing to Rome, gradually makes the cir-

cuit of this marine world.

From the present point of view we may desig-

nate the civilization of antiquity as circummarine

;

its territorial cycle is to go around and encom-

pass the Sea, or the Great Sea, as it was often

called by its adjacent inhabitants. Moreover it

is one race, the Aryan, which performs the

work of circumscribing this lesser sea-world,

prrophetic of its coming task of circumscribing the

greater ocean-world. Already we have dvvelt

upon the Aryan circummigratory instinct, which
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is realizing itself in our own time by belting the

whole earth. But that is the last act of the

World's History, the circumterrene ; now we are

to contemplate its first act which is the circum-

marine, is the old historic round which forecasts

and indeed generates the new.

Another distinctive fact to be emphasized in

the present qonnection is that the Mediterranean

washes the shores of three continents— Africa,

Asia and Europe, separating them indeed, but in

a deeper sense joining them together, welding

them on three different sides in a common
medium of intercommunication. It may well be

deemed the heart of the Eastern Hemisphere,

which concentrates itself in it and around it,

and pulses life into the World's History, in

which all three continents are to participate.

Moreover man is here trained to navigation,

without which there could be no transition from

continent to continent, and hence no unification

of their peoples in one civilized totality. Greece

must pass from island to island in ships, and

Rome must cross to Africa in a fleet, ere the

work of a Mediterranean civilization can bo

accomplished.

The ancient History of Europe is, accordingly,

tri-continental. In antiquity we have to note

that European History is not confined to Europe,

but involves a part of Asia and also of Africa.

Really no continental whole is at first historic^
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but a side of each continent is taken and then

the three sides are conjoined in an imperial

entirety by Rome. Still we have to call the His-

tory of this achievement European, since the

people who performed it dwelt in Europe on the

coast of the North-Mediterranean, and began the

evolution of European civilization, which goes

back in an unbroken line of descent to antiquity.

We have then to see that Ancient European

History does not include the whole of Europe ter-

ritorially or spiritually. In a sense there is an-

ciently no Europe, the European consciousness is

not yet born. The Mediterranean world alone,

at least in imperial times, had become aware of

itself as civilized and as one; it sharply distin-

guished itself from the environing peoples to the

North, to the East, and to the South, all of whom
were deemed barbarous. The Roman rim of

Empire surrounded this vast Mediterranean world

and held it together, making it conscious of its

unity through commerce, law, and government,

as well as through military power. We have

therefore to grasp the important fact that the

European Folk-Soul, which is such a striking

historic phenomenon to-day, did not yet exist,

though certainly implicit, and even then blindly

struggling toward existence. But that which did

exist, and which antiquity evolved and brought to

its highest bloom, was the Mediterranean Folk-

Soul, tri-continental, circummarine, and also es-
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sentially of one race, the Aryan. For the domi-

nant stocks of this ancient period, the Greek and

the Roman, were of Aryan blood, though they

had to fight repeatedly with the Semite for

supremacy over the Great Sea and over its civili-

zation.

The foregoing statement leads us to note that

there has been a racial contest from the begin-

ning of History till the present time for the

Mediterranean with its manifold gifts and des-

tinies. The Aryan from its Northern side, and

the Semite from its Eastern and Southern sides,

battled over its inheritance at the historic dawn.

The Semitic Phenician ploughed it first, seem-

ingly, from end to end, and even passed outside

of it into the Ocean both Northward and South-

ward. But the Phenician went down, being

subjugated on land by the Persian, and being

supplanted on water by the Greek. Still Carthage

,

the daughter of Phenicia, challenged in Sicily

the supremacy of the Greek, and was get-

ting the better of him, when the Roman ap-

peared and took his place in the great world-

historical conflict, which has produced such a

mighty impression upon mankind that every

schoolboy knows the result. Rome destroyed

Carthage, and rapidly won the whole Mediter-

ranean world, holding it under sway for many

hundred years. But that was not the end of

the Titanic struggle of races for the prize of a
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world. Another Semitic branch, the Arabian,

smote this circummarine Empire of Rome in a

racial and religious fury, and shivered it, sepa-

rating its Eastern and Southern sides from the

Northern, and starting a new Period of Euro-

pean History. For this was the event which

broke to pieces the tri-continental Empire of

Rome and limited Europe to Europe, which is

henceforth to have its own historic develop-

ment, and to attain a consciousness of itself as

European.

Thus we seek to catch a first glimpse of the

arena of Ancient European History, and to mark

down its limits in Space and Time. Being domi-

nantly uniracial, it draws to its end as soon as a

second race breaks into its Mediterranean en-

closure, tearing away its extra-European domains,

and even intruding upon Europe when the Ara-

bians seize and hold Spain. Such is the terri-

torial separation, which is the condition and at

the same time the forecast of a new historic

Period.

I. Let now the serious student take his map in

hand and devote some persistent and penetrating

glances to this Mediterranean and its adjoining

territory. It is the primal physical back-

ground of European History, and gives many a

suggestion of and to its coming human inhabitant.

We do not say that it is the cause or the parent

of Man's historic doings in Europe; for be
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brought something with him out of Asia— his

racial character and his incipent institutions.

But there is no doubt that Man and Nature show

a certain affinity and harmony in the Mediter-

ranean basin, as if sprung originally from the

same source and co-operating unto the same end.

Man cannot make Nature and Nature cannot

make Man; both are independent in genesis,

though deeply co-related, and they must be seen

working together in History, paired, yea twinned

in a certain divine kinship. God, Nature, and

Man are the three co-efficients in the process of

the Universe, which realizes itself in History as

one of its manifestations.

We shall therefore seek to grasp not only the

physical facts but also the physical suggest-

iveness of this Mediterranean Nature. Primarily

it reaches out from the motherland, Asia, like a

long arm to the Ocean on the West, which

it pierces as it were with its forefinger at

the Straits of Gibraltar. Thus Asia gets to

the Atlantic or perchance points to it as the

direction toward which her teeming peoples are

to move in the future, and even makes a route

along which they are to travel toward a new

civilization.

The sweep of the Midland Sea is, accordingly,

from East to West, or conversely from West to

East, but not on a straight line. It is made

of two huge waves, an up and a down, with n
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partial recovery. If we start from the Straits of

Gibraltar, there is a rapid, yet billowy ascent

through more than ten degrees, up toward the

heart of Europe, then follows a sudden fall back

upon Africa, after which comes a slight new rise

toward Asia, where it stops. Such is the tri-

continental sweep of the Mediterranean which

seems by its general attitude to show its grades

of preference for the three different continents.

The same thing is suggested from another

point of view. The Great Sea has its human

resemblance both in its proportions and in its

outline; we may deem it an enormous giant

lying prostrate, with his back upon Africa, his

head upon a strip of West-Asia, and the front of

his body turned toward Europe. What a differ-

ence in his aspect on the North and on the South

!

His three great peninsulas are European, the

islands of the Mediterranean are almost exclu-

sively on the Northern side ; the European coast-

line is several times longer than the African.

Europe is clearly the Mediterranean's favorite,

her land being embraced by him in many a wind

and turn, great and small. The genetic power

of the Sea is directed upon Europe, where it will

show itself as nowhere else; it will help the

infantile man streaming along its Northern shore

with his budding institutions, to rise to a great

civilization. But somehow it seems to be look-

ing away contemptuously from poor Africa, who
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will have to wait long for her opportunity to par-

ticipate in the World's History. Thus the

given Man and the given Nature at the given

moment not only co-operate, but get married;

truly Europe and the Mediterranean are wedded,

at least were so in antiquity, and their child was

ancient European civilization with its History.

Venice celebrated her nuptials with the Adriatic

;

but the entire Mediterranean world could have

joined in one vast marine marriage festival under

the auspices of the Koman Empire.

A hititudinal line entering the Straits of Gi-

braltar, and, drawn eastward, would come out

not far from the bay of Issus (^Issicus Sinus)

in the North-Eastern corner of the Sea. The

length of such a line extends over forty degrees,

and shows the rise above and the fall below, or

the undulations which have been already men-

tioned as the characteristic form of the total

body of water. It should be added that the rise

toward Europe is at least five degrees more than

the fall toward Africa, as if the prostrate aqueous

shape might be struggling upward to embrace its

continental favorite. And if we take the most

Northern point reached by the Adriatic, the

Mediterranean billows throb into the heart of

Europe till they reach a latitude almost as high

as the upper coast of the Euxine. Again we

cannot help noting th6 Great Sea's decided pref-

erence for one of the three wooing continents
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which hug its shores. The Mediterranean love

for Europa we may deem it,rivaling that of Zeus

himself who first bore her away from Phenicia

to Crete, swimming through this very Sea out

of Asia to Europe. So the legend runs, hinting

unconsciously, as usual, of far-off things to be.

But passing from the mythical love-story to the

World's History, we have to bring out strongly

the advantages which Nature through the Medi-

terranean gave to the European peoples dwelling

upon its shores.

In contrast with this latitudinal divifc^ion, we
have to consider a longitudinal division which

may be conceived as running North and South

along the Eastern coast of Sicily. Thus the Sea

is separated into two equal halves about, each of

which has its own historic destiny. In general

we may call this the line of the Adriatic dividing

Italy and the West from Greece and the East,

which line Rome crossed in her conquests going

in one direction, and which the Turk, coming

from the opposite direction in a refluent wave of

victory, reached but never really crossed. Sicily

indeed is the bridge, or rather a huge stepping-

stone from continent to continent, Africa lying

only seventy miles from her coast. Once the

grand question of the World's History rose just

here: Shall Europe cross to Africa or Africa to

Europe? Rome and Carthage were the world-

historical contestants, the one being Aryan and

the other Semitic.
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There seems to have been no special name in

earlier antiquity for the Mediterranean, this

name occurring first in post-classical authors like

Solinus. Polybius calls it the inner Sea in con-

trast with the outer Sea or Ocean, which he

had evidently seen. Others, like Mela, affect-

ionately designate it as «« our Sea." Strabo,

the geographer, describes it quite fully in the

first century B.C. It is essentially a land-locked,

closed Sea, with the one narrow outlet, and

forms with its adjacent territories a kind of

ellipse, a whole rounded oH and marked out on

the Earth's surface as the scene of the History

of Greco-Roman antiquity. This irregular

ellipse extended from the Straits of Gibraltar to

the Euphrates, in two great arcs, one to the

South in Africa and oae to the North in Europe,

till the ends united in the Orient. Such was in

general the territorial Rim of the Roman Em-
pire— a most important conception for the lat-

ter's History. Now it was just this eUipse with its

two arcs that the Arabians smote and divided per-

manently ; the Northern arc remained European

and Christian and Aryan, the Southern arc from

the Euphrates to the Atlantic became Oriental,

Mohomedan, Semitic, and even curved around

like a crescent, its symbol, into Europe at the

Straits of Gibraltar, occupying for a long time

Spain and for a while even a part of France-.

Here we must not fail to remark that with the
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separation of this antique ellipse into its two

arcs, the old period really came to an end; the

one ancient Empire became two Empires, with

two different religions and two different races,

whence sprang the deepest conflict of a new his-

toric Period. The oval sha{)e of that classic

realm suggests the egg-shell which was now
broken, the meat within having become addled;

the imperial, yea the cosmic Qgg has to be re-

newed. This renewal is the slow work of an-

other era, that of the Middle Ages, whose His-

tory in its depths unfolds from the interaction

and collision of two Mediterranean Empires, each

having its own race, religion and civilization.

Thus Ancient European History is not yet

continental, but rather tri-continental, embrac-

ing parts of three continents. Not till the Mid-

dle Ages does the threefold continental separa-

tion take place, completely and consciously.

Each continent thereafter is to have its own his-

toric evolution. Africa seems destined to be

first and last on the stage of the World's History.

First it was in the ages, with Egypt as fore-

runner of the earth's civilization. At the pres-

ent time it seems to be just starting again, butas

a whole continent, and not merely in that little

Egyptian corner. To the eyes of antiquity

Africa was a narrow seam of land bordered by

the Sea on one side, but on the other cut off

from the civilized world by an inhospitable desert
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of sand. No wonder that the Mediterranean

turned his back upon such an outlook southward,

'

and faced Europe and the North with his gifts

and his smiles. Western Asia is in part sandy!

(behind Syria) and in part fertile (Anatolia);

it may be said that Mediterranean Asia is half

African and half European as to territorial

character. Those two arcs of the antique

ellipse already described will each make its own
half at the grand Mahomedan separation, and a

sand-faring people, the Arabians, will seize their

side at once, surging from Syria to the Straits of

Gibraltar. But the Northern arc has no such

background of desert, as has the Southern;

Europe, not separated within itself by sand,

as is the case with Africa and also with

Asia, is destined to be first in attaining

a common continental consciousness, a rela-

tively homogeneous civilization. Europe is in-

deed separated internally by mountains, but

these can be passed far more easily than a vast

area of sand, which however, produces its own
distinctive people, or rather race. The Aryans,

the greatest land-farers on the globe and also

the greatest sea farers, appear never to have been

great sand-farers, even in the Orient. The
Arabian conqueror, with his peculiar racial char-

acter and religion, is a product of the desert, not

of the mountain, or the sea, or the river- valley.

Every where we behold Man with his institutional

11
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character and Nature with her physical character

inter-acting and mutually formative, and finally

co-operating toward some great world-historical

purpose.

II. And now, having considered Nature, the

setting and indeed the physical mould of Spirit,

in this Mediterranean world, we are next led to

ask what kind of Institutions, especially what

kind of a State will rise, flourish, and then decline

in such an environment. A primal political

form will miojrate into it from Asia— the Village

Community, which is thus the given starting-

point of European historic evolution. This

germinal State will be unfolded in the North-

Mediterranean basin, which is to witness pri-

marily the development of the tribal community

into the civilized City-State. The sea-line is

broken up into peninsulas and islands, great and

small, which furnish homes for the rising politi-

cal Institution, as yet but an infant and needing

the protection of these watery walls. We have

already seen physical Asia dividing itself up and

particularizing itself in physical Europe, using

the Sea as its natural means of territorial divis-

ion. In deep correspondence, or rather co-

operation, with Nature, Europe brings forth and

vindicates the State particular (Polyarchy) as

distinct from the Oriental absolutism ( Henarchy )

.

In fact, we must rise to the thought of the All-

Self (Pampsychosis) differentiating itself his-
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torically and becoming Asiatic and European,

with which separation the historic consciousness

properly begins. Look into Herodotus, the

father of Historiography, whose deepest function

was to historicize just this grand separation

between Asia and Europe through the written

word.

What we designate as the Ancient History of

Europe has to do with one form of the political

Institution: the City-State. Greece, the Roman
Republic, the Roman Empire all show stages in

the development of the City-State. With the ad-

vent of the Middle Ages, another governmental

form enters and gradually becomes dominant:

the Nation-State, which was introduced in its

germ through the Teutonic tribes storming down
upon the Roman Empire. But in antiquity, the

City is the paramount political institution, con-

trolling all others and passing through a varied

evolution within itself, whose manifestation out-

wardly is to be traced in the complex shifting

play of historic occurrences.

What is this City-State? Ultimately it is just

the function of Ancient History to tell. Already

we have sought to give some idea of the State

in general, indicating its place in the grand to-

tality of Institutions as that form of human asso-

ciation which is to secure man's free activity

through the Law. Now the City-State is one
'

phase of the State as such, which in the antique
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world had a grand historic career as a whole,

with rise, bloom and decline. Indeed we shall

behold many such careers in the individual Citj-

States of the ancient time, since each of them
more or less distinctly bore the impress of the

total process of which it was a part, though per-

chance only an atom.

Undoubtedly we have cities in modern times,

and very great ones, but they are not the whole

government, they do not comprise nationality

and sometimes tilt against it. London is not

England, and even Paris is not France, though

often declared to be. The largest and most im-

portant Capitol does not subsume, but is sub-

sumed by the Nation. But in antiquity the in-

dividual was bounded politically by the horizon

of his community, even if this became much
widened with the passing centuries. In fact

it was this widening and stretching of the

City-State which finally shivered it internally,

through the attempt to nationalize it, to make it

something which it could not be. For there was

within the ancient City-State a driving power

which forced it to transcend its limits. This

driving power, propelling all governmental forms

beyond themselves into new ones, is verily the

secret Demiurge of History, unmaking the

State to re-make it, destroying the old and call-

ing forth the higher. He develops the ancient

European City-State for a thousand years and
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more, then he thrusts it to the rear of the great

forward movement of the ages.

If the end of History be the universal State,

we are to see the ancient City-State of Europe as

a necessary stage toward such end. All States

must seek to be universal, to be that form of

political association which is to include mankind

and thereby to safeguard completely the freedom

and the rights of every individual. Of course

no such State has yet fully appeared, though it

may be glimpsed even now. Still every State,

even the humblest, has an ideal end of this kind

in its YQi'y nature ; otherwise it could not be a

State at all, since this must have as its propelling

soul the instinct of universality, the aspiration to

be the universal State. When such an aspira-

tion dies then the hour strikes for another State

to take the burden of progress. Or we may say

that the World-Spirit appears in such a conjunc-

ture, and pronounces judgment for the outgoing as

well as the incoming order.

Our present undertaking is, then, to deal with

the European City-State of the ancient world,

as the dominant political Institution whose devel-

opment sends the life-blood through History.

We shall see that this governmental form will

fulfill for an epoch its function, and then will

break to pieces, being unable to meet the next

higher requirement of the universal State*

Athens, Rome, Constantinople will have their
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turns, will meet for a time the mighty exigency

of the World-Spirit, and then will sink under the

task which is truly theirs, the task of realizing

their own ideal of the State. Difficult indeed

is the problem, but it underlies all History.

How can this individual State become universal?

The antique City-State, always more or less par-

ticularistic, will live in a perpetual struggle with

its universality, and finally go down beneath the

conflict.

HI. As its hyphened name implies, the City-

State is the State as City, as a single commu-
nity governing itself and perchance governing

other communities. The City-State is conceived

as having a strong political individuality self-

centered, self-sufficing, self-contained. It may
be large or small within itself; it may be con-

fined to its own walls or may rule an empire

;

the Eoman City-State held sway over the Medi-

terranean world. Primarily it is an associated

body of men, limited to one place under their

own government.

But this government may be of various kinds.

The ancient Greeks having their own City-State

before their minds, declared it to have three

leading divisions— monarchy, aristocracy, and

democracy— which were still further sub-divided.

These three divisions, as we have already seen

(p. 49), may be traced back, in their incipient

form to the Village Community, from which
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the City-State is derived. It would seem that

several of such Village Communities, being joined

together and consolidated, produced the historic

City-State of Europe, which is thus a new com-

monalty of older separated communities. This

process of communal unification which brought

forth the City-State was known to the Greeks

and given a special name {sunoikis?7ios) . The

earliest accounts of Athens, Sparta and Rome
indicate this important step, which is really a

transition out of the pre-historic Ethnic Pro-

toplasm to a new historic Institution. This is

rightly celebrated as the work of the famous

founders of cities, notably of Theseus and

Romulus.

The City-State, then, divided in one way, is

monarchic, aristocratic, or democratic, or often

some combination thereof. These three govern-

mental forms were churned over especially in

ancient Greece, which had hundreds of such com-

munal centers, little and large, busily active and

volcanic. With them the great problem was:

Which shall it be, Monarchos, Aristos, or De-

mos? Which shall have the authority and admin-

ister the Institution? Thus the history of

Greece seems to be a stream made up of hund-

reds of eddies, most of them small but very

agitated. It shows that strong primal separa-

tion, which sprang from the Greek reaction

against the Asiatic oneness of the State, more or

less violent and autocratic.
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Here we may note another division of the

City-State according to locality— the Oriental,

the European, and the intermediate or Pheni-

cian. These three divisions are successive in

time as well as in place. The City-State of the

River-Valley arises first in Asia. Then an Orien-

tal Semitic people, thePhenicians, reach the Sea,

become great navigators and build the first

marine cities. Their successors are the European

Aryan peoples, who establish the North-Mediter-

ranean City-State with its civilization, which is

distinctively the institutional form dominating

our theme. Ancient European History. Let the

reader passingly observe that two Empire City-

States will unfold— that of the Orient and that of

Europe; the latter is Rome, which in Constanti-

nople shows a decided return toward the Orien-

tal beginning.

We are, therefore, to take into account the

fact that the Orient has also City-States which

have certainly had a strong influence upon the

evolution of the Greek City-State. Babylon,

Nineveh, Thebes, though of the Orient, have left

a decided impress upon the ancient History of

Europe. The Oriental City-State naturally

sprang up in the vast River-Valleys, which were

very fertile and afforded the easiest interchange

among men through their water courses. Thus

were large bodies of men first associated and civ-

ilized. The Oriental City-State is the home of
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man's earliest civilization, probably in the Val-

ley of the Nile. Its characteristic is colossal!ty,

in which a vast humanity is massified rather

than organized. The rule is rudely autocratic,

representing the naked majesty of an all-domina-

ting Will, which simply wills itself against every

other Will, be this of the people within, or of

the nations without. Yet we are not to forget

that the people of the Orient see themselves

in such an absolute authority ; Will worships its

own supreme majesty in the King or Emperor.

The Egyptian pyramid still stands as the best

symbol or artistic manifestion of the Oriental

City-State and of its massed magnitude. Little

individual development could the human being

have in such a packed condition ; still this was

his Will, yea, in a sense his Free-Will.

In the Oriental City-State, wealth, luxury,

property, yea personal ownership arose and

therein started distinctly what is called civiliza-

tion. Such is the transition out of the tribal

stage with its Village Community, in which man
is not his own fully, not self-possessed and hence

not possessed of an ownership of external

things, specially not of the soil. Some have

traced back the land tenure of the individual to

the alluvial gifts of the Nile. At any rate the

Oriental City-State of the River Valley is the

historic pre-supposition of the Greek and Euro-

pean City-State, or one of its historic pre-sup-

positions.
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IV. Still there was not an immediate spring

from the vast communities of the Orient to the

little ones of Greece, from the Euphrates and

the Nile to a practically riverless land, from a

fluvial to a marine civilization. There was an in-

tervening mediatorial City-State which led from

the East to Hellas ; a bridge we may call it

which the World-Spirit constructed for civiliza-

tion to pass to the West out of its Oriental

home. This intermediate land was Phenicia, a

narrow strip of coast lying on the Mediterranean

in Syria, and inhabited by sailors, merchants,

manufacturers and artisans of many kinds.

Through the Phenicians the two great Rivers,

the Nile and the Euphrates, were made to pour

into the Western Sea, whose territories thus

received the products of the Orient. Europe

sent back its materials in return, for instance,

amber from the distant North, and tin from the

more distant Britain.

Phenicia was a small cluster of City-States.

Sidon between Tyre and Aradus was properly

the mother-city, though each sought to be inde-

pendent under its own king. Tyre grew to be

the largest and obtained a kind of supremacy,

, though with strong opposition from the others.

We see here the forecast of the coming Greek

world, though the Phenician nation has left

almost no record of itself, in striking contrast

with the Greek and Hebrew. Evident! v the
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Phenicians were in the bloom of their power

during the time of Homer, who makes frequent

allusion to them in his tales of Menelaus and

Helen, and also of the swineherd Eumseus.

But when Herodotus appears their day is past;

they had fallen before the . Oriental conquerer,

Assyrian, Babylonian and Persian. The Greek

navigator takes the place of the Phenician upon

sea, and enters History triumphantly as a sailor.

The half mythical Thalassocracy (rule of the sea)

ascribed to Cretan Minos must have been won
chiefly from the Phenicians.

In race the Phenicians were Semites, cousins

to the Hebrews and Arabians. We may deem

theirs the first great Semitic influence directed

upon Europe, not religious, or political, but

essentially commercial. Their religion was seem-

ingly polytheistic. They had a kind of Pan-

theon which the Greek interpreted into his ©wn

;

the first divinity was Melkarth, or Hercules,

tamer of wild nature, wild animals, and wild

men ; he was also a rover of the sea, and a god

of colonies. Famous too was Astarte, the Phe-

nician Venus. Very different seems the intense

monotheism as well as religiosity of the Hebrew
and Arabian, neither of whom took to the sea

decidedly, or resembled the Phenicians in their

exclusive devotion to commerce. A deep sepa-

ration in the Semitic race we note in the present

fact. Still both sides may be deemed to have a
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mediatorial character, though the one be religious

and the other secular.

This mediating character of the Phenician

City-State we may unf«ld somewhat. It had an

inland connection through caravans with the

great river-cities of Asia, which were notmarine,

and so could net easily reach Greece and Europe.

In Western Asia the Phenician was the original

Oriental sailor. He first put to use the Medi-

terranean and started its distinctive civihzation,

which moved by sea toward the West, and soon

landed on the shores of Hellas. He was also a

great- colonizer, scattering his settlements on

both sides of the Mediterranean as far as

Spain, to which he gave the first Semitic dip,

repeated twice afterwards by Carthagenians and

Arabians, not to speak of continued migrations

of Jews thither. It would seem that the Phe-

nician was a bolder navigator than the Greek,

passing outside the Pillars of Hercules and coast-

ing up and down the Ocean. According to a well-

known passage of Herodotus, Phenician sailors

circumnavigated Africa— a feat never accom-

plished by the later Greco-Roman world. Not

till the modern time was the Cape of Good Hope
again rounded and the sun again seen in the

North by Portuguese sailors. Carthage was the

greatest of Phenician colonies and inherited the

mother's naval skill, which we shall see later

employed against the Romans.
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Intellectually also Phenicia had a mediatorial

function in bringing Asia to Europe. It gave

the alphabet to Greece and to all European peo-

ples. The picture-sign (hieroglyphic) of Egypt

seems to have been transformed into a sound-

sign by the Phenician mind— a great step in

human culture. To-day we read in Phenician

characters essentially. The Greeks had a story

attributing the introduction of letters to Cadmus
of Phenicia. The art of the east and many
mechanical inventions traveled westward the

same way.

And still the Phenicians had the opposite trait

also : they were secretive, they tried to keep

their knowledge of lands and seas and naviga-

tion to themselves, as well as their skill in the

arts. They were not self-revealing like the

Greeks, and hence have left no literature and

no history of their own. Herein they differ

also from the Hebrews, who have made a

Bible. So have the Arabians too, who traverse

an area like the sea in their desert with its

winds and sand waves. Possibly the Phenicians

evolved, in part at least, as sea-farers out of the

old Semites as sand-farers, whose camel sway-

ing up and down was the ship of the desert,

and whose ship rocking on the billows was the

camel of the sea. But they transmitted no ac-

count of themselves, no speech like Greek and

Hebrew, no means of communication with them-
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selves and with others. We have to conclude

that by the judgment of the World-Spirit they

had nothing worthy and peculiar to communi-

cate, they were in their deepest nature go-

betweens— a very necessary but transitory

function.

In the smallness of its territory as well as

in its situation, Phenicia resembled Greece. A
narrow strip of sea-coast, 120 miles long, and

nevermore than twenty miles wide—often much
less— is the locality, with Mount Lebanon not

far off, and covered with timber for ship-build-

ing. This little land had its thriving City-

States like Greece, but was ruled despotically

and hence could not not have the political life

of Greece.

Such is this Phenician world, intermediate

and mediating between the Orient and the

West. It connects with the Hebrews, in whose

literature we read the name of Hiram, King

of Tyre and friend of Solomon. The pro-

phets have not spared to denounce it for its

sins, chief of which was its commercialism.

With the Egyptians and Babylonians it trades,

reaching out to India and possibly to China,

and thus making itself the center through

which the total Orient first reaches Europe

with a certain civilizing influence, especially

through Art and mechanical devices. Nor should

we omit to mention the story of the origin
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of the Phenicirtiis told by Herodotus, that they

had migrated from the Persian Gulf to Syria

(VII, 89). Strabo declares that there were in

his time two islands called Tyre and Aradus

(later names of two Phenician cities) in the Per-

sian Gulf, whose inhabitants claimed to be the

original Phenicians. If this be so, their com-

mercial enterprise may have reached as deep into

Asia as it did into Europe, traversing the seas

eastward and westward from Ocean to Ocean,

and furnishing the earliest glimmer of a world-

commerce.

V. Looking back at the great fluvial City-

States of the Orient and specially of West-Asia,

we have to regard them as the predecessors of

European civilization, to whom we shall find

ancient Europe repeatedly returning. The im-

perial City-State of the East did not vanish from

the World's History, but continued to re-appear

under new forms and conditions, both in Hellas

and Eome. Thus their political norm, though

changed, did not fail to persist.

They also made many special contributions to

Hellas and the West. The time-measurer, the

dial, is said to have come from Babylon. The

space-measurer by the line is said to have come

from Egypt, a land devoted to geometry. Chal-

daeans were astronomical observers, whose science

passed to Hellas. Coined money, so needful for

commerce, is traced back through Phenicia to
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Babylon, and involves some fixed standard of

weight. Oriental civilization seems confined and

unable to get out of itself without the Semitic

mediator, whose function is to bring it to the

West. Both the Assyrian and the Egyptian

conquerors sought to possess Phenicia as hold-

ing the key of the future. The River-City of

the East has a longing to get to the Sea-Citjs

which performs a service for it which it can not

perform for itself — mediates it with that new
European world which is rising.

The Oriental mind, as we view it, is held fast

in political and sacerdotal chains, and cannot get

free through itself. Still we may faintly hear

it sigh for a world of freedom. Man in the

Orient is under a severe training which is to

eliminate the natural caprice of barbarism and

subject him to an institutional life in State and

Religion. The people are consolidated into one

vast mass of will, represented by a single will,

that of the sovereign who reveals to his subjects

their own self as arbitrary and despotic. ' The

Oriental experience is man's own, he finds him-

self out. The first discipline of civilization is

the Oriental City-State of the River Valley. It

is a political institution, which secures freedom,

by destroying it as a caprice, and trains man to

toil out of indolence, constructing a bulwark

within and without against savagery. The Chin-

nese wall, as well as the Median, signifies a pro-
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tection against those Oceanic waves of barbarous

will which would start from the vast steppes of

the North and overflow the budding civilization

of the South. Such a wall had also an inner

meaning for its builders, who had first to put

down their own barbarism before it could bo

erected. The mountainous ramparts of enclosed

Babylon, as described by Herodotus, not only

defend outwardly but point inwardly to the in-

stitution, to the Oriental City-State with its

mighty power of massed will, very slightly as

yet individualized.

So we may glimpse the historic purport of the

huge City-States of the Nile and the Euphrates,

institutionally as ponderous as their deeds and

their works, in contrast with Phenicia and

Hellas. Egypt and Assyria, however, though

both had the colossal ity of the Orient, differed

in character and produced different sorts of

men. The Nile overflowed of itself, and gave

its gift as if directly from the gods. The water

of the Euphrates had to be lifted by human
effort, by machinery and so developed a more

mechanical mind, developed a people more de-

voted to utility and quite incapable of the

abstract idealism of the pyramid and the obelisk.

On the Nile man lived to work, on the Euphrates

he worked to live. Being furnished with food

almost free, the Egyptian could devote him-

self to the Fine Arts, while the Asyrian, having

12
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to labor for his food, begins the Mechanic Arts in

aid of his toil. Both these kinds of Arts will

pass into Greece and there meet with a new
evolution in a new sort of City-State. It is evi-

dent, however, that the Nile aids the incipient

man, its almost helpless infant, to a start in

civilization more than any other stream or

locality on the globe. Hence not the Egyptians

alone but all mankind can call that parental

stream by the affectionate name of Father Nile.

But our main point in the present connection is

to indicate the remarkable road of civilization

starting from the fluvial City-State of the Orient,

and passing through the marine City-State also

of the Orient, to the marine City-State of Europe.

The latter, moving from Greece to Rome, will

widen itself out till it embraces the entire Medi-

terranean world, reaching back to the Orient and

taking up the original fluvial City-State on the

Nile and Euphrates. Such is the cycle, territor-

ally and temporally, of Ancient European His-

tory, in whose physical character three leading

qualities — tri-continental, circummarine, and

dominantly uniracial— have been emphasized in

the foregoing account.

VI. We may here recall the elemental unities

of total Europe: it is uniracial, unilingual, unire-

ligious, and indeed unipolitical in the inherited

Village Community. Now this elemental one-

ness which is more or less pre-historic, uncon-
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soious and uncivilized, is to differentiate primarily

into many particular States and therein become

historic, civilized, conscious of itself as European

even in its differences. The political dualism of

European History we have already expressed as

the ever recurring struggle between Polyarchy

and Henarchy (p. 25). In spite of its strong

unitary impulse, Europe has persisted in being

Polyarchic. This fact is what doubtless deter-

mines its place in the larger process of the

World's History, of which it is ultimately one

stage alono: with Asia and America. The in-

stinctive Henarchic tendency of Europe will re-

main probably implicit, undeveloped for the pres-

ent, an undoubted part of its inner process,

which however allies it to something beyond it-

self, and points to the great end of History, the

State universal.

In fact the deepest historic movement of

Europe springs from its political inability, both

in its totality and in its separate governmental

parts, to make real its own unity or its Henarchy.

Herein lies the dialectic of each particular Euro-

pean State of the past: aspiring and tryingtto be

universal (as it must), it undoes itself as par-

ticular. This abstract statement will be exem-

plified by concrete instances hereafter.

At present we must strongly bring to mind the

dualistic character of Europe as a derived world;

especially in its political phase. The State comes
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from Asia, being, as it were, directed from

above, God-given, pre-established for man, who
is simply to bow down to it, without protest.

But in Europe the individual starts to work up

from below, will reconstruct the political fabric in

part, though not w^holly ; he begins to re-make the

already made. The European man will have his

State and everything else partly God-given and

partly Man-given ; exactly where the line of division

is to be drawn has fluctuated much, and has been

the source of much of Europe's struggle. On
the one hand are royalty and nobility, of divine

origin and authority; on the other, is the chal-

lenge of both by the people, who demand, not

the whole usually, but their port-ion. European

History is a political compromise, from Hellas

till now. The problem is : In what degree and

in what proportion and in what way can we con-

join Heaven and Earth, the principle coming

down from above and the principle coming up

from below, prescription and origination? Eu-

rope is the derived, as already said, the trans-

mitted primarily from the East ; yet it also chal-

lenges out of itself its Oriental source, and moves

against it, subordinating it often. We shall

often see European History going back to the

Orient, not only to recover but to remake its

origin; Europe must not be simply derivative

but also originative, and must make itself such.
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So in Europe man starts to re-make for him-

self the institutions already made and trans-

mitted from the past and the East. This is

what he calls his struggle for freedom. The

established order into which he is born he must

re-establish, and thus be ruled by his own, by

himself, in part at least. History shows him be-

ginning in a small way, for he is as yet small and

weak. The little Greek City-State we may take

as the starting-point in Europe. We see the

people, or some of them, winning a share in the

government of this littlelnstitution, as little as its

man is. His political ideal becomes autonomy, as

he calls it, a very important word in the develop-

ment of freedom, by no means obsolete to-day.

The outcome is a galaxy of many Hellenic City-

States which fall into collision with one another,

as we see in the History of Thucydides. For this

malady, sprung of her own consciousness, the

Greek world has no remedy. So in the fullness

of time, or in the movement of the World's His-

tory, Rome, another City-State, but with a dif-

ferent character and function, appears on the

scene. Rome is to take the grand step in

advance : as Greece associated individual men in

its City-States, scattering the latter everywhere

in its confines, Rome is to associate these scat-

tered City-States into one City-State, which is

itself. Rome must first proceed to associate

separated elements, which it does through the
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long contests between plebeians and patricians

;

then when it can cure itself, it may be able to

cure others. Rome thus subordinates cities,

peoples, tribes, to the one Citj-State. It seeks

to make itself universal, and therein it becomes

Empire, having quite overcome for a time the

ethnic principle which begins later the fight for

its own restoration, the supporters thereof being

at first the barbarians of the North. For these

too have their idea, their purpose in the World's

History, which through them smites the Roman
Empire iato tribal fragments— each Teutonic

tribe going down into it and taking a slice of its

territory. The historic result is the rise of the

Nation-State out of the City-State through the

Ethnic State.

Already Rome, in making itself universal in

the Empire, breaks within, contradicting its own
fundamental nature. For the particular City-

State has become negative to all particular States

in subjecting them, and hence at bottom to it-

self. The History of Rome is that of the par-

ticular State making itself universal, but destroy-

ing itself in the process. Rome we are to see

undoing itself in its total sweep of more than a

thousand years. The same thing, but in a dif-

ferent way, we see take place also in the case of

Greece. Both at last are summoned before the

supreme Tribunal of History, over which pre-

sides the World-Judge administering the law of
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the State universal, in accord with which he de-

livers judgment upon the nations.

VII. And now let us bring together in a

brief summary the main organic links of the

foregoing exposition. Of Ancient European

History what is the round or cycle? It definitely

starts from the autonomous City-State of

Greece assailed by Lydia and then by Persia,

till the imperial City-State of Greece is assailed

by the Arabian Mahommedan. Note the two

grand assaults from West-Asia as the given

limits ; also note the two kinds of Greek City-

States, the communal and the imperial— the

former being the immediate spontaneous growth

of Hellas, the latter coming through Rome to

Constantinople. Also there is the movement

from Polyarchy to Henarchy, with return to

the former. Also there is the movement from

the dissociated communities to the associated

one, which arises through Rome and the

Christian Church. These statements are in-

deed abstract— general forms they may be

deemed, into which the student is to pour all

the historic events of ancient Europe.

It has been noticed that the total sweep of

Ancient European History consists of three

great stages: Hellas, Rome, Empire. These

are to be seen having their common funda-

mental process together, and at the same time

each has its own inner process, which is a re-
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flection of the entirety. We shall send out in

advance, as a sort of guide-line for the student,

a brief formulation of these three stages.

(1). Hellas. The ancient European City-

State as Polyarchic. Also marine (Mediterra-

nean) and Aryan, as distinguished from the

fluvial and the marine (Semitic) City-State of

the Orient.

Oi the City State as dissociative, which moves,

however, to an external association through

Macedon and then Eome. Thus Hellas fights

the State universal (the end of History), yet is

bringing it forth, or a certain form of it. This

is the inherent self-negating principle in Greek

History (or its dialectic).

The scene is primarily the Greek Peninsula

proper, which widens itself out to embrace

Macedonia with two wings, one in the East and

one in the West, the Oriental and the Italic

Greek world.

Both territorially and spiritually Hellas is the

prelude of separative Europe, as it appears his-

torically in succession to Asia.

(2) Rome {Republic). The ancient European

City-State as Henarchic internally through law

(not externally through mere violence like tribal

Macedon). Also Mediterranean and Aryan.

Or the City-State as associative— which asso-

ciates East and West, the civilized and the un-

civilized, the City-State and the Tribe, establish-
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iDg a world of Justice, of course after much
violence.

Yet this associative power shows its limit both

externally and internally. Kome has its Kim
drawn all around itself, being confined substan-

tially to the Mediterranean world, and being

unable to take up the whole of the Ethnic Pro-

toplasm even in Europe, for instance the

Teutonic.

Rome manifests the Universal (as State) em-
bodying itself in the Particular (as State), which

18 in general the post-Hellenic or Hellenistic

movement. This is its deepest inner doubleness

and contradiction, which finally breaks it in

twain.

(3) Borne (Umpire). The ancient European

City-State as realized Henarchy separates within

itself and goes back to Polyarchy, which, how-

ever, is not the first one of Hellas. Such is the

inner process of the Roman Empire, which

divides into two (and even more) imperial or

Henarchic City- States, the Eastern and the

Western, the Greek and the Italic. The two

civilizations, Greek and Roman, split asunder,

but the dominating element is still Mediterranean

and Aryan.

Moreover a new process sets in : the West and

Italy are getting ethnicised through the Ethnic

Protoplasm of the invading barbarous tribes of

the North, and the separation (Polyarchy) be-
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comes intensified in the rise of many ethnic

States.

Underneath all these manifold historic ups and

downs, we are to note again the subtle dialectic

of the universal State working in and through

the particular State, which with time reveals its

inadequacy and passes off the stage of the

World's History.

VIII. Hellas shows a continuous unfolding

out of itself till it was subjected by an outside

power. This is a very important aspect of its

historic character, and is unique in Europe. Un-
doubtedly it received outside influences, but it

assimilated them completely. We contemplate

in it a native and spontaneous growth, such as is

found nowhere else so perfect. Its limit was

that it could not associate autonomy, could not

make truly institutional its own Polyarchy ; it was

going down under its own self-administered

blows, when an external power seized the

exhausted prey. Kome grew somewhat in the

same way at the start, though she always showed

an element of association. Finally she associated

the Greek world with its autonomy, but never

fully digested it. Greek Sicily called forth

the Roman proconsular imperialism, which was

the seed of the Empire planted already in the

Republic. Rome thus becomes double with two

civilizations, each reacting on the other, till the

final separation into two Romes, a Latin and a

Greek imperial City-State

.
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Much have we said about the kind of govern-

ment called the City-State, and much more will

have to be said about it in unfolding Ancient

European History, of which it is the essential

form always being transformed through the grand

metamorphosis of historic occurrences. Now
this City-State may be said to have its soul in its

Law, whose ultimate purpose is to secure free-

dom to its people. The Law of the City-

State will go through a long evolution from

its start in Greece, till its outcome in the

final organization of it by Justinian (in the

Corpus Juris). First each little Greek City-

State made or sought to make its own Law (au-

tonomous); the result was a great difference of

Laws throughout Greece— another manifestation

of her division and conflict. The very Laws of

the Greek communities collided and fought— the

outcome of autonomy in its excess. But Rome,

the Henarchy, first conquered and then subsumed

the vast diversity of Greek Laws under one Law,

her own as supreme Lawgiver. Thus not only

Greece but all the world gets the consciousness

that Law or Right ( Jus) is or ought to be uni-

versal— which became in time the strong inner

bond holding the huge Roman Empire together.

Both Greece and Rome were City-States, the one

being many and the other but one : this is indeed

what they have in common. But in Rome au-

tonomy is not the political characteristic. Rome
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is not to be one nation with many Laws, but

many nations with one Law. Thus she

can associate other peoples with herself and

with each other, and establish a system of uni-

versal justice between man and man over the

civilized world. This inner fabric of her spirit

remains to-day and still rules, while her outer

fabric of empire has long since vanished.

IX. Thus we seek to bring before ourselves

the total sweep of Ancient European History

with its three stasres forminoj too^ether one vast

process which rounds itself out to completeness.

The Period comes into the mind as something

finished; still that is not the end of it, but

rather a fresh beginning. Its innermost nature

is to unfold, to divide within itself, wherewith a

new Period has started, forming a stage of a

new and larger historic cycle. Out of completed

antiquity is springing the medieval Period which

will also wind itself up and become a stage of

the larger process called European History.

Here, however, we wish to note the power of

History to periodize itself in ever-enlarging

cycles, starting with its little round in ancient

Hellas. Thus it is like the Self, or is a kind of

Self or Ego, having the same ability of dividing

within itself and then moving beyond into a new

sphere, which repqats the same act. History is

an objective self-consciousness working in the

world yet corresponding to the subjective one in
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me, who am to identify its processes with mj
own, and thereby truly know them. History

thus is psychical, else I could never get it, for I

can see it only in the light of the processes of

my own Ego into whose form it must be ulti-

mately taken up. To periodize History aright is

to bring out and set forth the movement of this

obective self-consciousness in historical events.

The Period may therefore, be called the Soul of

History, yea the very Self of it, whose evolution

moves in cycles getting larger and larger, and

seeking to embrace Space and Time in their sem-

piternal round.

Here, too, let it be said that we must con-

ceive the evolution of the cycle to be cyclical,

ever progressing indeed toward the end, yet ever

returning upon itself, aud thereby ever complet-

ing yet ever renewing itself in wider reaches.

Very abstract all this seems doubtless, but the

historic Period, which is a cycle of occurrences,

finds therein its thought and final confirmation.

We may repeat, accordingly, that the evolution

of the cycle can only bring forth itself, namely

the cycle as small, as great, and as greatest of

all. So the historic Period does and must do,

if it is to reveal the fundamental process of

History. . ^
«

It is manifest that historic Periodicity begins

small in a small country (Greece) and has con-

tinued to produce greater and greater forms of
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itself (or cycles) in Space and Time till the

present day. After the Greek Period came the

Mediterranean (circummarine) ; this was fol-

lowed by the European Period, which again has

showed itself but a stage of a still larger cycle

(circumterrene) which embraces also Asia and

America (pp. 67-70), thus rounding the globe.

Such is a mere outward glance at the evolution

of the historic cycle with its recurrent power of

self-reproduction alwaj^s widening out and tran-

scending old limits.

Ancient European History is, accordingly, but

a stage toward the end of all History, a stage

in the movement of man toward a complete

institutional world made actual in the State

universal. The organized universe is to secure

his freedom, his Self, but first he is to bring

forth this organization, which is the long labor

of History.



»

i. HELLAS.

To-day the Greeks call their country by the

name of Hellas, which was in Homer's time ap-

plied to a small district of Thessaly, and then

became already in antiquity the designation of

historic Greece. Homer has, however, no col-

lective title for the whole Greek people of his

time, in fact he has no prevailing term to express

the anti-Trojan side, the forces under Aga-

memnon, whom he variously calls Danaoi,

Achaioi, Argeioi. We must note that the Tro-

jans spoke Greek, had essentially Greek cus-

toms, Greek worship, Greek Gods. Really the

war of Troy represented the great separation in

the one Hellenic stock, that between Greek and.

Oriental, between Europe and Asia. The Tro-

(191)
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jans were Hellenes with face turned toward the

East, the Achseans, (whom we usually call

Greeks), were Hellenes with face turned toward

the West. The Trojans were Greeks orientaliz-

ing, whom the European Greeks had to put

down, or lose their racial destiny. Homer,
therefore, sings of the origin, not only of

Greece but of Europe, and Europe has always

heard this undertone in his song, which is in-

deed the deepest ground of its interest and last-

ingness.

In the Trojan war is the primordial division of

the Hellenic nation as such, which therein begins

to get conscious of itself. Homer is the singer

who brings about this consciousness in his peo-

ple, who through him really come to know
themselves, and who ever afterwards will honor

him as their spiritual hero, and recognize his

two poems as the Hellenic Bible. It is Homer
who separates Hellas from the Orient on the one

hand, and on the other from the barbarous

Ethnic Protoplasm of Europe. Thus the poet

unites the Hellenic people, and is the chief

training to a common Hellenic consciousness

among a mass of communities and tribes other-

wise wholly separative and self-repellent. It

la Homer who nationalizes Greece and begins to

Europeanize Europe. Still this common na-

tional consciousness has no common name in

Homer, though we see him reaching out for it in
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a number of directions. But in Hesiod it has

appeared, and in Herodotus it has become his-

toric. Then we begin to note a still more em-

phatic term, that of Pan-Hellenism, the spirit

which looks to the interest of total Hellas in

contrast with the narrow particularism of the

one citj or tribe.

It may be here noted that the term Greece

comes to us through Eome and Latin literature.

The Greeks never called themselves Greeks, at

least not till Romans had introduced the usage.

The national designation of the nation is and has

prevailingly been Hellas. Still a large part of

the common people at present call themselves

Eoman (or Romaic), which is a striking reminis-

cence of the power and sway of imperial Rome.

During many centuries there was a Roman and a

Romanized Hellas, which has left its stamp upon

the popular heart and speech, as well as upon

History. In fact the Turk once called his em-

pire Rome (Roum), seeking to appropriate the

name with the thing.

I. Greek History in its total sweep reaches

from its first clear sunrise on the border between

Asia and Europe in the sixth century B. C, till

the taking of Constantinople' by the Turks

(1452 A. D). This brings before us the whole

view of Greek spirit in its historic reality extend-

ing through a period of some 2,000 years.

Politically this is the entire cycle cf the Greek

13
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Citj-State, unfolding first in its own independent

movement, then passing through the great

Roman discipline of subjection for hundreds of

years, and finally obtaining its second independ-

ence as imperial City-State, which was in turn

submerged at the beginning of the Eenascence.

Looked at from this point of view, the Greek

City-State had a far longer life than the Roman,

as the Greek tongue showed a much greater

vitality than the Latin, being indeed spoken by

the people to this day.

So striking and unique, and so little emphasiz-

ed generally is this total sweep of Greek History

that it should be more precisely set down and

grasped. (I) Greek History as purely Hellenic

which lasts from its opening till the Roman con-

quest in 146 B. C. This is usually the theme of

the so-called Histories of Greece; in fact

Grote's large work ends before this period is

completed. (II) Greek History during the

Roman's sway, or the History of Roman Greece;

this extends from the preceding conquest till

Constantine permanently divides Rome and

founds the Byzantine Empire, which is Greek.

(Ill) The History of Byzantine Greece thus

opens with the new Hellenic City-State, now im-

perial, which lasts more than a thousand years

longer.

Such are the three stages of Greece in its his-

toric entirety, which stages we may name the
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Hellenic, the Roman, the Byzantine. Note that

the last stage manifests a return to the first in

the matter of national independance. Byzantine

Greece is in a sense free Greece again; the

nation has received anew its own political auto-

nomy, and is unified more completely than ever

before in a political organism. And the City-

State is still existent and energizing, though not

as many (Polyarchy), but as one (Henarchy.)

Thus we behold the great cycle of Greek History,

having rounded itself out and concluded in a new

external domination, not now that of the Roman
but of the Turk.

It should be added however that the Greek

nationality did not die at the taking of Constan-

tinople, though losiug again its independent poli-

tical existence as it did in antiquity at the taking

of Corinth by the Romans. It continued to live

through nearly four centuries of Turkish op-

pression— in some parts of Greece the time

was much longer— when it arose anew or a

portion of it, and obtained what may be called

its third independance, which in a few years

more will celebrate its hundreth anniversary.

This third free Greece has not shown itself the

equal of the first or even of the second; in-

deed it came shudderingly near going into a new
eclipse during the recent Greco-Turkish war,-

Still there is nothing in European History which

can be compared with this perdurable political
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vitality of the Greek people. The first civilized

nation of Europe is still a nation even if small

and in a small corner. And it talks substantially

that game old Greek tongue in which Homer
sang. The Jewish people, of West-Asia

originalljs have lasted quite as long and still

last; but politically they have been outcasts from

their own country and from nearly every other.

Their religion is what has united and eternized

their nation. It would seem that the Greek has

shown a saving political instinct, and the Jew a

saving religious instinct ; each has furnished in

his own way a most important element to the

World's History.

The great cycle of Greek History, however,

completes itself at the Fall of Constantinople,

as it has to be regarded at present. Perhaps

this is but its first finished cycle of some twenty

centuries, after which the second great cycle of

Greece has only begun, destined still to whirl

through yet incalculable aeons. So the modern

Greek is inclined to dream, as we have heard

him, being incited thereto by looking back at

his nation's past, and its long deathless develop-

ment.

To the rest of Europe Greece became an ideal

with the end of the Byzantine Empire— an

ideal possessing a creative, renascent power

which gave name and spirit to that period called

the Renascence. A new birth of Greece it was
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in the European Folk-Soul, which went back to

its civilized beginning and drank afresh of the

original fountain-head of its culture. It would

seem that every age, yea every individual, has

in some way to go through that same roujid for

his completed development, reproducing within

himself the process of the Greek world. To be

sure, Roman Greece and Byzantine as well,

have, or have had hitherto no great part or in-

fluence in this total cycle of Greek spirit. Still,

they belong to it and make it integral in its

large sense. We are not to forget that Roman
Greece, when politically under the yoke, taught

and ruled her conqueror intellectually. Ideal

Greece as complete is, therefore, the preceding

historic cycle which the present real Greece

may be conceived to have begun over again.

II. When we pass from Greece as historical

to Greece as world-historical, we have to make a

new adjustment. That is, the special History of

Greece does not always coincide with universal

History. Only once indeed did such coincidence

take place supremely and entirely : that was the

work of the first stage, the above-mentioned

Hellenic Greece. It maybe said that the World-

Spirit was overwhelmingly Greek from Mara-

thon to Chaeroneia, yea till that fatal fall at the

battle of Corinth. Then it was when universal

History spoke and wrote Greek, when it

thought, acted and felt in Greek. The State
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particular and the State universal were essen-

tially one during that time, and followed

one end, even if they did sometimes fall out and

get to quarreling, especially toward the last.

Finally however, the great separation came and

the World-Spirit took flight from Greece across

the Adriatic and settled down in Kome, there to

stay for the next supreme period of the World's

History.

During this period Greece passed out of her

autonomous Hellenic stage, and became politi-

cally Eoman, not without exercising a strong

educative influence mentally over her victor. But

the new decree of the World-Spirit ran in favor

of the associative City-State (Rome) as against

the separative City-State (Greece generally),

and even as against the federal City-State

(Achsea specially). Moreover this World-histor-

ical transition from Greece to Rome has its

historic voice, though still speaking Greek, in

the historian Polybius.

With the rise of the Byzantine Empire,autonomy

in a new sense returns to the Greek world after

an obscuration of nearly five centuries, which last

from its subjection to Rome till its restoration

through Constantine. This third stage, Byzan-

tine Greece as we have called it, performs also a

world-historical function but by no means so in-

tense, so original and interesting as that of the

first stage, the Hellenic period. Through its long
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duration of centuries, Byzantine Greece over-

arches the entire Mediseval time and forms the

chief bulwark of Europe against the mighty sur-

ges of Mohammedan conquest. Again it fell

to the duty of Greece to be the vanguard of the

West in warding off the Orient—her ever-recur-

ring historic task, which we first witness in her

repulse of the Persian invasion at Marathon and

Salamis. But it must be added that this herBy-

zuntine work for European civilization has never

received adequate credit from the historians of

Western Europe.

It has been already noted that the impact of

the Orient upon Greece as the European van-

guard has been the mainspring of the periodi-

city of Europe's History. Three such impacts

by three different races— Persian, Arabian,

Turk— have taken place, and have made them-

selves the starting points of the three great his-

toric Periods known as Ancient, Medieval and

Modern. (See preceding pp. 118-121). Thus

on the Greek borderland toward Asia has been

drawn the main battle-line of historic Europe,

whose civilization has lain behind it, with the

Greeks on guard at the front against the Oriental

onslaught.

III. Accordingly the first stage of Greece, the

Hellenic stage or Hellas, as we may designate it

specially, bears the unique stamp of the World's'

History, in which the individual State in time
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and place becomes the supporter and the propa-

gator of the supreme end of all History, the State

universal. Now this Hellenic stage has its own
process, reflecting the world-historical movement

of all ages yet being peculiarly Grecian in its

events and character, as well as in its outer local

and temporal setting. We can conceive of it as

lying mainly between two great deeds or

strokes— the fore-stroke of the Persian culmi-

nating in Xerxes and the back-stroke of the

Macedonian culminating in Alexander. The

duration of this period from first to last may be

estimated at about four centuries. More will be

said upon its chronology later on, with a more

precise division of its occurrences.

At present we wish to bring before the mind

and to emphasize the idea of the historic round

which this period, in accord with the meaning of

the word period itself, unfolds and completes. It

is manifest that that the invasion of the Persian

was an advancing westward movement into

Greece out of Asia, out of the very seats of the

primal Aryan race, to which the Greeks also be-

longed. On the other hand the invasion of the

Macedonians, who were an Hellenic branch,

even if a less progressive one, was a returning

eastward movement into Asia, which penetrated,

before it stopped, to the orignal Aryan home,

this beinor also the racial home of the Greeks,

whence they had first migrated in antecedent
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forgotten ages. Such is the outline of the total

cycle of Hellenic Spirit, showing an historic re-

turn to its pre-historic sources, and revealing an

unconscious arc of its existence complement-

tary of its conscious arc as uncovered in ita

History.

The Greeks, under Alexander, then, were

not aware that they were going back home in

their invasion of the Orient, that they were

overcoming the millennial separation in the

Aryan race, and thereby healing, partially at

least, the bitter dualism so long existent be-

tween Greece and the Orient. Strangely, they

did not know it; but, more strangely still, we
do know it to-day, having learned the fact very

recently through a new science, Comparative

Philology (see p. 32, 33). The Greek and

the Persian were both Aryan, and hence funda-

mentally were uuilingual and uniracial. This

deep unconscious unity of the two peoples Alex-

ander seems to have felt ; we have to think that

it was upon this foundation that he proposed to

build his great Greco-Per»ian Empire, span-

ning Europe and Asia, even to India, and em-

bracing the total civilized Aryan race. East

and West. Such a racial instinct we are in-

clined to attribute to Alexander, far deeper than

his knowledge or that of the learned Greeks

around him. A Hero he was indeed, not simply

a Macedonian, or a Greek or even an European
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one, but an Aryan Hero, through the depths of

whose unconscious existence flowed a dark but

mighty undercurrent of racial feeling, which

finally became the controlling power of his

thought and action. From history he has passed

into the legend of the people both of the East

and the West; they, after their fashion, have

swathed his real exploits in many a mythical

layer of miraculous deeds.

Alexander may well be deemed the greatest

Great Man of Greek History, as conqueror and

even as statesman, rising far beyond the narrow

limits of the Hellenic City-State, Tribe or Nation.

But concerning him and his work we shall have

more to say in the proper place. Here we wish

to put stress upon the basic conception of this

historic stage of Greece, which is to be grasped

as cyclical, having rounded itself out into a

period through the return to the Orient in the

Macedonian supremacy. Persia moving upon

Greece since the time of her founder Cyrus,

never won it ; but Greece at last turned back and

won Persia, penetrating therein to the primal

source of its own racial being.

IV. The mention of the racial feeling in

Alexander leads us to a consideration of other

feelings which lay in the Greek Folk-Soul, and

could become the strongest, even if often uncon-

scious, motives to action. Every person is

aware of having within himself a vast reservoir
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of feelings, which may rise from unknown psy-

chical depths to an overwhelming energy through

some present stimulation, and which are really

transmitted states of a long past existence.

Quiescent, potential, transcended they lie in what

may be called the Under-Self of every man,

evolved as he is from countless generations ; now
asleep, but once awake, they can be awakened

again at the right moment with the right provo-

cation. The multitude of such feelings is very

great; but Greek History compels us to take

account of four specially, which often determined

Grecian political conduct. These four native

feelings, or rather four layers of them from

lowest to highest, we may for our present pur-

pose call the elemental sentiments of the Greek

Folk-Soul, and hence immanent in every Greek

man with more or less energy. Their gradation

should also be noticed, as they rise in order from

the profoundest abysses of the soul's unconcious

past up to its conscious present.

(' 1 ) The Greek had a racial sentiment of Aryan

kinship. Dark, remote, unconscious, this always

remained, still it existed and could be brought

into activity. Already we have intimated that

the deepest fact in Alexander's career was his

Aryan instinct. But the same feeling made it-

self operative in the early Greeks when they

carried on their struo^orle ao^ainst the Phenicians

for the control of the great Inland Sea with its
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future commerce and civilization. Jealousy,

nautical and mercantile, there was, as well as

the love of wealth and of domination; but all

these motives were merely implements in the

hands of a deeper power. The first marine City-

State of the Semite, thePhenician, was supplant-

ed by the Greek ; the second marine City-State

of the Semite, the Carthaginian, was destroyed

by the Roman ; both Greek and Eoman were

Aryans and dominated the secular life of the

Mediterranean world. Still the Semitic spirit

lived and was transmitted to the future through

another channel, the religions, and therein reach-

ed a new supremacy.

The Greek then shared in the uniracial in-

stinct of the Aryan, and could be brought to

feel, even if dimly, a sympathetic oneness with

his race. The last great historic act of ancient

Hellas, the fusion with the Aryan Orient, had

its underlying substrate in this sentiment, which,

we repeat, remained unconscious to the last.

(2) The Geeek had a national sentiment of Hel-

lenic kinship. This sentiment was manifest in

the primal great historic act of Hellas, in the un-

ion of its diverse communities and tribes against

the Persian, who had first roused it by his attack

upon the Greeks of Asia Minor. We feel in the

First Book of Herodotus already the strong

undercurrent of national sympathy for the Hel-

lenic brothers subjected to Oriental sway.
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There was a worxl which came to express deci-

sively this sentiment: the word Pan-Hellenic,

The leader or the community was said to show a

Pan-Hellenic patriotism in contrast with the

narrow devotion to Tribe or to City. As Hellas

never did or could organize itself politically into

a Nation, but remained divided groups of small

territories and cities, Nationality in consequence

was not real but ideal, a sentiment of which

there were various manifestations in religion, in

the great national games, and in legend and

literature. Homer may be called Pan-Hellenic,

and he even speaks of the Pan-Hellenes, though

in a strongly suspected passage (Iliad II. 530).

Hesiod too has the word and the thing. The

Hellenic Nation, in spite of separative tendencies,

made itself valid against the Persian, but at last

succumbed to the Roman.

(3 ) Every Greek had the tribal sentiment more

or less strongly developed. Two tribes obtained

great prominence in historic Greece — the

Ionic represented mainly by Athens, and the

Doric represented mainly by Sparta. The tribal

sentiment is manifested in an unconscious but

very interesting wty by the historian Herodotus,

who, a Dorian by birth and prejudice, celebrated

largely Ionic exploits and even wrote in an Ionic

dialect. Two other Greek tribes have historic

significance, the Aeolic, which we find at the be-

ginning, and the Achaean, which becomes promi-
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nent at the close, of Hellenic History. More-

over the Achaeans were the most famous and in-

fluential tribe of the Homeric period, furnishing

the larger part of the poet's epical heroes.

Besides these four historic tribes there were

many other Greek tribes, particularly of the

backward peoples like Macedonians and Aeto-

lians, both of whom were called barbarians by the

civilized Greeks but were certainly of Hellenic

blood. It would seem that the tribal sentiment,

though stronger than the national had a tendency

to decline with advancing civilization, which still

further divided the tribe, breaking it into frag-

ments.

(4.) The Greek had the communal sentiment,

that of the City-State, or of the civic community

to which he belonged. This, indeed, was the

strongest of all these elemental senti mentv*^ . Here

we touch the- characteristic political fact of Hellas,

her strength as well as her weakness. Each little

community must be self-governing within itself,

independent of any organized association with

its own tribe, nation, or race, more than a vol-

untary alliance. Autonomy ^was its conscious-

ness, beyond which the Hellenic world was

unable to develop historically. Not till it has

passed through the long Roman discipline, could

it associate politically even itself.

Such were the four sentiments, elemental, we

call them, of the Hellenic period, source of mul-
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titudinous conflicts which there was no organ-

ized State to suppress, or adequately to curb.

The Ionic Greek let us take ; he would fight on

the sea the Phenician of another race ; he would

fight on land the Persian, of the same race but

of a different nation ; he would fight the Dorian

on land and sea, of the same nation but of a

different tribe ; then he would fight most bitterly

the City-State like Athens, which was of the

same tribe and nation, but which sought to limit

his community's autonomy in the interest of

tribal or national union. The Greek has been

known to take sides against his tribe, against his

nation, and (in Sicily) against his race, in the

interest of what he deemed the autonomy of his

City-State.

V. There is no doubt, however, that the in-

terplay and collision of these four sentiments—
communal, tribal, national, racial— make Hellas

the liveliest, most eruptive, and the most inter-

esting chapter in the book of the World's His-

tory. But this was not the whole of Greek

separation. The City-State itself, the seeming

political atom, divided also within into parties,

and became a scene of manifold civil strife which

often ended in fraternal blood. The source of

these parties was the struggle for headship trans-

mitted from the VillageCommunity—the struggle

already alluded to as that between Monarchos,

Aristos, and Demos (pp. 49-52). The Hellenic
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City-State of History through its political par-

ties wrought over and fouo^ht over thousandfold

the three basic governmental forms — Monarchy

(or Monocracy), Aristocracy, and Democracy.

Moreover the Greek philosophers, Plato and

Aristotle for instance, as well as the Greek his-

torians, Herodotus and Polybius for instance,

have transmitted a great quantity of theoretical

discussion upon these three kinds of States, not-

ing their excellences and defects, their good and

bad forms.

At present, however, we wish to observe that

the political party has a very important place in

the historic destiny of the Hellenic City-State,

and in a way cross-cuts with new divisions the

four preceding divisions of the elemental senti-

ments of Greek life. An Ionic community un-

der a democracy could have its government

changed by a party within it invoking the aid of

a Doric community under an aristocracy. Party

spirit often was stronger than tribal or national

ties. In the Peloponesian war Sparta would set

up aristocracies instead of democracies in the

conquered cities, while Athens would set up de-

mocracies instead of aristocracies, both methods

being always supported by a political party in

the community itself. Thus a change of the

administration meant a change of the constitu-

tion. The Greek City-States as a body are seen

diversifying this political round of Monarchy,
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Aristocracy, Democracy in their good and bad

forms, and interacting with one another in peace

and war. Many a single City-State in its in-

ternal History goes through the same round

more than once. . Athens, for instance, in her

varied career, went up and down the gamut of

all three forms several times, and reported her

expeience in each case.

The City-State however, under any of its po-

litical forms showed itself unable to associate,the

Greek Nation or even one of the Greek tribes.

Athens never fully combined the lonians, nor

Sparta the Dorians. The only exception might

be that small remnant of the Achaeans who at

the sunset of Greece, formed the Achaean league.

The communal sentiment was accordingly much
stronger than the national or tribal. There was

a reason for this to the mind of the Greek. He
was not only a citizen, but often a ruler through

his community ; once beyond its bounds he was a

stranger, an outcast without rights, having no in-

stitution to grant or to enforce them. As a

member of the communal organism he obtained

his whole institutional life. Hence if it was au-

tonomous, he was autonomous, a freeman. Such

was the limit of his political consciousness : the

civilized Greek could not make a tribal State,

Ionic or Doric, only the less civilized Macedo-

nians could do that. Nor could he make a national'

State for the whole Hellenic people ; still less

14
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could he build a World-State like that of Rome,
which had the power of uniting cities, tribes,

peoples and even races.

The communal sentiment of Greece divides,

or as it were, atomizes the whole land int«>

autonomous communities. But now comes the

fact alluded to already: each of these communal

units is separated internally into three, or, more

usually, two political parties, each of which

becomes a means of affiliation with the same

party in other communities. The result is that

an external bond of union runs through all the

Greek City-States, and gives an inner element of

cohesion amid so much outer separation. Every

Greek man, belonging to his own City-State, as

not only distinct from but repellent of other

City-States, belonged also to one of its political

parties, was monocratic, aristocratic, or demo-

cratic in politics, and thereby became connected,

to a degree, sympathetically, with the same

party in every other City-State of Greece. For
instance, the subordinate aristocratic party at

Athens had always links of connection with the

dominant aristocracy of Sparta and other City-

States. The strong outside power, first Macedon
and then Rome, largely swept away these inter-

weaving threads of Greek political parties.

On the other hand the Greek through party

could destroy and often did destroy all his native

elemental ties. He could become anti-corn-
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munal, anti-lribal, and anti-national under the

influence of partisan ambition or hate ; uniting

with Carthage, he could become even anti-racial.

Such was the negative might of party politics in

the Hellenic City-State, which was undone chiefly

through this destructive spirit within itself and

within the hearts of its own citizens. Still we

are not to forget the positive side in this pro-

cess: through party a bond of unity was estab-

lished outside of the City-State, the Tribe, the

Nation and the Race; a kind of political univer-

sality began to arise in the Greek soul just

through the negation of the narrower elemental

sentiments already designated. Thus the

Hellenic City-State was getting prepared within

for a higher governmental form than itself, and

the riellenic man was really training himself in-

ternally for an external domination over himself

which was certain to come, as just that lay in the

movement of the World's History, was indeed

its next stage.

From the foregoing it is plain that the Greek

Polyarchy of autonomous City-States is dis-

solving through its own inner self contradiction,

since the spirit of it is getting to be no longer

that of autonomy, but rather that of outside de-

pendance, of external determination— a spirit

which by way of contrast may be called heteron-

omous. Athens, Sparta, Thebes will seek to'

rule other City-States more or less through
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inner parties, keeping for themselves the head-

ship which the Greeks call by a special term,

Hegemony. Finally the Macedonian will ap-

pear, who will rule through a final external

authority, through armies and garrisons in the

citadels of the City-States, even if he also

employs political parties as a subordinate means.

Thus Hegemony which still leaves a partial

Autonomy, of a party and is a varying compro-

mise with it passes over into Heteronomy, which

designates another law over the Greek City-

State than its own. Philip of Macedon is a

logical evolution of the Hellenic Polyarchy, which

has become in spirit heteronomous : each City-

State, getting its law from others or seeking

to impose its law upon others, has really lost

Autonomy and has generated Heteronomy, which

now steps forth on the Stage of History from

the outside, embodied in the Macedonian

monarch. His authority is no longer that of

one Greek City-State over the other or an

Hegemony, which still tampered with Auton-

omy. Eeally the Polyarchy of autonomou;^

Hellenic City-States, having become many
heteronomous City-States within Greece, calls

up the one incarnate Heteronomy coming from

the outside. We are to see that Macedon and

then Rome are born inside of Hellas, as well as

outside of it ; in fact they get their historic

purpose and win their historic career through

this corresponding inner development of Hellas.
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The three designated terms or categories

—

Automony, Hegemony, Heteronomy— are of

Greek origin and show the inner movement of

the Greek mind and hence of its historic evolu-

tion. They can be put together in various ways

and their interplay weaves largely the many-color-

ed fabric of Greek History. Autonomy and

Heteronomy were represented by Greece and

Persia at first; they fought desperately, calling

up for help the Spartan and then the Athenian

Hegemony. Athens, however, gradually trans-

formed Hegemony into Heteronomy. (See Thu-

cydides^as5^m, but especially the Melian dialogue

toward the end of Book V. ) Therein she deeply

violated the Greek political principle and her

own too, for which the Persian war was fought.

Sparta likewise in the Peloponnesian war, arm-

ing Autonomy, gets the Hegemony of Greece,

and, then lapses into Heteronomy. Thebes also

went through quite the same process. So the

Greek Polyarchy through its own inner self-

undoing generates the Henarchy, whereof the

special historic events will be touched upon later.

VI. Another sentiment which began to make
its appearance early in the Greek world was the

cultural. This divided primarily all mankind

into Greeks and Barbarians. The Orient with

its civilization to the Greek mind was barbarous,

till Alexander and his successors, in part at

least, obliterated the line; the same feeling pre-
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vailed long against the Roman conqueror.

Homer has the word as applied to the manner of

speaking, and it designated originally a foreigner

trying to talk Greek. From language it passed

as a badge branding all culture which was not

Greek.

This cultural sentiment divided not only the

non-Hellenic, but also the Hellenic stock into

civilized and barbarous. Thus the civilized

Greek despised and disowned his uncivilized kin,

the backward peoples of Northern and Western

Greece. And these returned the contempt and

hate. The primordial Ethnic Protoplasm of

Greece still existed in historic times, and the

civilized City-State was sent back by the World-

Spirit to take a fresh dip in its original fountain,

when it had become degenerate. It cannot be

doubted that there was a certain restoration of

fresh energy to later Greek life through the

Macedonians, Epirots, Aetolians. These were

rude but uncorrupted members of the Hellenic

stock, belonging to that Proto-Hellenic or per-

chance Pelasgic layer of primitive humanity once

covering the whole Greek peninsula, and reap-

pearing dimly but persistently at various points

throughout historic Hellas. Thus the Greek

civilized man had to be re-baptized in his own

genetic stream, and so get a new lease of na-

tional life. Barbarism too has its purpose in

the World's History,
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To be sure, he stormed and scolded enough
about having to take that unpleasant dip. But
it was his saving discipline, even if it wreclied

his beloved autonomy. Greece still lived and

performed its world-historical task, not now
political, but cultural. That proud civilization,

which held, in the language of its greatest

thinker, Aristotle, that all barbarians should be

the slaves of the civilized man, namely the

Greek, is compelled to serve just these barbari-

ans, and to exist by imparting its civilization to

barbarism. And we shall find that all the na-

tions of antiquity, ruling for a time but growing

also in corruption, are sent back to the barbarous

Protoplasm of Peoples, to take that same dip.

Macedon had to have her turn, and finally Eome
herself, greatest of all, was immersed in the re-

creating stream of its own original barbarism.

For the Teutons who destroyed the Roman Em-
pire, were Aryan kindred of the Romans and of

the Greeks.

Here again rises to notice that Ethnic Proto-

plasm, which we have already observed lying be-

hind ancient European Civilization, and at in-

tervals rushing down into it with a violent

savage hostility. Ever present to the Greco-

Roman world was the dividing line between the

two sides, that rim of barbarism, encircling

the Mediterranean peoples and threatening them

like an external Fate with a tragic outcome.
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And yet all these peoples had sprung from this

same Ethnic Protoplasm, to which at last they

have to return for a renewal of national life. So

the presiding Genius of History, the World-

Spirit, uses the barbarous nations as a kind of

plastic material to mould at first and then to re-

mould ancient civilization when decayed (see

pp. 36-40).

VII. A characteristic of Greece is the un-

usual number of Great Men it produced— in

the present case, political or communal Great

Men, who were leaders of their City-States,

specially against the Orient, and thus were not

only defending Greece, but were safe-guarding

and even producing future Europe. Hence

Europe and her children have taken good care

of the fame of these her ancestral protagonists.

Each was filled with the World-Spirit who had

decreed the separation of Europe from Asia,

and who had called forth the first European

political form, the Polyarchy of City-States,

autonomous indeed and separative, yet capable

of a common Hellenic sentiment.

Now the statesman of this City-State is to

bring his people and their little community to

do the world-historical deed, which is at the

same time national, or Pan-Hellenic as it is

called. He is to rouse in them the Greek

patriotism, elevating them beyond their narrow

communal, or even tribal sentiment and filling
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them with their larger destiny. In other words

the Great Man of political Greece must mediate

the World-Spirit with the Hellenic, yea with

the communal Folk-Soul. He thus becomes a

World-Man, though perchance belonging only

to a little community, which, through him is

made to participate in the movement of the

World's History, and in so far may be called

for the time a World-State. Undoubtedly the

most brilliant instance of such a man and such

a city was Themistocles and Athens in the Per-

sian War.

From this point of view we can see why the

Great Men of Greece were so many. They

tallied with the number of autonomous City-

States, each of which had to have its leader, its

mediator. The World-Spirit had called up the

Polyarchy of Greek City-States, which required

a corresponding Polyarchy of Great Men to

mediate them with itself. For each little com-

munity as an independent and self-asserting

unit had to be mediated with the whole nation

composed of such units, whose end was that of

the World's History. Such was the lofty work

and the grand opportunity of the political in-

dividual at his best in Greece; which accordingly

became more prolific of Great Men of the

State than any nation since.

The very fact th X there was no actual govern-

mental unity of the Hellenic people, but simply
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a society of autonomous City-States, led to this

unique development in the number of Great Men.

One large united country is usually governed by

one or a few prominent individuals, to whom the

other administrators are subordinate. But in

Hellas not one or a few but many tapped the

World-Spirit and received its direct baptism.

Moreover they can:e all at once, or in a brief

period of time. Rome produced also many
Great Men, but they have on the whole a tend-

ency to be successive rather than synchronons,

and to rise in aline down her long history.

Another point of abiding interest in the

Greek heroic characters is that they were com-

munal and appealed and still appeal to every

man reading of them in his own little community.

To-day the biographies of the Great Men of

Greece are taken as furnishing lofty human ex-

amplars by the people, and by orators and wri-

ters speaking to the people. The vast majority

of individuals still live in the community, even

though this be now but a little fragment of a

mighty Nation-State. Behold what the merely

communal man made himself in his small Greek

institution : he became world-historical, the bearer

of the World-Spirit. To be sure the modern

community is not what the ancient was, and can-

not furnish the same career for greatness. The

Greek City-Stato is thus a kind of ideal for tho

ambitious man, and also stirs the common senti-
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ment of national patriotism, even if there be no

institutional association of the total Hellenic

nation in one political center.

So we may put this matter together in its

largest outlook : the World-Spirit elevates the

little Greek community into a World-State

through the communal leader, who thereby be-

comes a World-Man bringing forth in his age the

World's History. Nor must we fail to note the

biographer of these antique World-Men, Greek

Plutarch, heroic in his way among his heroes,

writing a World-Book which the people still read

with delight and instruction. In a kind of dou-

ble gallery of heroic shapes he brings before us

the Greek and the Roman World-Men, with their

deeds and destines.

And now we have to note the dark side in the

picture of Greek Great Men : they all collide in

one way or other with their City- State and many
of them perish in the struggle. Having become

Pan-Hellenic in sentiment and in action, they no

longer fit into the limits of their little institution.

When their great national deed is done, they

have to sink back into their small City-State

with its narrow life, and so have no politi-

cal reality corresponding to their new character.

Each has belonged also to some party, which is

assailed by the other party, and in these partisan

struggles the Great Man of Pan-Hellenic mind

gets banished. The ostracism meant that the
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small City-State became too small for the Great

Man whom it had reared ; it cannot mediate him

in a time of peace, cannot keep him within its

pinching institutional limits. But when divorced

from his community, the ancient Greek was an

outcast, there was no Pan-Hellenic State in

administering which he could satisfy his feeling

and exert his talent.

So the Great Man of Greece shows the ten-

dency to become tragic through his greatness.

Deeply significant of the time is the fact that

Athens rears a group of poets who have in a

supreme literary form portrayed the Iragedy of

the Greek Hero ideally, but have at the same

time imaged therein the ever present fateful

reality overhanging the Great Men of their city.

The Prometheus of Aeschylus is such a trans-

cendent character carried up into the Olympian

community itself, the City-State of the Greek

Gods. In like manner the Great Man of Greece

collides with his institutional limits, being as yet

unable to transform them into the new order.

Verily he is prophetic of the destiny of his own

'

City-State, which is also tragic in the movement

of the World's History. It bursts its confining

bounds as autonomous and goes down after ful-

filling its world-historical mission.

VIII. The Hellenic City-State showed a mighty

power of self-reproduction, which was manifested

in its colonization. Greece at a certain period
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was the greatest colonizer known to History,

surpassing even England which probably stands

next. This colonizing period in its widest limits

may be said to lie between the two great wars,

Trojan and Persian, both of which were waged

against the Orient. The Iliad and the Odyssey,

which are based upon the Trojan war are indeed

not strictly historical, still they show a social and

political condition which was real. 1 1 this sense

the Homeric age begins Hellenic History. At

that early time there seems to have been no

colonization of the City-State, though tribal

migration lies in the background. Indeed the

City-State, as we know it later, has not yet fully

appeared in its inanifoldness though it is appear-

ing in a kind of sporadic fashion.

The Doric invasion of the Peloponnesus,

called also the return of the Heracleids, is often

said to have given the first strong impulse to

colonization. This invasion, stated by Thucy-

dides to have occurred eighty years after the

Trojan war, caused a great tribal dislocation

throughout Greece, which began in consequence

to throw out colonies in all directions. There

took place a grand central explosion which

flung colonial City-States outward to the four

points of the compass from continental Hellas.

We find that the displacement had a tribal sub-

strate, as the peoples of the four best-known

Greek tribes moved to separate localities, the
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members of each tribe hanging together in a kind

of cluster. For instance, the Cohans, thelonians,

and the Dorians in part, went to Asia Minor and

the adjacent islands, each tribe taking its own slice

of territory. But the Achseans of the Pelopon-

nesus seem to have moved westward, especially

to Italy, in whose Greek colonies the tribal spirit

was not so pronounced as in Asia Minor.

Still the unit of colonization was not the tribe

but the new community, the rising City-State.

The chief characteristic of the Greek colony

was its political independence, it was born

autonomous. The mother-city (metropolis),

which sent it out, claimed no authority over it,

though there was usually a strong affection be-

tween parent and child, which found its expres-

sion in certain religious ceremonies. The two

sometimes fell out and made war upon each

other, as Corinth and Corcyra, but such a condi-

tion was regarded as unnatural. Thus autonomy

overslauged the tribal as well as the national

sentiment. Every Ionic city in Asia Minor was

independent of the rest as well as of the mother-

city, Athens, though they all had a common
tribal festival and religious meeting-place called

the Panionion. Such was the case also with the

cities of the other Greek tribes. The distinc-

tive thing which they all had in common, yet

which separated them all, each from each, yea,
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which often antagonized them, one against an-

other, was the sentiment of autonomy.

The colonial movement was the product of

central or continental Hellas where was first

developed the nation, and which has remained

its heart through all the long ups and downs of

History till to-day. The Trojan war seems to

have first nationalized the Greek peoples, whose

previous condition was that of an Ethnic Proto-

plasm nationally potential, realizable, but as yet,

unrealized. The work of the Achaean leaders

under Agamemnon united Greece against Troy

and its Asiatic tendency. The poems of Homer
kept this nationalized consciousness alive, which

rose above tribes and communities, filling them

with their great national end of Hellas versus the

Orient. ^ The colonial movement, however, was

essentially communal, and had the tendency to

break up the tribe and subordinate the tribal

sentiment to the community as City-State, whose

completed evolution lies in and through coloniza-

tion with its mighty genetic energy.

The autonomous City-State of Hellas, there-

fore, was State-bearing, and in this capacity re-

produced itself in its colony, namely an autono-

mous City-State. And so the process went on:

the daughter bore daughters, who were of the

same nature. Miletus, an Ionic colony, is said

to have been the parent of eighty colonies.

This marvelous procreative power of the Hellenic
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City-State was not a sudden outburst followed by
a cessation, but it continued hundreds of years,

four or five hundred from first to last. Indeed

it was the most striking phenomenon of the early

historic epoch of Hellas. During this time the

City-State was engaged in the bearing of States

of its own strain; such was really its world-his-

torical function, in which it manifested the

peculiar Hellenic phase of the State universal.

Throughout History the generation of the State

particular indicates specially the presence and

the working of the State universal, which is thus

seeking to realize itself.

The colonies formed the outer rim of GreeK

civilization against barbarism. An irregular

dotted circle of these colonial City-States sur-

rounded the mother-country on every side. The
curious fact comes to light that they soon rose

above their source, growing to be greater and

more prosperous than the original cities. Sy-

baris, in Italy, was probably the greatest city

Xh^t ever existed of the Grecian name, holding

sway over Italic peoples from sea to sea. But

it was destroyed in 510, B. C, after two cen-

turies of power, by the neighboring Greek

City-State of Crotona. Miletus was the largest

Ionic city till it was overwhelmed by the Per-

sian not long after the destruction of Sybaris.

Thus we see a rise, bloom, and fall of the

Greek Colonies, both in the East and the

A
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West. Colonization itself, that wonderful re-

productive power of the Greek Citj-State, sub-

stantially ceased about the same time with the

Persian assault upon Greece.

From tiie foregoing account it is evident that

Greek colonization has an unique character,

differing from every other kind known to His-

tory. The Eoman colony was essentially a

military post in an enemy's country, and al-

ways was in strict dependance, politically, on

the mother country. Of course, associative

Eome could not produce an autonomous City-

State. When Athens later sent out colonists

similar to the Eoman, they were called by a new
name (A;Ze7'owc7io^ instead of apoikoi). In mod-

ern times Spanish colonization had no element

of autonomy. The English colonization of

North America had in it a decided communal
element like the Greek, but its autonomy re-

mained partial, for it did not cut loose from the

home government at first. A religious inde-

pendence rather than a political lay in its origi-

nal conception; particularly was this the case

in the settlement of New England. But the

Greek colony on the other hand maintained its

religious connection while severing its political

connection with the mother country.

The Greek colonists, on setting out from the

mother-city took a brand of its sacred fire from

the Prytaneuni, (Town Ilall,) after having con-

15
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suited the Oracle, (usually the Delphic) and ob-

tained its approval ; they also had a chosen

founder (oikistes) who was worshipped in it as

a hero. The colony was undoubtedly an outlet

for political and social discontent, a field for

adventure and for money-making, a vent for the

young aspiring spirits, who habitually chafe

against the older set and their authority. The

result was the colonies shot rapidly ahead of the

mother-cities, exploiting backward peoples of

their own stock in Italy and Sicily, as well as in

Asia Minor. Thus the colonies had a number of

special ends, which can be recited, but their

supreme, universal end was world-historical, the

development of the Greek City-State, which is

now evolved out of the protoplasmic Village

Community through colonization. But this out-

ward or colonial movement having performed

its function, the World-Spirit will return to cen-

tral Greece, and manifest itself in a new and

even grander historic development.

Migration is dominantly of the Tribe, while

colonization is dominantly of the City-State,

which carried along into its new home the primal

political divisions of Monarchos, Aristos, and

Demos. The consequence was that the Greek

colonies presented a varying panorama of party

struggles, with a bent toward a democracy, or

rather toward a governmental form based on a

property qualification of its citizens (timocracy.)
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Law-givers also arose— Pittacus in Lesbos,

Charonclas and Zaleucus in the West. Finally the

Pythagoreans in Southern Italy obtained exten-

sive political authority, starting at Crotona.

They represent the philosopher as ruler in ad-

vance of Plato's i?e/)^^6Z^c. An exclusive aristo-

cracy of doctrine undertook to govern the whole

state after its pattern and failed, bringing bloody

requital upon itself. Certainly an oligarchy of

intellect can be as imperious as that of birth and

can stir up as great animosity — a fate which

hangs over the Platonic scheme.

It has been noticed that Greek civilization

moved from continental Hellas along with the

colonies and dwelt for centuries in the border-

land. The fact must be emphasized that Greek

science, art, philosophy first distinctively arose in

the Greek colonies, not in the central mother-

country. The first philosopher of Greece was

Thales of Miletus ; he seems also to have been

the first scientist, if he could tell what caused

the eclipse of the sun mentioned by Herodotus.

Almost contemporaneous with him philosophers

appeared in the western colonies, Xenophanes

and Pvthafforas, both of them founders of in-

dependent schools. Philosophy, accordingly,

first arose and flourished on the colonial border,

from which it passed to the central city, Athens.

(See our Ancient Euroj>ean Philosophy pp. 70,

205.) The same thing is true of Greek Archi-
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tecture: its earliest Dational development took

place in the colonies, inthe Ionic of the East and

in the Doric of the West. The names of the two

chief Greek columns and their orders have been

taken from the places of their colonial origin

:

Ionic and Doric. (See our work on Architec-

ture, pp. 172-7.) Thus Art, Science, Philoso-

phy, History, had their tirst flowering in Europe

on that colonial border of the Hellenic world-

garden, from which they have been transplanted

through the ages, having never really died out

from that day to the present. To be sure, this

peripheral bloom did not last permanently, it

was finally extinguished by outer conflict and

inner strife. But from the Hellenic border of

many City-States it passed to the Hellenic cen-

ter of culture, to the one City-State, Athens,

where took place a new and far greater and

more perfect efflorescence of Hellenic spirit.

From Athens in turn resulted a second centri-

fugal movement, not now colonial but cultural,

which spread through the whole ancient civilized

world, and is still spreading at the present

moment.

IX. The general character of physical Greece

has been already set forth in its two main predi-

cates : peninsular and insular. The territory is

thus primarily divisive, particularized by Nature

into many small lots which are ready to be occu-

pied by many separate communities. Perhaps
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no country in the World is so completely parti-

tioned off within itself by natural walls of moun-
tain and water. On the face of the land is

written: this is the appointed home of the

autonomous City-State.

Moreover through this division there will arise

correspondingly many such Gity-States, a cluster

or society of them, or as we have called it, a

Polyarchy. Thus Greece is the prelude, the

symbol of modern Europe, which is to-day a

Polyarchy, but of Nation-States. At the same

time we are not to omit the opposite trend:

Greece is of one race, of one tongue, of one

religion, of one nationality. With all its divi-

sions, it has one political norm, the afore-men-

tioned City-State. Thus we are likewise to note

at the start a native undercurrent toward unity,

which has been designated as its Henarchic bent,

and which will show itself throughout Greek

History in its many leagues, alliances, Amphic-
tyonies-, Hegemonies, even Tyrrannies— wherein

again we may observe a remarkable foreshadow-

ing of modern Europe.

Having carefully noticed this face of Hellas so

deeply partitioned and bulwarked by Nature, we
may next observe the primitive mass of human-
ity flowing down into it, and divided by it into

many separate communities. Such was the

Proto-Hellenic stock or Ethnic Protoplasm which

Greek Nature is* not to make, for it is already
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made, but rather is to mould into its communal
form. These migrating peoples bring with them
their primitive institution, the Aryan Village

Community, which is here to undergo a trans-

formation into the Hellenic City-State. Not at

once is the great change accomplished, of which

we can perhaps still discern faintly three stages

:

one in the time before Homer, one in Homer,

and one in the age after him, the colonial age.

At present, however, it is in place to note the

other early influence which goes to make the

Hellenic City-State. This was the civilized in-

fluence coming from the river-valleys of- the

Orient with their culture and institutions. Al-

ready on the Nile and Euphrates had arisen the

fluvial City-State (pp. 168, 175), which had de-

veloped a high stage of civilization. Also the

marine City-State of the Orient had come up in

Phenicia (pp. 170-5), and was in bloom while

Hellas was in its infancy. Many elements of

culture streamed out of the Orient already get-

ting old, into adolescent Greece, and schooled it

into line with the movement of civilization from

Asia into Europe. Thus the World's History is

continuous, a connected evolution in time and

place, even if some of the lesser links are miss-

ing. To be sure, the Greeks claimed to be

autochthonous, sprung of the earth, but their

territory was only one strand in their genesis.

Greek speech distinctly tells of their Aryan
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origin and relations, while Greek legend in many
a poetic shape shadows forth their spiritual con-

nection with the Orient.

But the main point now is to see the three pri-

mordial elements of Hellas coming together and

forming a process whose outcome is the autono-

mous City-State as the representative of the

World's History. (1) There is the basic sep-

aration of physical Hellas into island and penin-

sula, the arena provided by Nature for her his-

toric career. (2) Then comes the protoplasmic

overflow of the original Hellenic stock into this

insular and peninsular mould, which determines it

externally first and then internally. (3) We
must also mark the Oriental contribution of

civilized life, for that Proto-Helleuic stock,

though already separated from the Aryan mass

in Asia, is still uncivilized, and outside the

stream of the World's History as recorded and

recordable. Art, science, navigation, even the

letters of the alphabet move from the Orient

into Hellas, which transforms them after and

into its own character. Especially the political

institution, the City-State, is to pass from an all-

dominating autocratic Henarchy to the autonom-

ous Polyarchy of Hellas. The World- Spirit is

to be seen, with the historic eye, leaving the

Orient and settling in Greece where is to be

taken the next great step in the movement toward

realizing the State universal.
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X. Before passing into the details of Greek

History, its periodicity will have to be consid-

ered in a brief outline. Let us say in advance

that it, as a stage or part, must show the process

of the total historic cycle already set forth ; such

18 its deepest periodic nature. Of course the

reference now is to the History of what is usually

called free Hellas or of Hellenism proper, as dis-

tinct from Boman and Byzantine Hellenism.

This original native Hellenic State lasted in our

judgment till the battle of Corinth ( 146 B. C).
To our mind independent Hellenism even as

civic did not cease with the battle of Chseroneia

(338 B.C.), as is often said, though it was in the

decline after that defeat. On the other hand,

historic Hellas reaches back to Homer, or to the

Trojan war, the time of both being uncertain. If

we take thedates as ordinarily given, the Hellenic

Period will last over five hundred but less than a

thousand years. Centuries even are not very

definite in this early twilight, but thought will

be fairly satisfied in calling the extremes by the

names of their greatest reporters, Homer and

Polybius, both of them Greeks, and writing in

Greek at the beginning and end of the native

historic Greek Period.

We may recall that the History of Greece, be-

ing political, turns upon the governmental form,

which is the autonomous City-State in its rise,

bloom, and fall. Now Greece has many other
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sciences besides political science, and has like-

wise many other kinds of history as that of art,

poetry, philosophy. The World's History deals

specially with the evolution of the State as mani-

fested in historic events; so Greek History

shows a particular form of the State going

through its process in manifold occurrences of

Time.

It should also be repeated that the conflict of

this Greek City-State for its existence and devel-

opment is with West-Asia, which has a different

governmental form. In and through Greece

takes place the grand separation of History,

that between Orient and Europe. The process

of Greek History, as lying within the above-

mentioned limits, reveals itself in its leading

stages somewhat after folio winoj outline.

(1) Early Hellas^ which may be called also

Proto-Hellenic, in which Hellenism is budding

but has not yet flowered forth. The City-State

is moving out of the primitive community into

its historic form. The first great conflict within

the Hellenic stock arises and is fought out,

through which conflict (the Trojan War) Hellas

is nationalized. Then it is tribulized and finally

colonized—which brings up the next stage, which

has from the start been the potential principle

—

the inner Hellenic germ driving forward to its

flowerinor and fruitaore.

(2) Autonomous Hellas ^ in which the City-
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State blossoms out into a great multiplicity

(Polyarchy), and forms a society of free-acting

independent City-States—the peculiar inner sepa-

ration of Hellas. At the same time takes place

the outer historic separation between Orient and

Europe in the Persian War. When this is ended

the society of City-States turns inward and begins

to rend itself (Peloponnesian War), conflicting

with itself and at last undoing itself. With this

inner self-negation of Autonomous Hellas,an outer

hand is getting controlof it (Philip of Macedon),

and Autonomy passes through Hegemony into

Heteromony.

(3) Macedonian Hellas, whose essential fact,

to our mind is the return of Hellas and the Hel-

lenic stock to the Orient whence it originally

sprang—this return being the work of Macedon

and particularly of its Great Man, Alexander.

There is also a return of civilized Hellas to its

protoplasmic peoples in and through Macedon

as well as the vaster sweep backward to the Aryan

fountain-head. Still the Hellenic City-State is

not destroyed but subordinated, in this larger

movement, to a far reaching end. It will start

up afresh in the time of Alexander's Successors,

and Bhow a new life for a while till absorbed by

Rome. Nor should we forget that the civilized

Greek people, decayed and perchance dying,

receive a restoration through this double baptism

of themselves into their own uncorrupted Ethnic
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Protoplasm, as well as into that of their primal

Aryan ancestry.

Such is the total round of Hellenic History

till Hellas becomes Roman, and hence a part of

Roman History, when it is no longer World-

historical, having completed its cycle and shown
therein its deepest affinity with Universal History.

Three stages we have noted in this process, each

of which in turn will have its process as an in-

timate and indeed genetic part of the one great

historic Whole. In the total sweep of the

World's History, Europe represents the second

or separative stage (See pp. 68, 102, 122 et al.)

Europe may be deemed Asia. particularized, cut

up into particular States and remaining such es-

sentially. Greece manifests strongly this Europe

ean trait at the start by its group of particular,

separate City-States, its Polyarchy. Such is the

Hellenic prelude of European History, but this

prelude has its own historic completeness, which

is next to be considered.
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SECTION FIRST.

Early Hellas.

The limits in time of what is here called Early

Hellas cannot be exactly laid down. It is the

vague Proto-Hellenic world moving out of its

primitive condition into the definite institution

of the City-State in continental Greece. The
collision with the Persian Empire is what

brings to completeness the latent character of

this City-State, which, blossoming out in the

Hellenic colonies of Asia Minor, was subjugated

and smothered by the stronger Oriental power.

Autonomy then did not assert itself victoriously

but had to wait for its European development.

Still it distinctly began not in Europe but on

the Anatolian coast, probably in Miletus where

we first plainly hear the thrill of that mighty

Occidental word. Democracy. Thence it will

pass to the mother-city, Athens, and reach its

greatest ancient fulfillment, after having traveled

back to its source.

Early Hellas, then, as a whole, may be taken

as the becoming of the Hellenic City-State, the

movement of it ere it has fully become. Its

crowning act can be placed in its successful re-

sistance to the hosts of Persia, whereby it vin-

dicates its cardinal principle of autonomy, and
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steps forth in its own right and might into the

arena of the World's History. We are to see

the original Hellenic protoplasm of tribes and

peoples surging upon the Aegean sea on both

sides doubtless, sweeping around it and over it

into the Greek peninsular and insular territory,

which begins to mould them and their institu-

tions, especially their political institution, the

Village Community. Of course they have other

institutions, family, phratry, clan, tribe, common
to primitive peoples ; these they retain indeed, but

the stress of their institutional development con-

centrates upon their political form already so

often mentioneJ. The primal condition we may
well deem to lie in the peculiarity of their

physical environment, which is their matrix,

though the plastic material as well as the artist

must come from elsewhere.

The fact should here be noted that the

Hellenic stock as a whole does not undergo this

transformation; the backward portions of it

never fully unfolded into the City-State, even in

later historic times. The Aetoliansand Acarnan-

ians always remained more or less Homeric,

and the Pelasgians in their scattered fragments

seemed to be even pre-Homeric. Some tribes,

especially those remote from peninsular and

insular Greece, and belonging to its Northern

and Western parts, appeared incapable of advance- •

ment. Probably they were never broken up and
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particularized by Nature, but remained massified

in their barbarous condition. So the Hellenic

stock streams through the historic skies like a

comet with a long tail gradually vanishing till it

passes into the invisible. Yet the center is very

bright and is connected with the one coraetary

body. Herein we may likewise behold the limita-

tion of the Hellenic stock : it had no national

unity, which embraced and looked after the

lagging members. The principle of autonomy,

good up to a certain point, becomes a system of

communal selfishness which at last undermines

itself and calls for an external power.

Early Hellas has in it a process which gives

to it the character of a period. The first defi-

nite note of it we catch from the song of Homer,
which fundamentally portrays tlio separation

between Europe and the Orient. After the

Trojan war follows an uncertain billowy time

of much tribal wandering and dislocation, all of

which produces division with new adjustments in

continental Hellas. Then comes the colonizing

epoch, whose primal manifestation is the return

of tribal Greece to Asia Minor (it first went

thither in the Trojan epoch,) whereby the

Hellenic City-State attains to its earliest dis-

tinctive reality. At the same time through

these three stages, Homeric, Migratory and

Colonial, there runs the varied development of

Monarchos, Aristos and Demos, producing a
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shifting play of governmental forms which will

be transmitted into the coming period of Hellas.

At present we shall look somewhat more fully at

each of the foregoing stages.

I. Homeric Hellas, Though Homer be a

poet and mythical, he is also in the deepest sense

historical, and begins Greek History. First of

all, the institutional world which he portrays is a

fact, the first fact of Greek History, out of

which this must be seen to flow. What may be

called the Homeric State could be verified still in

the backward tribes of Greece during historic

times; indeed it exists to-day. Also the social

customs, the economic order, the religion de-

picted by Homer, were historically real, though

many of the incidents introducing them must be

regarded as mythical. Formally, Homer is not

history, though his kernel is. Now the funda-

mental historic fact set forth by Homer is the

separation of the Hellenic stock into two ten-

dencies, that of Troy and that of continental

Greece, which is the prelude of the still greater

separation into Orient and Europe. The Greek

and the Trojan were essentially alike in speech,

customs, religion and institutions generally ; still

they represent two different ethnic tendencies,

the eastward and the westward. Thus has arisen

the primal struggle for the Hellenic heritage

of the future; the Europeau Greeks win it and

raze Troy. Pre-Homeric Hellas was on both
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sidea of the Aegsean, round which lay the old

Proto-Hellenic stock after its migration from

Central Asia, which had already lasted many
centuries doubtless. But Homeric Hellas divides

from Asia and becomes European, leaving there

behind it a lot of backward members of the old

Aryan migration, which will show in the later

historic ages a great capacity for becoming

Hellenized.

Another result of the Trojan war was the na-

tionalization of European Hellas, as far as it

ever was a nation. That is, a national senti-

ment arose, fostered ever afterwards by the

reading of Homer. A common enterprise tem-

porarily united the centrifugal Greeks ; the feel-

ing was never lost, though it never resulted in

a common political organism. The Homeric

world showed a kind of loose authority in

Agamemnon, who also by his own right

bore wide sway over lands and cities and even

islands. The cities of golden Mycenae, and

Argos, and Tiryns had arisen in one small

district, the primal cluster probably of Hellenic

City-States; but the City-State as autonomous

was not yet the all-pervading Greek political

principle, even if it was sporadically dawning.

Institutionally considered Homeric Hellas was

still in the stage of the Village Community,

though cominof out of it in the most advanced

portions of the Hellenic stock.
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In the scenes on the phiina of Troy we see the

working of the political institution in a number

of instances. The Greek hosts were gathered

there from many different quarters of Greece

;

but they all showed a common institutional in-

stinct and made all together one city with its

political organization. There was the agora

(assembly of the people), the houle (the council

of elders) and the chiefs, the kings endowed

with a hereditary right of authority, yet requir-

ing some sort of assent and co-operation from

the two other constituents. The first thing to

bo noted here is that a peculiar form of the rela-

tion between Monarchos, Aristos and Demos,

has appeared; all are present and exercise cer-

tain rights, yet the main word and the main

power belong to the Monarchos.

This political norm of Homer, as we may call

it, is destined to undergo great changes hereafter

in its three elements. In a way monarchy, aris-

tocracy and democracy are all present and at

work, and are using their instruments. We be-

hold a grand display of oratory before the People

(see for instance Iliad, Book II) in order to rouse

their latent sentiment or to «itir the Folk-Soul

which is the real performer of the great enter-

prise. The Homeric chieftain has to be a speaker

as well as a doer.

Homeric Hellas has been transmitted to futu-

rity in two world-poems, which are still in a solid

16
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maaner performing their original task

—

the Iliad

and the Odyssey. The point to which attention

may here be drawn is that these two poems rep-

resent a dualism in the Greek world of Homer's

time. The one shows the Greeks leaving home
and country in European Greece for the great

cause which has united them in the enterprise.

The other shows their return to home and country

after the destruction of the hostile city. Thus

the two form a whole, a cycle, with its two arcs,

separation and return. Through such a deed the

national consciousness of Hellas is born and be-

comes at least a feeling. Before the Trojan ex-

pedition there was hardly more than a tribal mass

of Hellenic stock, without the sense of nation-

ality though this was already evolving, and had

reached the point of rendering such an expedition

possible. But perhaps the most interesting fact

is that the Greek had already conceived of the

cyclical movement of occurrences and had ideally

portrayed it in the two masterpieces which open

and forecast the spiritual history of Europe.

(For a fuller statement of the cyclical movement

of Homer see our commentary on the Odyssey

pp. 511-534. The author may be permitted to

refer to his works on the Iliad and the Odyssey

as supplementing the foregoing very meagre ac-

count of Homeric Hellas).

II. Tlie Post-Homeric Migration. So we

designate the important movement after the
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Trojan War, which niovemeat can be often

takea a connecting link between the Mythus and

History. There wms like 'vise a pre-Homeric Mi-

gration, already often spoken of; but the pres-

ent Migration, occurring later than Homer, has

nothing to do with the Orient, as it is confined

to the Greek peninsula till it bursts out of it and

beats upon other lands. It has the appearance of

a great inner agitation and displacement of the

continental Greek tribes, something like a whirl-

ing maelstrom of peoples produced seemingly as

some consequence of the Trojan War.

The whole Migration (often called Dorian, but

it is much more) is a dark, half-mythical half-real

affair, yet duly recorded and surely belonging

to the historic process of Early Greece. Its

character i;^ deeply separative, if not explosive

;

Greece after the mighty effort outwards at

Troy, seems to turn back upon itself, and to

start a great fermentation among its tribes before

suppressed or not yet ready to burst out. At

any rate this movement is essentially tribal, in

contrast with the Trojan movement which devel-

oped rather the national sentiment. Moreover

the Achaeans of the Peloponnesus, who led the

grand expedition against Troy and furnished so

many of its illustrious heroes, are now almost

swept away, a few remnants only being left in

famelesa corners. To Argos and Sparta the

Dorians come, supplanting the old glories; of
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this new peeple only once mention is made by
Homer casually in a passage of the Odyssey.

Almost no mythical honors are theirs; in fact

they seem to blast that wonderful blooming

Mythus of the Argive land into the dry fact.

Poetry quite forsakes golden Mycenae and the

hollow vale of Lacedemon, fleetinor elsewhither

in Hellas.

It is interesting to note, however, that this in-

vasion of the Dorians was called a return— re-

turn of the Heracleids to the home from which

they had been formerly expelled by the Pelopids.

Such is the poetic conception which is made
to transform this prosaic affair: the leaders of

these Dorians from a little district in Northern

Greece claimed to be the sons of Hercules re-

turning to redress the wrong done their ancestors

by the sons of Pelops, among whom were Agam-
emnon and Menelaus and other Trojan heroes of

Homeric fame, as well as the distinguished

queens, Helen and Clytemnestra. But the

Dorians coming down into Pelop's isle snuffed

out all these legendary splendors with a kind of

Laconic terseness, though they too connected

themselves with legend in the backward time,

even with that of Hercules.

The Dorian movement seems to have been the

leading one and to have caused many other tribal

displacements. The remaining Achseans, being

driven northward to the shore of the Gulf of
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Corinth, started the resident lonians to moving,

who passed thence to Athens and Attica, where

they flourished marvelously. Tiiis must be

deemed the main result of the present migration :

the Dorians and the lonians, substantially un-

known to Homer (he mentions each of their

names but once in his two poems) become the two

chief tribes of historic Hellas, and constitute its

deepest inner dualism, which produces as a re-

sult repeated wars, the most terrible one of all

being the Peloponnesian. Evenmore emphatic

than the political, is their spiritual difference.

Athens and Sparta are recognized as tribal rep-

resentatives and protagonists respectively of

lonism and Dorism.

Other dislocations of tribes and tribal frag-

ments took place throughout Greece at this time,

the details of which need not be given. One
other important historic tribe now formed was

the Aeolic, which soon betook itself in large

numbers across the sea to Asia Minor. The
Achsean remnant we shall hear of again in the

last stage of free Hellas.

The present Migration, accordingly, gave vent

to the tribal sentiment, and broke into the na-

tional sentiment which had been crystallizing

during the Trojan time, under the leadership of

the great Achaeans. Homeric kingship also

was on the decline, passing into oligarchy re-

peatedly. Pheidon, the famous monarch of
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Argos, seems a kind of transition from the older

Homeric king to the later tyrant. The Village

Community was evolving into the City-State,

but had not yet reached its full polyarchic

bloom.

The act of Migration, though tribal, in a very

powerful way weakened the tribe, which in its

new form took up within itself many fragments

of the older conquered inhabitants. The Aeolic

was undisguisedly a mixed tribe, its name means

changeful or variegated. Also the Doric and

the Ionic admitted numerous foreign elements of

various kinds. Artisans, tradesmen, small pro-

prietors of the soil, the free hired worker and

the slave even, all of diverse origin and station,

began to form a class together, the new People,

heterogeneous but getting united, against the

homogeneous ruling aristocracy. The former

Homeric Demos is undero^oinor a chanoje throuojh

this tribal Migration, and becoming a People

which cannot have much tribal sentiment, and

can share strongly the communal sentiment, that

of the City-State, which is arising.

So we are to grasp the fact that in and through

this tribal migration, the tribe is getting shivered

into fragments, and these fragments are re-

uniting into an order or class which is not tribal.

The Demos of the historic City-State of Hellas

is being formed, which though called Ionic or

Doric or xlchsean, is, especially in the colonies,
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much mixed. Tribal conflicts among the Peo-

pie we read of as occurring in various places, for

instance at Cyrene, which calls-in a foreign law-

giver, Demonax of Mantinea, to settle its

troubles. In the City-States of continental

Greece, the Demos was doubtless more purely

tribal; still even the most powerful one, the

Demos of Athens, was inclined to eschew the

Ionian name, though it would appeal to lonism

for a political purpose.

As a planet might burst into a thousand pieces,

each of which becomes a new planet, so the mi-

gratory explosion of central Greece flings out

on every side its multitudinous City-States,

especially the colonies— which process we are

next to look at.

III. Hellenic Colonization. The general char-

acter of the Hellenic colonies has been already

set forth (p. 220). The City-State reproduces

itself sending off its children to distant lands, not

however as dependent but as autonomous. The
very time of such colonial reproduction of the

City-State is also the time of its origination and

development in central Greece. Thus the self-

production of the Hellenic City-State goes hand-

in-hand with its self-reproduction. Colonization

in its present form comes after the Trojan War,
and starts out of the foregoinor Mio^ration, which

it succeeds; but with the incoming of Persia it

gradually declines.
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Backward or tribal Greece did not and seem-

ingly could not colonize ; it could only migrate

tribally for it had no developed City-State. That

portion of the Hellenic territory which may be

called civilized or central Greece had the power

of bearing colonies, of reproducing new City-

States, of which two kinds may be designated

from this point of view, the originative and the

derivative, the latter becoming in turn originative

and sending forth fresh colonies.

The earliest great colonial act was the move-

ment of the three tribal groups, Aeolic, Ionic

and Doric, to the coast of Asia Minor and its

islands, where they formed three successive

clusters of autonomous City-States. To this act

much sitjfnificance is to be attached. In the first

place the movement though colonial, had still a

tribal migratory element, and thus showed a

transition from the preceding stage, in which it

continued to participate. We see in it the tribe

breaking up into independent City-States which

however, remain tribal, and form tribal unions,

not political but religious. In the next place

these colonial City-States reveal an advance over

those from which they were derived ; new Miletus

for instance very soon distanced its old Athenian

mother. Through the colonies the City-State

took a step in development which was not taken

in central Hellas till this colonial progressive

spirit came back and reconstructed its original
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home. This happened before their spirit was

crushed by. Persian conquest, which destroyed

their autonomy and with it of course their crea-

tive power of colonization.

It should also be emphasized that in this

going over to Asia the Hellenic stock turned

back upon itself, upon its former stage, and thus

rounded out the present stage of its career.

Through this Asiatic colonization Greece re-

turned to Troy and to the country of the

chief Trojan adherents, not now for the purpose

of suppression and destruction as in the former

deed, but of reconstruction and development.

There is no doubt that these colonists were for

that time the bearers of the coming civilization,

bringing with them to Asia the new City-State.

The grand separation between Greece and the

Orient, whose primal act was the Trojan war,

receives now its first overcoming and healing,

to be repeated many times in the course of the

World's History. And we may catch a glimpse

of a still deeper return. The peoples of Asia

Minor (see them in Homer's catalogue, Iliad

Book II, Karians, Lydians, Mysians, etc.) were

chiefly backward members of the Hellenic or

Aryan stock, to whom this colonization has

brought a new message. They begin to get

Hellenized, which means their future civilization.

Such is the colonial return out of Europe to

Asia after the Trojan separation, completing the
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cycle in the history of Early Hellas. But this

was not the only direction of Greek colonies

;

they also went westward to Italy and Sicily,

southward to Africa, and northward along the

inland seas. Thus was formed the colonial rim

around central Hellas. Upon this rim Hellenic

history properly begins and therewith European

civilization. Not in the center, but on the cir-

cumference we are to seek for the origin of

Greek Art, Science, Philosophy. Lyric poetry

rises and flourishes in the colonies, being the

product and expression of the new City-State,

in contrast with the Epos of Homer, which is

rather the utterance of the Hellenic Nation in

its primal unity and greatness. But the chief

matter is that old Greece is reborn through the

new, and especially old Athens inherits the

intellectual gifts of her daughter Miletus.

As already said, Hellenic colonization lasted

several centuries and was accompanied by

numerous other occurrences. In the new City-

State the Greek tyrant often arose, so that the

tyranny became a common governmental form

of the time. He was the monarch, yet not the

Homeric king. His genesis was mainly as

follows : Monarchos by the help of Demos
puts down Aristos who was the previous ruler,

and then rules in his stead. The new Demos of

the young City-State, being heterogenous tribally

and otherwise^ finds a leader against the homo-
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geneous close aristocracy, which seeks to keep

all authority to itself, and so loses it. The

bloom of the Tyrants is placed at 650-500 B. C.

Then follows a decline, but there will be a new

appearance of them in the Macedonian period,

though originating from a different cause and in

a different insitutional world.

In the colonial period arose also the famous

individual Lawgivers whose general scope was to

put all parties of the City-State under the same

laws. Isonomia became one of the common cate-

gories of the time, truly inspiring and welling

out of the popular consciousness. For it was

the Demos, of the three political parties of the

City-State, who demanded equality before the

Law against the privileged Aristos, and against

the tyrranical Monarchos. We find the prevail-

ing sentiment in most Greek writers who speak

of the matter, that democracy means a govern-

ment of Law, in contrast with the privilege of

an aristocracy and the caprice of an autocrat.

The City-State of early Greece thus called for

the Lawgiver, perchance even Lycurgus, whose

time and career and works are all very uncertain,

according to his ancient biographer Plutarch.

Solon, the Athenian Lawgiver, is the typical one,

as well as best known, since he first and most

completely made democracy legal and permanent

in Hellas.

The great institutional transition of the col-
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onial period in central Greece was that of the

Village Community to the City-State. Aristotle

and other Greeks knew of this transition very

well, and designated it as the change from the

A;ome to the jooZ^s, of which Athens herself furn-

ished the earliest and best-known example. It

was the capital act of the Athenian hero Theseus,

to merge several outlying independent Attic

villages into the one Athenian City-State. Sparta,

however, always refused to unite the several vil-

lages of her central city, and to surround them

with a wall till late in her history. In fact it

became the policy of Sparta to prevent such

communal consolidation of Hellenic towns, as the

strong centers offered greater resistance to her

arms. Before and again after the Persian War
she sought to hinder the uniting and the walling

of Athens. At a later period she tore to pieces

the City-State of Mantinea, dividing it up again

into original component villages. But she had

to witness on her own immediate border the

formation of the Great City-State (Megalopolis

means this) by Epaminondas, who thus placed

as a sentinel at her very doors the peculiar Greek

institution of which she had shown herself such

an enemy.

It was a recognized characteristic of the back-

ward Greeks (marked by Thucydides and other

writers) that they still lived in scattered, unfor-

tified, and hence unfixed villages, ready to move
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not only their cattle and goods, but their com-

munity, their communal organization, at the

appearance of danger. Such were still in his-

toric times, the Aetolians, the Ozolian Locrians,

and in general the peoples of Northern and

North-Western Greece. They remained migra-

tory, protoplasmic, tribal purely, for we must

distinguish between the early tribal migration

and the later tribal migration of the City-State,

which as Aeolic, Ionic and Doric went over to

Asia Minor, and which was likewise the first dis-

integration of the tribal spirit. Here, however,

we are to note that Sparta remained the prota-

gonist of the migratory period of Hellas which

seemed to be her ideal, and was always more or

less averse to the new development of the City-

State in the colonial period. Spartan spirit in

Greek History was thus a regressive, reactionary

one, chiefly directed against progressive Athens.

Somewhere about 600 B. C, Sparta began to

be recoornized as the strongest state of Greece in

a military way, and thus to gain a certain pre-

eminence, among the many weaker powers.

The embassy of Croesus (about 547 B. C.)

which was sent to solicit Greek aid against

Cyrus, found the Spartan Hegemony already

established and acknowledged by the rest of

Greece. This supremacy is traceable to oile

main source: the Lycurgean discipline, which

made men as strong and hard as iron, but also
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as unformable and uuprogressive. But on the

other hand, while this Greek crystallization was

going on in Sparta and her followers, there was

the opposite movement, namely Greek develop-

ment of the City-State both in central and

colonial Greece. Sparta and her institutions had

the merit of serving as a fixed rallying-point for

the total Greek nationality, naturally ebullient and

centrifugal. Other unifying elements appeared

in the present period : the great national games

headed by the Olympic festival, the Pan-Hellenic

influence of the Delphic Oracle which favored

colonization and often commanded it, the rise of

a common art, literature, science. Moreover

the Greeks were united by things which they

did not quite as much as by things which they

did : they did not practice polygamy like Asia

and many rude tribes of Europe, they were in

law and instinct monogamous— a fact which

preserved their basic institution, the Family, and

transmitted its character to future Europe. No

human sacrifices, no degrading mutilation of the

human body, no selling into slavery their own

children, no castration; on the contrary an in-

born love of the human frame, which made it

revered and a subject of their plastic art, and

thus a fit abode of the Gods; hence, too, their

delight in the naked display of the limbs of

athletes at gymnastic contests— a thing dis-

gusting to the Orientals and perchance to us

uioderns.
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Such, then, is the creative energy of what we

here call the Greek cok)nial period, truly a time

of prolific institutional productivity. In it and

out of it that most peculiar Greek institution, the

City-State, was definitely born and grew up to

maturity, both in its derived (colonial) and its

originative (central) forms. It begot the early

Tyrants, and also their counterpart and corrective,

the early Lawgivers. But its greatest manifes-

tation was its State-producing power, which is to

remain a supreme test of all political forms com-

ing down through History till the present.

A remote colonization of Greece, pre-Homeric

and pre-historic, is often mentioned. Greek

legend has celebrated certain famous immigrants

from the East—Cadmus, Danaus, Pelops—whose

birth places and names have suggested colonists

from Phenicia, Egypt, Asia Minor. But this is

no more than a mythical acknowledgement of

that Oriental influence which formed one strand

of Greek civilization, and which has been already

indicated to the reader.

Under the head of Early Hellas we place, ac-

cordingly, three important stages of Hellenic

History—Homeric, Migratory, and Colonial.

These, though overlapping at the edges, follow

one another in their general sweep, and also form

a process together which gives as its result the

distinctive political norm of Hellas, whose his-

toric movement we have now reached.
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SECTION SECOND,

Autonomous Hellas.

After the preceding period of Early Hellas, we

behold the City-State in full bloom, evolving

under many different forms its deepest political

character, which is expressed by its word

autonomy. Moreover there are many of these

autonomous City-States— Hellas is now their

Polyarchy. Still further, these independent

bodies constitute a variety of groups or clusters,

according to locality, tribe, party, but the cluster

is not to jeopard autonomy, each remains a

bright particular luminary shining by its own light

and moving in its own orbit. The Greek world

has become a heaven full of stars, separate in-

deed, but forming many constellations. And

yet they all have ultimately the one law, and are

going together round the one great cycle of his-

toric fulfillment. All of them rise, shine in

their glory, and then set, as if they were placed

in some universal frame work, or we might say,

in the frame work of the universe, which is

indeed more than they. In fact this Greek

Polyarchy of autonomous City-States is but a

phase or stage of the World's History, and is

performing its part under the guidance of the

World-Spirit.
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There springs up now the first great fight over

the Greek peninsula, not merely for its external

possession, but for its future spiritual inherit-

ance, which is nothing less than Europe. Asia

longs for it as for her other half; Persia at

present desperately grasps after it, deeming her

destiny unfulfilled as long as that self-sufficing

Greek City-State confronts her with its defiance,

and places a limit upon her unlimited power.

Clearly universal Asia ( for that is her conscious-

ness) must subordinate particular Europe, else

she cannot be universal. Especially must this

particularized Greece be put down ; otherwise it

will come over- to the Asiatic world imparting its

principle. So the historic conflict between

Orient and Europe opens with an appalling out-

lay of strength and energy on the part of

Oriental peoples.

In fact the Greek peninsula may be deemed

the pivot of the World's History for nearly

twenty centuries. Orient and Europe have

swept backwards and forwards over its territory,

seekingto possess it as if their existence was bound

up with its possession. Who owns Greece? has

been a chief historic question in the past. Persia,

uniting all Western Asia, sought to overbear it

by huge avelanches of humanity, but was com-

pletely foiled— thus History definitely starts.

Then Alexander from that same peninsula smites

back and fells to the earth the huge antagonist.

17
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Rome gets it too, but with it gets the principle

which will finally cleave her in twain. Long was

the struoforle of the Mohammedan who laboredCo
for it many hundred years, and finally won

it through the Ottoman. But that same Greek

peninsula is at present being slowly wrested

from his grasp, though he as yet holds the pivotal

city— Constantinople. Europe is still not done

with the problem of the Greek Peninsula.

The ancient Greek Polyarchy, however, will

show itself inadequate, it cannot unite and nation-

alize Hellas in a State. The result is that its

counterpart and fulfilment, the Henarchy, will

always make itself felt somewhere in a destruc-

tive way. The movement of autonomous Hellas

with its Polyarchy lies between two Henarchies

:

the Oriental or Persian, which is not to take

Hellas, and the Greek or Macedonian Henarchy,

which is to subordinate the autonomous galaxy

of City-States and then Persia. At the same

time the Henarchic principle is underneath the

total Polj^archy, as well as within each member
of it, fermenting more or less negatively. Thus

autonomous Hellas will be dissolved internally as

well as smitten externally.

In the Trojan War we saw a separation in the

Hellenic stock, the two sides being generally

called Greek and Trojan. But in the Persian

War the separation is far deeper and more

primeval; it goes back to tho Aryan race, to
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which both Greek and Persian originally be-

longed— the one being Hellenic and the other

Iranian as to stock. Thus we behold a racial

dualism with its struggle. Moreover the divid-

ing line of this struggle is drawn essentially be-

tween Europe and the Orient, wherein lies the

separation between two continents, which sepa-

ration now distinctly enters the World's History.

There it is to remain, often reappearing as the

battle-line on which are fought the supreme con-

flicts of the ages.

The Orient first attacks and subdues the

derived or colonial City-States of Asia Minor,

and of the Greek islands. Then it passes to

grapple with the original City-States of central

Hellas, from which it is compelled to recoil. We
shall see that the Greek Polyarchy of Asia

Minor could not be the bearer of European civili-

zation; it was too Asiatic, it endured tyrants, it

had no leadership or hegemony and no true

leaders for the movement. By three different

Oriental monarchs it was assailed and sub-

dued— Croesus, Cyrus, and Darius. The

colonial expansion of Greece, especially to the

East, impinged upon the Oriental limit, and

called up the conflict which the mother- country

had to settle. Then one of its City-States

(Athens) turned back upon Asia and freed the

Greek colonial cities in that region, but at the

same time founded an empire of her own. This
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Athenian empire is the source of the next great

historic movement culminating in the Pelopon-

nesian War, and undoing the Polyarchy of the

original or continental City-States of Hellas.

Such was the inner dissolution that called up the

external power of Macedonian Philip.

It may be said that Autonomous Hellas with its

struoforlinor atoms is seekinorfor somethinsj which

it cannot find or is unable to realize. The senti-

ment of nationality is ever-present and working,

but autonomy thwarts its fruition on every side.

The Greeks aspire for, but cannot make one

nation of themselves; that would be Henarchic,

and they are Polyarchic above all things. So

Greek autonomy is tragic, is indeed the all-

including Greek tragedy of tragedies. Such is

the dramatic movement and outcome which we
are to witness in the world-historical play of

Autonomous Hellas. The solution, however,

has in it an element of the Deus ex machina;

the Polyarchy, unable to save itself, is saved by

the interference of an outside power, which is

indeed no true salvation. At any rate autonomy

is lost in such a rescue, though it remains as the

stronojest Greek sentiment even under the hand

of suppression, and bubbles up now and then

into a partial and fleeting .reality till Rome finally

snuffs out the flickering light of Autonomous
Hellas.

How to periodize this movement is quite a
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probleQi. It is full of events, which springing

out of a hundred different places, show much
variety and no little contradiction. In fact

autonomous Greece produced more History than

any other country ever did in the same length

of time, more than Greece herself did in the

rest of her entire existence lasting twenty

centuries and upwards. The present period will

cover somewhat more than two hundred years,

being reckoned from Croesus who had subjected

a number of the colonial Greek City-States of

Asia Minor (some years before 546 B. C) till

the death of Macedonian Philip (336 B. C.)

who had subjected the most of the original

Greek City-States in Europe. Between the two

foregoing dates lies the History of Autonomous

Hellas, which, however, must be seen to have

many minor divisions and processes.

There is another fact about Autonomous Hellas

which should not be overlooked at this point.

During the period before us the writing of History

blooms forth quite suddenly and attains a degree

of excellence which on the whole it has not

since equaled. The judgment of the ages has

pronounced Herodotus and Thucydides to be the

greatest of all Historians, including ancient and

modern. They are great not so much by their

intellect as by their theme, which opens European

History and gives to it the character which it

has ever since maintained and unfolded. They
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not only write History but create Historiography

in deepest response to their time, which has truly

reached the full historic consciousness and de-

mands an adequate utterance in the written word,

whereby the worthy deed becomes the possession

of the race for all futurity. Autonomous Hellas

is, therefore, not simply historical but typically

historical, giving the original pattern and proto-

type of succeeding European History. The

record of it seems to have a kind of creative

power, reproducing itself in many examples

modeled after these two originative Historians

of Autonomous Hellas.

But neither Historian covers the entire field

of the Greek City-State in its autonomy. Her-

odotus shows the first stage of it; Thucydides

the second stage (and not the whole of that) ;

while to these two must be added a third stage

whose record has to be put together from many

diverse sources. This brings us again to the

question of periodizing the present historic

sweep of two centuries and more with its multi-

tudinous and intricate mass of events. Let the

following be taken as a preliminary outline

which is to be filled up later with further details.

(1) In the conflict with the Orient the Greek

Polyarchy of City-States is externally triumphant

in European Greece after having been put down

in Asiatic Greece. Thus the derived or colonial

City-States of Asia Minor lose their autonomy,
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while the original central Citj-States preserve

theirs against the Persian attack. This is the

Hellas of the Greco-Persian War till the peace

of Callias, and it is spanned by the first Hegemony
of Sparta. Briefly we shall designate this stage

as Autonomous Hellas triumphant— whereof the

historian was the Father of History himself.

(2) In the inner conflict with itself the Greek

Polyarchy of City-States becomes an agitated

mass of ever-colliding atoms, which gradually

negative themselves in their self-trituration.

This is the Hellas of the Peloponnesian and sub-

sequent wars, till Philip of Macedon begins to

enter the Greek system of City-States. Now the

original (not colonial) Hellenic City-States de-

stroy each other internally and also their entirety

as Polyarchy. Autonomy perishes asPolyarchic

by its own inherent self-negation, moving through

Hegemony intoHeteronomy. Not only Auton-

omy but also Hegemony collides with itself and

goes to pieces. Autono7nous Hellas in conflict

ivith itself will be the subject of this second

stage, which was principally recounted by Thucy-

dides, and after him by Xenophon and others.

(3) In the conflict with Philip of Macedon,

the Greek Polyarchy of City-States is externally

defeated and subordinated to another law out-

side of itself both as particular and total. This

outer law is now prescribed by a single will

;

Autonomy has thus evolved a principle stronger
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than itself—Heteronomy. Philip comes to Hel-

las and is Hellenized on the one hand; but Hellas

is also transformed, Philippized (to use a Greek

expression often applied to certain Greeks at this

time and even to the Delphic Oracle). Really

however we are to see that the age, the World-

Spirit is Philippizing, not simply some indi-

viduals or a party. Autonomous Hellas tiubor-

dinate is the statement of the fact of this stage.

Thus the new Heteronomy, as we may call it

in contrast with Oriental Heteronomy, which the

European Greek Polyarchy put down at Salamis

andPlatgea, is triumphant over Autonomous Hel-

las. The latter, thoutrh still struojorlinor and effer-

vescing spasmodically, passes into another period,

that of Macedonian Hellas. Between the two

Heteronomies, Persian and Macedonian, Autono-

mous Hellas has unfolded in triumph, bloom and

decline. So the present historic process may be

looked at and characterized from the preceding

point of view as (1) Heteronomy defeated by

Autonomy, (2) Autonomy self-undoing, (3)
Heteronomy triumphant, to be sure in a new

form, which pre-supposes and indeed takes up

into itself the autonomous City-State of Hellas.

Thus we see that the principle of Heteronomy,

orHenarchy really overarches the free Greek

world, returning back to itself and establishing

itself, not indeed as Persian but as Macedonian.

I. Autonomous Hellas Triuinphant. Or we
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may say more fully, that the Greeii Polyarcny of

autonomous City-States vindicates itself against

the Oriental Henarchy, which seeks to extinguish

it in the interest of absolutism. Or since we call

Hellas autonomous, we may call the Persian

Empire heleronomous, seeking to impose its law

or its will upon the Hellenic world from the out-

side, without the hitter's consent.

The present period extends from the attack of

Croesus, king of Lydia, upon the cluster of

Greek cities in Asia Minor (some years before

,546 B. C.) through the whole Greco-Persian

War till the peace of Callias, made by the

Athenians with the Persian king, Artaxerxes,

about 450-49 B.C. Thus the struggle between

the two sides lasts about a century, when the

Greek City-State not only in continental Hellas

but also in Asia Minor is acknowledged autono-

mous by the Oriental foe.

It will be observed that this last peace involves

both kinds of City-States, the derived (colonial)

and the original (central). And in the inter-

relation between the two kinds lies the deepest

thread of the historic process of the present

period. The colonial City-States of Asia Minor

were subjected by the Oriental monarchs com-

pletely after making various attempts to throw

off the yoke ; then the Persian advanced to sub;

jectthe central City-States (European), and was

overwhelmingly defeated and driven out of
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Europe back to Asia, where the war oa him was

kept up by Athens, till he granted autonomy to

the colonial (Asiatic) Greeks also in the afore-

said peace of Callias. Thus in the great conflict

of Hellas with the Orient we observe three stages

which together constitute its inner process : the

colonial City-State is conquered, the central City-

State is attacked but repels, and then this

central City-State goes back and restores to

autonomy the colony. Metaphorically we may
conceive it thus : the daughter is ravished by the

Orient whom the mother, being assailed, vigor-

ously beats off, and then goes to the rescue of

the daughter. Such we may deem the round of

these hundred years of Hellenic conflict with

the Orient. The three given stages we shall

notice separately ; very brief we shall have to

be, in comparison to the enormous amount of

History which has been written upon this period,

(a) Greek History, and for that matter

European History in its eminent form and pur-

port, opens in the Greek colonies of Asia Minor

colliding with the Oriental monarch Croesus, who

seeks to crush their autonomy. Here the two

conflicting principles of Asia and Europe appear

in their earliest historic act, and continue in one

guise or other to this day. The fact is empha-

sized by Herodotus, "the father of History, in a

notable passage alluding to Croesus: **Whom I

myself know to have begun doing wrong to the
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Greeks, him I shall point out/' Croesus being

**the first of the barbarians that subjected Greek

cities to tribute" (See Herodotus Book I.

c. 5, 6). At this point then, historical Europe

definitely begins and never drops its thread of

continuous evolution. To be sure there was

some History before this, but it was fitful, not

clarified, commingled with other ingredients,

especially with the mythical element, as has

been already noted in the account of early Hellas.

But the grand separation between Orient and

Europe, which we have already designated as the

recurring principle of the periodic divisions of

European History (p. 118), took place first on

the borderland of Asia Minor at the time now

before us.

Over and over again we have sought to formu-

late the thought of this conflict, to which we

have often to return as ultimate. We can call

it from one point of view the struggle between

the Greek Polyarchy and the Oriental Henarchy,

or from another point of view the conflict over

Autonomy and Heteronomy, or simply between

freedom and despotism. Hellenic nationality

also asserts itself strongly against subjection. A
still different and deeper-searching point of view

is that of the State universal, which is the end of

all History, and of which both the Persian and the

Greek are but stages or particular manifestations,

and hence must vanish with time into'some higher
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form (pp. 41, 54, 55). This last kind of glance is

the fundamental one, and is what we must attain

if we are to see with the World-Spirit.

Thus on the coast of Asia, open to the attack

of its despots we behold three small tribal Poly-

archies of autonomous City-States in their first

bloom. Now this is just the principle to which

the Orient is hostile and which it must assail if

it is to make itself valid. Moreover we see here

that History begins—the continuity of History as

European. The two political shapes like con-

tending athletes, enter the historic arena—the

small autonomous, separated City-State of Hel-

las and the colossal consolidated Despotism of

the Orient. The Historian (Herodotus) also

appears to give some account of this wonderful

new birth, that of History

Three Oriental monarchs are brought before

us, grappling with their problem, the subjection

of this new political order wholly opposite to

theirs. Croesus the Lydian, Cyrus the Persian,

then Darius also Persian, attack and finally con-

quer one by one these free Greek Communities

incapable of co-operation. The account brings

to light the weakness of the Greek political con-

sciousness, and even foreshadows the disease of

which it will finally perish.

Still it should be noted that there is one Greek

who is a statesman and who, foreseeing the out-

come, gives some advice which reaches far be-
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yond his time. Thales, known also as philosopher

and scientist, advised '* the lonians to constitute

one general council at Teos, the center of Ionia,

while the rest of the inhabited cities should be

governed as independent states." Thus a cen-

tral authority should have charge of external

affairs, while each city internally should remain'

autonomous (See Herodotus Book I. c. 170 for

this earliest gleam of the idea of federalism).

The struggle between these Greek City-States

of Asia Minor and the Oriental monarchs was

long and fluctuating. No less than four different

conquests of them are enumerated by historians,

since they kept revolting at every good oppor-

tunity. At last the great rebellion from Persia

took place, usually called the Ionic revolt (about

500 B.C.), which ended with the capture and

destruction of Miktus, the chief Ionic City-

State (496 B.C). Colonial Hellas, or more accur-

ately East-colonial Hellas, seemed to sink down

despairingly under the Oriental monarch, Dar-

ios, who now gets ready for a fresh assault

upon the Hellenic world.

(6) Persia, and along with her all West-Asia

now advance to put down central Greece, the

original home of the subjugated colonies of Asia

Minor. Thus the Orient will have wiped out

the rising western nation which has already chal-

lenged its supremacy, and introduced a wholly

new and opposite political principle into the
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World's History. The Oriental State can prop-

erly tolerate no other State different from itself

;

it must seek by the very nature of its conscious-

ness to obliterate the newly attempted separation

from itself called Europe, which Greece has

started. Moreover that separative Greek tend-

ency, which we have called Polyarchy with its

autonomous communities, means death to the

Oriental principle of universal empire, which

Persia has largely realized. The question has

arisen with all its concentrated power: which

shall hence forth control the World's History,

Orient or Europe? From this fact comes the

abiding interest of the old Greco-Persian War
for the whole Occidental world down to the

present. It was our fight, the condition of our

being at all.

One-sided are our sympathies in this ancient

struggle, and we cannot help ourselves ; still we

must seek to put our mind on the Persian stand-

point also, and to penetrate if possible, to her

instinct in such an enormous outlay of effort.

She was of Iranian stock and possessed what is

usually deemed the geographical center of the

Aryan race, in the Highlands of Middle Asia.

Of this race the Greeks w^ere likewise an offshoot

thouojh much further removed than the Persian,

who seemingly stood nearest in derivation to the

primeval mother. So the interrogation comes up

:

Was Persia trying, perhaps instinctively to pre-
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serve the Aryan unity, deeper than national, in

thus attempting to overcome the Hellenic and

therewith the European separation in the one

common race? Prolonged, colossal, and in a

way heroic was her endeaver, we might almost

say her sacrifice ; was it not to realize an ideal

throbbing in heart, a great racial unity? There

is no direct historic ground for any such inter-

pretation of her action, still the thought is sug-

gested by the common Aryan speech of Hellas

and Persia—something deeper.than their national

or even continental separation.

But otherwise was the decree of the World-

Spirit. The separation had to take place in the

grand evolution of the World's History, and

could not be suppressed by the Oriental Hen-

archy from the outside. Later in Europe the

Greek separative tendency will l)e met and for a

time overcome by Rome—whereof a good deal

will be said hereafter. Also we may here note

in advance that the foregoing instinct of an Aryan

unity between Hellas and Persia will again arise

to the surface, not from the Persian but from the

Greek side, in the case of Alexander the Great.

The typical conflict between Orient and

Europe takes place when a Persian army passes

out of Asia into Greece for the purpose of con-

quering Athens. The result is Marathon, the

most significant and far-reaching and indeed

prophetic battle ever fought. The one small
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City-State defeadiug its freedom represents not

only Greece but Europe and all the future. The

vast Oriental mass of men is met by the organiz-

ed individuals of a single community, and is

driven back to the East. Marathon draws

explicitly the dividing line between historic

Europe and Asia; the difference between them

previously was hardly more than potential. The

most important turning points of European

History will in a manner repeat the Marathonian

struggle down to the present day. Very dis-

tinctly does the World-Spirit make its appear-

ance at Marathon and utter its decree. Moreover

the world-historical individual comes to the front

at the right moment, incarnating the World's

History and realizing its mighty Presence in his

act. This is Miltiades, who is the Great Man
standing at the node of the new seon, and

mediating it with his people.

And yet Persia, intent upon her principle we
have to think, does not and cannot give up at

one repulse : she cannot with her consciousness

see the coming destiny and yield. So she

summons all her forces which include total

West-Asia along with Egypt, to suppress the new

menace to the Orient. Ten years after Marathon

(480 B. C.) the son and successor of Darius

tries anew to subjugate that Greek City-State

on the continent of Hellas. Xerxes has render-

ed his name immortal by the most colossal failure
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ill History, for it would seem to have been

greater than that of Napi)Ieon's Russiancampaign.

Entire West-Asia is prepared, gotten together

in an army, and hurled against Greece, which

now unites a certain number (by no means all)

of its City-States against the Oriental foe. Again

it is the mass, the Asiatic mass, probably the

largest mass of the kind ever collected into an

army, in a struggle with individualized men and

communities. Particularly on the sea does

organized skill make itself valid. Naval History

opens decisively with Salamis, and the new

world-historical hero is the Athenian Themis-

tocles, under whose genius Athens becomes the

first great sea-power as conqueror, for the

Phenicians have no Salamis upon their record.

After four battles, says Thucydides, meaning

probably Thermopylae and Salamis in 480 and

Platsea and Mycale in 479, the grand Persian

invasion of continental Greece ended in a complete

discomfiture of the assailants. The Greek fleet

went northward and captured Sestus and

Byzantium on the European side, thus putting

the sea-line between Europe and Asia, and

emphasizing their separation, which was indeed

the supreme result of the war. Orient and

Europe are now twain, and stay so henceforth

through European History up to date.

But at this point another problem has arisen,

which directly connects with the future of

18
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Hellas. Over yonder in Asia Minor are many
Greek cities still under the sway of the Persian

:

shall we cross the sea-line and free them too?

They are loudly and quite unanimously calling

for their beloved autonomy, and are offering aid

with men, ships and money. Upon this question

the new separation takes place ; the Athenians

say yes, the Spartans say no. The result is

Athens is taken as leader of the new confederacy

whose primary object is to emancipate Asiatic

Hellas, while the Spartan commander Dorcis,

who is sent to take charge of the allied fleet, has,

nothinor to do but to return home with his few

Peloponnesians (477 B. C). Thus the former

Spartan Hegemony is split, the new Athenian

Hegemony has appeared, and the Greek world is

divided between Sparta and Athens, land-power

and sea-power, Dorian and Ionian, aristocracy

and democracy, conservatism and progress. Still

the dualism has not yet become acrid, but will

become so with' the years. Sparta allows Athens

to build her walls, to recruit her navy, and to

establish her imperial authority, with some pro-

test but no decided opposition, as long as she is

engaged in the work of liberating the Greek

cities of Asia Minor.

Accordingly the East-colonial Greeks are to be

freed of Oriental domination. Here we should

stop to note a corresponding fact: the West-

colonial Greeks in Sicily are also engaged in a
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struofojle with the Carthaoeniaiis, an Oriental

people, probably by aojreement co-operating with

the Persians of the East. Thus around the rim

of the Hellenic world the Orient is surging and

smiting, evidently for the purpose of breaking

down this new limit to their rule, yea to their

consciousness. The result, however, was similar.

At the battle of Himera in Sicily, said to have

occurred on the same day as the battle of Sala-

mis, Carthage was overwhelmingly defeated by

Gelo of Syracuse and his Greek army.

(c) The final act of the historic process which

has been named Autonomous Hellas triumphanl

is now to be recorded in the deed of Athens,

the original City-State, which crosses the sea

eastward and frees the colonial or derived

City-States of Asia Minor and the adjacent

islands. This is primarily a re-creation of their

autonomy, which had been crushed by Persia;

well may it be deemed a second birth of the East-

colonial Polyarchy of City-States, Ionic, Doric

and Aeolic, whose first birth has been already

described in their primal colonization. A period

of return and restoration it is from this point of

view; Athens, having vindicated her own auto-

nomy, goes forth and restores that of other sub-

jugated City-States, which are thus brought back

to their first freedom. Her deed, however,

produced a bisection of Central Hellas, as already

indicated ; Sparta and the Peloponnesians hold
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aloof, while the one City-State acquires a

supremacy of her own, particularly a nautical

supremacy.

At the same time we are to see that the old

colonial Polyarchy of City-States in Asia Minor

and the islands, is not and cannot be restored

with all its former separative autonomy. There

must be a combination, else each community will

again fall a prey to the power of Persia. Hence

comes to the front the Confederacy of City-

States with a common power, military and naval,

with a common tax, with subordination to the

head which is Athens. The bitter experience of

Persian domination has decidedly modified, at

least for a time, that old one-sided autonomy of

the Greek City-State, which has now confed-

erated. But will it hold out when the pressing

danger has passed? Will that ingrained Greek

political consciousness reassert itself in all its

exclusiveness when it finds itself bound to an

outside power even with its consent at the start?

For ten years of the Confederacy, which was

named after the island of Delos where the synod

of its members first met, the work of enfran-

chisement went bravely on, though doubtless

with some recalcitration. But when the large

island of Naxos revolted in 466, a new current had

set in against Athenian dominaticiU, which was

strengthened the next year by the revolt of

Thasos. Manifestly a time of secession from the
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Confederacy had begun basing itself always upon

autonomy, even if other motives and interests

played in.

Moreover the character of Athena has been

changing, and with it that of the Confederacy.

By the increase of power she has been growing

more imperial, passing from leadership to dicta-

torship, from Hegemony to Heteronomy, and

thus has begun to violate deeply the Greek in-

stinct of Autonomy, to secure which her power

was first granted. Thus rebellion and secession

begin to rise up, but are vigorously suppressed

by the central City-State. Then the synod of

Delos vanishes and Athens becomes the capital,

assuming all the powers of the old Confederacy,

and especially controlling its revenues, which are

increased in a number of ways.

The character of the war with Persia also

changes. The object of it at first was the libera-

tion of the Asiatic Greeks and islanders, which

work seems to have been accomplished. What
then? The success of Athens over the Persians

begins to create in her spirit the design of con-

quering Persia. The battle of Eurymedon in

Pamphylia is ,the first decided appearance of this

ambition (466 B. C), in which battle the Per-

sians are consummately defeated on sea and land.

The next strong indication is the support which

Athens gives to the Egyptian revolt from Persia

(460-465). The later operations in Cyprus look
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in the same direction, being conducted by Cimon

who is the strongest supporter of this policy of

Oriental conquest. But he dies, and the Athe-

nean navy meets with a great disaster in Egypt,

so that Athens gives up the dream of conquering

Persia, which is left for Alexander. Still fur-

ther, the defeat of Tolmides at Coroneia in

Boeotia (447) causes Athens to abandon the de-

sign of becomiog a great land-power in conti-

nental Greece for the purpose of countervailing

Sparta and the Peloponnesians. Some such de-

sign she had evidently cherished since her decided

victory at Oenophyta in Boeotia nine years before,

which marks the greatest extent of her empire

r456B. C).

These reverses all point to one lesson: the

Athenian City-State has reached its limit of ex-

ternal conquest, and it has the good fortune to

possess at this time a statesman who can read the

lesson and enforce the same upon the people by

eloquence. Pericles now reaches his supreme

political influence, haviug already opposed the

rash enterprise of Tolmides as well as the Cim-

onian policy of Oriental conquest. Clear is it

that he reads the World-Spirit aright. Athens

is not organized to be a world-conqueror, backed

by her uncertain Confederacy always ready to fly

to pieces, and flanked on land by hostile Sparta

superior in numbei's and in military discipline,

and also by hostile Thebes. Nor has the period
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come for the rise of the associative City-State

like Rome. At the same time Pericles sees that

Athens has on her hands a fight for life with her

many surrounding foes headed by the Pelopon-

nesians. Let her lay up money in her treasury,

increase her navy, keep a firm grip upon the

allies— and then unfold her inner spiritual life

in its widest sense. Thus arises the famous

Periclean age, still unique of its kind.

The chief manifestation of this change was

the cessation of the war with Persia, which had

lasted so long.' The peace of Callias with king

Artaxerxes marks the transition (450-449). This

peace makes the Aegsean a Greek or rather an

Athenian sea, into which no Persian warship is

to enter. From the Bosporus to the Chelidon-

ian islands the Oriental navy disappeared.

Within the same limits the Greek cities of the

coast of Asia Minor were acknowledged by

Persia to be autonomous. With such a treaty

granted by its enemies, autonomous Hellas was

triumphant in the face of the world, and Athens

had fulfilled this part of her great mission. On
the other hand by the same treaty she renounced

all further attempts upon Cyprus, Egypt, in fine

upon the Asiatic empire of Persia. The

peace of Callias draws the line between Orient

and Hellas very decisively, with the injunction

that each is to stay in its own territory. (It

should be stated that the existence of the peace
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of Callias has been often denied, chiefly on

account of the fact that it is not mentioned by

Thucydides in his brief summary of the events

between the Persian and Peloponnesian Wars.

But the reality of it, yea the necessity of it, has

been strongly vindicated by Mr. Grote in his

History of Greece Vol. V. pp. 335-43, Am ed.

It should be added, however, that Mr. Grote does

not adequately state the period-making import-

ance of the peace of Callias.)

Thus the struggle between the Orient and the

autonomous City-State of Hellas has ended in

peace and in complete acknowleged separation.

It has lasted a century and more if we reckon

from the first historic notice of it by the Father

of History. If we reckon from the Trojan War,

which really was grounded upon the same conflict,

though the transmitted form be mythical and

not historical, it has lasted much lonorer. To be

sure the world-historical collision between Orient

and Europe does not stop with the peace of

Callias, it goes on through history, is going on

today. But with the peace of Callias, both

sides recognize the cleavage between two con-

tinents and their respective principles. The
Oriental consciousness, hitherto unlimited and

fiojhtino: all limitation within itself, has found

and acknowleged its limit, doubtless very un-

willingly. The Orient is now consciously a stage,
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the first stage in the movement of the World's

History.

Nor must we forget the process in this triumph

of autonomous Helhis. The East-colonial City-

States of the three Greek tribes, Ionic, Aeolic

and Doric, are subjected by Persia, which then

turns to conquor the original City- State of Eu-

ropean Hellas. It is the latter which first triumphs

and which then goes back to Asia and frees its

own enslaved children, the colonies. Such is the

historic round of this century of autonomy, pas-

sing from its principle overcome in Asia, vindi-

cated in Europe, and then restored in Asia—the

latter task being specially that of Athens. In

fact Athens was the hero in this whole war for

autonomy against the Orient. -Strictly she was

not the leader, had not the Hegemony—that

belonged to Sparta. But she was the Achilles

gifted with heroship,not the Agamemnon endowed

with leadership, which belonged to Sparta. Thus

the old Homeric distinction between Hero and

Leader held good in this historic Persian War, as

well as in the old legendary Trojan War. Also the

twain will quarrel and separate (see First Book
of the Iliad). Finally it is the Hero who turns

back upon Troy and slays its defender Hector

—

-

whereat results a kind of peace with which thef

Iliad concludes (as the Persian War concludes

with the piece of Callias).

Before this time Athens had gradually been
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becoming imperial in character and in govern-

ment. The commutation of military service for

money, which many of the allies had requested,

brought great sums from them into the treasury,

and at the same time weakened their power of

resistance. The law-courts of the Confederacy

were at the Athenian capital. The meeting of

the synod was transferred to Athens, which be-

came the centralized City-State for a thousand

vassal City-States— this number, doubtless much
exaggerated, is given in a line of Aristophanes.

In other words the Hegemony of Athens, in-

tended to secure Autonomy, had turned to a vast

organization of Heteronomy, quite contradictory

of the Greek political consciousness, of which

Sparta began to pose as the special upholder.

Thus the dualism was dividing all Greece.

The claim of Athens, and for along time the

just claim, was that she protected the con-

federated cities from the power of Persia and

guarded the commerce of the Aegsean with her

navy. But the peace of Callias, which kept

Persian warships at a distance, rendered the

claim less valid. The allies, relieved of fear,

began to sigh for a complete autonomy, their

ideal, and naturally some parties would meditate

revolt from the Athenian supremacy. The very

success of Athens caused the sentiment of her

Greek confederates to change from love to hate,

because her power collided with their little self-
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sufficient community and kept it from having an

intramural world all to itself. Moreover the

peace of Callias roused new jealousy and anxiety

in Sparta and Corinth and the Peloponnesians

generally, since Athens was thereby freed of its

Oriental task, and could wholly turn back upon
Greece. As long as she was engaged in fighting

the common enemy of Hellas, she might be tol-

erated ; but that condition of things had ended.

Thus the internal rift in the Greek world has

become cankerous. Also the Athenian confed-

eracy shows signs of dissolution. In general

Hellas has entered upon a decidedly separative,

inwardly negative stage, which now is to break

forth in all its virulence, since the outward

pressure from the East is removed. The Poly-

archy of Hellenic City-States, having triumphed

over its external foe, is whelmed back upon its

inner enemy, namely itself, colliding with its

own inherent limitations. This is the next im-

portant process which unfolds itself in the

course of Greek History.

The present period of triumph, however, we
cannot leave without noticing its two greatest

men— Themistocles the Athenian, who won the

battle of Salamis, and Pausanias the Spartan,

who commanded at Platsea. Each of them hav-

ing done the grand Pan-Hellenic deed of the age,

the defeat of Persia, goes back to his little City-

State and falls out with it, when peace has come.
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Each of them at the last of life strives to undo

his own heroic action, and to bring his country

under the domination of the Orient, tragic

characters we have to consider them, in their

fate pre -figuring the tragedy of their country,

which has the same inner collision as its Great

Men. They, having made Hellas autonomous,

wind up their existence by trying to unmake her

autonomy, and to subject her to that Persian

sway which she had thrown off largely through

their genius and valor. The Great Man of the

Hellenic City-State has in him a tragic strain

begotten of his institution which now we are to

see as a colossal historic tragedy (read in Thu-

cydides Book I cc. 128-138, the account of the

last acts of Pausanias and Themistocles—a deep-

toned, pathetic, yet self-suppressing narrative, in

which one may feel through the stately style the

palpitating heart of the historian, as he fore-

shadows in the fate of these two heroic figures

the coming destiny autonomous Hellas, which is

his theme).

II. Autonomous Hellas in conflict with itself,—
We have just set forth the first stage of Autono-

mous Hellas— its struggle with the Orient and

its triumph. Asia is now spiritually as well as

territorially separated from Europe and will re-

main so. But another more ominous separation

has begun, the inner cleavage of Hellas repre-

sented by Athens and Snarta. This dualism ex-
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tending through the whole Polyarchy of Greek

City-States, is now to work itself out historically

in a great variety of events. About one hundred

years the present period lasts, being reckoned

from the peace of Callias ( 450-49 ) till the appear-

ance of Philip of Macedon as the chief factor in

Greek politics. For it is Philip who begins to

put an end to autonomous Hellas in its three

phases: in the subordinate City-State, in the

leading City-State, and in the total Polyarchy of

City States. Henarchy, already springing up

inside the Hellenic aggregate and struggling in

vain to make itself valid there, enters with Philip

from the outside and subordinates Autonomy,

which thus ends in the triumph of its opposite,

Heteronomy.

The chief arena of History during the period

before us is civilized European Greece. Barbar-

ous European Greece begins indeed to come in, the

line of backward Greek peoples to the North and

West are drawn partially into the maelstrom of

central Hellas. Finally Macedon, representing

more than anything else the original Ethnic

Protoplasm of the Hellenic stock, overflows and

baptises civilized autonomous Hellas. On the

other hand the colonial City-States of Asia Minor

and the islands play a subordinate part, being

chiefly concerned with Athens. The colonies to

the North in the Thracian territory become im-

portant objects of struggle. The West-colonial
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world of Hellas in Sicily' and Italy has its own
separate life, though the Athenian expedition

against Syracuse endeavors to connect it with

the central mother-country. In general, that

which was designated as the Colonial Kim of

Hellas is less active and less significant than it

was in the early time, History having decidedly

moved from the circumference to the center of

Hellenic stock.

We wish at once to grasp the period before us

in its central movement. This involves the

threie leading City-States already mentioned—
Athens, Sparta, Thebes. First of all comes the

fact that each is already the capitol of its own
local confederacy— Athens of Attica and its

allies, Sparta of Peloponnesus, Thebes of

Boeotia. Thus each exercises from the start an

Hegemony, and subordinates, if necessary by

violence, other autonomous City-States, which

are members, or are claimed to be members of

its Confederacy. Now the grand ambition of

each of these leading City-States is to rise from

being the head of its Confederacy to the head-

ship of total Hellas. And during the present

century, each will attain the coveted prize for a

time; that is, Athens, Sparta, and Thebes will

each have its Hegemony in succession. It is

evident that the positive element in such an am-

bition is to bring forth a united Hellenic Nation.

In all this weltering, recalcitrant Polyarchy we
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find in each leading City-State a decided impulse

toward Henarchy, which means in the present

case the Greek nationality organized and active

as the great ideal end. But such an end remains

and must remain ideal in the Hellenic soul, which

would otherwise have to give up its autonomy,

its walled-up world in the community, its disso-

ciative communal character.

The result is, that the leading City-State

which has the Hegemony is pounced upon by

the other two leading City-States which have it

not, but really want it and work for it. Of
course the pretext is always autonomy, the free-

dom of each community to make its own laws

independent of the rest of the world. So it

comes that Athens, Sparta, and Thebes will each

get the Greek headship, and then each will be

pulled down in turn by a combination of the

other two, being handicapped of course by its

own inner self-contradiction, which says and

even thinks Autonomy, but acts Hegemony, and

often Heteronomy. Such is the Greek Poly-

archy of City-States in its mutual threshing and

rending of itself for a century, till each member
succeeds in laying the other out helpless, when
naturally the outsider steps in and gathers tip

the prey.

Civilized autonomous Hellas at its heart is,

then, fighting itself, and will keep up the fight

for this period, when the outcome must be that
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it will be both victorious and vanquished in one.

It certainly will succeed in putting down itself,

its own principle— for that is also its triumph

now. More than ever we can compare central

Greece to a violently agitated whirlpool in a

ceaseless round of struggle with itself, with its

own atoms. We recollect the second period of

Early Hellas in which occurred those swirling

migrations and tribal displacements after the

Trojan war. Similar is the maelstrom in this

second period of Autonomous Hellas though it is

now the City-State, not the Tribe which has

the convulsions. And still, strange to say, the

Tribe will appear even now in the background.

The three leading City-States of the present

epoch— Athens, Sparta, Thebes— have each an

old tribal substrate, being respectively Ionic,

Doric, and Aeolic. Still the autonomous City-

State and not the Tribe is at present the all-com-

pelling historic unit, whose process is to be un-

folded in this portion of Hellenic History.

It is evident that the politics of this period

are exceedingly complicated and become the

absorbing human occupation. It is no wonder

that the chief philospher of the time, Aristotle,

looking upon the activities of the world before

him, could declare that man is a political animal.

Let us try to follow out some of the tangled

threads of the knot. First of all, each subordi-

nate City-State had its own domestic or urban
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politics, springing from local parties which

favored Monarchos, Aristos, or Demos. Then it

had its fluctuating relations to the capital of its

Confederacy, in some cases hostile and in some

cases friendly. Finally it had to take its attitude

towards the City-State which held the headship

of all Hellas at the time, and which often favored

the subordinate City-State against the confede-

rate leader. For instance, when Thebes had the

national headship, Athens would favor the au-

tonomy of Plataea, and Sparta would favor th«

autonomy of Orchomenus—these two subordi-

nate City-States being properly members of the

Boeotian Confederacy whose capitol was Thebes.

But Athens and Sparta, wishing to hamstring

Thebes, sought to disrupt her Confederacy by

favoring the Autonomy of each of its members,

though both Athens and Sparta would rigidly

suppress Autonomy in their own Confederacies,

and resent any interference with the same from

the outside.

Distinct from the subordinate City-States, each

of the three leaders— Athens, Sparta, Thebes—
would have its own politics, urban, interurban,

and national. Still different would be the politi-

cal situation when either of them had the head-

ship of the whole nation (or the Hegemony).

Moreover this headship embraced only the civi-

lized portion of Hellas, the Polyarchy of City-

States, in contrast with barbarous or semi-

19
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barbarous peoples of the Hellenic stock, some

whom began to be drawn into the Greek politi-

cal maelstrom, till one of them, Macedon, finally

got control. Atnd we must not neglect the Per-

sian influence during this period. The Orient

still sought to get what it deemed its own — the

Greek cities of Asia Minor, which had been

Tvrenched from it by Athens. All three leading

City-States— Athens, Sparta, Thebes— will ap-

peal to the Great King of the East for help in

their national troubles, and will make important

concessions to his power. Thus they really

abjure Pan-Hellenic leadership ; the great task of

Hellas as the defender of European civilization

they betray, seeking their own local advantage

for the moment. Is it not plain that the Poly-

archy of Greek City-States has performed its

world-historical function, and has no further

right to be?

Hellas, then, cannot be Athenian, Spartan, or

Theban, after having tried all three in succession

for a hundred years. The Hellenic City-State

breaks down in attempting to become the nation.

The autonomy which it demands for itself it can*

not impart or even permit to other communities,

and thus it becomes heteronomous, falling into

complete self-negation. What . its ancestors

fought for and won against the Orient, it seems

ready to surrender. Thus we have to say that

autonomous Hellas has undone itself, having been
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tested and found wanting. It has really begotten

that Heteronomy which will appear and take

control when it has no longer any control over

itself.

The Greek Polyarchy as a whole is to be now
conceived as composed of three clusters or

groups of City-States, each group having its own
capital. Such are the three centers with their

appendages, which swirl around and clash against

one another in a kind of historic vortex, till they
wear themselves out and are seized by th.e external

hand of power. Each of the three seeks to

transmute the Greek Polyarchy into the Greek
Henarchy, to bring forth a new political form
by subordinating the many conflicting City-

States into the one supreme City-State, which
might be the Nation. But in each case there

was failure. Instead of elevating the City-State

into the Nation they pulled the Nation down into

the City-State and into this particular City-

State— Athens, Sparta, Thebes. It was Auton-
omy for me, and Heteronomy for you, and more-
over my Heteronomy for you. Thus the City-

State, the peculiar political institution of Hellas,

showed itself wholly unable to nationalize Hellas.

We have already seen the Polyarchy of Greek
City-States vindicating itself against the col-

lected power of the Orient both in continental

Hellas and in Sicily. Europe is thereby defi-

nitely born, being severed from Asia (whence it
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came) in the throes of a Titanic war. The first

great act of European History it is, though many

lesser historic acts preceded it and heralded its

coming. Such was autonomous Hellas in its

triumph; but now we are to behr Id autonomy

conflicting with itself, and in such conflict

destroying itself.

Greece has turned back upon itself for an inner

development, and this is the next epoch of its

career. The group of Hellenic communities,

hitherto mostly united in the presence of the

over-towering Oriental danger, begins to divide

within itself when the external pressure is re-

moved. It goes through a pecular evolution,

which is to reveal and to bring out the complete

inner character of it until its end. As already

indicated, the Hellenic Polyarchy of City-States

has in its very nature a separative centrifugal

tendency, which is to work itself out till it fling

itself to pieces from within^ when an CKternal

Power will appear and hold it together /rom
without.

The first act in this process of division after

the defeat of the Persian is the formation of the

Athenian Empire against the Spartan Hegemony

of the Peloponnesian States. Thus the Hellenic

world, or the central part of it becomes dualized

under two leading City-States. Athens obtains

her power chiefly through her navy, and thus is

a sea-power; Sparta remains a land-power, such
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as she has been for generations. The mobile

easy-changing sea seems to impart its character

to versatile, shifty Athens; the stable land, in

spite of the ever-present tempting waters of the

Aegean, fixes and crystallizes the Spartan mind

in its transmitted routine and institutions. Still

further, between these two City-States is the

tribal difference between the Ionian and Dorian

which reaches far back into the oriorinal ethnic

protoplasm of the Hellenic stock.

Out of this natural difference evolved a great

spiritual difference. The flowering of Art, Lit-

erature and Philosophy became largely Athenian

and Ionic; Sparta and the Dorian lagged in the

great movement of civilization, ossified in their

transmitted social and political order. Thus it

comes that the World-Spirit, working out the

Greek problem to its consequences, takes Athens

as its chief representative, till its purpose be ful-

filled, and it be ready to move elsewhither. In

other words, the Athenian character furnishes

the best plastie material for that wonderful

sculptor called Civilization, and leaves the highest

expression of the Greek historic world to the

future. Hence the inner conflict of our second

leading epoch of Greek History turns upon the

tribal dualism between Ionian and Dorian, whose

bearers are Athens and Sparta.

Both are essentially autonomous City-States

of the Greek pattern, but from this center each
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shows a distinct, yea opposite tendency. The
Spartan City-State puts its stress upon the side

of separate autonomy, though in doing so it

asserts its authority, or its suf)remacy over

autonomy. This contradiction we shall find

junnin^ through its whole career. It can give

no ordered freedom among these self-repellent

units with their mutual jealousies and hostilities;

we shall see that when Sparta conquers, it be-

comes about the harshest and most corrupt tyrant

that Greece ever produced, and she brought

forth some pretty bad ones. Athens in her

imperial period sought in the main to or-

ganize the many disunited communities under

a Power which would protect them from without,

specially against the Orient, and would leave

their internal affairs pretty much to themselves.

This task she performed fairly well, though

growing more arbitrary, from the end of the

Persian till the Peloponessian War— a stretch

of forty -five years and over.

But the dissident elements were at work both

in the central city and in the members. Athens

would interfere in the affairs of the allied City-

States, setting up democracy and pulling down
aristocracy. Thus she got mixed up in the party

conflicts of each ally, and made political enemies.

She, being a democracy, sought to transform

every member after her own self as the pattern,

often changing its constitution in what she
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deemed her own interest. Thus she assailed

inner autonomy, and caused permanent division

and hatred of her rule. She might have insisted

upon the political parties of a member keeping

the peace, but she sided with one of them and

thus became a partisan herself—asserted Heter-

onomy and not merely Hegemony.

Moreover her imperial control for the purpose

of saving the entire lot, caused protest in these

City-States, each of which deemed itself to be

independent of the whole world. The hostile

party, usually the aristocratic, deprived of its

share in government, took advantage of this

^violation of Greek political consciousness on the

part of Athens, and sought the overthrow not

merely of the opposite party, but of Athenian

supremacy, which was so closely interlinked

with it.

It is evident that Athens stands for the inner

•unity of the Greek People, their organization

into a large and powerful State, which could

meet its foes on all sides of the horizon and assert

its independence. We have to think that in the

mind of Pericles floated dimly the far-off ideal

of the Nation-State, really the present outcome

of Europe's History. But Athens could not

accomplish it, she was too Greek, too much of

the City-State herself. On the other hand Civi-

lization was not yet ready for such a political

birth, but has to evolve through numerous in-
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termediate forms, which are to rise hereafter.

The World-Spirit also marches by step by step,

and it was not attuned to stride at once into our

modern world. It must yet unfold a good deal,

for it too is subject to evolution.

And now can we foreshadow something like

the historic process of these three City-States in

their century of self-undoing? Athens at first

occupies the attention during this period of

Hellenic History, and has a maritime headship

which embraces nearly all the islands and sea-

cities of the Aegean. Sparta, however, continues

to hold the Peloponnesian headship at the same

time. But Athens falls and Sparta gets the

total headship, which becomes a system of many
tyrannies. This is at last overthrown by Thebes

under Epaminondas. Thus the third national

headship arises but rapidly goes to pieces, leav-

ing Hellas a much divided, hel[)less chaos of

colliding City-States. The Polyarchy of auton-

omous members passes soon into Henarchy, be-

tween two forms of which, the Persian and

Macedonian, its historic development has lain.

Autonomous Hellas is usually called free

Hellas, and when it goes down, many a plaintive

regret is heard from old Greek writers and well

as from modern historians, lamenting the ex-

tinction of Grecian liberty by the barbarous

tyrant of Macedon. But we are to see the

autonomous City-State of Hellas as self-destroy-
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ing, and at best as a very limited manifestation of

political freedom. It has its place in the grand

historic evolution of the ages, but so has Mace-

don. The World-Spirit, unfolding thorough

particular forms the State universal, evoked

them both as stages of its process. But now we
shall look separately at three City-States, of

which we have collectively spoken.

(a) Athens as autonomous City-State is self-

undoing from within, and then is undone from

without. The grand act of her Hegemony was

to preserve the Autonomy of her Greek allies

against the Persian empire, but in this very act

she herself turned imperial. This tendency,

previously growing, became pronounced about

the time of the peace of Callias. The policy of

Pericles was to unite maritime Hellas in an

Athenian Empire, holding aloof from possessions

in Continental Hellas and in the Greek colonies

of the West. If Athens would keep her ambi-

tion within these limits, Pericles thousht that

she would defeat Sparta and the Peloponnesians.

Time confirmed his view. It was his greatness

to recognize the bounds of the Athenian City-

State, what it could and what it could not do.

After his death Athens began to lose sight of his

policy, and entered finallly upon the Sicilian

expedition, in which she overdid and so undid

herself.

The war usually called the Peloponnesian
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opens and lasts twenty-seven years (431-404

B. C). It is at bottom a struggle between the

tendency toward national unity under a City-

State and the tendency toward autonomous

separation of the many City-States. The under-

lying problem runs thus : Can the Greeks become

a Nation politically? Have they the ability to

form one great Hellenic State out of their dissi-

dent fragments? It is the world- historical

interest of Athens that she made the attempt at

Greek nationality. She took many successful

steps toward the Greek Henarchy which lay

ideally in her soul, as we can observe in her liter-

ature and her philosophy; but at last she failed.

Her institutional form, the City-State, contra-

dicted itself and went to pieces in trying to

stretch itself into an Empire. She was captured

by her Spartan foe, and had her own political act

served up to herself with bitter intensity : she,

the City-State subjecting City-States, is herself

subjected to a City-State.

This negative process of Athenian History is

the theme of a great piece of historic writing by

Thucydides, who was a citizen of Athens. His

work is on many sides the counterpart and the

fulfilment of Herodotus. Still he does not cover

the whole period, as his History stops quite

suddenly before the close of the Peloponnesian

War, and thus is incomplete. The struggle be-

tween Athens and Sparta, which had become
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pronounced after the peace of Callias, had lasted

some forty-five jears, when Athens fell, having

shown a greater amount of political activity and

of lofty intellectual production than any city

before or since. In the modern sense Athens

was a small place, but look at her works. She

lived fast while she lived, and her life politically

was a brilliant process of undoing herself.

The pivotal act of Athenian self-undoing was

the expedition against Sicily (415 B. C). She

had been substantially victorious over Sparta in the

long strife of sixteen years from the begining of

the war, which was about ready to stop altogether.

But now Athens violated the Periclean limitation

which she had before recognized and respected.

She was tempted to move beyond her own Aegean

and to undertake the conquest of the West-col-

onial City-States of Sicily, beginning with

Syracuse. In the first place the locality lay be-

yond her possible territoral bounds. In the next

place she meant downright subjugation of the

Hellenic City-State, not alliance, not protection

against a foreign foe, which was the ground of

her East-colonial sway. In the third place she

could appeal to no such extensive tribal affinity in

the West as in the East, where the Greeks were

largely of Ionic blood and her own colonies orig-

nally. She denied her own history and belied

her own principle ; she became Persian and sought

to do in Sicily what Xerxes had sought to do la
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Hellas. The logic of her own greatest deeds of

Marathon and Salamis turned against her over-

whelmingly; as she crushed the Persians, so she

was crushed by the Syracusans and their allies,

and for the same reason* Thus she was self-

undoing, the spirit of Athens was to destroy

Athens, and of course she succeeded.

The Sicilian catastrophe left her no adequate

power to defend herself at home on her own
waters. As she has wiped out by her conduct

the very reason of her original supremacy in the

Aegean, that supremacy ceases after a slow

dying of eight years more, culminating in the

capture of the city by Lysander, the Spartan.

(b) Sparta as autonomous City-State is also

self-undoing from within and is undone from

without. Having conquered the Athenian em-

pire in the oft-proclaimed interest* of Autonomy,

she at once turns imperial herself, yea tyrannical.

But hers was not simply one tyranny— a thing

which might be said of Athens. She set up in

each City-State her tyrant called the Harmost,

who ruled without law. The result was that

Sparta brought forth a Polyarchy of Tyrannies,

each Spartan at once seemed to turn tyrant.

This is the grand transformation wrought in

Hellas by the Hegemony of Sparta : Autonomy

turns into a manifold Heteronomy of the tyran-

nical sort. The multiplicity of tyrants was shown

in Athens especially, which had its reign of
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thirty tyrants following the capture. Thus

Sparta showed her inherent political character

:

every Spartan man is trained to be a tyrant, not

a ruler. For not one Spartan in this time of

supremacy showed any ^ift of statesmanship;

he could only apply the harsh and narrow

routine of Lycurgean discipline to all Hellas, by

which universal application that discipline broke

down completely. Soon the Spartan Hegemony
was far more detested than the Athenian had

ever been.

Behold too the new shifting of the three lead-

ing City -States. In a few years Thebes, which

in the Peleponnesian war had aided Sparta to con-

quer Athens, and was always ready to strike her

in the flank, falls out with Sparta and asks the

help of the Athenians, who grant it unanimously.

LySander, parent of Spartan tyranny is slain,

and the new war is transferred, with the? help of

Corinth and Argos into the Peloponnesus, the

home of Sparta, which she succeeds in holding

after a severe battle. But she loses her maritime

supremacy through the Athenian victory at

KniduSjWon by Conon,who now rebuilds the Long
Walls of Athens and thus gives to the latter a

new independence. The head cities of the two

confederacies, Thebes and Athens, are now striv-

ing to pull down Sparta which has the national

headship ; they have the assent of all Hellas which
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is more unanimous now against Sparta than form-

erly against Athens.

At this turn of her affairs Sparta invoked the

aid and the authority of Persia to sustain her

declining power. The peace of Antalcidas (387

B. C.) recognized the command ©f the Persian

King that all the cities of Hellas should be au-

tonomous. Sparta was to enforce its provision;

under this pretext she broke up the Boeotian

Confederacy, divided Mantinea into its constitu-

ent villages, suppressed the Olynthian league,

and in general sought to pulverize all Greece in

the name of Autonomy. Of course she kept

her own power everywhere, seizing the Theban

citadel and even trying to seize the Acropolis of

Athens. In a sense the peace of Antalcidas was

the grand historic comedy of Greece, in which

the immemorial Persian enemy of Autonomy was

introduced as commanding it, and Sparta, masked

as its friend, was doing all that she could to de-

stroy it. Autonomy was verily turned inside out,

self contradictory, self-annulling, absurd, comic.

This was the work of the Spartan actor.

But now comes the reverse. Thebes recovers

her citadel and with it her freedom ; she begins

to reestablish her Boeotian Confederacy, and

above all she produces a great man, altogether

the greatest man of his time—Epaminondas. He
organizes Thebes, he forms its Sacred Band of

warriors to meet the Spartan soldiers, and gets
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ready to smite the Spartan Hegemony a deadly

blow. The opportunity occurs at Leuctra (371

B. C.) in which battle Sparta is defeated and at

once loses her Hegemony, the Harmosts and their

garrisons being expelled from nearly every City-

Stateof Hellas.

Thus Sparta fell as Athens fell, after a sup-

remacy of some thirty-two years. The best

thing to be said of her is that she sought to

unite Hellas, but her failure was ridiculous, in

every way worse than that of Athens. And now
the third leading City-State has risen to the

supreme power, and we are to see what she will

be able to do with it.

(c). Thebes as autonomous City-State is also

self-contradictory and hence self-undoing, for

within her territory, or that of the Boeotian

Confederacy, she allows no autonomy. Her
dealings with Plataea form a harsh episode in

Greek History. Herein, however, she is quite

like Athens and Sparta: as the head of her

allied communities she crushes in them the right

which she insists upon possessing exclusively

herself. At the same time she is ready to vin-

dicate the autonomy of the members of other

leagues against their leading cities.

Thebes recovers the headship of Boeotia, and

also by the battle of Leuctra she gains the head-

ship of Greece, taking it away from Sparta.

Athens has aided her, but now gets jealous of
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her in the moment of her supremacy, and begins

to look toward a Spartan alliance. Such has

been the policy of all three : the two which are

out combine against the one which is in. So the

three chief City-States have nullified each other's

unification of Greece, for Thebes is bound to go

the same way that Athens and Sparta have gone.

When she is done, the round is completed, all

three being exhausted and self-undone.

Epaminondas after Leuctra enters the Pelo-

ponnesus, which he proposes to reconstruct in

opposition to the Spartan policy. This has

sought, especially under the recent headship, to

dissolve the City-State into its constituent

villages, as in the case of Mantinea, or to pre-

vent the villages from coalescing into a City-

State which might have power and autonomy.

Thus Sparta has kept the Peloponnesus in a

backward, Proto-Hellenic condition, as far as

she could; particularly is this the case with

Arcadia. Epaminondas causes Mantinea to be

restored, establishes Messene, and builds a new

city in Arcadia called Megalopolis. These three

new cities surround Sparta on her border, watch-

ing her with a jealous and unremitting vigilance.

The Peloponnesus is thereby unchained, and will

again have a little History as it had in Homer's

time. This work of Epaminondas must be

deemed a great enfranchisement. Of course he

destroys Spartan Hegemony not only abroad but
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at home, and confines its hundreds of tyrants to

its own territory, which is also much reduced by

him from its previous extent.

The Thebans proceed to invoke agamst the

Spartans a religious element, getting them con-

demned by the Amphictyonic assembly for their

seizure of the Cadmeia. This introduces into

Greek politics a new element of which Philip

hereafter will obtain the chief benefit. The

tables are indeed turned: the Delphic Ora-

cle had been the tool of the Spartans; now it is

directed against them. Also the Thebans appeal

to Persia and get a rescript (a new peace of Ant-

alcidas) authorizing their Hegemony and the

Autonomy of Messene: verily a Spartan measure

turned against Sparta. Thus all three of the

great City-States of Greece— Athens, Sparta,

and Thebes— appeal to an outside power for

support. Moreover the autonomous City-States

established by Thebes in the Peloponnesus, be-

come discordant with Theban Hegemony.
Epaminondas has to go again into the Pelo-

ponnesus with an army, where he wins the battle

of Mantinea (362 B. C), but is mortally

wounded. His last words are: **You must

make peace with the enemy,'' indicating his

opinion that Thebes could not now carry on the

war. He was right: in his personality the head-

ship of Thebes centered.

The religious ghost which Thebes had evoked
20
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for her own advantage against the Spartans, was
now conjured up to her ruin by her enemies,

the Phocians, giving rise to the ten years' Sacred

War, which ended with the introduction of

Macedonian Philip into Greece. In fact Thebes

became nothing after the death of Epaminondas,

it was unable to exercise the headship which it

had won. Hence the Polyarchy of Greek City-

States had really no Hegemony— a condition in

which they had not been since the dawn of

their History, for the first Spartan Hegemony
existed already in the time of Croesus. Such

was the complete disintegration and dissolution

of the Greek Polyarchy into its constituent

atoms, after the time of Epaminondas, who was

the last Great Man produced by the City State.

To be sure the Achaean League will bring forth

some strong characters, but it is no longer the

present form of the Hellenic City-State.

It is the chief merit of Thebes that she pro-

duced such a man as Epaminondas, who made
the new synthesis, both military and civil, which

transcended the Spartan supremacy. But if he

disorganized the Hegemony of Sparta, he could

not organize permanently the Hegemony of

Thebes, which had no navy and no gift for nat-

ional leadership. It is to be observed that Sparta

produced during this time no Great Man, the

Spartans seemed all alike, equally capable and

equally incapable. That discipline of theirs
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showed its deepest nature by reducing all in-

dividuality to the same dead level ; Athens in

this respect, as in most others, was the opposite.

Thus the self-conflicting and self-undoing

autonomous Polyarchy of Hellas has gone its

round through its three Hegemonies—Athenian,

S[):irtan, Theban—for a hundred years, and has

ended in the destruction of all Hegemony, which

never failed in its success to be the assailant of

Autonomy. A process of three Tyrannies they

may be regarded; Athens became one tyrant,

Sparta became many tyrants, Thebes was again

one tyrant over Boeotia and partially over the

Peloponnesus, where she completely undid the

many tyrannies of Spartan supremacy. But she

having done this task, went to pieces herself on

the death of her Great Man.

For sixteen years after the battle of Mantinea,

the Greek Polyarchy was drifting in chaos. Each
of the chief City -States had nullified the au-

thority of the others and of itself over the

Hellenic entirety. Athens having recovered her

maritime empire loses it again at once throug^h

what is known as the Social War, which is a

revolt of her leading allies. Sparta, confined to

her own little territory, is watching her oppor-

tunity to break through the cord«n of City-States

established on each side of her by Epaminondas.

Thebes is hamstrung at home by the Sacred War,
in which the Phocians seize Delphi and use its
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treasures against their Theban foes with suc-

cess— her own scheme being turned against her.

So the Polyarchy of autonomous City-States, lies

around Greece in scattered atoms, each of which

is in a struggle within and without.

A desperate time it was certainly, in which the

old institutional order based on the City-State,

was dying, which to the Greek soul of that age

meant the grand cataclysm of the universe. But

the sixteen years pass away, when Philip of

Macedon comes to the front in the Greek civil-

ized world ; he is invoked by Thebes to put an

end to the Sacred War, which he does ; he is

made a member of the Amphictyonic league,

being really its leader; he is greeted as the de-

fender and deliverer of the Delphic Oracle, as

the upholder of the Greek religion ; he is chosen

to preside at the great Pan-Hellenic festival, the

Pythian games. Chiefly, however, he has seized

the pass of Thermopylae, and can now get into

Greece when he chooses. Here is the man of

destiny rising in the Greek horizon and bringing

the new order.

III. Autonomous Hellas Subordinate, The

master whom civilized Hellas sought within it-

self for a century or more, now appears as an

outsider, Philip King of Macedon. The vortex

of City-States in its whirl between Athens,

Sparta, Thebes, must be stopped by an external

power, being unable to stop itself after many
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trials. The Henarchy which the Polyarchy has

not been competent to evolve and to conjoin har-

moniously with itself, is brought to it from the

outside by Monarchos who forcibly subordinates

Demos and Aristos to himself. Heteronomy is

triumphant over Autonomy formerly triumphant,

which has undone itself and evokes its opposite.

Civilized Greece is to experience the rule of

semi-barbarous Macedon, since it cannot rule it-

self. Since it cannot make itself a nation, it is

handed over to a nation, which is to start its

nationalization. It is unified, even if from the

outside. But we are not to think that the Mace-
donians are of alien race, or even of alien stock.

They are Proto-Hellenic, a backward people of

Hellenic blood, rude indeed, but unspoiled by

the negative element of Greek civilization. Into

this primitive original protoplasm of itself the

civilized Greek world is to be plunged, really

for its salvation, and not for its destruction.

The World-Spirit has decreed that Hellas is not

to die, though she has tried hard to commit
suicide. As City-State indeed she has undone

herself forever. But Greek Spirit is to survive,

and does survive through this Macedonian

baptism of it into its creative source.

And now we are to, look at the particular

meansand at the historic events in which this great

transition clothes itself. First of all comes the

the pivotal man. King Philip, who is the bridge
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crossing over from autonomous to heteronomous

Hclhis. The basic fact of his career is that he,

the royal heir of Macedon, went to Thebes as a

hostage at the age of fifteen and stayed probably

three years, during the Theban Hegemony which

lasted substantially from 371 till 362. What an

education for his future! He had intercourse

with Epaminondas and Pelopidas, and doubtless

took the Theban military training, the best of

the time. He also studied rhetoric and became

a good speaker in Greek according to the orator

Aeschines, certainly a competent judge. He
must have imbibed somewhat of philosophy and

of Greek culture generally. But his practical

training far surpassed his theoretical, and must

have appealed more strongly to his native tastes.

Epaminondas had already surpassed the old

tactics of Sparta, especially by the formation of

his wedge-shaped column and by its great depth.

To Philip the problem must have come sooner or

later: how shall I transcend the Theban military

device which won at Leuctra? He showed at

Chaeroneia that he had done so, chiefly by

means of the sarissa or long pike, which he may

have seen in his wars with the Thracian barbar-

ians, or have read of in Xenophon, who speaks

of it as the weapon of an Asiatic tribe. But

most instructive must have been the example of

Epaminondas, probably the greatest commander
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of land-forces tnat the Greek City-State ever

produced.

. Philip at Thebes could also have learned the

chief lesson of Greek politics. He must have

been aware of the decadence of the City-State,

for it was proclaimed on all sides by word and

deed. The ambition for headship he could not

help feeling at Thebes which possessed it at that

time. And he could not fail to note that Theban

supremacy hung on the life of one man— Epami-

nondas, soon to be slain on the field of Mantinea.

After him— what? Of course he thought of

himself as possible successor, since the other

leading City-States, Athens and Sparta, had

already undone themselves. An insight into the

working of political parties of the City-State he

obtained at Thebes, as well as into the corrupti-

bility of Greek politicians generally. Philip's

money was afterwards one of his chief weapons.

At thexjapital of Hellas he got to know the Greek

character as well as the condition of the Greek

Polyarchy of City-States. He also felt the pulse

of that deepest Hellenic aspiration, the conquest

of the Orient, upon which they might be united

in a new Persian war.

> Such was the Greek apprenticeship of Philip

for his coming task, unpurposed, unconscious on

both sides, truly imposed of the World-Spirit..

Then he goes home and beorins to oro^anize hiso or?
Macedonians, chiefly poor rude shepherds clothed
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in skins (a^ Alexander once told them reproach-

fully in^Asia). They lived still in primitive

Village Communities, they had evolved no City-

State, their capitol Pella had probably no con-

ception of autonomy. Philip's ambition is not

to build a City-State but a Nation ; he has seen

the Hellenic City-State in its dissolution and

heard its aspiration for nationality, though

totally impotent to attain it. And this will

give the key to his whole career, at least to the

positive side of it: Philip proposes to make the

entire Hellenic stock a nation. The civilized

City-State could not do it, nor could the uncivil-

ized tribal Village Community do it. Both the ad-

vanced and the backward elements of total Hellas,

hitherto mutually repellent, he would co-alesce,

and out of the union make a new Hellenic nation

with its one State. That deep scission between

barbarous and civilized Greece must be overcome

if there is ever to be a Gieek people again.

Philip has been tremendously abused by the

Athenian orators, especially by the greatest one

of them all, Demosthenes, and maledictions have

been heaped upon him by historians of Greece

all along the line down to George Grote (also a

great man in his way). Undoubtedly Philip did

seek to get rid of the old Hellenic City-State,

moribund at thattime,and self-undone
;
practical-

ly he would inoculate it with a now principle and

thereby perpetuate its intellectual and even civic
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life, but no longer could it be autonomous.

Now we cannot help seeing that the World-

Spirit, presiding over and evolving all History,

was on the side of Philip, yea took him as its

supporter and incarnate protagonist, giving him

victory and making his work relatively perma-

nent, for that Macedonian State, founded and

organized by Philip, lasted some hundreds of

years, till it passed over into Rome, the next

great stage of ancient European History. It is

not our purpose to justify the World's-Spirit,

for it needs no justification, as it is itself the

final tribunal of all Justice; still it is worth

while to peer into the depths of its workings

and behold the eternal essences of historic events

there active. So we must seek to fathom and

to express the world-historical mission of Mace-

donian Philip, for that he had such a mission is

manifest from the ineffaceable stamp which he

set upon the movement of History.

The grand controlling motive of Philip's whole

career comes out distinctly and expressly in the

terms which he made with the Greek City-States

after the battle of Chseroneia. They must all

acknowledge him as having the headship of

Hellas— not Athens, not Sparta, not Thebes—

-

all of these have had their day and done their

work. Autonomous Hellas is at an end, and

must quit housekeeping, having had its centuries

of trial, of which all future time will glorify the
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historic grandeur and the absorbing human in-

terest. Philip is dechired at the Synod of

Corinth Pan-Hellenic president and generalissimo,

being both a political and a military man. Thus

the Polyarchy of Hellenic City-States has gone

its last inner round, th it maelstrom has ceased its

whirl, though it will try to start up again several

times hereafter. Its world-historical function is

brought to a close in a new order; Polyarchy

has gone over into Henarchy , and Autonomy has

become Heteronomony, but a new Hellenic

Nation^ has certainly started and will show its

superabundant strength.

And now what? Is Philip going simply to

enjoy his freshly won power? Not at all. He
takes the next step, which shows his purpose to

place himself at the head of the new nationality

of Hellas in its deepest, most abiding aspiration.

This was, as we have seen all through Greek

History, to turn back upon the Orient and sub-

ject it to Hellenic sway. And so Philip convenes

a congress of Greek City-States at the isthmus

of Corinth and declares his purpose to make an

expedition against Persia for the purpose of lib-

erating the Greeks of Asia Minor and avenging

the wrong done to Greece by the Persian kings

some hundred and fifty years before. Already

the orator Isocrates had suo^o^ested this idea of in-

vading Asia to Philip in a discourse dated usuallj-

eight years before the battle of Chaeroneia.
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Indeed we have observed often this national or

Pan-Hellenic sentiment (see p. 204) which was

first roused against the Orient by the Trojan

war, and was kept alive by the poems of Homer,
read and cherished by every Greek thronghout

the world. Then the Greco-Persian war stirred

the national Folk-Soul to its depths, while the

conflict with Persia had never ceased on the

borderland. Now it was this sentiment of a

total Hellenic nationality, to which Philip

appealed. Was he sincere therein? It is easy

enough to blacken his motives, but we are in-

clined to believe that he felt in his own heart the

rising new Hellenic Nationality, not limited to

the old City-States, but including total Hellas,

its backward as well as its advanced peoples.

Hitherto cultured Greece has turned up its nose

at its barbarous kindred, though the latter have

the unperverted, uncorrupted blood which is to

redeem the decayed civilization of the age.

Philip really makes a new and higher synthesis

of the Hellenic stock for a rejuvenation of its

spirit and of its authority. We hold that this

task lay in the necessity of his nature and that he

in his way heard the command of the the World-

Spirit and obeyed, had to obey.

Thus Philip is a return to the collision with

Orient, which was also that of autonomous

Hellas in its triumph. We have seen how Persia

sought to subject Greek nationality, and how it
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was resisted and foiled by the union of the

Hellenic City-States. But these, having wrought

out their historic destiny, have called forth

another power different in kind from theirs, but

still aspiring to vindicate the Hellenic nation

against Oriental rule. Indeed we may see in

Philip a deeper return of Hellas to its beginning

—in a way he is again King Agamennon bearing

sway over many cities and islands, and uniting

the Greek people under his leadership against

Troy. Verily the mythical soul of Hellas, always

active and needing food, might behold in him
and his project its grand poetic prototype and

typical deed renewed and endowed with an actual

present life. So old Isocrates and doubtless

many others dreamed. Moreover Philip belonged

in fact to a kind of primitive Homeric State like

those assembled before Troy under their Kings

or Chieftains. Philip really returns and makes
civilized Greece return with him to the primord-

ial Hellenic protoplasm of peoples, out of which

Homer and his heroes, the historic City-State,

in fine Greek civilization sprang, and to which

it must go back for a baptismal regeneration.

Philip is, therefore, the Great Man of his

time, mediating the Hellenic Folk-Soul with the

World-Spirit, and carrying Hellas over into the

next world-historical stage. Through his Greek
training, political and military, he moulded the

primordial tribal protoplasm of Macedonia into a
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State and an army, which indeed subordinated

the old and decayed City-State of Hellas, but

which at the same time reconstructed the Greek

political world, and opened to Greek spirit avast

new field of activity. Philip realized the deep

Hellenic aspiration for nationality, evidently in

the sole possible way at his time. That is, he

was the man who mediated the total Hellenic

Folk-Soul, which was both civilized and barbar-

ous, with the movement of the World's History,

in producing and organizing a new world-histor-

ical nation. . The City-State, once so prolific of

Great Men, had ceased begetting them, while

barbarous Hellas became the mother of the most

illustrious Pan-Hellenic sons— Philip and Alex-

ander. It is noteworthy that no man of action,

even of second rate, appeared in the field against

Philip. Athens, Sparta, Thebes cannot show

one commandinor fiorure as soldier. Who led the

Theban and Athenian contingents at Chseroneia?

Well, who did? Nobodies, in the ken of His-

tory. But we all know that on the Macedonian

side Philip and young Alexander were there in

the thick of the fight. Another evidence we
must deem it that civilized Hellas, if she is ever

again to be productive of greatness, must be

turned back to its original fountain, to the pro-

toplasmic peoples of her own stock, for a fresh

dip in its creative sources. Indeed whether it
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wishes so or not, it must go back thither, for so

the World-Spirit has clearly decreed.

It is true that Philip was double, he was in

himself both civilized and barbarous. Some-
what Oriental or rather Trojan in his household

;

he had one chief wife, like Hecuba; yet he, like

Priam, had other lesser wives. The fact that he

divorced Qlympias, in order to marry Eurydice,

implies monogamy as first, even if it was not

very rigidly maintained. Domestic conflict paid

him back terribly, and at a later time completely

wiped out his family. Then Philip's drunkenness

has become proverbial through all time in the re-

sponse: ** I appeal from Philip drunk to Philip

sober." At his second wedding he is reported

to have fallen down in an attempt to slay his son

Alexander. He is charged with lying, with dis-

regard of oaths, with bribery; very black is his

moral character as painted by the orator Demos-
thenes and by the historian Theopompus. It is

highly probable that he would use any means to

gain his supreme political end. Whatever stood

in the way of Macedonizing, or we may say, of

nationalizing Hellas, was ruthlessly set aside or

trampled under foot. Chiefly the old Greek

City-State was the obstruction, in removing which

he was certainly immoral and merciless. Bar-

barous he was assuredly, but he was also civil-

ized and often showed himself in this way. Thus

he united double Hellas in one soul, even uniting
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it in one State and thus overcoming its deepest'

dualism. Unless Philip had been just this syn-

thesis of civilized and barbarous Hellas, he never

could have performed his world-historic func-

tion.

The birth of Philip is assigned to 383, B. C.

He was given a Greek education, as the Mace-

donian kinojs of that time were Hellenizinor or

rather Atticizing, even to the extent of philosoph-

izing with Plato. In 359 B. C. he became the

ruler of Macedon. He had many wars with the

surrounding peoples. But his great object was

to subordinate the Greek City-State, both colo-

nial and central. The main steps of this move-

ment lasting till his death in 336 B. C. we shall

briefly note.

(a) He subjects in part and destroys in part

the colonial City-States of the Northern Aegean,

especially those which lie on the Macedonian sea-

coast. We find him already in the second year

of his rule beseiging Amphipolis and having a

conflict with Olynthus, whose confederacy had

been dissolved and ruined by Sparta after the

peace of Antalcidas. These Greek City-States

of the Chalcidic peninsula are stated to have

been thirty-two in numbei^; it was Philip's first

policy to get rid of this new Colonial Polyarchy

of City-States, which threatened to be a second

regenerated Hellas in the North, and thus to take

the place of Macedon. In 347 B. C. Olynthus
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was seized by him and dismantled, and the first

dozen years of Philip's reign end in the com-

plete destruction of this Northern rival to Mace-

donian supremacy. It was indeed his first great

conflict with the Hellenic Citj^-State, and so des-

perate was his hostility that the very foundations

of many of these towns could not be traced a

few years later, according to a statement of

Demosthenes (in his third Philippic).

(6) Philip having thus gotten rid of the

danger at home on his flank, turns South toward

original Hellas. At the request of Thebes he

ends the Sacred War (346 B. C. ) and then he is

chosen a meml>er of the Amphictyonic Council,

which means that he is practically the head of

it, and can determine in its name, and in that

of the Delphic Oracle, whose liberator he is

declared to be, Grecian affairs. The pass of

Thermophylae, the gate leading to Greece proper,

to the Polyarchy of original City-States, he se-

cures for himself, and can file an army through

it when he pleases. He is made in the same

fateful year the president of the Pythian games,

a Pan-Hellenic festival. A great and lucky year

for Philip is this (346 B. C), really the transi-

tion from tribal barbarous Macedon U* the civil-

ized City-State, which is rapidly getting its mas-

.ter. Significant is the fact that embassies to

Philip from Athens, Sparta, Thebes, not to

speak of those from other places,were to be seen
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at the same time ia Pella, the capitol of Mace-

doa. The three leading City-States of Greece

are seeking their center outside of themselves,

and will sarely find it ; ia fact, it is coming to

them at home. Each tries to if in Philip's favor

for itself against the others; he sides with

TheBes, for thus Le can get Thermopylae and

Delphi from the Phocians. In this same year

(346),' Athens is completely outwitted and ham-

strung by the peace of Philocrates; her allies,

the Phocians, with their twenty-two towns are

rained.

Still the first e^ect of this ominoos entrance

of Philip into the Greek world was suspicioo

and fear. The old Polyarchy, prostrate and

effete, but certainly intelligent, could hardly

help reading its doom. At once two parties

arose everywhere: for and against Philip.

Hitherto at Athens these parties had beea exist-

ent for years, since Philip had assailed Athenian

allies in the North, and Demosthenes had thun-

dered at him In the . distance. Bot now all

Hellas b^ns to feel the coming peril. Espe-

cially Athens bestirs herself anew, and tries to

rouse a Pan-HeOenie sentiment against the bar-

barous intruder. Demosthenes, mighty in word,

makes the tour of the Peloponnesus, exciting the

City-States there upon the all-absorbing theme.

Previously his audience was eonfiaed to Athens,

bat now it has widened cmiI orer all Greece.
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After years of mutual friction, a new Sacred

War breaks out, this one against the Locrians,

and Philip comes into Greece a second time as

general of the Amphictyonic Council in defence

of the Oracle.

(c) The old Polyarchy gets ready to make a

last fight for life, since it is evident that Philip

under his religious disguise has come this time

to stay. Demosthenes again does wonders with

that tongue of his; he soon wins Thebes, hither-

to devoted to Philip, and hostile to Athens from

time immemorial. But the outcome is the crush-

ing defeat at Chseroneia (338 B. C.) through

which Autonomous Hellas with its Polyarchy of

City-States lies at the feet of victorious Philip,

who is soon acknowledged by all of them, except

Sparta, as having the headship of Greece. He
has attained the first great prize of his ambition,

though we shall soon see him reaching out for

another—nothing less than the Orient, which

however, he is destined not to get. After the

battle a synod of the Polyarchy of Hellenic City-

States is convened at Corinth by and around

Philip, and through their own deed they recog-

nize him as master of themselves, making them-

selves subordinate to an external authority, and

thus surrendering their long-cherished principle

of autonomy. Not merely a new Hellenic power

but a new Hellenic consciousness has dawned

and is making itself valid, having united in a
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political form both barbarous and civilized

Greece, and overcome, at least externally, the

disintegrating Greek dualism. Willing or un-

willing, the total Hellenic stock may now be

called a Nation for the first time in its history or

even in its poetry, since Homer shows no politi-

cal Hellas organized as a whole, and just as little

or even less does Herodotus, though both Poet

and Historian portray the grand national conflict

with the Orient.

Philip was not old when he perished (in 336

B. C), being in his forty-seventh year, and

having reigned twenty-three years. Still his

work was done, which w^as to organize Proto-

Hellenic Macedon for the purpose of uniting

under it and with it into one nation barbarous

and civilized Hellas. The various stages of this

movement we may again repeat: first, after

establishing his power at home, he destroys the

derived or colonial Greek City-States of the

North, which were his competitors on his own
ground, and blocked his way to a world-historical

career— hence his savaoje fiojht with them for

more than ten years ; second is that pivotal year

of his (346 B. C.) which puts into his hands the

means for reaching and getting hold of civilized,

original Greece (this, we recollect, was what the

Persian King, grasped after but was beaten off),

yet which rouses the old spirit of autonomy into

a new activity, and calls up two parties in each
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City-State, one for and one against him; then

is the conclusion at Chaeroneia and Corinth, in

which original (not derived) Hellas subordinates

itself to him (with the one exception). Thus

Philip's career completes itself by getting sub-

stantial possession of the total peninsula of

European Hellas, with its barbarous and civilized

peoples, with its derived and original City-States,

reaching from the indefinite North (seemingly

from the Danube in places) to the southern

promontories of the Peloponnesus. All this ter-

ritory was united for the first time under one

goverrjent, already organized and ready for its

Oriental task.

It is plain, then, that Philip has done that

which Darius, and Xerxes would but could not

do : he has gotten and substantially united the

total Greek Peninsula, whose peoples are now
prepared to turn back East for a visit to their

original home. Let it be said again that Philip

represented this Peninsula, the whole of it as

none other, being both a barbarian and a civil-

zed man in himself, combined with a genius all

his own. Of course he was a drunkard, a liber-

tine, a perjurer, certainly not a good moral man;

yet he was was world-historical, and in this light

we have here to consider him. Let there be no

palliation of his sins; nevertheless the World-

Spirit chose him as its instrument, or on the
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other hand he chose it as the grand end of his

endeavor.

In the period before us Demosthenes may be

called the hero of the sinking City-State, the

upholder of the outgoing world-order. Truly

a theme of eloquence is this : appeals to former

glorious deeds, flagellations of the present de-

generacy, plaintive moans of dying greatness.

Really, however, Demosthenes was speaking

against the World-Spirit, cursing its representa-

tive with a mighty outpour of verbal damnation

which worried and sometimes tormented Philip

(see his letter to the Athenians usually printed in

the works of Demosthenes). Unconcious gleams

of the true situation however we may find even

in Demosthenes; note the passage in which he

declares to the Athenians : if anything should

happen to this Philip, you would soon create

another. Truly so; indeed that is just the

genesis of Philip—he is the necessary product of

the autonomous City-State of Hellas. Still

Demosthenes keeps working away at his Sisy-

phean job of trying to persuade the City-State to

slay its own historic child, though it will at once

bring forth another like the first one. Intense,

bitter, one-sided we must regard him, calling the

Greek statesmen who differed from him by the

odious name of traitors, and thus leaving to fu-

ture Greece a legacy of heart-burning in .his elo-

quence. Listen to Polybius writing some two
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centuries later, and protesting against the vilifi-

cation of ** the most illustrious Greeks " by the

Athenian orator, who ** measures everything by

the interests of his own particular City-State,

and thinks that all the Greeks ought to have

their eyes upon Athens on the pain of being

called traitors." So Demosthenes was not even

Pan-Hellenic, according to Polybius but narrowly

Athenian (Hist. XVII. 14). Of course he is not

to be blamed because he did not see the world-

historical trend of his time. Still he is the most

interesting, yea heroic figure on the side of the

expiring City-State, which he sought to gal-

vanize into a new life by his words, still to-day

electrical to his reader. Pathetically tragic he

he is in life and death, like his own institutional

world of which he is the best^ reflection in words

and deeds. Philip knew him, and after the sub-

mission of Athens let him live in spite of all of

his philippics of personal defamation, which act

Polybius rightly regards as an act of generosity,

though Grote sees in it selfish policy, being also

a vindicator of the Hellenic City-State.

Philip as a youth at Thebes knew and admired

Epaminondas, a man not only of words but also

of deeds, really the one Great Man of action of

the later Greek City-State. Still he did not rise

out of the old institutional limits, his view was

confined to the transmitted City-State and its

autonomy— that is, autonomy for the rest of
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Greece but not for the Theban Confederacy.

Hence what he served up to Sparta, was after

him served up to Thebes. Keally Philip is the

political synthesis beyond Epaminondas and the

City-State. Also the military synthesis : which

fact was manifest at the battle of Chseroneia

when the Theban Sacred Band trained by

Epaminondas met the Macedonian Phalanx

trained by Philip, who destroyed them to a man.

After the battle of Chseroueia, Philip was cer-

tainly moderate in his treatment of Athens, as

we see by the terms of the peace of Demades.

One imagines that he may have remembered the

part which Athenian Plato had in shaping his

early career. For it was Plato who advised

Philip's brother Perdiccas, then king of Mace-

don, to give the young fellow an opportunity to

test his mettle of leadership, by letting him
have a province to govern. This Perdiccas did,

and Philip at once tried his hand in organizing

and disciplining soldiery. Here without ques-

tion began the germ of the Macedouian pha-

lanx before which Greece and then Persia fell,

whereby the World's History was changed— all

of it traceable to a little piece of advice given at

the right moment by the philosopher Plato.

Shall we then say that Plato was the cause of

the overthrow of the autonomous Greek City-

State, which he tries to reform and thus save in

his Republic? The philosopher may have had
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a hand in determining the particular place and

time of the grand world-historical act ; but an-

other place and time, and even another man
would have been found by the World-Spirit in

case of need. History, however, would array

herself in a different garment of events.

Plainly autonomous Hellas has become subor-

dinate, and is accordingly, no longer autono-

mous, even if at the synod of Corinth, each

Hellenic City-State is declared free— that is

free of the supremacy of any other City-State.

Therewith we have reached a new kind of

Hellas, which is to have a considerable career.
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SECTION THIRD.

Macedonian Hellas.

We have reached the third stage of Hellenic

History proper, which is now to complete its first

great cycle embracing the distinctively world-

historical career of Greece. We see before us a

total Hellas, organized into a State and defended

by its own well-disciplined army; both the civil-

ized and the barbarous elements are united, we

may say nationalized for the first time— all of

which is the work of Philip, who has inoculated

the diseased City-State with the fresh blood of

its original Proto-Hellenic stock.

The work of his son Alexander is very differ-

ent. Through the latter, Hellas as a whole is to

return to the Orient whence it sprang, even to

the Aryan fountain-head in the Highlands of

Middle Asia. If Philip brought about the re-

turn of civilized Hellas to its own protoplasmic

peoples, and thus made an Hellenic nation,

Alexander is to take this newly unified Hellenic

nation and to lead it far beyond its national

bounds in Europe, even to its sources in the

Orient, for a draught of its primeval creativ-e

being. Why could Alexander never stop till he

had penetrated to Bactria and the head-waters of
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the Indus? A. world-historical deed it was,

we hold, whose significance our own age is just

beginning consciously to recognize. Moreover

Alexander as the greatest man of action whom
Hellas produced, has a supra-Hellenic instinct,

through which he rises above his national or

even his continental limits, and becomes, not

merely a Greek or European, but also an Aryan

hero.

We have, therefore, to separate Philip from

Alexander at this supreme node of Greek His-

tory. Philip is indeed the great unifier and

organizer of all Hellas, overcoming its inherent

separation, its native Polyarchic character. It is

true that Philip intended to make the ex-

pedition to Asia Minor, where he would

probably have freed the Greek cities from Per-

sian rule and united them with the new Greek

nationality, making them a i)art of Macedonian

Hellas. But we can hardly conceive of Philip

penetrating even to the Euphrates, not to speak

of Bactria and India. Philip had the Hellenic

instinct, not the Aryan seemingly, and he would

have reached Asia too late in life ever to have

felt strongly its influence. His twenty-three

years' struggle for his principle had of necessity

crystallized his spirit into its limits. But Alex-

ander entered the Asiatic world young, receptive,

still capable of being moulded by what he saw

there. It is a necessary part of his world -his-
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torical function thut he became more Oriental

the further he advanced into the heart of the

Orient. Philip at forty-seven was already too

hardened to have done this. But Alexander at

less than half that age crossing into Asia, and be-

ing by nature more poetic, imaginative and im-

pressionable than his father (as we may still read

in the face of his statue supposed to be derived

from that of Lysippus) was ready to respond

mightily to the Oriental Folk-Soul, and to har-

monize it with Hellenism. So he hardly stops

in his career till he pierces the originative center

of the primeval Aryan race of which both the

Hellenic and Iranian (Persian) peoples were

migratory offshoots. Alexander thus sought

and reached the common creative source of both

the nations which he would unite.

Philip of course made the implement which

Alexander wielded with such consurnate effect,

causing it to fulfil the purpose of its existence.

This implement was the united Hellenic stock of

the Greek peninsula, which we have called Mace-

donian Hellas. The latter had two elements,

the Macedonian which was more or less tribal,

and the civilized which was that of the City-

State. Both these elements remained when
transported into the Orient, never losing their

mutual antagonism though suppressed by the

strong hand of the king. The Macedonian was

the soldier and furnished the physical strength
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and courage chiefly, despising the lettered Greek

(likeEumenes) who did the mental work and who
returned the contempt with interest. In a gen-

eral way it can be said that the one had the will

the other the intellect, of the great enterprise.

It was the old story of the strife between brawn

and brain, between Ajax and Ulysses. On the

whole the Macedonian king had the good sense

to appreciate both and to harmonize them ; in

fact Philip, as we have seen, was both, namely a

civilized Greek and also a barbarian, and the

same may be said of Alexander. So Greek cul-

ture goes East with Macedonian might, organiz-

ing and in part transforming the Oriental world.

Otherwise this Hellenic conquest would have

swept over the East and left no trace, as has been

the case with so many Asiatic conquerors. But

now the Orient is to be Hellenized, transfused

with the Hellenic spirit in all its manifestations

—art, literature, philosophy. Thus we begin to

pass with Alexander out of a purely Hellenic in-

to a Hellenistic period.

Looking at Persia by itself and tracing its

share in the world-historical process now taking

place, we have to observe, first of all, that it is

getting its own; what it did to a part of Greece

and tried to do to all Greece, all Greece is now

doing to it— namely invading and conquering it

from periphery to center. But there is some-

thing: more than mere retribution in the colossal
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lesson. Asia must now be divided up, particular-

ized, made over into many States. That is, the

Greeks carry everywhere with them their Poly-

archy, really their deepest principle, and will

apply it in the Orient after the death of Alex-

ander, who indeed preserves the unity of Hellas

and Persia in one vast empire. But see it go to

pieces under his generals when his strong hand

is removed. That is verily the Greek of this

whole business. Asia is to be passed through

the Greek Polyarchy, not of City-States how-

ever, but of Oriental, largely racial States. The

Orient, as we see in its succession of empires,

was hostile to particular States. On this ground

Persia could not endure the new Hellas and the

dawning Europe; it fought the Greco-Persian

War to obliterate the European separation. In

that struggle Persia was defeated, yet it was able

to hold West-Asia together, putting down rebel-

lions. But now the World-Spirit has clearly

decreed that the Orient, hitherto so hostile to

particularity, is itself to be particularized, is to

be cut up into a Polyarchy of particular States.

This was specially the work of Alexander's

Successors (the so-called Diadochi).

At the same time Alexander and his Succesors

did not fail to introduce the Greek city into

Asia. Indeed that was a striking part of their

policy. The result was that Macedonian Hellas

became city-producing in the Orient and
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scattered its urban progeny from Egypt to

Sogdiana. Still we must recollect that these

were not the autonomous Citj-States of Hellas,

but were subordinate to the various kingdoms of

Asia, just as at the same time in Greece the City-

State was subordinate to the Macedonian power.

Nor was it the old Greek colonization in which

the mother-city (metropolis) sent forth an inde-

pendent new City-State to a foreign shore. And
yet this Asiatic City-State was a manifesta-

tion of the still existent reproductive power of

the Greek City-State, which even in captivity

begets offspring though captive. Still the

Greek City-State quite in the heart of Asia was

not devoid of the aspiration for autonomy, and

often attained a o:ood share of self-o^overnment.

It is declared that the kingdom of Parthia was

full of Greek towns to which the monarchs

granted home rule, requiring only the payment

of their regular. tax-levy. The city of Seleucia

on the Tigris, reported by Pliny to have six hun-

dred thousand inhabitants in the first century of

the Christian Era, was a kind of Greek democ-

racy under Parthian supremacy. Of course

autonomy in Asia could exist only by a tolerance

of sovereigns, who often called themselves on

their coins Phil-hellenic; it could have there no

such strong self-asserting character as it once

had in Greece, where we have followed its

vigorous original life.
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It may be said that Macedonian Hellas, hold-

ing in solution the Greek Polyarchy and the

Greek City-State, reproduced them both dis-

tinctively in Asia, but not in unity, since it had

undone just this unity in Greece. That is,

Macedon did not beget in Asia the Polyarchy of

autonomous City-States, in putting down which

it had won its world-historical destiny. Eeally

autonomus Hellas with its society of City-States

had had its day of supremacy, and was histori-

cally past, though it still remained an element,

even if subordinate, of Hellenic progress. It is

the civilized City-State of Hellas, not semi-

barbarous Macedon, which can bring Greek

civilization to the Orient. So the city-founding

on the part of Macedonian rulers, though not

evolved directly and not proceeding from within

like the old Greek colonization, but done fr()m

without by authority, was chiefly what Hellenized

the Orient. In such case the Greek City-State

,

even if under the yoke, is seen to be still

performing a great function, being compelled

by external command to impart herself to the

Orieiital world, which task she would not, indeed

could not have performed of herself.

Architecturally a whole Asiatic city could be

built to order after the most approved Greek
pattern. It is probable that Athens chiefly fur-

nished the model, which the architect was com-

manded to reproduce, doubtless with certain
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variations. Many a structural device, such

as the cross-arch, passed to Rome in whose ruins

we still see it, from these Hellenistic cities of

Asia. There is little doubt that the first artistic

union of the column and arch was the work of

Greek architects in the East. In general the

Hellenic City-State, both in its inner municipal

organization and in its outer constructive form,

was picked up from Greece and set down in the

Orient. To be sure there was a considerable

difference between the two— the one being self-

evolved and the other being an imitation. Also

the one was autonomous, and the other in the

last instance was heteronomous.

Nor must we omit to note in the present con-

nection that the Greek City-State is also making

a grand return to its original civilized fountain

head— the fluvial City-State of the Orient in the

river-valleys of the Nile and Euphrates. Long

before the birth of Hellas i.nd of Europe, Baby-

lon and Nineveh as well as Memphis and Thebes

had existed and unfolded the primal Oriental

Civilization. This was unquestionably trans-

mitted to early Greece, of whose development it

was one of the factors. And it came not directly

but largely through a second kind of City-State,

the Phenician, lying on the great Inland Sea.

Already we have traced the movement into

Hellas from the fluvial, through the marine

City-State of the East (see preceding pp. 168,
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175). Now rises the interesting fact that the

Hellenic City-State is also to be brought back to

its civilized origin in this mighty refluent wave

of Macedonian conquest, along with the return

of total Hellas to its racial origin. For the

Orient was the primeval source of both physical

and spiritual Hellas, much as it differed from its

distant ancestor. Two diverse streams they were

from the start, yet they finally came together in

the Greek Peninsula, wheie they contributed to

the evolution of the Hellenic City-State which is

now circlincr around to its ancient beo^inninofs in

the Orient, both to give and to receive. Thus

the City-State, claiming to be unique and unde-

rived, is sent back to interconnect with its first

civilized point of departure, making the round

of the East with the Macedonian arms.

It would seem, however, that the Greek City

in Asia and the genuine Asiatic City, would not

coalesce but continued twain. Seleucus, after

trying old Babylon as his capitol for awhile,

built new Selencia, only forty-five miles distant

on the Tigris, which remained long a great Greek

city in the heart of the Orient. The Ptolomies,

though making themselves Egyptians in many
respects, developed enormously the marine

Hellenistic Alexandria instead of restoring

Egypt's famous fluvial cities, Memphis and

Thebes. In Syria Antioch on the Orontes rose

to be the third city of the ancient world, while the

22
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old Pheniciaa sea-cities, Tyre and Sidon, drop-

ped into the background. Thus the Greek City-

State, returning to the Orient both on the sea

and in the river-valley, had a marvelous reju-

venescence which in wealth and splendor and

magnitude, though not in artistic beauty, far

outstripped its prototype in Hellas, which was

always poor. This flowering of Hellenism in the

Orient lasted long under Byzantine rule. But

when Islam arose, it began to droop and seemed

to die (but did not) under the blow of the bar-

barous Turk.

Macedon arose from the decay both of the

East and the West, both of the Persian Empire

and of the Hellenic City-State. The latter fact

we have already unfolded; of the former a word

may be here said. Persia no longer fulfilled its

imperial function in the Oriental sense, it could

no longer hold itself together and form one

empire. The many revolts in Egypt, Syria,

Asia Minor and elsewhere, showed it dissolving

into its constituent peoples before the Mace-

donian appeared. The expedition of Cyrus the

younger, narrated in Xenophon's Anabasis, re-

vealed the inner weakness of the government.

In the royal palace the king-maker had risen to

the exercise of real sovereignty— this was

Bagoas, ilie eunuch, who had made way with

two kings, and put upon the throne one of his

friends, Darius Codomannus, not in the direct
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line of descent. This was the Persian monarch

who had to meet Alexander the Great. Like

autonomous Helhis, imperial Persia had long

been in conflict with itself, and had undone it-

self, after having triumphed through Cyrus

externally and through the first Darius internally,

the latter being the orgtinizer of the huge realm.

Thus Persia has in its way gone through the

general process which we have observed in the

Greek City-State. And Macedon is to unify for

a short time the dissolving Asiatic empire, as it

unified dissolving Hellas. Still the period has

come for inner separation even in West-Asia

which has so long been devoted to unity, having

witnessed empire after empire for thousands of

years. Alexander will seek to preserve and to

renew this Oriental tendency to a single political

supremacy, but his Successors will soon intro-

duce and maintain the separative bent which

they have brought from Greece and Europe.

For while Philip and Alexander unified in Greece

and in Asia, they had no followers of their prin-

ciple, except in a relatively limited way.

Macedon and Persia are, accordingly, both

Henarchies, the one being Hellenic, the other

Oriental ; the one is young and incorrupt, the

other is old and decayed. But each of theni

after a brief connection, is to be passed through

a long separative Polyarchic development, which
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prepares both Hellas and West-Asia for a final

union with the Roman imperial republic.

The present stage which we call Macedonian

Hellas lasts nearly two centuries, if it be

reckoned from Alexander as king till the Roman
victory at Corinth. The events of this consider-

able stretch of time have not been handed down
by any contemporary historian, and are in a very

disjointed, fragmentary condition. To be sure

much has been transmitted from antiquity about

Alexander, whose exploits are indeed stranger

than romance. But his three chief ancient

biographers lived four to five hundred years

after his death. On the other hand the grand

transformation of the Orient under Alexander's

Successors is very imperfectly recorded, and

must be pieced together from a variety of

sources. Still we can catch its outlines, and in

them behold the general sweep of the World's

History, of which the present period is an integral

part. Of course no great heroic figure appears,

like Alexander, or even Themistocles ; the World-

Spirit seems able to perform its function through

lesser men.

The historic movement of Macedonian Hellas

has a close resemblance to that of the preceding

stage, autonomous Hellas, which indeed it car-

ries overcome yet active in its bosom. It shows

a time of triumph followed by a period of self-

trituration and self-undoing, when it is subjected
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by an external power. That is, we behold Mace-

donian Hellas (1) as triumphant, (2) as self-

conflicting till it undoes itself, (3) as subordi-

nate. Philip appeared and seized the exhausted

Polyarchy of Greek City-States ; in like manner

Rome will appear and seize the exhausted Poly-

archy of Empire-States, into which the one

realm of Alexander has been divided.

In Rome the movement of the World's History

makes a new synthesis over Macedon, which

has shown itself unable to unite in a perma-

nent government Greece and the Orient. The

Macedonian Henarchy, after a brief meteoric

life, goes to pieces and stays in pieces. Its

separated and separative States keep the civilized

World in continual friction, from which there is

but one escape. The World-Spirit, ultimately

seeking the State universal, brings forth the

Roman Henarchy as a new step toward its su-

preme end, when the Greek Polyarchy, as Tribe,

as City-State, and finally as Empire, has ful-

filled its world-historical task.

In a sense it may be said that Macedon has

failed because it did not and could not do what

Rome did : unite under one governmental form

the distracted, self-destroying States which are

witnessed both ' in Greece and Asia. But in a

deep positive sense we are to see that Macedon

performed its allotted function in History, doing

what Rome could never have done : it Hellenized
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the Orient, giving to the same a wholly new sec-

ular life, which lasted a thousand years. A
necessary integral part of the total process of

the World's History is Macedonian Hellas, of

whose historic career we shall next give a brief

outline.

I. Macedonian Hellas triumphant.— This is

what is incarnated in Alexander the Great: the

complete triumph of the idea of Macedonian

Hellas, which now unifies not only the Greek

Peninsula, but with it Western Asia even to the

Indus.

We have already touched upon what we deem
to be the basic element of Alexander's career, as

well as the deepestinstinct of his soul :. he had in

him not merely a Proto-Hellenic (or Mace-

donian), but also a Proto-Aryan strand; he was

made of that primeval racial stuff from which

originally both Persia and Hellas were formed,

and thus he was able to sympathize with Iranian

as well as Greek. We call him not simply a

Greek hero (like Hercules) but an Aryan one,

since his deeds penetrate to the deepest layer

underlying both European and Asiatic peoples,

whose primordial separation he first sought to

reach and overcome. Seemingly he would reverse

all the racial divisions and migrations of thous-

ands of years, and restore the primal Aryan
unity. Perhaps he is the only real Aryan hero

known to History ; even prosaic skeptical Mr,
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Grote talks at times as if there was something

superhuman in Alexander. Of course the

Mjthus of peoples both in Europe and Asia has

taken him up and celebrated his marvelous ex-

ploits after its fashion. In Persian legend he

appears as Ischander whom Firdousi glorifies in

his Schah Nameh. On the whole we shall have

to deemhimthe greatest man of action whom Hel-

las brought forth, making the deepest and also the

widest synthesis in his career: he mediated with

the World-Spirit not merely the Macedonian or

the total Hellenic Folk-Soul, but he reached down
to its Aryan substrate uniting Europe and Asia.

Like most of the other Great Men of Greece,

Alexander may well be deemed tragic in the final

outcome of his greatness. That limit put upon

him by his soldiers at the river Hyphanis when

they refused to go farther, was the spiritual end

of Alexander, and was the chief ground of his

physical end not long thereafter. He had indeed

attained the originative center of the Aryan race,

and had overcome its Western divisions from

Greece to Bactria. But now his deepest ambi-

tion—let us call it his instinct of racial unity

—

drives him forward to overcome also its Eastern

divisions and migrations even to the valley of

the Ganges. But he is stopped by his own peo-

ple whose will, as voiced by one of his ofiicers

(see Arrian's Anabasis V. 25) is now to return,

to go back through West-Asia even to Hellas,
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and thus to complete the Greco-Asiatic round

already vast. Alexander has to yield, but it

kills him; he has to recognize a bound to his

own deepest Self, to his Aryan aspiration, if we
grasp him aright. Internally broken he starts

back and soon after completing the march dies

at Babylon, some say of poison, but most say of

dissipation which was so intense and prolonged

that it meant despair, suicide. At any rate he

had run upon the boundary line of his destiny,

which was racial unification ; when he could no

longer unify Asia and Europe he had reached his

fate spiritually, which shortly became a real

physical fate.

We should also take a note of that Macedonian

army which had so faithfully followed him and

which was his instrument. Very striking is here

the power of Demos declaring itself against the

greatest Mouarchos. It is what ultimately rules,

even in Macedon; the Folk-soul must dominate

at last even when the ruler falls out with it and

collides with its will. This collision is really

what makes Alexander tragic : his spirit and that

of his people have become twain, and he goes

down in the conflict. His career comes to an

end when he no longer represents the Folk-soul

or when he can no longer bring it to represent

him and to fulfil his deepest aspiration. We
shall see him trying to employ the Persian instead

of the Macedonian for realizing his purpose, but
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he cannot well change Folk-souls, not even the

hero can cut loose from his own people.

Alexander profoundly assimilated Homer, it is

said, under the tutelage of the philosopher

Aristotle; he became to himself a kind of

Achilles, whom he was to re-enact upon a far

wider stage. It is a suggestive remark of Hegel

that Hellas, the ever youthful, opens and closes

with two youthful heroes, Achilles and Alexander.

Certainly the career of Alexander has in it a

strange epical fascination, as if it were Homer
realized before our eyes, metamorphosed into

historic deeds with more than an Olympian

colossality. Of this actual Homeric epos we can

here simply note the main crises.

(a) It was the first and fundamental task of

young Alexander, as soon as he had ascended

the throne, to secure Macedonian Hellas, which

had been united and held together by the strong

hand of Philip. After the latter' s death there

was the tendency in it everywhere to fly asunder

into its original constituents. In Thrace, in

Illyria, in Greece separative movements at once

began. By overcoming these dissident elements,

and re-uniting them into one government, Alex-

ander showed not only his ability but also the

bent of his genius, which was to put down tribal,

national, and finally racial separation. In fact

he had to begin his work of unity in his own
family, which presented several claimants to his
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throne, and Macedon itself was on the point of

being torn bj civil broils. Herein he proceeded,

as usual, rapidly and remorselessly. His two

nearest rivals, though of his blood, he slew, or

caused to be slain, as well as others who might

be leaders in trouble. Having unified thus his

family and Macedonia, he starts for Greece,

which has begun to ferment again under its old

impulse of autonomy. In about two months

after the death of Philip, we read with surprise

that Alexander with a large army has crossed

the pass of Thermopylae and is at Thebes, a chief

center of discontent. Athens, hitherto applaud-

ing her orators with their grandiose declamations

against the Macedonian tyrant, now sends to him

an humble apology with submission, recognizing

him as head of Greece, and conferring upon him

divine honors. So much has Athens changed.

Alexander marches by rather contemptuously,

passes into the Peloponnesus, whose cities

humbly submit with the one stubborn exception,

Sparta. Then, in imitation of his father, he

calls a synod of the former Polyarchy of

Greek City-States to meet him at Corinth.

This synod is worthy of more than a passing

notice. It shows the ever-living aspiration of

Greece for autonomy, which she could no

longer maintain by her own strength. It also

indicates the way in which the Macedonian kings

used this aspiration for their own ends. First of
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all the synod of Corinth proclaimed Alexander to

be the head of Greece, the controller of its inter-

urban relations, and the generalissimo of its army

for the conquest of Asia. On the other hand in

the same agreement each Hellenic City-State was

declared to be free and autonomous ; no other

City-State was to interfere with it or to abet its

enemies; the existing.constitution of each, demo-

cratic, aristocratic, monarchic, was to remain

unchanged ; even a tyrant was neither to be set

up nor pulled down. The sea was to be open to

all, to be a mare Uberum, for commerce; no

maritime captures were allowed, no armed vessel

of one city could enter the harbor of another

city. There is no doubt that this subtle piece

of work was originally the scheme of Philip's

brain, which Alexander re-enacted. The Poly-

archy of Greek City-States is completely sepa-

rated within and atomized; their sole center of

unity is in the Macedonian monarch. It has

striking points of resemblance to Rome's later

plan of dealing with the same problem-. Here

we have what may be called the Macedonian

definition of autonomy. It is true that the same

view was implicit in the leading Greek City-

States; Athens, Sparta, Thebes we have seen

proclaiming autonomy but suppressing it when it

conflicted with their Hegemony. Hereafter the

Macedonian rulers will keep up their play upon

this deepest Greek sentiment. (These significant
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transactions of the synod of Corinth are not

given in any Greek historian, but by a kind of

chance have come down to us in a speech pub-

lished in the works of Demosthenes, but falsely

ascribed to him. It is, however, a contemporary

document, and bears the name On the Treaty),

Having thus settled civilized Greece, as he

thought, Alexander hastens to the backward

tribal elements of his kingdom to the peoples in

the northern portion of the Greek peninsula. He
reaches the Danube and even crosses it, subduing

the Thracians of those parts. We hear of a

tribe of Gauls seeking his friendship. The
Illyrians are next subjected, and we find later

a contingent of them in his Asiatic army.

Through these rapid and victorious movements he

secures the Proto-Hellenic element of Macedonian

Hellas, and draws upon it for soldiers in his

forthcoming Oriental campaign.

Scarcely is the task in the North completed

when. Alexander hears that civilized Greece in the

South is seething with plots against him, and

that Thebes has already revolted (335 B. C).
By a quick march he sweeps down and destroys

Thebes, terrorizes Athens, and re-establishes his

authority throughout Greece, always with the one

exception. Yea the second exception is found

by Alexander at Corinth during this visit : the

Cynic philosopher Diogenes in his tub asks

nothing of the great conqueror*, except that * 'you
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stand out of my sunshine." One Greek is de-

termined not to be dependent on him, and the

young hero salutes this assertion of freedom with

**if 1 were not Alexander, I would be Diogenes."

Thus Alexander has suppressed all the recal-

citrant elements of the total Greek Peninsula,

and has fully re-confirmed the authority of

Philip. So he is ready to take the next step.

(b) This is the expedition to Asia. It is a

curious fact that both sides (Macedonian dnd

Persian) appeal in this conflict to a world-justice

which each claims that the other has violated

(see the letter of Darius and Alexander's reply

after the battle of Issus, Arrian II. 14). Of

course these appeals are hardly more than pre-

texts. Each side could easily convict the other

of injustice and could cite not only historical but

mythical instances, as Herodotus does (Book I

at the beginning). It was autonomous Greece

which Persia had assailed under Darius and

Xerxes, and which Philip and Alexander had

put down. Therein Persia and Macedon were

alike. A far deeper ground must be sought for

in Alexander's career, whose real, even if uncon-

cious trend was to overcome the dualism between

Hellas and the Orient.

A typical, indeed presentimental act of Alex-

ander was that, when he crossed into Asia, he

hastened to Troy and identified himself with

heroic Greece in its attack upon Asia. Xerxes,
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when he invaded Greece had paid a similar visit,

though he was going the other way. Both recog-

nizing the Trojan War as the prototype of the

mighty conflict between Greece and Asia. More-

over Alexander chiimed descent from Achilles,

whose task he was about to complete. Indeed

the Macedonians were much nearer to the

Homeric Greeks that to the contemporary civi-

lized Greeks. Alexander had assimilated Homer's

world, he was a return to heroic Greece, to the

Trojan conflict, from which he now takes his

starting-point. Nor did he neglect that Homeric

realm of the Gods; to both Zeus and Athena he

made sacrifice on the hill of Ilium. Priam's

wrathful ghost he sought to appease by offer-

ings, as in a way representing the assailed Orient

with which the Greek conqueror is to be finally

reconciled and united. Macedonian Hellas we

behold in this forecasting act of its Great Man
going back to Early Hellas, and inter-linking the

historic with the mythical age.

By the battle of Granicus (334 B.C.) Alex-

ander gets hold of the Anatolian Peninsula,

with its clusters of Greek cities. The next year

he wins the battle of Issus, capturing the mother,

wife and son of Darius. After the siege of Tyre

he gets Phenicia with its navy, and now for the

first time he has maritime superiority. Syria

having submitted to him, he passes to Egypt

which also yields. There he founds Alexandria,
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seemingly his first work of the kind. He has

now mastered the East-Mediterranean world,

but that is not enough. He passes into the

great and rich river-valley of the Euphrates and

Tigris, with its old famous cities.

These unparalled victories were won primarily

with the implement inherited by the son from

the father, the army of Macedon with its sarissa

and phalanx. Already we have noted how
Philip transcended the military device which

Epaminondas had used against the Spartan dis-

cipline so successfully at Leuctra. The memor-
able Macedonian phalanx had as its unit the com-

pany (syntagma) sixteen men square— two hun-

dred and fifty-six men combined into a kind of

sledge hammer bristling with its long pikes

(sarissse). The skillful commander mauled the

enemy's ranks with this sledge-hammer, yea with

many of them smiting together and quickly

breaking to pieces any line of battle opposed to

him. No longer single combat as in Homer's

time, nor rows of soldiers dravvn up several men
deep, but the organized fist of war we behold

with its hitting power increased many times. It

was this weapon that slew the Theban Sacred

Band at Chseroneia, which could not reach the

man, but could be reached by the man, thrusting

that long sarissa, which, in the hands of the

Macedonian front lines, made up of picked men
exceptionally strong and specially trained, would
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skewer the Thebans, who at most might hurl

their spears, which were then lost. Philip him-

self during his long stay at Thebes, learned its

military discipline, which it was his prime

function to surpass. The phalanx, however, had

its limits, it was cumbrous, it could not wheel

well or move nimbly, it could not be employed

for light work, it was the sledge-hammer in the

shop. Hence the other branches of military

service— cavalry, peltasts, bowmen, slingers, etc.

— supplied various needs, but were necessary to

the work of the phalanx. Here we should note

that Philip's army was an image of his whole

spirit : it had a strong central unit (the phalanx)

which dominated the entire military organization,

whose other parts, hitherto more or less indepen-

dent (like the City-State) were made to circle

'about and subserve the one supreme body of

soldiers which was Macedonian— the subordinate

service being mj de up chiefly of Greeks and Bar-

barians (quite as their States were subordinate).

One incident of Alexander's stay in Egypt

must be specially noticed : He pays a visit to the

temple of Zeus Ammon in the desert, and is sa-

luted by the priest as the son of the God. This

seems to have been a turning-point in the inner

development of Alexander, who henceforth be-

gan to lay claim to divinity. At the same time

such a claim was ridiculed by the skeptical

Greeks and resented by many Macedonian offi-
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cers. The latter deemed it an insult to Philip,

and an alienation began to spring up between

them and their leader, which will bear deadly

fruit hereafter. The psychological ground of

Alexander's conduct in this matter has been

variously interpreted. Plutarch bases it upon a

political motive, which had the design of im-

pressing his Oriental subjects in a way most

natural to them, through religion. Grote ex-

plains it merely as one more instance of an

enormous personal vanity. We believe that

Alexander was working out his own native bent,

he was Orientalizing himself as he penetrated the

Orient. Such a change came from no premedi-

tated plan. It has long been observed rhat the

Oriental monarch is regarded as divine— a view

which lies in the nature of the Oriental mind.

This metamorphosis of Alexander must be seen

as a genuine, yea as a necessary part of his evo-

lution, as he becomes more harmonious with and

absorbed into the Orient.

Alexander crosses the Euphrates at Thapsacus,

and then the Tigris near ancient Nineveh, when
he comes upon and defeats the Persian king in

the battle often called Arbela (better Gauga-

mela), this being the third and last victory over

Darius (331 B. 0). The great and fertile river-

valley yields to him at once; the three chief cities

Babylon, Susa, and then Persepolis, are taken

and plundered. In particular he sought to anni-

23
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hibite Persepolis, the ancient capital of that

people (the Persians) who had invaded Greece

and burnt Athens. Thus he had fulfilled the

retribution which was the oft-proclaimed object

of the invasion. Like the poetical hero of epos

and tragedy, he brings to the guilty doer the

consequences of the deed after generations.

' And now Alexander enters upon the third and

final part of his conquest of Asia, in many re-

spects the most difficult. It is also the longest

part in time, lasting four years till he turns back

at the river Hyphanis (330-326 B C), since

from Granicus to Gaugamela lay only three

years. A vast territory he traverses, chiefly

mountainous, inhabited by warlike peoples, bat

incapable of combining against him. It appears

to have been the original function of the Per-

sian Empire to give to these scattered masses a

kind of loose unity and inner peace. Seemingly

they were of the Aryan race in the main, more

closely allied to the Iranian branch than any

other, to which branch the ruling Persians also

belonged. Alexander goes next to M^dia, which

had been conjoined with Persia in her conquests.

He takes its capital, but hurries on to capture

Darius, who, however, is slain by his ownoflSicers.

Thence Alexander pushes forward till he comes

to Proto-Aryan Bactria, where he marries beau-

tiful Roxana, a daughter of the land, and his
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first wedded wife, in whom his heart may well

feel the heart of Arya.

Alexander has now penetrated to the early

seats of the Aryan race, the germinal unit from

which both Greek and Persian originally sprang.

He crosses the large river Oxus, and subdues Sog-

diana, that debatable land over which Iran and

Turan seem to have fought their earliest racial

battles. These he, the greatest Aryan hero, is

fighting over again in his way. He reaches the

distant Jaxartes, on whose banks he founds one of

his cities, as the extreme outpost of his empire.

This instinct of racial heroship Alexander felt,

we hold, and it expressed itself in him in this

way : he conceived himself to be the son of a

God, like Hercules and many an other mythical

hero. But he no longer lives in a mythical or

even religious age, so it comes that in defence of

his divine selfhood he murders his friend Clitus,

who questions it, to be sure in a drunken de-

bauch at Maracanda, capitol of Sogdiana. Pre-

viously two of his highest officers, Philotas and

Parmenio, son and father, he had caused to be

put to death, ostensibly on account of a conspir-

acy, but really because they, or the son at least,

criticised his divinity. The same fate for the

same offence overtakes Callisthenes, a Greek

philosopher in his retinue.

But Alexander is not yet done with the con-

quering of primeval Arya, of which there is still
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a district, probably a central district, reinaiaiag

unvisited by his arms. He crosses southward

from Bactria t-he mountain range called Parapa-

misus (Hindoo-Koosh), and passes the upper

Indus (326 B. C.)^ into ancient India, the home
doubtless of the Sanscrit. This is now known as

the Punjab (land of the Five Rivers), where

Alexander encounters the Indian King Porus,

and, after conquering him, forms an alliance

with him as friend, feeling possibly some remote

kinship, for certainly he is treated by Alexander

with a remarkable magnanimity and even sym-

pathy, receiving back not only his land but being

made seemingly king of the whole Punjab.

Alexander marches on till he reaches the most

southern of the five rivers, beyond which is a

desert which has to be crossed ere the valley of

the Ganges can be reached, where is reported to

be another and much greater Indian Kingdom.

The youthful conqueror is eager to press forward,

but his old soldiers halt and say no. For the

first time a limit is put upon Alexander's ever-

advancing, limit-transcending nature by his own
people, both officers and men. It is to him a

great crisis, probably the greatest of his life.

Already there has been discontent, still he has

been always able to overcome it and to sweep

ahead. Behold! now it refuses to be allayed.

The entire Macedonian army suddenly resolves

itself into a Demos, or an assembly of the people,
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before whom Alexander has to appear as one of

the speakers 'discussing his side of the case, and

urging his hearers to continue till '*we have

traversed the whole of Asia." Then one of his

ojficers replies to him on the other side, voicing

the feeli-hgs of the armj, which wishes now to

turn back homeward, deeming that it has com-

pleted its task. Loud applause follows the

speech of the officer (Coenus by name), and

many even shed tears. So it came about that

those three elemental forces of the political

order— Demos, Aristos and Monarchos—burst

up and deliberated together, **on the rim of the

habitable world" in the pinch of destiny. The

fact is they have been seen before now rising to

the surface of this Macedonian army in the case

of Philotas, and also in that of Clitus. Demos
previously has yielded to Monarchos, but at

present the many-headed monster seems to have

become intractable to its supposed absolute ruler.

Which will triumph in this new conflict? The
next day Alexander calls the same men together,

and tells them that he intends to march on, and

let those stay behind who will. Still Demos is

obstinate. But after hiding himself two more

days in his tent and taking an Achillean sulk

which produces no signs of a change in his sol-

diery, Alexander comes out and declares himself

ready to turn back. There is no doubt that such

a resolution cost him a tremendous inner struggle.
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It was Homer over again, for there was the em-

bassy to him, made up of his dearest friends and

companions supplicating him to be recounciled

with his people. At first he refused, and defi-

antly proposed to proceed. Then he gave up

his Achillean wrath like Achilles ; but notably

he yielded that self-will of his, hitherto untram-

meled and untameable, particularly when the

sacrifices were declared not favorable to the ad-

vance. Having erected twelve lofty altars, **as

high as high towers and much broader," he

wheels about, beginning a new stage of his career

both internally and externally. (The special

biographers of Alexander, Arrian and Qiiintus

Curtius, have strongly emphasized in their way
this pivotal act of Alexander's life, giving an

account of the popular assembly and a report of

the speeches made before it, on each side. But

both are inferior writers, and quite fulfil Alex-

ander's presentiment that he would have no

Homer to celebrate his heroship as had Achilles,

whom he deemed his ancestor).

(c) So we have reached the return of Alex-

ander, which ought to have been the complete

rounding-out of his vast territorial conquests,

and also of his even vaster self-conquest. To
organize and solidify what he has won could

well have been the grand work of a life-time,

but really his career is finished. He carries out

his projected maritime scheme through Near-
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chos, and has other naval plans. Still when he

leaves his old Aryan mother whom he has so

heroically sought and regained, having tarried

upon her breast the better part of two

years in the Punjab (327-6 B.C.), the nourish-

ing fountain of of his genius seems to be cut off

at once, and with it soon fails the nourishing

fountain of life itself.

We may conceive him retracing his steps

northward, quite broken-hearted, with a pre-

sentiment of what is soon to come. For Alex-

ander was a man of far-stretching imagination, as

well as of the deepest instinct reaching down,

as we have seen, to the bed-rock of his race.

He goes back to the first of the Five

Rivers (not including the Indus), which is the

Hydaspes—the Hyphanis where he was stopped

being the last or the most southern. Thus he

traverses once more his beloved Punjab (such

a term we have a right to use, judging by his

actions) ; there he builds a fleet and floats down
through the same territory and its rivers which

debouch gradually one into the other till they all

pour into the Hyphanis, which, then empties into

the Indus. To Porus he hands over the govern-

ment of the country. Roxana goes too, whom
we may deem his Proto-Aryan spouse, the fair

Bactrian princess who was doubtless his first real

love, since his former relation to Barsine seems

to have been left-handed. Moreover she brings
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him aa heir, the second Alexander of fateful

memory.

Thus Alexander we may say has had to reverse

his destiny, having henceforth to travel back-

ward, not forward as hitherto. Can he do it

without its killing him, or perchance without his

killing himself? He floats down the Indus as

the outer limit of his limit-leaping conquests,

and hence as the inner bound of his bound-

bursting spirit. Hitherto he has been the vic-

torious counterpart to diefeated Xerxes; but now
he too has to turn back homeward, unsubdued in

battle but vanquished by his own troops. He,

having tracked the Aryan migration westward to

its very source, would gladly have followed the

Aryan migration eastward to the valley of thj

Ganges ; but that is not a portion of his world-

historical task, being reserved for a much later

time and people. Rome, however, never went

so far eastward as did Alexander, never had the

same ability of leadership in the Orient, and

probably never possessed the same deep Aryan
instinct as Alexander.

Having concluded his voyage which is said to

have lasted ten months, he disembarked at the

mouth of the Indus and beo^an to cross the coun-

try toward the Euphrates. After many hardships

he reached old Persis, where he visited the tomb
of Cyrus at Pasargadae, which he carefully re-

stored, and punished those who were charged
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with pillaging it. He also went to Persepolis

and show^ed regret for his former devastation of

the Persian capital. In fact his mood is wholly

changed from what it was on his first entrance

into ancient Persis some six years before. Then
he was still Hellenic, avenging the invasion of

Xerxes. But now he has become himself a

a Persian at heart, and regards himself as the

successor of Darius. He continues his journey

to Susa, the later imperial capital, where he

marries two Persian princesses of the royal

house. His dress, his manners, the ceremonial

of his court become Persian. Eighty of

his chief officers and friends he causes to

take Persian wives of the noblest families.

Eeally he seeks to join in wedlock Hellas

and Asia. A new Asiatic army he levies

and drills, intending to get rid of his unwilling

Macedonian soldiers, who had compelled him to

turn back at the river Hyphanis. His whole

behavior shows a complete change in his career;

instead of subjecting Persia to Macedon, as he

has done heretofore, he purposes to subordinate

Macedon to Persia. That was probably his reso-

lution already when he turned back from the

river Hyphanis. The limit put upon him there

he will transcend through a rehabilitation of the

Persian empire. Then he can again be divinized,

which the Greek consciousness will not permit

in a mortal, at least not till it loses its true
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c'liaracter. But the Oriental mind easily makes

its ruler unlimited, absolute, investing him with

the attributes of a God. We have noted that the

further he penetrated into the old Aryan lands,

the more he demanded deification, or rather

lonored for it. Hence came his uncontrollable

resentment at its refusal, which culminated in

the horrible murders of his own best friends in

Bactria. That limit to his empire at the Hy-
phanis was a limit to his Godhood, for a God
ought to be unlimited; it was the negation of his

divinity in deeds far stronger than words.

We must not omit the Persian influence upon

Alexander. What the Greeks naturally refused,

the Persians naturally granted. At first they

felt repugnance and enmity to thei-r conqueror,

who requited it as we have seen. But they be-

came reconciled to him and he to them. In the

Iranian part of the empire he stayed longer than

anywhere else; in fact he spent his chief ener-

gies in making the total circuit of it—say from

Persepolis and Susa back to these cities. Six

years the round lasted ; when he returned he had

taken the Iranian world into himself, had appro-

priated it and was transformed by it ; he had

become Iranian. He restored substantially the

Persian empire with its satrapies and its organiza-

tion otherwise. The Persians were largely light-

worshippers, the sun rising from the West was

not theirs, but when it came back to them out of
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the East, thev could adore it, as harmonious

with the course of their own sun-god. It was

dark Ahriman who smote them from the West,

but it was Ormuzd who rose with his beneficent

light out of the East. Then he openly became

polygamous on his return to Persia—which was

a change not only from Greek consciousness, but

also from himself in Bactria; when he married

Roxana, he seems to have been still monogamous.

In the basic institution, the Family, he renounces

Greece and Europe, and turns Oriental.

It would be interesting to know whether Alex-

ander, or any one of the many learned men in his

train, was even remotely conscious of the rela-

tionship between himself and the Persian or

other Aryan peoples, who were first conquered

and then affiliated with in some deeper bond of

sympathy overcoming their hate. Both sides

could hardly help hearing words in their respec-

tive tongues which sounded alike, particularly

the common words of life expressing the domes-

tic relations, primitive employments and even the

Gods. But we can catch no certain indication

of any such knowledge. And yet this affinity is

what the modern reader asks after, having been

made familiar to him by the new science of

Comparative Philology. But such a question is

seemingly not yet a hundred years old. Still we

hold that the feeling of common orio^in and

blood was present and at work underneath,
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though not conscious. That same tie of affinity

which we see in the roots of speech, must have

lain deep in the racial instincts of both peoples.

So we have to interpret Alexander by our recent

science of the Niaeteenth Century; we may
know him better than even the Greek could—
know his deep propelling racial instinct, which

sought to restore and for a brief moment did re-

store the unity of Arya out of its primeval

separation. Such was the chief strain of his

genius, which could fore-feel and strive to re-

turn to that far-off racial consanguinity which

had been lost by migration, war, and the lapse of

uncounted centuries.

But with these last acts of his, in which he

Persianzes his army and his government, the

career of Alexander closes. Really he has sought

to undo his work, and he has undone himself.

He strives to make the Macedonian conquest

vanish into the Persian empire, which then has

triumphed. Hephaestion, seemingly his best

Macedonian friend, dies of a fever at Egbatana.

Uncontrollable sorrow comes over Alexander, as

if he feels in that death a premonition of his own
fate. For what has a Macedonian to do in the

new order but to die? He builds at Babylon an

enormous funeral pile for his friend Hephaestion,

and celebrates with untold magnificence the obse-

quies, which may almost be regarded as his own,

so soon afterwards does his own death follow.
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The authorities agree that the immediate cause

of his sudden demise was an excessive indulgence

in drink. But he had undone himself; starting

out to punish the Mede, he had ended by Medi-

zing (to use the old Greek conception common in

the war with Xerxes). On the other hand he

had temporarily united Hellas and West-Asia.

But this evanescent political union is not the true

result of Alexander's conquest.

Perhaps it is permissible to take as the last

expression of Alexander his colossal monument
to Hephsestion— an enormous , quadrangular

pyramid, < each side being a furlong " and the

whole seven stories high, decorated with the

various forms of Greek and Oriental art. In the

sixth story were placed ** the arms of Macedon-

ians and Barbarians" lying side by side, in

peace— symbolic of his present mind. The
fourth story <* showed a battle of the Centaurs,"

famed in Greek legend; the fifth story had
" lions and bulls alternately, all in gold," well-

known figures on Assyrian and Persian monu-

ments. Highest were *• forms of Sirens made
hollow and containing the singers of the dirge to

the departed '

' to whom sacrifices were offered

** as to a God." In this vast ceremony Alex^

ander must have been thinking of himself, pre-

enacting his own funeral rites and his own apoth-

eosis. Many were the bodeful signs of his

coming demise ; Babylon, full of Chaldsean sooth-
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sayers re-echoed to him their fore-warnings.

What a crushing presentiment must have hung

over that city and Alexander during tlie ominous

celebration ! Even in the dry pages of Diodorus

written centuries later, one may feel the presag-

ing bent of the time which overlaps and sup-

plants the skeptical vein of the Greek philoso-

phers (see his Bibl. Hist, XVII 114-6, ed.

Dindorf).

II. Macedonian Hellas in conflict with itself.

No sooner was the strong grip of Alexander

relaxed in death than his vast empire flew to

pieces, showing a tendency to resolve itself into

its original ethnic units. To be sure there was

for a time something of attempt to keep the

whole together for Alexander's heir; but the first

question to be settled was : Who can he be—this

heir of Alexander? His children or some one of

the royal Macedonian family? Or is there

another law of inheritance about to make itself

valid? At least there comes an overwhelming

lurch toward separation of the colossal mass of

nations which Alexander has externally lashed

together. That deep instinct of racial unity

which we have found to be the key of his career

and which has sought to conjoin Hellas and

West-Asia, is now overslaughed by the opposite

trend, which we may call Hellenic or indeed

European. An irrestible Polyarchic wave suc-

ceeds the Henarchic bent of Alexander, with its
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Oriental consolidation of peoples. Nobody in-

herited, could inherit his feeling of Aryan unity

along with the ability to make it actual.

In fact the World-Spirit in its peculiar way

has decreed that Alexander has finished his task

of unification, which is after all but a half of the

total sweep of the age. There must be also

national and political diversity in the complete

movement of History. Alexander, as we see

especially in his later acta, would have wiped

out the Hellenic element of his own people, he

would have Orientalized Hellas, and did so up to

a certain point. But now the Orient is to be

Hellenized, yea to be Europeanized politically

and secularly by Greece and Rome, till its turn

comes to Orientalize Europe through its own
special gift, religion. At present however, the

Orient is to be Hellenized, is to take up and con-

join harmoniously Hellenic culture with its own.

First and foremost, therefore, the Hellenic

political norm is to be applied in the East,

which norm is that of a Polyarchy of States. Not

indeed of City-States : the one Oriental empire of

Alexander is to be divided up into a multiplicity

of what may be called Empire-States; the one

becomes many. Why should it? We may
answer, the World-Spirit has so decreed, or

Universal History has proceeded that way in its

own right. Yet we wish to see into the ground of

this world-historical process, which is at last a
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manifestation of something liigher than itself,

even if the historian takes it as the grand final itw

The separative stage is a stage of Universal His-

tory because this in its supreme sense is a stage

or part of the Universe itself (as Pampsychosis).

Already we have designated Asia as essentially

unitary while Europe is essentially divisive

(pp. 67-69), both being stages of the process of

Universal History, which is, hov^ever, but one

form, in which the All as Self is perpetually

revealing itself.

The time before us is accordingly one of separa-

tion fundamentally, though it be a part (the

second) of the grand return of Hellas upon Asia,

which we have already designated as the third

stage of independent Hellenic History. It is

known as the age of Alexander's successors

(Diadochi); to the one ruler succeed many
rulers. Moreover these many rulers with their

Empire-States conflict, are indeed in a continu-

ous struojgle with one another, for each is seekinoj

to prevent absorption, and to absorb the rest.

Thus the old collision between Polyarchy and

Henarchy is renewed under different forms, and

in a different series of historic events. The

parallelism is striking: as we saw autonomous

Hellas composed of its City-States in a round of

conflict with itself which makes it self-undoing,

so now we are to see Macedonian Hellas com-

posed of Empire-States in a round of conflict
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with itself, whicd likewise makes it self-undoing.

Both call up the outsider to control them, when

they prove to be unable to control themselves

after long: trial: this outsider is in one instance

Philip, in the other is Eome.

The present age is often named the Hellenistic,

since Hellas is Hellenizing the Orient, and in

fact t:he world, going later to Eome not by arms

but by culture, which is really that of the auto-

nomous Greek City-State. Thus it is a mis-

sionary time, a raying out from a center of light

over the East and then the West. The Greek

language becomes the universal tongue, modified

much from its Attic delicacy and vulgarized into

a kind of lingua franca, for the purpose of mili-

tary command, commerce, and social intercourse

between a vast number of polyglot peoples. So

the Greek intellectual treasures are scattered far

and wide. On the other hand the material

treasures of Persia, hoarded in fabulous quanti-

ties at the Persian capitals chiefly, are seized

and scattered among the people through the

soldiery. Persia consolidated the precious

metals of her wide domains by storing them away

in enormous piles, massifying them like her

empire, and destroying their purpose as a circu-

lating medium. The economic condition of the

East must have been much improved by such a,

large increase in the means of exchange. Money,

becoming suddenly plentiful, was applied to im-

21
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provements, and especially to the building of

cities, which became a kind of mania and rend-

ered possible the monumental transference of

Greek architecture into the Orient.

It is handed down that Alexander being asked

on his death-bed to whom he transmitted his

empire, replied: -To the strongest. It is also

declared that one of his last acts was to take off

his signet-ring and to give it toPerdiccas, imply-

ing the transfer of his power. Both these facts

would seem to indicate that his empire was to

remain united. But a prophecy of the coming

disolution is also credited to him in his last

moments.

Of course there is no intention here of follow-

ing out in detail the multitudinous fluctuations of

the Macedonian empire under Alexander's Suc-

cessors. Its history has come down to us in frag-

ments, and these are mostly of later authors. It

is another historic vortex like the second period

of Autonomous Hellas already described, but the

area of it is far greater, including the Greek

Peninsula and West-Asia as well as the inter-

mediate Asia Minor, all of which show the one

general tendency to separation into lesser States

mutually antagonistic.

{a) We may put the first half century after

the death of Alexander into a sub-period with its

own special tendency and character, showinojthe

sudden break-up of his vast empire and the
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movement of the pieces into several new empires,

so that the outcome is what we call a Polyarchy

of Empire-States. This is the chief political

contrast of it with the previous Greek world, or

the Polyarchy of City-States. There will be in

it consequently the same struggle between Poly-

archy and Henarchy, though in a different form,

yea we shall see repeated the conflict between

Autonomy and Heteronomy, though the con-

flicting units now are empires (or kingdoms)

instead of cities. We shall find that one of these

empires is always the greatest, and has the ambi-

tious monarch who is seeking or is suspected of

seeking supreme sway, whereat the others begin

to fight, and are able to thwart any universal

domination.

First then is the genesis of. the Polyarchy of

Empire States, otherwise called the division of

Alexander's one realm into the many ones of his

Successors, which after fifty years of conflict

settle down into three main Empire-States, two

in Asia (Egypt and Syria,) and one in Europe,

(Macedonia including the Greek Peninsula).

Asia Minor also divides within itself. The whole

is a long process of putting down the unitary or

Henarchic principle, which keeps rising in the

various Empire-States as it did in the vari-

ous City-States, and then is suppressed in one

way or other. Thus the Hellenic separation

makes itself valid again in the political world
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and there rises an inter-iinperial relation (not

inter-national, as these empires in the main do

not divide on the line of nationality, though this

is a strong factor).

Naturally the first division of the empire after

the decease of Alexander was into its provinces

or satrapies, of which there were twenty or

more (variously given), each with its own gover-

nor, who had the tendency to be independent.

But over them all was put a regent for the heir

(a kind of Grand Vizier) whose function was to

maintain the unity of the empire. The first of

these was Perdiccas, who was slain in Egypt by

Macedonian soldiers; with his death largely

vanished the power of his office, though several

other imperial regents succeded him. Then the

royal family itself was wiped out, both women and

children— one sister of Philip alone surviving.

Thus all who represented the unity of the em-

pire were taken off. Next the five leading gov-

ernors assume the title of kings, each having his

own independent government. These five are

Ptolemy possessed of Egypt, Seleucus of Baby-

lonia, Lysimachus of Thrace, Cassander of Mace-

donian Hellas, Antigonus of most of Asia. The

last is regarded as the dangerous man by the

rest, and so is eliminated at the battle of Ipsus

(301 B. C), whereupon Seleucus gets the lion's

share of his territories, becoming thereby him-

self the dangerous man, especially after he has
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defeated and slain Lysimachus at the battle of

Corupedion (281 B. C). But before Seleucus

can seize his prey, he is murdered by Ptolemy

Ceraunus, who is soon slain by the Gauls (280

B. C). In general all attempts at preserving

the unity of Alexander's empire have now failed;

the regents, the royal family, and several am-

bitious kings have been swept down by the

stronger tendency to separation. The Poly-

archy of Empire-States is accepted as estab-

lished, and another somewhat different current

sets in.

(6). The present outcome is that three lead-

ing Empire-States, Egypt under the Ptolemies,

Syria under Seleucids, and Macedonia under

the Antigonids, have settled their respect-

ive dynasties if not all their dynastic troubles,

have become separately autonomous (as Empire-

States), and each remains in one family of kings

for many years. Like the three City-States of

the former period — Sparta, Athens, Thebes—
they still rasp against one another; but the chief

process now is an inner one, they begin to

divide within. The account of this process we
shall omit in the case of Syria and Egypt, the

two Oriental Empire-States. The Greek Penin-

sula will be briefly considered with some glances

at Asia Minor, which also shows a tendency to'

be a Polyarchy in itself, though of lesser States.

The cities of central Greece never abandoned
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their ideal of autonomy even in the time of

Alexander. While he was still conquering in

Asia, Sparta revolted and was put down by An-

tipater. At the news of Alexander's death,

Athens with other cities began to stir against

Macedonian sway, and produced a new hero

Leosthenes, who won an important battle in the

Lamian war and then was killed. He had no

successor and the rebellion was quickly suppress-

ed. Most of the Macedonian rulers in Asia

wished to get Hellas as the origin of their

military power and of Greek civilization, both of

which were the great forces moving the Orient.

Hence they will play upon that strongest Greek

sentiment, autonomy, promising it often but

with little intention of fulfilment. At last

Antigonus Gonatas after many vissitudes becomes

settled on the throne of Macedon in Europe

(from about 278 till his death 239 B. C. His

descendants (the Antigonids) retain the kingdom

for more than a century till the battle Pydna

(168 B. C.)

Durincr this time the Antic^onids seek to main-

tain the supremacy of Macedon in Greece as

won and transmitted by Philip. On the whole

they were kept busy. The barbarous tribes of

the North and West, to whom the Gauls must be

added, kept making predatory attacks. But in

civilized historic Greece two elements, an old and

a new, rose up to disturb the Macedonian sway.
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The Citj-State was still ready upon a good op-

portunity to seize arms for autonomy ; Athens

had to be subdued more than once, and Sparta

in revolt met with a crushing defeat at the battle

of Sellasia (221 B. C). A new principle, or

rather an old principle with new life, began to

show itself— the league, which had two main

representatives during this time, the Achaean,

and the Aetolian. Chiefly, however, an external

power, Rome, started to interfere in the Greek

world, and finally overthrew the Macedonian

sway, doing to Macedon what Macedon two

hundred years before had done to the rest. of

Greece.

Four Macedonian wars with Rome are usually

set down in the histories of the period. Really

at the close of the second war which ended with

the battle of Cynoscephalse (197 B.C.), the power

of Macedon was broken. Flamininus, the

Roman victor, proclaimed at the Isthmian games

(in 196 B. C), the autonomy of all the City-

States of Hellas, thus undoing wholly the work

of the great Philip, and restoring the country to

what it deemed its time of supreme glory. Only

this freedom is the act of an outsider and springs

not from, the inside— an ominous fact. The

Syrian monarch Antiochus rightly sees that his

government too must end, if autonomy prevails;

he advances into Greece with an army, but is de-

feated at Thermopylae (191 B. C.) by Ghibrio,
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and the following year by Scipio Asiaticus at

Magnesia in Asia Minor, which country is now
lost to the Syrian monarchy. It is evident that

these victories have destroyed all of Philip's

work and a part of Alexander's. The real result

is that Greece is completely disunited, atomized

and de-nationalized. Against ^ this extreme

division and enfeeblement, a notable Hellenic

current sets in.

(c) The Achaean League has already been

noticed. A few small and poor towns lying in

the Peloponnesus along the Northern shore of

the Corinthian Gulf, have formed a federated

government, which has a considerable career and

is the glory of these last years of independent

Greece. Moreover it produces another pair of great

Greeks, truly heroic figures, Aratus and Philo-

poemen, not to speak of a worthy group of lesser

men. Thus Hellas, as it were in its expiring

agonies, seeks a new remedy for its political ills,

though this be too late. The Achaean league

transcends the narrowness of autonomy, and

therein distinctly rises above the Greek political

consciousness generally by seeking to unite the

separative City-State into one government, per-

chance into one nation. On the other hand it

does away with the outside power like that of

Macedon.

In its revived form the Achaean league began

nearly with the Antigonids, being directed really
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against the Macedonian sway. It had a

chequered career in its rise to power, as it was

opposed bitterly by another league on the North,

the Aetolian, and also by Sparta on the South.

Sometimes it was allied with Macedon, as at

Sellasia, but its character as a whole could not

help being anti-Macedonian.

Hence we find it an ally of the Romans at

the battle of Cynoscephalse. From this event till

the death of Philopoemen (197-183 B. C.) it

reached its greatest extent and w^as at the height

of its power. For a time it united the entire

Peloponnesus. Its northern rival, the Aetolian

league, was crushed by Rome in 189 B. C. Thus

it seemed for a while to be the destined political

form for nationalizing Greece. But on the

whole the principle of federalism ran against the

innate bent of the Greek mind with its ingrained

autonomy. And the old States were not with-

out jealousy of this young upstart which had not

much culture and almost no history. Thus two

political parties arose over the Achaean idea.

Moreover it was not only opposed to autonomy

in the strict Greek sense, but also opposed to

Roman supremacy, which had for the present

proclaimed and upheld autonomy. Hence a

Roman party appeared in the Achaean con-

federacy, headed by Callicrates, whose political

antagonist was Lycortas, father of Polybius the

historian who himself took part in the struggle,
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and who has transmitted the disparagement of

his opponents to future ages. One may see

however, that the Koman party had some

honest and even patriotic grounds for existence.

Callicrates may have been corrupt, but he could

give some good reasons for his policy.

There is no doubt, however, that Rome began

to assert more and more openly the mastery over

Greece which she knew she possessed. The
Greeks saw, in the course of the generation

following the mandate of Flamininus, that their

commanded autonomy was a phantom, a con-

tradiction in terms. They could not help

observing that it was played before them as a toy

for amusing and deluding them during a change

of supremacy from Macedon to Rome. So it

came about that when a new Macedonian war

broke out (the third), the patriotic or sentimen-

tal Greek had shifted to the side of Macedon as

the representive of the Hellenic nationality.

The battle of Pydua (168 B.C.) completed the

downfall and disruption of Macedon, which was

cut up into four republics so-called. The other

Hellenic enemy of Rome, the Achaean league,

was also punished, but in a peculiar way : one

thousand of its leading citizens of the anti-

Roman party were deported to Italy and dis-

tributed through sundry Italian towns where they

stayed for sixteen years (167-151 B.C.).

Among these was the historian Polybius.
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What can be plainer than that the Greek

Peninsula, and also Asia Minor, yea the whole

Macedonian empire has found its coming master,

.

and must be ojettinor aware of the fact? Indeed

the Polyarchy of Empire-States has undone itself

as completely as did the Polyarchy of City-

States, through an incessant self-conflict, each

warring for its own domination and against that

of any other. What it sought for itself, it could

not allow, much less impart, to its neighbor.

Neither the City-State nor the Empire State

could act universally, and hence was rent by an

inner contradiction. It is true that the Achaean

league did try to federate some Greek City-

States under a universal law or constitution.

This federal experiment rouses great interest,

particularly in modern times. But it ran counter

to the Greek political consciousness. Hence it

succeeded but partially and temporarily with the

City-State. Still the deepest problem of the

time lies elsewhere— not in the City-State,

which is properly past, but in the Empire-State,

which is overwhelmingly present. If the

Achaean league had succeeded in federating all

the City-States of Greece, it would not yet have

reached the heart of the age's trouble. It

might have done something truly world-histori-

cal, if it had been able to federate the Empire-

States of all Macedonian Hellas both in Europe
and in Asia. But why ask of it any such task,
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which really lies beyond Kome, indeed beyond

Europe. For to-day Europe is still a Polyarchy

of independent, self-conflicting States, which

have as yet not been able to federate or other-

wise to get rid of what may be called the Poly-

archic malady. Still very suggestive and soul-

stirring is that ancient attempt of the Achaean

league to onre the ills of the Greek City-State,

even if the remedy came too late, the patient

being already quite dead and the World-Spirit

having taken another way toward its end.

III. Macedonian Hellas subordinate, — Alex-

ander's Successors have now their one impersonal

Successor, Kome. As Macedon subordinated the

City-State of Greece, so she is herself subordi-

nated. The many Empire-States which have put

down the many City-States, are in turn put down
by one City-State which is or is becoming an

Empire. The Greek Polyarchy, seeking to

unify itself from within, has failed, and has to

be unified from without.

The Macedonian or Proto-Hellenic baptism,

which civilized Greece has had to pass through,

is over, and a new dip of the total Greek Penin-

sula, barbarous and civilized, is going to take

place. These two elements have remained more

or less distinct, though there has been an ad-

vance toward national coalescence. At the

battle of Pydna there was a strong sentiment of

nationality throughout Greece, which favored
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Macedon. Thirty years before at the battle of

Cynoscephalse, national feeling ran the other

way, and took the side of Rome. Greece began

to feel itself a Nation when it was no longer a

Nation. While it was independent, it was

divided and at war with itself; but when all

Hellas, both civilized and barbarous, was reduced

to a common subjection, it began to have a

community of feeling in its common distress.

Adversity united Greece, as prosperity never

ceuld ; servitude begat the sense of nationality,

which freedom was totally unable to do — that

is, freedom of the Greek sort. After hundreds

of years of training, the Greeks will once more

get back their Nation.

The three political forms which Greece has

evolved are all to be subordinated to the new

external master. These are in historic order,

the City-State, the Empire-State, and the Fed-

eral State. As we have seen in the last days of

Greece, these three forms co-existed, but they

could not co-operate harmoniously ; each was at

bottom hostile to the rest, even if two of them

would unite against the third, lest it get too

great. Sparta as autonomous City-State held

out long and courageously against Macedon and

also against the Achaean League, though each

of these was the foe of the other. Such was

the fresh Hellenic maelstrom starting after the

death of Alexander, quite similar to that which
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we saw during and after the Peloponnesian War
between Athens, Sparta, and Thebes. Then the

friction lay essentially within one political form,

the autonomous City-State. But in Macedonian

Hellas the collision arises between the political

forms themselves, which we have called the

City-State (as Athens, Sparta, and many others),

the Empire-State (embracing the various realms

of the Diadochi in Europe and Asia), and the

Federal State (numerous examples in Greek
History, the chief being the Achaean League).

The City- State still seeks autonomy as the great

political boon, though it may be monarchic,

aristocratic, or democratic.

Now Eome comes upon. the before-mentioned

three political forms in Greece, each working

counter to the other, and each seeking suprem-

acy. It finds out, not at once but in the course

of many years, that it has to subordinate all

three in order to pacify and still further to asso-

ciate dissociative Hellas. And it will likewise

find out that all three will unite and turn against

it as the common foe, and thereby attain in

enmity a community of feeling for the first time

in a long while. Thus Kome, in part externally

and with design, and in part internally and with-

out design, will unite separative Greece.

But while Greece is subordinated politically by

Rome, it is triumphant in another field, that of

culture, conquering and indeed transforming its
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antagonist. Art, Poetry, Philosophy, Science

in their Greek forms, go to Rome and take cap-

tive its best spirits, its intellect. Through

Roman territorial conquest, Greek mind reaches

out to the limits of the civilized world, in the

West as well as in the East.

Rome was a long time getting acquainted with

Greece. Leaving out earlier relations, we find

Pyrrhus in his Italian campaign introducing

the Macedonian phalanx to the Roman legion,

and seeking to subject to his Empire-State the

City-States of Italy and Sicily. Through

Pyrrhus Rome comes to know Macedonian

Hellas, whose throne he claims and for a time

holds. He will try to do in the West what

Alexander did in the East. He is the enemy of

the City-State both in its Greek and Roman
form; though king of Epirus, he really repre-

sents the Macedonian Empire-State. But he is

foiled by the West, which has another and

deeper world-historical principle already germi-

nating in its bosom.

The event which brought Rome decisively into

the Greek Peninsula was the treaty of the Mace-

donian King, Philip V., with Hannibal (216 B.

G.), who was at the time in Italy not far from

the gates of the Roman city. The so-called first

Macedonian War broke out, whose chief object

on the part of Rome was to keep Philip out of

Italy— wherein it succeeded. But at the con-
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elusion of peace (205 B.C.), Eotne kept her

hand upon several places in the Greek Peninsula

and had won Greek allies. She was waiting to

punish Macedon for that alliance with her mortal

enemy in the hour of her greatest trial. On the

other hand Philip still continued to give help to

Carthage after the peace. But with the victoi^y

of Zama (202 B. C.) Rome's hands were freed,

and her process with Hellas began.

(a) The second Macedonian War shows that

Rome intends to undo the Empire-State of Mace-

don, and to resolve it back into the political con-

stituents out of which it was originally put to-

gether by Philip and Alexander. The present

Macedonian king (Philip V.) is completely de-

feated at Cynoscephalge (197 B. C.) by the Ro-

mans under Flamininus, who the following year

declares that all the Greeks, especially those

hitherto subject to the king of Macedon, are free

and Independent. Autonomy is thus restored to

Hellas, which is intended to become again what

it was ere the great Philip began his work of sub-

ordinating it to his sway. The dream of the

Greek patriots seems to have come true. Still

it is said that Philopoemen and his Achaeans

looked on forebodingly, though they were allies

of the Romans, for they could not help feeling

that the decree of autonomy meant the disssolu-

tion of their league in the end.

But such was Rome's first political stroke in
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Hellas and really against it, as the sequel proved.

The divisive, Poljarchic bent of the civilized

Greek is given full rein, and Macedonian Hellas

is divided up into many parts, each of which is

held asunder and balanced against the others by

the astute outsider. Macedon is preserved in

her old limits as a counterpoise to Aetolia and

Epirus in the West, and to Pergamus in the

East. Sparta even under its bloody tyrant

Nabis is allowed to live as a check to the

Achaean league. Such is the first Roman inter-

ference in Greece, whose subordination is real,

even if concealed under that magical but delusive

word autonomy.

(b) The process now is that Greece becomes

aware of its delusion and turns against the cause

of it, Rome. In the next thirty years all three

political elements of Hellas— City -State, Em-
pire-State and League— separate from their

Roman unifier, and wish to expel him, though

there is a Roman party everywhere. Macedon,

aspiring to its former greatness as Empire-State,

enters upon the third Macedonian War with

Rome and is disastrously overcome in the battle

of Pydna (168) by Aemilius Paullus, which

marks a new stage in the subordination of Greece

to the coming master. Macedon is divided anew

into four separate districts, (called republics)

each of which has its own capital city. The
attempt is to break up the original Macedonian

I 25
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Nation, and to reduce it to four independent

City-States, whose people are not allowed to

intermarry or to trade together. All the chief

men not only of Macedon but of the cities of the

Achaean league are deported to Italy, the design

being to eliminate the leaders of the anti-Roman

party from the whole land.

Greece is still suffered to have a certain de-

gree of self-government, under its own laws, but

even this must be exercised through the Greeks

of the Roman party, whom the people soon

began to regard as traitors and renegades to the

Hellenic cause. The Macedonians, though ex-

ternally divided into four parts without lawful

intercommunication, still retained the memory of

their common greatness and kept alive the

national ambition to restore their Empire-State.

The result was a fourth and even a fifth Mace-

donian War under two pretenders,,both of whom
were speedily put down by Rome. In these

troubles the Achaean league also gets involved,

chiefly through its returned exiles, and is dis-

solved by Rome into its original elements. This

leads to a conflict ending in the battle of Corinth

(146 B. C), which may be deemed the Chaero-

neia of Macedonian Hellas, the latter now getting

back the blow which it gave to Autonomous
Hellas after an historic career of about two

centuries.

(c) The Roman master now takes his third
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and final attitude toward Greece, that of open

mastery, whereby the whole Greek Peninsula

becomes incorporated in the Koman empire. It

is divided into two Koman provinces, Macedonia

and Achaea, in which names substantially the old

division into barbarous and civilized Greece may
be recognized, a division which Macedon had

sought to obliterate. Thus Rome on this side

is trying to restore old Hellas. But each

province has its Roman Governor with his civil

and military officials, in whom authority resides,

except when it reaches back to the Central

Italian city itself. As far as possible, Greece is

reduced to a cluster of separate City-States

whose inner constitution is also changed ; there

is no longer self-government, but a committee of

propertied residents has control under Roman
superintendance, after the pattern of Italian

municipalities. Demos especially is turned out

of office, Monarchos and Aristos sometimes

fare a little better, but not much. Thus Greece

is provincialized somewhat after the Sicilian

model, which Rome has already introduced.

Three ways of undoing Macedonian Hellas

Rome has practised : (1) undoing the Macedo-

nian Empire-State after Cynoscephalse, and re-

ducing it to the original Nation; (2) undoing

the Macedonian Nation after Pydna, and dividing

it practically into four City-States; (3) un-

doing these Macedonian City-States, as far as
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they were autonomous, after the Fourth War,

and provincializing them into the Roman rule.

Such is the outcome of the Macedonian Empire^

State, which, as already noted, has gotten its

own.

At the same time Rome has undone the City-

State itself as autonomous and made it com-

pletely heteronomous within and without.

One cannot help thinking that it too has received

the consequence of its deed, the logic of its

principle. It would not associate but sought to

dominate its like, so it is dominated, now wholly

from the outside. The necessary outcome of

Greek Autonomy is Roman Heteronomy, which

movement has likewise had its stages : The
Greek City-State is governed by Rome
(1) through itself, (2) then through the

Romanizing Greeks, (3) finally through the

Roman himself and his law.

The Leagues, the last governmental form

which Greece elaborated to save herself, are dis-

solved by Rome into their constituent communi-

ties. Thus all three kinds of Hellenic govern-

ments— Empire- State, City-State, and Federal

State— lie divided and scattered over the face

of Hellas, which has thus completely realized its

original separative character. The deepest, most

pervasive fact of the Greek political conscious-

ness through all its History, has borne its fruit

in the complete self-undoing of the Hellenic
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Nation, which now disappears in Rome— politi-

cally disappears, not culturally by any means.

Thus Greece has gone through its Macedonian

discipline of two centuries, and we may well ask.

What does it all mean? Certainly there has

been a prolonged communal training in which

the small community has had to obey one great

Will beyond its own, and has found out that it

cannot exist by itself, but must in some way

associate or be associated. So the exclusive

communal idea is to be drilled out of Hellas after

it has done its work for human civilization. As

embodied in Greek Art, Literature, Science,

Philosophy (for all these were communal in

origin), it will be preserved ideally and in that

way passed through all cultured minds here-

after. It shows in brief epitome the meaning

and limits of man's association in the Commun-
ity (or City-State.) But there is now to rise a

new and higher principle of association, and the

Macedonian supremacy may be deemed the

breaking of the,Greek communal Will to some-

thing above itself. In this period we find, ac-

cordingly, a negative, terrible, often hopeless

feeling—especially in the never-ending see-saw

of war between the Diadochi. Macedon fails at

last to unify Greece, and the task is transferred

to the Romans. Nor should we forget that the

long Roman discipline now impending over Greece

is really a preparation for its nationality, for the

second or Byzantine Hellas,
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It is noteworthy that Macedon during this

period could no longer produce Great Men capa-

ble of realizing its national idea. It seems to

have quite exhausted itself in bringing forth

Philip and Alexander. The Syrian Monarch

Antiochus indeed called himself the Great, but

he was hardly more than a caricature on Alex-

ander the Great, whom he would imitate. Hence

it came that Macedonian Hellas on all sides kept

falling back into the Greek Polyarchy. No great

Man arose who could realize the Folk-Soul of

Macedon, which thus failed to unify Asia and to

unify Greece ; still less could it unify Asia and

Greece together—the consumation of Alexander's

work. These three unifications however, we

shall see accomplished by Rome, which brings a

new power of political association into the world,

a power clearly not possessed by Hellas in any

of its historic stages.

Briefly we may here recall these stages—the

three Hellases they can be regarded—the

Early (Proto-Hellenic), the Autonomous, and

the Macedonian. We have traced each of them

fulfilling its historic round, which itself becomes

a part of a still greater round of History, till we

behold for instance the total Hellenic cycle. But

now we are to see this in turn as a part or stage

of a yet vaster process which next calls forth

Rome in the movement of the World's, History

toward its supreme end, the State universal.



2, ROME.

The History of Rome has the same political

form underlying it as the History of Greece,

namely, the City-State. This is the common
element, the connecting link which holds to-

gether all classic antiquity. Greek, Roman,

and finally Byzantine government was that of

the City-State ; a single community claimed and

maintained an all-sufficient authority over itself,

both as to external and mternal relations. The

City-State, however, separates into different

kinds of itself, one of which is the Roman, in

contrast to the Hellenic.

Already the Hellenic City-State has been set

forth quite fully with its dominating principle of

autonomy. It was, accordingly, separative, dis-

sociative ; Hellas never did and never could unite

(391)
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itself into a political whole and become one

organized Nation. In this regard Rome is quite

the opposite: it associates the different com-

munities, tribes, nations into a single political

totality. Such is its deepest bent, its inevitable

character, indeed its world-historical function.

Rome we may, therefore, call associative in con-

trast to dissociative, autonomous Greece; in its

historic career we shall behold it associating first

itself, then Italy, and finally the Mediterranean

world.

Such is Rome in its essence. But we must

here enforce that this tendency is not simply

Roman, a civic peculiarity of hers and nothing

more. In such case it would have little interest

for us now, indeed it would have long since

vanished with its community. We must grasp

the fact that this associative character is the

next great stage after Helhis in the movement of

the World's History. Rome becomes filled with

an end beyond its immediate own; it gets to bear

the stamp of the World-Spirit. Hardly for its

own sake merely do we study ancient Rome
to-day, but because it, as associative, is world

-

historical.

To be sure her method of association was ex-

ternal, largely that of violence and war, and

cannot be approved by the man of to-day, who
applies his modern consciousness to ancient

problems. She insisted upon being the associative
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city alone, upon having a monopoly of associa-

tion, quite to the exclusion of other cities and

nations. For instance, she took away from

Latin towns the right of making a league among

themselves, as they had previously done ; they

were to be associated through her only—she

being the one central associative power for all.

The right of independent association was what

she could not tolerate, even in allies and in fed-

erated states. The communal unit she often left

to govern itself within, but it must not dare treat

with other communal units like itself, except

through her. Even intermarriaoje and inter-

commercial dealings (^connuhium et commercium)

were often prohibited.

Thus Rome became jealous of all intercom-

munal ties and relations as hostile to her deepest

purpose and character, yea as subversive of her

very destiny. She must be the associative city

exclusively, in fact the tyrant of association,

and cannot stop till the world she associates in

her way. Such was her strength, but likewise

her limit, upon which she breaks and becomes

tragic. Indeed we may say that such was her

primal right of existence, her great historic

duty, which finally becomes her supreme wrong

and sends her to her doom.. We are to see the

vast services which Rome rendered to the com-

munities and nations which she associated;

really she first civilized the world as a whole, or
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at least the Mediterranean world. The isolated

town, tribe, people had to be associated exter-

nally, ere they could receive the civilization of

the totality, and become also self-associating.

Let it not be forgotten, then, that Rome in her

one-sideness is fulfillirg a world-historical

destiny, and in that hab her justification. With
untold labor and no small ability she toils at her

task, till it is accomplished. This does mean
that we are morally to defend everything that

she did. That is quite impossible ; but we are

to see her carrying out the behest of the World-

Spirit for her time and stage of development.

Much use, therefore, we shall make of the

term Association in setting forth the significance

of Roman History, in which it occupies the

same place that the term Autonomy does in

Greek History. Of course we are now treating

of what is usually called the Roman republic,

which, however, starts as a kingdom and ends

as an empire.

I. Rome associative universally finds its chief

spiritual instrument as well as its expression in

Law. The one City-State, associating perma-

nently all City-States and communities makes its

command universal and thus is supremely legis-

lative. Herein aojain is a strono^ contrast with

Greece. Each Greek community made its own
law in its way, and regarded such power as the.

very essence of its freedom ; this was its auton-
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omy, which, however, Rome is to do away with.

The result was that Greece had as many laws as

cities ; a man passing from one city to another

had no law for himself, was really an outlaw.

Greece was, therefore, polynomous while Rome
became mononomous^ and finally reduced the

world to one Law. This springs from its asso-

ciative spirit already designated ; it will unite all

through itself, it makes the law, which is thus

the law of Association. Already in the begin-

ing it combined its three constituent peoples

under law, and had to be legal.

The State as such is to secure Free-Will

through the Law. The Roman State was to

secure universal Free-Will, that of all civilized

peoples, through its universal Law, which was

to govern them all. The Civil Law arose

through Rome for civilization. The Greek

City-State also secured Free-Will through the

law, but that of itself, of its own citizens, not

that of another community, which to the Greek

mind had to be autonomous. Hence its Law was

communal, not universal, being unable to pro-

tect inter-communal relations, which are what

Rome has seized upon and associated with and

through itself.

We are, then, to see that the associative,

mononomous City-State of Rome is a great his-

toric advance upon the dissociative, polynomous

City-State of Hellas. A decided step it is to-
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ward man's freedom actualized in the State uni-

versal, which is the goal of History. Still it

has its limitation, yea its inner self-contradiction,

which will in time work itself out in decay and

destruction. Rome, as already said, keeps asso-

ciation for herself, but denies it to other com-

munities. Thus she really denies her own
principle in its universality, and assails her own
vital germ. Her good is not good for others

;

what she deems bad for herself, she forces upon
her neighbor. But what I destroy in another,

1 destroy ultimately in myself. Rome's associa-

tive character thus has its negative side, which

will unfailingly be brought home to her, even by

those whom she has associated, or rather has

refused to associate universally, on an equality

with herself. Italy, the Provinces, the World
will come back, and demand her right as theirs

also, and will proceed to put her down as she

has put them down, thereby associating her, too,

with themselves, as she once associated them

with herself. But this final act has to be done

by the Strong Man outside of the City-State,

and in him the Roman Republic ends, having

passed over into the Empire.

So Rome legalizes the world, making the Law
universal over many heterogeneous peoples. The
Law becomes its associative instrument, backed

of course by its armies, which compelled nations

to receive Law, and thus to be joined together
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in a common justice. How often Rome fell

short of this its ideal, its history sternly shows;

still we are not to forget the principle, though

frequently obscured and violated in conduct.

II. Italy, in which Rome is situated, and

which was its first large large task in association,

is the second or middle peninsula of North-

Mediterranean Europe. This geographical posi-

tion corresponds to its historical place in the

entire sweep of the ancient world. The so-called

Roman Republic is second or intermediate be-

tween Hellas and the Empire. Moreover, these

three stages form a process (or the Psychosis)

of antiquity as a whole.

While Italy is thus a peninsula, it does not

break up into many peninsulas like Greece,

though it has a number of them. Its coast line,

in proportion to its territory, is accordingly

much less than that of its eastern sister. On
the one hand its peninsular character corre-

sponds to that of Europe as a totality, which is

also a peninsula. On the other hand it distinctly

diverges from the peninsular divisions and sub-

divisions which bring so much separation physi-

cally into Hellas, and become Nature's basis for

the separative character of it spiritually, and in

particular for its dissociative political institu-

tions. Here, then, we may draw our first con-

trast between Italy and Greece.

Connected with the Italic peninsula are com-
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paratively few isiands. Sicily, the largest, is

ethnically and historically a part of it, being

separated from the mainland only by a narrow

ditch. Corsica and Sardinia lie to one side at a

considerable distance. Italy has no islanded

Aegean dividing her massive territory on the one

hand and on the other connecting her with the

East or West. By nature she is essentially one,

unified, and will be the seat of political unifica-

tion, not only of herself but of the Mediterra-

nean world.

Italy, however, has its physical divisions,

which are through mountains, rather than

through the sea. The result is, its parts are

everywhere accessible on foot, and will call

forth the soldier more than the sailor. The

ancient Italians seem to have had a kind of aver-

sion to the sea: with good reason, for the sea

literally turns away from them, compared with

Hellas which it actually caresses in a hundred

little ways. Look at the Italian line of the

Adriatic, of old called inhospitable; land and

and water there seem mutually repellent. It

was down this coast that the Sabellians

migrated, who shunned the sea and its nauti-

cal life; the colonizing Greek also avoided it,

planting his cities further to the South.

Toward the West, however, laud and sea

became more friendly to each other, and a mari-

time intercourse began. The central mountains
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shade off toward the sea into rich plains which

are traversed by running streams, one of which,

the Tiber, has a great name in History. Thus
Italy may be said to turn her back upon the

Hellenic peninsula, and to cast her favoring

glances westward. Rome decisively separates

from Greece, both in Nature and in the

World's History. On this western coast an

Italic people, the Etruscan, will become sea-

faring at an early time, and begin to connect

separated, self-occupied Italy with the civilized

nations of antiquity. It is probable that regal

Rome through the Etruscan navigator first re-

ceived some drops of influence from the World's

History.

Italy, then, is a peninsula, like Greece, but a

peninsula which holds itself together, refusing

to peninsularize itself into multitudinous lesser

forms of itself. Nor will it permit the sea to

intermingle freely with its land and cut up its

parts into adjacent islands. So the Roman
City-State will remain the one City-State, not

reproducing itself in other independent City-

States like itself as colonies (as did Greece),

nor even permitting other already existent com-

m.unities to remain separate and autonomous.

Thus institutional Rome accords with its physic-

al environment, though it is not said that Na-

ture made the Roman City-State, If that were

the case, it ought perchance to still be there.
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Nature may be deemed to furnish a kind of

mould or matrix for the institutions of a people

at a given time, when they are ready to be

moulded. But the artificer is a different power.

Such, then, is the physical character of Italy

with its tendency toward unity. But when we
look from Nature to Man, the scene changes.

The peninsula opens its History with a great

diversity of tribes, peoples, cities. Some of

these cities in Etruria and still more in Latium,

were trying to get together in leagues with

various degrees of cohesion. Among this much-

divided mass of humanity and institutions, the

Eoman City-State appears with its arduous task

of association lasting centuries. On the Whole
it is favored by Nature for its special historic

work, and the same thing we have already

remarked concerning Hellas.

Another significant fact about physical Italy

should be noted : its reclining position. From
North-West to South-East it leans at an angle

averaging forty-five degrees. Which way is it

leaning or seeking to move? Looking at its

famous foot or boot, we observe that it seems to

be marching westward even in the South. Then

Northern Italy bends strongly toward Gaul and

perchance Spain, both of which were largely in-

habited by Celts, as was also the valley of the

Po. On the other hand Southern Italy with

Sicily is nearer Greece, from which it received
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at an early time numerous colonies. Between

these two extremes, which we may call Celtic

and Hellenic, or barbarous and civilized, lay

Central Italy, with Rome at its" heart, which is

to be the associating or mediating power of the

two extremes. The situation of Rome suggests

its world-historical function.

We may recall thftit Italy is the middle penin-

sula of the three belonging to the North-Medi-

terranean territory, and has by its location at

least the opportunity to be the mediator, the

unifier, the associator. We shall see that

Roman History moves forward in Time with a

physical correspondence in Space, embracing

first central Italy, then total Italy, then the

Western (Iberian) and the Eastern (Hellenic)

peninsulas, and finally the tri-continental Medi-

terranean world. Such we may consider the

grand mediatorial act of Rome as political.

Even Greek learning has reached and still

reaches the West largely through Rome's

speech. Greece of herself does not come this

way, she has to be mediated for us through

the Latin at the start. The boot of Southern

Italy indicates the stride out of the East to the

West, and perchance across to Africa, since it

tips strongly southward as if to step on Sicily,

and then pass over. And this is what Rome did

historically when she had united Italy: slie passed

to Africa from Sicily. Let it be added that

26
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medieval Rome still maintained the mediatorial

character, not as political however, but as

religious, associating the European world

through the explicit doctrine of the Mediator.

Heathen Rome also had somewhat of the same

character, though in a secular way.

Physical Italy, therefore, is compact of terri-

tory compared to physical Greece, which is

insular and peninsular. Spain, the third penin-

sula, with its square and enclosed shape is still

more concentrated by nature than Italy, which

though connected, is much elongated in form.

This physical gradation of the three North-

Mediterranean peninsulas has had its counterpart

in their historic careers.

Here we should not fail to note the contrasting

fact : Italy though physically more united than

Greece, was spiritually more deeply separated at

the dawn of History, before its association

through Rome, whose primal problem indeed

was furnished by this Italic separation. The
peoples lying nearest to Rome—Latin, Sabel-

lian, Etruscan—were ethnically different and

hostile to one another ; still more deeply sepa-

rated from them and from each other were the

Celts in the North and the Greeks in the

South. Everywhere in Italy was also communal

separation. In Greece, on the contrary, there

was essentially one racial stock (the Hellenic),

one religion, one languaore. Italv had no com-
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mon festivals like the Olympic, no common
book or bible, like the Homeric poems, no com-

mon enterprise lying back of her historic life,

like the Trojan or Persian Wars. A Pan-Italic

feeling, corresponding to the Pan-Hellenic, was

not existent till it was created by Kome when

she had associated Italy. Greece as ethnic and

elemental had unity, though it passed into the

separative City-State when it became civilized.

But Italy was ethnically separative as well as

communally, till it was unified by Rome, of

whose task and of whose training we begin to

catch a glimpse.

Such is in general, the ethnic diversity of

Italy, furnishing the raw material of Rome's

Association. But ere we go further, it will be

in place to look back into the source of this

diversity of Italic peoples.

III. Into the Italic peninsula as into the Hel-

lenic, rolled successive waves of peoples at

diverse periods, of which an exact History,

measured by years or even by centuries, cannot

be given. Indeed the order of their succession

is often doubtful. But linguistic remains

have been transmitted in sufficient quantity

that Comparative Philology can ascertain the

chief layers of this inflowing mass of peoples.

What we have called the Ethnic Protoplasm

(p. 36) may thus get its first organization in

Italy as the pre-historic substrate of History.
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Here we come upon the fact that all these pre-

vious layers of migrating humanity were doubt-

less Aryans; that is, they had come originally

from a central home somewhere in Middle Asia,

sweeping westward in various successive streams,

which again had shot off into several branches as

they approached their goal.

It is known that there was a pre-Aryan race

scattered over the greater part of Europe, whose

existence is attested, not by language, but by

considerable remains, such as stone-implements,

kitchen-middens, and lake dwellings on piles.

Living remnants of this earlier Proto-European

people, driven into remote corners by their racial

conquerors, are supposed to be seen in the Lapps

and Finns and possibly in the Basques, whose

speech has been compared with the Aryan and

declared to have different roots and laws. Here,

however, it need only be said that Italy is

remarkably devoid of any such pre-historic

relics; its monuments and its languages in all

their diversity point to a common Aryan rela-

tionship, which, however, reaches back very

far, even to that people dwelling in classic

twilight, the so-called Pelasgians. These may
be deemed the first Aryan layer spread over

both Greece and Italy, and preserved in spots

till historic times. The lapygians in the heel

of Italy and the Siculi were probably of this
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earliest Aryan layer, which is essentially un-

historic.

Passing to the historic Aryans of Italy, we

find in them diversity enough, and consequent

conflict. Indeed, it may be said that the Italic

peoples are distinguished for their divergences,

for their heterogeneity. Compared with them,

the Hellenic peoples are homogeneous — of

one nationality, though of different tribes like

Ionic and Doric. But the Italians are split up

into several nations, which still further are

divided into tribes and states. Now it is upon

these national and ethnic differences that the

History of Konie primarily turns; hence the

student must first of all put them into some

kind of order.

(1) We may first look at the Sabellian

stock, quite the largest, most diversified and

most widely scattered of Italic peoples. It was

also the first probably of the Aryan migrations

after the Pelasgians, and extended quite from

the valley of the Po down the Appenines and

eastern coast to the Bruttians. These Sabel-

lians— such is the general name which (with

Niebuhr) we shall apply to them—were mostly

mountaineers, had little or no political unity,

and on the whole were decidedly opposed to that

of Rome. In fact the Sammites, a Sabellian

people, were the most determined and desperate

foes that Rome ever had anywhere, and more
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than once made her look destruction in the face.

Yet a Sabellian element we shall see entering

into the original organization of the Roman
City-State, even under Eomulus, for the Sabines

were a Sabellian tribe, which, lying nearest to

the young community, was soon associated with

it.

(2) The Latin stock should be next men-

tioned, with its cluster of cities chiefly situated

in the plain of Latium. In some pre-historic

time it separated from the Sabellians ; where or

when cannot be told. It has been supposed

also to have mingled with older nations. The

historic age finds the bifurcation complete ; the

one branch, Sabellian, is of the Highland, the

other is of the Lowland (Latium, Flatland)

and calls itself Lowlander (Latinus); its

speech bears the same name, being that of

the flat country (like Platt-Deutsch in contrast

with Hoch-Deutsch ; in fact to speak Piatt is to

speak Latin, both words being of the same old

Aryan root). This dialect of the Lowland is

destined to a great future, supplanting other

Italic dialects and becoming the language of

Roman civilization, and also for a long period

the literary vehicle of the Latin Church. At
present we have only to add that Latium is to

furnish the leading element of the new city.

(3) The Estruscans are the third Italic people

who give a primordial ingredient to the making
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of Kome. Their mystery has never been solved

by modern scholarship, though their language,

their art, their works of various kinds still exist

in considerable quantity. Several indications,

however, point to their Aryan origin, though

their racial separation from the mother stem

must have been at a time long before that of the

Latin and Greek stocks, which show their close

linguistic kinship in many forms. Nor is it

known when or by what way the Etruscans came
into Italy. Their first Italian habitation seems

to have been in the Valley of the Po,into which

they probably passed over the Rhsetian Alps,

as Khsetia is said to have spoken Etruscan still

in later Roman times.

The important fact for our present theme is

that we now have before us the elemental ethnic

constituents which go to form original Rome.

These are the Latin, Sabellian and Etruscan, of

which each has its own distinct character as a

people, and undoubtedly contributes the same to

the new Roman compound. Whereof more is

to be said later.

Two other stocks, which we may call non-

Italic, were appearing in Italy about the time of

the early kings of Rome—the Celt in the North

and the Greek in the South, the barbarous and

the civilized, the land-farer and the sea-farer.

The Celts poured over the Alps in a vast tribal

migration, bringing along as their basic institu-
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tion the simple Village Community ; the Greeks

came as colonists, settling on or near the sea-

coast for the purpose of trade and intercommu-

nication, bearing with them their peculiar insti-

tution, the City-State, which was already

developed with its principle of autonomy. The

destiny of the Celt is to be Eomanized, but the

destiny of the Greek is to Hellenize through

culture and civilization the Roman, who, how-

ever, will show the ability to associate both the

barbarian and the civilized man in a common
political institution.

IV. When Eome impinges upon the Greek

City-State of Southern Italy, she grapples di-

rectly with her chief world-historical problem,

which is to associate just that autonomous, self-

sufficing Greek City-State in a new political

norm, which is her own. Can she do it? That

is what her History must show. Particularly in

the war with Pyrrhus, the two sides, the Roman
and the Greek, are aligned openly against each

other in bitter conflict. This is the conflict be-

tween an incoming and an outgoing political

order ; Rome is brought face to face with her

world-historical predecessor in the Greek City-

State, which will not fail to fight for its

continued existence. We must recollect that

both are fundamentally City-States, but of a

different character; the one is associative, the

other dissociative, so that the problem runs,
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Can Rome associate her dissociative counterpart?

We shall see that this problem winds through

Ancient History to its end.

There was a time when the Hellenic and Italic

peoples were all one, speaking one tongue, hav-

ing the same grade of institutions, with one

religion and one ethnic character. Then they

bifurcate somewhere on the way to their future

peninsular abodes, and become different in relig-

ion, institutions and character. To draw the dis-

tinction between the typical Greek and Roman
without obliterating their similarity, has always

been seen to be a pivotal task of the historian

of antiquity. The one unfolded the individual

in and through his community, the other subor-

dinated the individual to his community. In

Rome the citizen has his supreme end outside of

himself, he is to be made useful to his institu-

tion, serving it with unremitting labor, and liter-

ally devoting his life to its existence. The
Greek also showed devotion to his City- State,

but rather as the means for his own full, free

development, than as an end in itself. Beauty

he sought, individualized as it must be in one

way or other; the Roman's category was chiefly

utility, which he remorsely applied to himself.

Hence he had a gospel of work, while the Greek

loved enjoyment and often luxuriated in idler

ness, like the happy Faun of Praxiteles. The
modern Italian, more Hellenic than Roman,
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has a good deal of the same temperament in

his dolce far niente. The easy-going Greek

would keep his own law and let everybody

else do the same ; the stern Roman had as his

mighty task to legalize the world, putting it

under one law, namely his own. He has to as-

sociate the autonomous state and the autono-

mous man, that is, the Greek; hence he pri-

marily gives up his own autonomy to his

City- State, which is to subordinate autonomy.

The Roman was a stoic long before Zeno, the

founder of Stoicism, was born; hence the

true Roman naturally took to the Stoical phi-

losophy and therein became conscious of his own
character. The dualism inherent in the thous^ht

of the Stoa was profoundly Roman: The

Self must put down the Self in order to be, its

end must be negative to itself as end.

We may also see now that Rome is essentially

abstract, turning away from individuality, while

Hellas is concrete, cherishing and even ideal-

izing individuality. So it comes that the Greek

City-State will beget Art, Poetry, History,

Science, yea Philosophy also, which is of these

two kinds, concrete and abstract, or Greek and

Roman. In a sense Rome is universal, is turned

to the One, namely to Rome herself, which

politically brings all the world into unity, not

through itself but through herself. Not the

Universe, but Rome is universal for Rome,
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which is her own word and is full of her mean-

ing. Subtly different is the corresponding

Greek word: katholon, for all or the whole.

Religion even binds back or again the Roman
man to his City-State, which is also its end

(though this derivation of it from ligo to bind, is

contested). Thus Religion for Rome is a politi-

cal means.

As to Intellect, therefore, and all its products,

the Romans must be deemed an abstract people

;

but when it comes to Will they are exceedingly

concrete. Their Deed has, accordingly, an

infinitely higher place than their thought, in the

World's History. Really the Roman has no

time for thinking, he is too busy. Like the

man of affairs, to-day, he considers the artist,

poet, philosopher rather as a trifler, who is cer-

tainly not to be compared with a practical person

like himself. His spiritual movement is out-

ward, not inward—toward associating the world

under one City-State, not toward formulating it

under one principle.

And yet Rome and the Roman will change,

evolving into something like their opposites.

The Great Man of Rome, after subordinating

himself so completely to his City-State and its

end, will at last come to subordinate his City-

State to himself and his end. There is no de-

nying that the Roman Republic evolved Julius

Caesar, who brought it to a conclusion, yea to
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his own conclusion. Rome's suppression of the

individual ultimately begat the most colossal in-

dividual for suppressing the suppressor, Rome.

At the same time with. the ri^se of the Great

Individual, the Roman mind began to bloom in

Poetry, History, and Philosophy. The old fet-

ters were broken and a new order set in, of which

Literature became the expression. Greek Spirit,

being assimilated by Rome, undoubtedly contrib-

uted to the foregoing result. The Roman indi-

vidual at last broke loose, and expressed himself,

but that bloom of literature indicated in its

deepest note the end of Rome as a Republic. He
became Hellenic rather than Roman, and re-

echoed, to be sure in his own manner, the former

utterance of the Greek individual, who, however,

was original and spontaneous.

In kinship the Greeks were more closely united

together than the Italians, they were more

homogeneous, as already said. This feeling of

unity they never lost through Roman dom-

ination; hence it comes that Constantine,

after their discipline of four centuries, could

make them a nation politically, which they had

hardly been before, not even under the Mace-

donian, who swayed them from the outside and

in parts. On the other hand when the Roman
grip began to relax, Italy again fell to pieces

ethnically, or was easily knocked to pieces by

the barbarian, and returned essentially to the
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disunited condition in which Rome found her at

the start. Thus with the Empire Hellas and

Italy will change parts politically; the Greek

will learn and apply Rome's lesson of association,

and the Roman will assume the Greek dissociative

character. But this is a chapter which lies be-

yond Rome as a Republic.

V. Rome after unifying Italy and Hellas will

turn to the Orient and associate it with herself

in the one City-State seeking to be universal.

Particularly her Great Men who begin to subor-

dinate her end to their own— Sulla, Pompey,

Caesar—will go to West-Asia and there have re-

markable careers, as if finding in the East with

its absolutism not only food for their autocratic

dispositions, but also a training for Rome to the

new imperial order under which she is to be

transformed. Thus the Roman City-State in its

last period turns back to the Orient, as did Hel-

las under Alexander, and rounds out the cycle of

its History as a Republic in becoming imperial-

ized, if not Orientalized.

It may be said, accordingly, that Rome also

seeks to overcome the grand separation between

Europe and the Orient, which we have seen at-

tempted by both Persia and Greece. The racial

cleavage between the Eastern and Western

branches of the one great Aryan family pro-

duced the historic consciousness, and has given

the main periods to History. But Rome never
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penetrated to the old Aryan home like Alexan-

der. The valley of the Euphrates remained the

Eoman boundary, the Oriental Rim, beyond

which Rome seemed unable to pass. The great

Romans, after their Oriental conquests seemed

always to be drawn back to their Rome, the cen-

ter of the world. This center with its associa-

tive power is what they would ultimately possess.

Not so Alexander, who found his center in the

Orient. Csesar, with whom he is always coupled,

was compelled after the battle of Zela (famed

for calling forth his brief epistle vem, vidi^vici,)

to turn back and establish the Empire, his world-

historical task. Still Csesar may have had some

lurking Aryan presentiment like that of Alex-

ander. We read that he intended to start for

the East with the design of subduing the Par-

thians, which would probably have led him to

Bactria and the Indus, whither the pursuit of

the Persians lured Alexander. So we may infer

considering his conquest of Gaul. Moreover,

Csesar must have known well and pondered often

the Oriental campaign of Alexander, which took

place nearly three hundred years before his time

and was preserved in an extensive literature.

Probable is it that he may have felt some rivalry

with the Macedonian conqueror, and would re-

enact his deed, but in a larger Roman way. Cer-

tainly his Parthian expedition would have brought

him directly upon Alexander's track and work,
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and have compelled the comparison between him-

self and his mighty predecessor. But the dag-

gers of his assassins prevented the fulfilment of

his Oriental plan, and the realization of what

possibly may have been the secret dream of his

life—the inclusion of Alexander's empire in his

own.

So we may be permitted to complete in imag-

ination the last plan of Caesar, whereby he would

overcome the dualism between Asia and Europe,

and associate the Orient with Rome as imperial.

The voice of the people in all ages has coupled

the names of Alexander and Caesar as men of

kindred genius with the same great end ulti-

mately. As we construe it, that end was to

bridge the deepest historic chasm of their race,

and to unite the ever-conflicting halves into a

governmental unity.

That Caesar often ruminated upon the career

of Alexander and read books about him, and was

influenced by his example, is attested by an an-

ecdote of Plutarch :
** When Caesar was in Spain,

having some leisure on his hands, he read works

written about Alexander. He was observed to

be occupied with himself for a long time, and

then to shed tears. To his friends wondering

what could be the cause, he said: 'Does it not

seem to you worthy of sorrow that Alexander

when so young should have ruled so many king-

doms, while nothing glorious has yet been done
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by me?'" (Life of Caesar, c. 11.) This pre-

cious bit gives a glimpse into the soul of Caesar,

before he had conquered Gaul or won military

laurels, though he was already forty years old.

Still Rome without Caesar associated West-

Asia, or the most of it, and retained it for hun-

dreds of years, though with a fluctuating bound-

ary. But she never penetrated to her primitive

Aryan home, as did Alexander; thus she never

reached the seat of the original separation of her

race in Middle Asia. To do this final racial act

doubtless required a Caesar. But Rome hugged

the Mediterranean with her History, never being

able to cut loose from the same to any great ex-

tent, even if she reached the Atlantic in the

West and took Britain. Just this last wa3 the

work of Caesar, who therein showed himself

Rome-transcending, capable of reaching beyond

the Mediterranean limit and moulding the future

of Western Europe. Possibly he would have

done a similar deed in the Orient.

It is well to note here that Caesar could recog-

nize Rome's limit, and perchance his own. He
seemed to feel that Rome could assimilate the

Celtic, but not the Teutonic branch of the Aryan

race. On this line he draws his Rim, in general

coinciding with the Rhine. How true was his

forecast! It is that Teutonic branch which,

after being held at bay for hundreds of years,

will finally break down the Rim and deluge old
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Eome, who thus will be baptized anew and reju-

venated in the original Ethnic Protoplasm of her

race.

VI. The Eoman was a political animal (to use

the expression of Aristotle), if there ever was

one; the outcome was that the animal had to

be fed by the State, having quit all other

kinds of work in the economic field. The

populace was an integral part of the govern-

ment and insisted upon its reward for ruling

the world. Rome was more political than

Athens, whose history is not deficient on this

side; but the Athenians showed that they had

also other ends beside or even beyond the

political. Hence the interest of Roman His-

tory is likewise unified, being concentrated

upon the one point mainly. It is specially im-

portant, therefore, to look at the original

germ out of which every form of governmeat

seems to spring, and which we have already

noticed in the Village Community, the pri-

mordial cell of human association (see pre-

ceding pp. 48-52).

The first political process which can be de-

tected in the embryo of the State is that be-

tween Demos, Aristos, and Monarchos, often des-

ignated numerically as the Many, the Few, the

One. Either of these members may become

the dominant element of government, and then-

we behold those political forms already ob-

27
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served and named by the old Greeks—democ-

racy, aristocracy, and monarchy. The student

should note, however, that they properly be-

long together, and form co-odinately one

process, which ultimately is psychical, whereby

it receives its final confirmation for thouo^ht.

That is, the three are stages of the Psychosis,

which therein unfolds into its political manifes-

tation. The Demos is the potential, implicit,

undeveloped element, yet the possibility of all

development, the original protoplasmic material

;

Aristos is the elect or separate Few, distinguished

from the Demos by the possession of talent,

wealth, birth, and putting chief stress upon the

distinction; Monarchos is called the one-man

power, but is properly the all-men power eui-

bodied and concentrated in the one man, thus

being the return and resumption of the Demos.

For Monarchos would be simply alone and un-

endowed without his fulfilment in the Demos.

Hence comes that close relationship between

democracy and the despot so often noticed in

History. But now the emphatic point is to note

the triple process whose manifestation is here

political, but which is ultimately psychical, being

grasped by Ego as a form of the Ego, and thus

reaching its final identification as thought for

thought.

Eoman History is a movement, an interaction,

a struggle between these elemental constituents of
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political association—Demos,Aristos, Monarchos.

At first we shall have all three in a seeming

equality; then Monarchos under the name of

king will be driven out, and kept out as king,

though he has to appear under other titles, for

he belongs to the essential process of govern-

ment itself. Demos will likewise find himself

subordinate to Aristos, but will keep up a des-

perate struggle for equality and get it with some-

thing more. Finally after centuries of suppres-

sion or at least concealment, Monarchos will

again appear openly in the process, in fact dom-
inating it and holding his power by a life-tenure.

Thus Rome returns to its beo^innino^ and rounds

out its cycle of republican History.

At the same time it must not be forgotten

that this republican cycle, complete in itself as

Roman, is but a stage or phase of the still

larger cycle embracing all ancient History. This

stage we call the second or separative. The
thoughtful reader will ask at this point: But

how does this separative character compare with

Rome as associative, as uniting the world in one

government? We must recall the nature of

Roman association, which first separated all

other governmental forms from its own and then

subordinated them as different. They were n(»t

united with Rome on an equality, but as inferior.

So there was the distinction between the com-

manding and the obedient, between the associa-
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ting and the associated, between the lord and

the subject.

It is true that the course of Rome's develop-

ment will show this distinction assailed and

finally overcome. The associated element is not

to remain passive, but will become actively asso-

ciating; the World, having received Rome's

gift, will bring it back to her finally and associ-

ate her in her turn after her fashion. But when
the dualism is completely overcome, the second

stage is passed, the Republic is transcended, and

a new order which is the third stage of the

ancient world sets in (see preceding pp. 185—7,

for the divisions of Ancient History).

Rome, therefore, as republican City-State

asserts her difference, her separation from all

her associated states and nations. Moreover,

she shows the tendency to associate each of

them in a different way from the rest; such in-

deed was the famous policy of Rome, which has

been so much praised : she gave to some com-

munities and peoples the full franchise, to others

a partial citizenship, to others their inner self-

government only, to others mere existence with-

out rights, while still others she destroyed

utterly, like Carthage. Thus they had almost

wo common ground upon which they could unite

against her, being held to her by such different

ties. Hostility to all Roman association, which

was the key-note of Hannibal, meant the relapse
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to former separative barbarism, which was not

an agreeable prospect to many of the Italic towns,

so that they clung to Rome in the hour of her

supreme trial.

It is well to observe that what we here call the

Roman Republic lies between two monarchies,

the old kingship aod the new empire. Rome
passes from one kind of Monarchos to another,

but while doing it, or rather in order to do it she

has to conquer the world, putting her Rim of

territory around the Mediterranean. Still w^e

have to call Rome a republic from the city's be-

ginning (754) till the empire is reaffirmed by

the battle of Actium (31 B. C.)

We are to see, therefore, that Rome even in

her associative character, is deeply separative,

distinguishing herself in the strongest manner

from those cities and nations which she associ-

ates. Thus while on the one hand she overcomes

outside separation in the form of autonomy, on

the other hand she affirms it within, making it

the principle of her association, and taking it

up into herself. With this inner separation runs

an outer one, to which we have already alluded

often, namely, the Rim which divides her from
the extra-Roman world. These points we have

to emphasize repeatedly, since they keep before

the mind the place of Rome in the total sweep

of Ancient History.

In this connection we may add a few words
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more upon that germinal process of all political

government, which we have named Demos,

Aristos, and Monarchos. Properly this is the

Constitution of all Constitutions, the one process

underlying the infinite diversity of States. But

there is distinctly a Eoman embodiment of this

process which we call the Roman Constitution.

Hence we say that the Roman Constitution was

changed fundamentally when Monarchos was

driven out by the republican revolution, or when

he was brought in again by the imperial revolu-

tion. When the great men of Rome would dis-

regard the Assembly of the People (as Sulla

did) or the Senate (as Caesar did), they were

acting unconstitutionally. This is a different

thing from an illegal act, which is done in de-

fiance of some law made by the constitutional

process. Writers on Roman History often con-

fuse us by not discriminating between the

organic and the enacted law, or between what is

constitutional and what is merely legal. The

Constitution of Rome is such by virtue of its

being a manifestation of the one ultimate Con-

stitution, which takes on a multitude of forms,

among others the Roman. Using initials for

brevity we can formulate the foregoing in this

way: D. A. M, (Demos, Aristos, Monarchos)

embodies itself in S. P. Q. R. (Senatus Pop-

ulesque Romanus), the abbreviation of the

Roman Republic.
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The transition from Greece to Eome we

may grasp also as that of two different kinds of

association. The Greek City-State associated

iadividual men into a communal whole which

civilized him, but left the Greek nation divided

into a multiplicity of these autonomous, conflict-

ing City-States. Then Rome appears upon the

scene of the World's History and associates

these separated, mutually repellent City-States

into one universal City-State with its one law.

This is of course a new kind of association,

which unites by taking away the principle of as-

sociation in other City-States. Thus the inner

Roman dualism already indicated arises. The

Greek City-State might and did often attack her

neighbor, depriving the latter of autonomy ; but

this was regarded as a violation of the common Hel-

lenic consciousness. The Roman, on the contrary,

doing the same deed, was strictly carrying out the

political consciousness of his City-State. The
problem of the Roman community was to assert

itself as universal, as the one over all communities.

The problem of the Greek community was to

assert itself as particular, as one among many
communities, each of which stood on its own
basis. Rome could make the man a citizen not

only of Rome but at last of the world ; Greece

could not make even the Greek a citizen of.

Greece, but only of some Greek community. So

Hellas and its people have to be put through the
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discipline of Kome in order to break up this

communal narrowness, and to become citizens of

their own country, and finally of the world. It

was under Roman domination that the Greeks

were trained at last to be a nation politically,

and to organize the same into a State in the By-

zantine epipire, which long outlasted Rome
herself.

Equally over dissociative Greece and associa-

tive Rome a Judgment is suspended which de-

crees their fall. Both undo themselves from

within, yet both are doomed from without by a

World-Judge before whose tribunal they appear,

having run their course. Thus they become ele-

ments or stages of a process greater than them-

selves, which we are now trying to grasp and

formulate, namely the process of the World's

History.

VII. The periodicity of Roman History is its

right organization. Thus we transform it from

a chaotic mass of details into an .ordered whole.

The Republic in itself has been always consid-

ered an entirety ; but what are the organic parts

of its History? These we seek to get by period-

izing it, by finding the periods which form the

process of its events in Time.

We have used in order to designate Rome fun-

damentally, the category association. This we
prefer to the more common term conquest, which

is vague and often misleading. The History of
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the Kepublic we can see to fall into three chief

stages of the one total process of association

:

Eome first associates herself, secondly she asso-

ciates the World with herself, thirdly the World

associates her with itself. The complete process

of Rome is now explicit : Rome continues to

associate the world, and the world continues to

associate Rome, which is the new self-association

of Rome wrought by her Great Man, Julius

Caesar, and producing a new form of Govern-

ment, the Empire. Thus Rome in the line of

association goes back to its beginning.

We must also note that Rome, in the matter

of adding Monarchos to her two other constitu-

tional elements, Aristos and Demos, has returned

to her regal time, even if the name of king is

avoided. The new Romulus thus interlinks with

the old.

Moreover, the circummarine movement of the

Roman Republic around the Mediterranean com-

pletes itself, mainly by the addition of Egypt.

The great Midland Sea is indeed the chief

means of associating the lands adjacent to it,

and of keeping them together. Rome was not

naturally a sailor, but she employed the Greek

who was, and destroyed the Carthagenian, her

nautical rival. Another enemy disputed her sea-

power, the pirate, whom she put down with a

good deal of difficulty.

Thus we see Roman History composed of
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three interrelated rings or cycles : the outer ter-

ritorial (circummarine), the inner governmental

(from Monarch to Monarch), and the associa-

tive (uniting the governmental and the terri-

torial). Manifestly all these belong together in

the one totality of Roman History, and cannot

be left out of their true place in its exposition.

It is evident, however, that the associative

principle is the fundamental and organizing one,

whose three stages we may briefly formulate as

(1) Rome*s self-association, (2) Eome's associa-

tion of the World, (3) the World's association of

Rome. These three thoughts, so essential to

the comprehension of Roman History, we shall

expound a little more fully, before passing to

their application to her historic events,

(I) Rome associates herself, . So we would

name the first grand division of Roman History,

namely as the republican . This self-association of

Rome must be regarded in its wide sense, being

an association of all the native original elements

which went together to make Rome—class, com-

munity, and people. The germinal Roman asso-

ciation becomes Italic and national ; it unites first

its cognate peoples—Latin, Sabellian, Etruscan.

This must be regarded as the training period

of Rome, it is disciplined to its work of asso-

ciation till this becomes its character. Before

it can associate the world, it must associate

itself; before it can unify foreign elements, it
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has to unify its own. Thus, too, it gets its

world-historical function : to be a City-State

which overcomes the separative tendency of the

City-State (Greek) of the Tribe (Barbarian)

and of the Nation (Italic).

The time employed by Kome in the present

period of her development is far longer than

the other two periods taken together (from

754 to 281 B. C). We shall see that it also

has its own process, whose three stages may be

formulated as the communal, civic, and ethnic,

each of which will receive explication in its

proper place.

(II.) Home associates the World. That is,

the Mediterranean World, which is its terri-

tory. Rome now moves beyond its original

Italic kinship, and associates non-Italic, non-

cognate peoples, though these be Aryan largely

still. Moreover these peoples differ from

Rome in civilization, some having more (Greek)

and some having less (Celt). Most distinct-

ively Rome in the present period strikes upon

the Greek Polyarchy of City-States, which it

unites in the Henarchy of the one City-State

from the outside. Its association is no longer

internal and of kindred stocks, but external,

of stocks which formed no ingredient of the

original city. Thus it pushes out to its third

belt—the Mediterranean—the previous belts be-
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ing the urban and the ethnic (or the purely

Eoman and the Italic).

But the great fact of this period is that Home
employs a new form of association—the Province

governed by a pro-consul with personal and

quite absolute power. To be sure he is nomi-

nally responsible to the Senate and is usually a

Senator; thus the Senate is rearing out of itself

a number of absolute rulers, which is the germ

of the Empire.

Here, too, we behold the City-State seeking

to make itself universal, to put under itself all

communities, tribes, nations. Thus it has con-

tradicted its former associative principle, which

was to have Kome (S. P. Q. R.) the medium of

all interpolitical association. The Province it

cuts off and hands over to a governor who is a

person and one of its members. Provincial asso-

ciation develops the one-man power ; through it

each Senator will be king, autocrat. The Prov-

ince has not, therefore, the original Roman
associative process. Hence arises the dualism

betweeen Province and Rome, which will pro-

duce a great deal of Roman History.

The present period in which Rome subdues

the world and associates it with herself lasts

from 281 till 133, when a new movement starts.

(III.) The World associates Borne. The

counter stream begins to set in, the World starts

for Rome in order to associate it. For the
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World in becoming Roman must also have

Rome's power of association, must appropriate

the associative source in order to be truly

Romanized. Moreover, in so far as Rome asso-

ciated the World externally and through violence,

so she is to be associated externally and through

violence. The World is determined to become

a sharer in the Roman associative process.

The movement of the World toward the cen-

ter will not be rapid and of course will be

resisted by the exclusive center. First the Latin

outsider will try to get inside, he being nearest

to Rome, in place and in blood; the result is a

desperate struggle (the so-called Latin War).

But the Italic peoples and finally the Provin-

cials are made sharers in Rome, when the Empire

comes. Thus each element (community, tribe,

nation) gets to be associative not only of itself

and of its kindred folk, but of the whole civil-

ized world. Rome turns to be the vindicator of

the associative right of each element, not merely

of its own—but that is properly the Empire.

But this third division of. Roman Republican

History (133-31 B. C.) is the movement toward

universal association against the particular asso-

ciation of the City-State (S. P. Q. R.) which

could associate only in the one way, outwards,

by a species of subjection, by taking away inter-

communal rights. She could not reverse herself

without a deep convulsion ; she could not be asso-
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ciated by those whom she had associated, nor be

subjected to her own subjects. To perform this

revolution (or turning around), the Great Indi-

vidual enters, whom she has reared by putting

down City-Stiates and Nations on the border.

He has trained an army devoted to himself

rather than to the one distant Citj -State, which he

proceeds to put down in turn when it does not

obey his Will. He associates it gradually with

himself as leader of a provincial army (Sulla

and Caesar are the great examples).

Thus the World having been first associated by

Rome, gets to share in its process by the Strong

Roman, who reduces it to an element along with

himself and the World. The Great Man of the

third epoch returns to Rome and subjects it, and

thus associates it with himself really through the

Provinces. The central City-State no longer

dominates, but is a part, a constituent of this

new Roman process in which the long-suppressed

one-man power has again come to the surface.

In this manner we seek to periodize the total

sweep of Rome as republic, beholding its stages

pivot on its fundamental category of association.

Thus the mind keeps in its presence the living,

ever-moving unity of Roman History, which

active unity vitalizes every portion, even the

smallest, of the vast historic organism. This

process of the whole in the part the student is

not to let slip from his thought as he works
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through the multitudinous details of the subject,

since it is their ordering principle.

VIII. Rome has her inner or partisan con-

flicts, which run parallel to her outer conflicts in

subjecting and associating other cities and peo-

ples. These Roman parties are not of the same

sort nor do they have the same end. They have

distinct lines which, however, cross one another,

producing no little confusion in the mind of the

reader who has not traced them out and defined

them separately. For instance there is a set of

men who have the right of citizenship but no

wealth. Then there is another set who have

wealth but lack rights. Each is seeking to get

what it has not and forms a party. This criss-

cross of Roman parties and their contests we

shall seek to analyze briefly in its main outlines.

(1) The class-conflict is the strife between

the parties called Patricians and Plebeians,

the privileged and the unprivileged, the gov-

erning and the governed. To a certain extent

the claim of birth enters, and the struggle rises

between the high-born and the low-born, the no-

bles and the commons. But the question here

chiefly turns upon participation in the govern-

ment. The Patricians claim to own the ma-

chine, and the right to run it is exclusively theirs.

The Plebeians insist upon a share, in fact an

equal share, and finally they get it after many
and long struggles. The underlying impulse of
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their party is self-government, though on another

side they too will show themselves narrow and

self-contradictory

.

(2) The social conflict is that between the

propertied and the propertiless, the landed and

the landless, or in general the rich and the poor.

The Koman territory originally was owned in the

main by small proprietors who cultivated the

soil on their own account, yet also were soldiers

for the state. The great socio-economic ten-

dency of Eome was to absorb these little farms

into great estates cultivated by slaves. The re-

sult was the old Roman soldier began also to

vanish. Hence came a great effort to stop this

tendency, chiefly by agrarian laws which divided

the public domain among the landless Romans.

There were poor Patricians as well rich Plebeians,

so that the social conflict does always coincide

with the class-conflict.

(3) The associative conflict is that between

those inside the political body (S. P. Q. R.) and

those outside, or that between Romans and sub-

ject non-Romans, the latter being communities

and peoples conquered and associated—Latins,

Italians, Provincials, freedmen and even slaves.

All these, incorporated in the Roman State; were

more or less the rightless element seeking to be

righted. They differed from the Plebeians, who
were at first a class inside the government,

though not on an equality of right with the Pa-
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tricians. Now it is a fact that the Plebeians

could be as exclusive toward outsiders as the

Patricians were toward them; they had no wish

to share their gift of Roman citizenship. Caius

Gracchus was deserted by his party, the Ple-

beians, and he perished because he had proposed

to give the Roman franchise to the Latins.

The associative conflict was really a class con-

flict of a new and wider reach than that between

Plebeians and Patricians, which was confined to

the limited City-State. The time comes when

the Allies in Italy and the Provincials beyond

Italy are knocking at the door of the exclusive

Roman Government and wish to be admitted.

We may deem them the new sort of Plebeians

seeking equality of right with Rome which is

now the City-State as Patrician, though its

classes have been internally equalized. In gen-

eral, the World as Plebeian will break into the

excluding walls of the Roman citadel where

rights are stored, and get possession of them

also, quite as the old Plebeians did, who now,

however, try to keep out the new Plebeians.

Many are the illustrations of these three kinds

of conflict in Roman History, some of which

will be noted as they rise along the line of expo-

sition. Undoubtedly the basic act of the early

Republic was the inner overcoming of Classism,

of the political distinction between Plebeians and

Patricians. From this act Rome's power of as-

2Q
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sociation really begins; she learnft it from within,

and then proceeds to function it outside herself.

Yet the class-conflict is often crossed by the ever-

recurring social conflict, and sweeps beyond its

original urban limits into the world, with which

the associative conflict takes place.

IX. All periodicity of History is determined

by the end of the same, which is ultimately the

State universal. This is what calls forth the

three fundamental divisions—Orient, Europe,

Occident (p. 67). In the final historic view one

has to see to what extent any particular State

(like Eome in the present case) represents and

indeed realizes the State universal. Every stage

of History, be it that of the World or that of

Europe, or that of a European nation, gets

therein its ultimate criterion. We already find

that Eome has at least two historic ends : that

of all History, and that of her own special His-

tory; so has every important State. Rome is,

therefore, a stage in the total movement toward

the State universal; but she also seeks to realize

her own universality, to make universal in her

historic career her own fundamental principle

which we have called Association. This is seen

in her last great historic act, through which she

imparts, or is made to impart, her gift to the

World, whereby the latter asscoiates her in turn.

Here we may repeat, for the thought needs to

be often repeated, that the world-historical pur-
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pose or power which we find always working in

the particular State, especially at its supreme

pivotal moments, has its special designation as

the World-Spirit. When the individual shares

in it, and becomes its executor, mediating it

with his People, he is the Great Man of the

epoch, who, however, may be otherwise not very

great.

Each of the three divisions of Eoman History

above given is in itself a process, and hence is

sub-divided into the separate stages of said proc-

ess, which are again three, being ultimately

psychical. Still further, each of these sub-

periods, or epochs we may call them, has its

triple process also, which is really the germinal

form, the embryonic cell (to take a physical

analogy) of Eoman History. The repetition of

this cell, if carried out into all the historic de-

tails, would be almost numberless, as in the hu-

man organism. But since we have to be brief

and to take vast sweeps, we shall unfold only

nine of these embryonic processes of the total

historic organism of Rome, as they incorporate

themselves in the leading occurrences and men.

Accordingly the scheme will run as follows :

(A). The inner Conflict : this shows Rome's

inner development through the struggle of par-

ties of various kinds, and is her continually re-

curring element of Self-Association.

(B). The outer Conflict ; this shows Rome's
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outer development through the struggle with

other communities and peoples, her so-called

conquests. Here is to be placed the continually

recurring element of Rome's Association of the

World.

(C). Great Men; this is in general the medi-

ating element of both the inner and outer Con-

flicts. Rome's employment and treatment of

this mediating individual are peculiar and sig-

niflcant. Always present and active, even if

underneath, he becomes uppermost when the

World through him starts to associate Rome.

Such, then, is the outline of the thrice three

germinal processes of Roman History, as we

construe it. This little cycle recurs in every

epoch (or sub-period) and is the heart of it,

always beating and keeping it going. We should

observe that it gives in small the total movement

of Rome in large: her Self-Association, her

World-Association, and the World's Association

of her in turn through the Great Man. Rome's

Whole is thus reflected in every part, which

thereby becomes truly a part of the great Roman
Whole.

These divisions, somewhat abstract and bare

as here formulated ia advance, must now be

seen ordering all the varied occurrences of Roman
History.
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Section firet*

Rome Associates Herself.

A conception to which we shall often have to

recur is original Rome as a locality on the Tiber,

at which three different Italic peoples or nations

meet in a common point. From this common
point they ray out in three different directions

;

in general the Latin nation lies on the South,

the Etruscan on the North, and the Sabellian on

the East. Each of these three peoples furnished

an original element, an ethnic constituent in

the making of oldest Rome. The primordial

form of this ethnic constituent was a Village

Community situated on one of the hills of Rome.

Thus three separate Village Communities—

a

Latin, a Sabellian, and an Etruscan—capping

three of Rome's seven hills may be taken as the

pre-supposition of Roman History. Such is,

indeed, its primal starting point, showing the

germinal separation which Rome is to overcome

both in herself and in her environing world.

Very naturally these communities get to light-

ing, and the rift remains in one form or other to

the end. But the far more important fact is

that they always after struggle get together

again and associate, starting and developing that

peculiar associative power which becomes the
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fundamental characteristic of historical Eome
through her whole career.

First, then, Rome is to associate herself, is

to form into a political Whole all the dissident

factors which have entered into her original

make-up, and have developed out of the same.

The full sweep of this Self-Association will em-

brace not only the unification of the three primal

Village Communities but also the separated

Classes, and finally of the three diverse Peoples

which entered into the three original Village

Communities. Accordingly our first grand di-

vision of Roman History will show three stages

of the association of the City-State^communal,

civic, and ethnic.

The time of this first period of Roman History

embracing RoMe's Self-Association in its total

sweep, is relatively very long—no less than 473

years out of Rome's 723 years, reckoned from

her foundation till the battle of Actium in 31

B.C., when the Empire properly begins. That

makes it almost twice as long as the two other

periods put together. But the early times of

Rome were not so full of History as the later,

she was of slow growth, it was a far harder task

to associate herself than the World. Strictly

she has no World's History during this long

preparation for it; not till the Second Period,

when she comes in conflict with the Greek City-

State (about 281), does she begin actually her
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world-historical career, though the possibility of

it lay in her long before.

Though this period be long and seemingly dis-

proportionate as to years, we have to put it under

the one rubric of Rome's Self-Association, which

evolves through the three stages already desig-

nated as communal, civic, and ethnic. The first

of these is now to be considered.

Communal Association.

The thing given in advance, then, is the threa

ethnic communities, out of which all Roman His-

tory is to evolve. Of course the question rises

:

Whence come these communities? We may re-

peat that they have been deposited by that great

Aryan migration which long since descended into

Italy at various times, and there left the three

considerable peoples—Latins, Sabellians and

Etruscans—which begin to abut against one

another in that little corner called Rome. Note

that these three peoples are of the same blood

far back, of which relationship, however, they

have lost all knowledge. But now they are to

be associated by a new tie and in a new kinship,

they are to become consanguine with Rome,

who will at last unite them with herself in a

common political bond.

Such is, then, the function of Rome : she must
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begin to associate peoples who have been hitherto

dissociated, separated and strewn all over Italy

and around the Mediterranean. The divisive

tendency of man's institutions must be stopped,

if humanity is ever going to be united and to get

conscious of unity. Eome now starts a unitary

movement mid a chaos of barbarism—starts in a

very small way with what we here call Commu-
nal Association, or the coalescence of three little

communities ethnically different. This is what

chiefly takes place in the time of the Roman
kings, lasting some 244 years (754-510 B.C.)

according to the received chronology.

During the entire regal time the chief prob-

lem of Rome was, then, to associate her three

constituent communities. This we designate as

her inner conflict. But she had also her ex-

ternal problem: Self-defense against other

communities with which the Campagna was

dotted and which lined the Sabine Mountains.

Moreover, Rome showed quite from the begin-

ning her bent for associating other communi-

ties with herself externally, showed what is

often called her lust of conquest. Likewise we
behold that third element of Rome's character:

her development of Great Individuals for

carrying out her aims, or for realizing her

associative power.

There has always been some question about

periodizing these Roman kings. Usually their
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time is regarded as a co-ordinate period with

the other leading periods in the division of

the History of Eome. That, however, throws

it out of its due place and order. It should

be a sub-period under the general period which

we call Rome's Self-Association, which extends

to the time of Pyrrhus invading Italy. As al-

ready hinted, Rome in associating herself

completely, must take up her three consan-

guine peoples. Such a stage the kings are far

from reaching. But they do unite and bring

into mutual kinship the three small ethnic

communities of which Rome is constituted.

Of this communal association belonging to

the regal time, we behold the three stages

already indicated, which are next to be looked

at separately.

A. Inner Conflict. It is evident that there

must have been no small amount of inner

struggle in bringing about the association and

to a degree the amalgamation of the three re-

fractory communal atoms, differing from one

another m customs, religion, and kinship.

Each of the seven kings is represented as hav-

ing his special function as well as trouble in

forwarding the great act of coalescence. But

the outcome of the regal epoch (or sub-period)

is the making of Rome as a City-State which,

has associated three separate ethnic pommunities
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and thereby has won au associative character for

the future.

Under the name of Komulus, the first founder

of Rome, is given the earliest process of the

three communities in forming the one political

organism. Eomulus took possession of the

Palatine Mount, walled it and made what is

known as Roma Quadrata. The Sabines occu-

pied the Quirinal at first under their king, Titus

Tatius. At this earliest time also we hear of the

Etruscan settlement on the Cselian Hill under

Cseles Vibenna, though the time of Etruscan

supremacy comes later, with the Tarquins.

Now each of these settlements, which are Vil-

lage Communities, has its own governmental

form, which has already been set forth as the

process of Demos, Aristos, and Monarchos. It

was the peculiar function of Romulus, as

founder, to make these communities one by be-

ing put under one government.

We read that his political organization was

composed of the three following elements:

(1) The body of citizens or burgesses with

their clients and possibly slaves was the People.

This was made up of three tribes: Ramnes (Ro-

mans), Titles (Sabines), and Luceres (doubt-

less Etruscans). Thus each original ethnic con-

stituent is recognized, and all are brought into

one Assembly called the Curiate (Comitia

Curiata) from the subdivision of each tribe into
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ten curiae, or wards. Laws were passed by a

majority of the Curiae voting for them. And the

king had not a legal right to rule till confirmed

by the Curiate Assembly, indicating thus a spe-

cies of elective Monarchy. (2) The Senate or

Council of Elders (Aristos) was composed of

300 members finally, each ethnic constituent

with its hundred. (3) The third element was

the king (Monarchos), who was general in war

and had as bodyguard 300 knights (Celeres),

each tribe furnishing its contingent.

So the three communities are made one by

transferring their very similar organization to

the single compound community. It was a phase

of what the Greeks called si/noikismos , with the

distinction that the villages here were ethnically

heterogeneous, whereas those in Greece (as at

Athens and Sparta) were homogeneous. That

makes a great difference between the Greek and

Roman City-State in associative power. The

former will never be able to associate separate

tribes even of Greeks ; the latter is going to asso-

ciate all Italians, and even the Mediterranean

peoples, including those very Greeks who could

never associate themselves nationally or even

tribally. We should also notice the three pri-

mal constituents — Demos, Aristos, and

Monarchos—taking on their Roman form in this,

earliest record.

Here we may note that one of the principal
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variations in this early Koman Constitution was

the establishment of the Centuries by Servius

Tullius, who classified the entire Roman Peo-

ple according to a new principle, that of

property. Hence his scheme has been called

a timoci^acy, a form of government adopted

by a number of the Greek City-States of

Italy and Sicily, and having its suggestion

at least in the Solonian legislation. The dis-

pute between the two Classes, Patricians and

Plebeians, was already growing bitter, and

Servius purposed evidently to get rid of that

inner dualism by a new set of Classes, which

had little or no regard to birth and privilege, but

to wealth. The political result, however, was

that he established two new sources of legislative

power, the Assembly of the Centuries, and the

Assembly of the Tribes, which are now plebeian.

These two Assemblies will play a great part in

the inner development of the Eoman Constitu-

tion, largely supplanting the Curiate Assembly

of Romulus.

B. Outer Conflict. Alongside of Rome's

whole time of internal association with its con-

flicts runs a line of external association with its

struggles and wars. She always shows this

double thread of existence, an inner and outer,

the hitter being now the subject of considera-

tion. Romulus very soon had trouble with his

Sabine neighbors, as is recounted in the famous
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legend of the Eape of Sabine women, in which

lies the meaning that he forced from those

neighbors the right of intermarriage {jus con-

nuhii) previously refused. The result was the

association of the Sabines with the Romans. It

is said that Romulus brought into his new com-

munity the Etruscans of the Cselian Hill who
had helped him in the Sabine war, and who thus

constituted the third ethnic element in the com-

position of the young City-State.

It is also transmitted that Romulus had wars

with other surrounding communities—Sabine,

Etruscan, Latin. But he is the typical hero and

founder of Rome, because he associated them

all, instead of destroying them or enslaving

them. Such at least was the principle which

later Romans read into his career. The great

historian, Tacitus, looking back from the second

century of the empire through more than 800

years of Rome's existence, makes a pivotal

statement of the deepest Roman principle for all

that time, attributing it to the Founder: At
noster conditor Romulus tanlum sapientia valuit

ut presosque populos eodem die hostes, dein cives

hahuerit, (Annales XI, 24).

Thus the imperial Roman takes an idealizing

retrospect of the beginning and puts into the

soul of Romulus the genetic principle of Roman
development, which was plain enough in his day.'

For this ideal Founder of Rome at once {eodem
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die) makes citizens out of his captive enemies,

associating them in the City-State. We shall

see that the process was by no means so rapid as

Tacitus seems to think; in fact, all Roman
History is in substance the complete evolution of

this associative principle—at least as complete

as Rome could make it. We must recollect that

in the time of the historian the Roman City-

State was imparting its institutional gifts to all

the world, especially the gift of association.

Altogether different was this from the Greek

conception and conduct of the City-State.

Very suggestive is it, therefore, to listen to a

Greek writing on this subject somewhere about

the Christian Era—Dionysius of Halicarnasus

(^Antiq Rom. II. 16). He declares that the

above mentioned policy of Romulus was "the

best of all policies and one which the Greeks

ought to practice;" in his opinion it was that

which **secured Roman freedom," and which

'* chiefly led to Roman supremacy," as she did

not ** destroy captured cities, nor slaughter cap-

tured peoples, nor wholly appropriate their land

for herds." While she sent out her own colo-

nies to conquered territories in part, she also

**shared her polity with other cities." So Greek

Dionysius appreciates Roman association in con-

trast with the Greek political method, carrying

it back, however, to Romulus as the originator

—

I
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wherein he doubtless followed his Koman author-

ities.

The other Roman kings, with the exception of

Numa, during whose reign there is said to have

been unbroken peace, carried on their external

wars in the same general way as the typical

Romulus. Round about Rome lay numerous

communities belonging to the three peoples

—

Latin, Sabine, and Etruscan. The details of

these petty wars cannot be here given; in them

we can see Rome pursuing her primal task,

which is to associate first her ethnic relatives,

ere she can proceed to her vaster work.

C. Great Men. The Seven Kings were Rome's

Great Men of the first epoch, the regal. The

Roman youth knew their names and their deeds

by heart; the modern schoolboy studying his

outline of Ancient History, can tell of the Seven

Roman Kinoes, lonor after he has forgotten tlie

Roman Emperors, excepting Julius Caesar and

Augustus. It is on the whole a well-rounded

group, performing certain definite functions,

building the basic institutions of the Grand City-

State which bridges antiquity over into our mod-

ern world. Not very concrete do they seem, but

rather Roman abstractions : we may deem them

Roman personifications of principles projected

back into the front of History. Rome has thus

pictured her origin in a line of individuals, who
are, however, to be cast aside at the beginning
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of a new epoch. The cessation of the Seven

Kings marks sharply the transition into a new
stage of evolution.

Into this quite abstract substrate the mythical

element enters with its play of supernatural oc-

currences. The result is that early Roman His-

tory has been critically analyzed, and its authen-

ticity challenged. In this case as in so many
others we are to see that theMythus can have an

historic meaning, though not an historic form.

The deepest truth, the solidest fact often puts

on the dress of fiction. In such a manner we
shall have to consider the transmitted record of

of the Seven Roman Kings, and indeed much
other early History. We cannot leave it away

without a great gap, and we cannot quite accept

it literally as it is. In many a bit of legend the

narrative of the Seven Kings gives the primordial

genetic act of Rome, the triple ethnic association

of circumjacent communities which thus make
the core of the grand Roman expansion. Many
a short flash into Rome's future world-historical

destiny may be seen in these legends. In fact

the Roman kings must have been largely the

creation of later ages. More or less they repre-

sent tendencies, principles, which run through

Roman History from beginning to end.

The first fact which should be seen in regard

to the Seven Kings, is that they are put together

in three groups according to their ethnic affia-
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ities. The first and third, Romulus and Tullus

Hostilius were Romans (or Latins), the latter

king being the warlike repetition of the former.

The second and fourth were Sabines, Numa and

Ancus Martins, both of whom developed the re-

ligious and peaceful character in the people.

This alternation of supreme authority between

Romans and Sabines probably indicates the

equality of the two ethnic elements, and the ear-

liest form of Rome's association. But the third

group, consisting of the last three kings, Tar-

quinius Priscus, Servius Tullius, and Tarquinius

Superbus, was Etruscan, a pretty sure indication

that the Etruscan element had obtained the

supremacy in the city over the Latins and the

Sabines. But this supremacy is overthrown in

the time of the last Tarquin, doubtless by the

combination of the other two ethnic elements.

Another reason is usually given for the expul-

sion of Tarquin the Proud: he became a tyrant

and assailed the rights of the Senate as well as

of the People, whereat these two classes united

to drive him out. Such is the political ground:

Aristos and Demos co-operate to get rid of Mon-
archos, the third element in the process of the

State. And they do get rid of it so completely

that centuries elapse before it comes back openly.

But why not choose another king who will not

be a tyrant, the other six kings having been good

and mostly popular men? The truth is that a

29
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monarch would have to be one of the three peo-

ples—Roman, Sabine, Etruscan; two of them

would always see to it that the third did not get

the king. Thus he became a bone of conten-

tion, and a hindrance to harmony ; hence they

resolved to do without him. In other words

kingship had come to stand in the way of the

more complete association of the diverse ethnic

constituents of Rome. So the king became a

curse to them, a veritable obstruction to their

destiny. Some such thing the Romans must

have felt in their new-born hatred of the very

name of king, which has always seemed so inex-

plicable and even contradictory. For the most

revered name in their history, Romulus, was

that of a king, and the People idolized Servius

Tullius, preserving his memory and his institutions

to a great extent. The only way was to establish

a government in which all three component ele-

ments might take part. Such was the Senate with

its 300 members, a hundred from each ethnic

branch; such were the three tribes of Romulus,

and such were also the People as a whole. The
triple ethnic division rendered kingship impos-

sible, and compelled a new kind of government,

which suppressed the one-man power with life-

tenure.

That the expulsion of Tarquin had the deeper

ethnic substrate underlying its political character

is shown by subsequent events. Tarquin at once
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appealed to the nearest Etruscan cities, Veii and

Tarquinii, for help in restoring the national in-

fluence at Rome. When they were beaten off

he carried his request to the highest Etruscan

power, Lars Porsena of Clusium, head of the

Etruscan league. But even he did not succeed

in bringing kingship to Rome, though he took

the city according to one account. Tarquin then

tried his Latin allies, but these were defeated at

the battle of Lake Regillus.

Such is our view of the course of Early Roman
Historjs a view which, we regret to say, has not

the support of either Niebuhr or Monimsen, but

which is a necessary inference, as the matter

seems to us, from what the ancient historians of

Rome have handed down to us. The key is a

conception of the three ethnic constituents of the

primal City-State, and their continual interaction,

which leads to their association. The question

comes up. What did each of these three peoples

contribute to the Roman character?

There is no doubt that the Latin people fur-

nished the dominating element to Rome. The
Latins had a better system of leagues than any

other Italic nation, and were accordingly more

deeply inclined to association, which in its germ
they seem to have imparted to Rome through

her founder Romulus, who was a Latin. From
the same source springs the fact that the Latin

tongue prevailed against the Sabellian and the
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Etruscan in Rome, though probably she was for

a long time tri-lingual. Language is a product

of human association, not of an individual ; man
communicates with man through it and so de-

velops its power. If the Latins were the more

deeply asvsociative people, their speech must have

shown the same character, and have asserted

itself as the linguistic vehicle of the associative

City-State. In general Latium gave to Rome her

political and social institutions in a large measure.

The Sabines gave to the new city its religious

forms through the Sabine kingNuma Pompilius.

Such was the Roman traditional statement, which

makes Numa (allied to nomos) a kind of relig-

ious lawgiver. The Sabine mountaineers were

naturally more religious than the men of the

plain (Latins). Still in Rome religion was always

suspiciously subordinate to political ends : Rom-
ulus was before Numa. Moreover from these

Sabine mountaineers came Rome's military

toughness and her unshaken obstinacy in defeat,

which belonged to the Sabellian stock, and

especially to the Sammites, who would have con-

quered Rome if they had possessed also her asso-

ciative, or Latin quality.

What was the Etruscan contribution to the

Roman character? In general it may be called the

cultural. Etruria was a land of culture in com-

parison with the early Latins and Sabellians.

Certain portions of the Roman religious ritual,
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as the art of taking the auspices, were Etruscan

in origin, but the chief religious fact of the Etrus-

can people was their occupation with the future

state, as we see in their tombs. But this was

not a Koman trait. Etruscan cities show the

influence of Greece in art, mythology, literature;

Greek culture probably first began to trickle into

early Rome through Etruria. The first Tarquin

is said to have had a Corinthian father. Livy

states (IX 36) that Roman boys were sent to

study in Etruria at an early time, as they in his

time devoted themselves to Greek learning.

Thus it would seem that Etruscan culture held

sway at Rome long before the Greek was directly

known. Moreover the Etruscans were a sea-

faring people, which the Sabellians were not,

nor indeed the Latins to any extent. Rome was

a river city, yet easily accessible by sea; Etrus-

can navigation probably opened to her the first

glimpse of the Mediterranean world, which she

was afterward to associate. Already Carthage

was known to her, and made with her a treaty

in the first year of the Republic. Civilization

began to flow into early Rcjme through the Etrus-

can element, but the stern self-sacrifice of the

Roman to his community was more Sabellian.

Curtius and Decius Mus devote their lives di-

rectly to their city. Brutus and Manlius punish

their own sons for transgression; Regulus, Fab-
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ricius, Cincinnatus were hardly Etruscan char-

acters.

Such at least were the three primordial ethnic

constituents of Rome whose first problem was to

associate them into a working political organism.

Let us bring before us the separative condition

which is the starting point of the new city.

Each of the communities had its own religion,

institutions, language, as well as its own distinct

ethnic connection. The unique thing is that

these three independent, mutually repellent mo-

nads show the tendency and the ability to get

associated—which is verily the great coming

fact in the World's History. Rome therefore

starts as tri-lingual, tri-religious, tri-institu-

tional, tri-ethnic, as well as tri-communal, but

she associates all her threes into the one process

of her City-State during the epoch of the Seven

Kings.

II.

Civic Association.

We now have before us the second great act

of Rome's Self-Association: the Classes of her

citizens, especially the main ones, the Patricians

and Plebeians, become united and co-operant in

a common civic equality. This is often called

the equalization of the Orders or Classes of the

City-State, and is the preliminary condition of

Rome's vast external conquests. She has to
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conquer herself before conquering the World.

And indeed this inner self-subjugation was quite

as difficult a matter for her as the subjugation of

the World, if we compare the different lengths

of time in which each was accomplished. As

we mark it off, this period of Civic Association

lasted from 510 to 366 B. C.—from the expul-

sion of the Kings to the installation of the first

Plebeian consul. The victory of equalization

was then won, though the contest continued over

minor positions till the Hortensian Law (286)

made again the enactments of the Assembly of

the Tribes legally binding upon the whole Roman
People. Thus the Plebeians had their own co-

ordinate legislative power, and the so-called

Plebiscite now comes into existence with the

force of a law. Thereby in one sense the dual-

ism of the State is deepened, but the new Senate

shows itself the reconciling element.

The previous epoch, that of the Kings, has

been chiefly occupied with communal Associa-

tion, or the welding together of the original

communities which constituted Eome. The out-

come of this development has been the expulsion

of the one-man power, the Monarchos, with his

life-tenure of authority, and the possession of

the government by the two remaining powers,

Aristos and Demos, both of whom seemed to

have heartily concurred in 'getting rid of their

third institutional constituent, whom they de-
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scribed as a tyrant. The same process was not

peculiar to Eome, but we find it repeated

throughout the Greco-Italic world. In Greece

this regal time of Rome was a period of tyrannies,

some of them famous and playing a great historic

part, as did those of the Athenian Pisistratus,

the Samian Polycrates, the Corinthian Periander.

The strong ruler or Monarchos, usually aided by

Demos, put down Aristos, and governed the

City-State as his own, according to his will.

Then came the reaction. Through some arbi-

trary act Demos gets estranged, and joins with

Aristos in expelling the tyrant. Sometimes De-

mos then controls, and democracy sets in, as ut

Athens; often, however, Aristos is able to seize

and keep the reins of power, as was the case es-

sentially at Rome. In general we see that the

City-State, the highest form of ancient govern-

ment, is going through the process of trying all

its constituents—Monarchos, Aristos, and De-

mos—as it were testing them in turn with su-

premacy, to show what each will do with its

charge.

The expulsion of Monarchos resulting in the

triumph of Aristos is not then an isolated phe-

nomenon of the time. It is a case of the gov-

ernmental form of antiquity working itself out

through all its stages. Still Rome must have

had something peculiar which enabled it to take

into itself all other states of the ancient world.
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This was the spirit of association which sprang

from the original act which made Rome. Demos,

almost rightless at the start of the Republic,

will show itself aggressive, but always associa-

tive in its conflicts with Aristos, who at bottom

reveals the same character, often indeed under

compulsion. In the epoch before us (the sec-

ond) Demos reveals the better stuff for State-

building, and will at last impart its mettle to

Aristos in forming the new Senate which is to

conquer and govern the world.

Still we are to see that in the new Republic,

Monarchos is not by any means eliminated and

cannot be without breaking down the govern-

mental process itself. Verily the State cannot

be without that connecting link in which the

Many must be one Will which controls the total

organism. But the Roman could not endure

the King, the one ruling individual with life-

tenure and personal authority. So he cuts him

in two and calls the double Monarchos by the

name of Consuls, whose term of office is to last

for a year only. But this dualism of the head

is found to cleave the whole body of the State

and to make it incapable of marching, especially

in an emergency. The result is that in a few

years (498) the dictator is called for, with the

absolute power of the Monarchos, having the

right of life and death over each citizen without

appeal for six months, after which he can be
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called to account. This dictator was first naraed

by one of the Consuls, who thus invoked a

whole authority above his own halfness, evi-

dently to restore the broken process of the State.

But the special ground of its origination is not

known. Possibly this new authority was first

used to overtop the Plebeian right of appeal

(^provocatio) from the sentence of any magis-

trate to the assembly of the people. This

was the famous Valerian law (named from its

author, Valerius Poplecola), which may be re-

garded as the first right of the Plebeians against

Patrician insolence and wrong (assigned to the

year 509).

We shall now look at the inner and outer con-

flicts of this epoch, and at the great individuals

to whom fame has assigned leading parts in its

events.

A The inner conflict. This shows the gradual

rise of the Plebeians through persistent effort to

gain political equality with the Patricians, who
through the power in their hands resisted it at

every step. On the whole here is the most in-

structive account on record of the ever-recurring

fight between Aristos and Demos (aristocracy

and democracy), with victory for the latter.

One hundred and forty-four years the struggle

lasts, as we look at it, culminating in triumph

when Lucius Sextius becomes the first Plebeian

consul (366). It is not saying too much that
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Rome's inner character which makes her the

world-conqueror and world-ruler, or as we pre-

fer to put it, the world-associator, is being now
developed. The Plebeians do not destroy or

expel their opponents but associate them, and

thus form the real Roman City-State (8. P. Q.

R.) What has been done in small at Rome, is

next to be done in large over Italy and the

World. As the Plebeians have step by step

subdued and associated the Patricians, and thus

produced practically a new government, so they

both as united are to go forth together, sub-

duing and associating their destined World,

which embraces the Mediterranean lands. Hence

the present inner conflict may be regarded as the

training: of Rome to her world-historical task.

We are not to forget that the Patricians also are

transformed in this long discipline, even

through their opposition. Almost in spite of

themselves the hide-bound aristocracy imbibes

the Plebeian spirit, which is that which wins.

This will show itself particularly in their own

political home, the Senate.

In ordering this long epoch and its multi-

farious seethiugs, we shall throw it into its three

chief acts, round which its many events gather

as centers, and which form together the total

process of the one leading principle. These

three chief acts are known in Roman History

as the Tribunate, the Decemvirate, and the
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Licinian Rogations (or laws). Each must be

grasped in itself, and then all three are to be

seen as one process.

(I) The Tribunate, Not long after the ex-

pulsion of the kings, the severe law of debtor

and creditor began to produce great distress

among the Plebeians who were the debtors,

while the Patricians chiefly were the creditors.

These debts were largely incurred in the wars

following the expulsion of Tarquin, when the

Plebeians had to serve as soldiers, as w^ell as pay

heavy taxes. For a final non-payment of debt,

the creditor could have the debtor enslaved,

killed or even cut to pieces, if there were several

creditors, each taking a slice of flesh according to

the size of his debt. At last the special case of

an old solidier starts the sympathies of the peo-

ple, and the outcome is a Secession of the Plebs

to the Sacred Mount, where they propose to

build their own city about two miles from

Rome.

Thus arose the prospect of the two Classes

separating and making two Romes. Embassies

came from the Senate, urging the Plebeians to

return. Menenius Agrippa tells to their simple

souls the homely fable of the Belly and the

Members, suggesting that both are necessary

parts of one organism. There is no doubt that

this Secession contradicted the spirit of associa-

tion, which had been already developed in both
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Classes during the regal time. So after the first

ebullition a compromise was possible. Eelief

from the pressure of debt was granted, though

the social conflict between the rich and poor, be-

tween capital and labor (as the formulation now
runs) remained to vex Roman History to the

last day of the Republic.

But the great point gained was the political

one—the Tribunate. Two Plebeians, called

Tribunes, were appointed to protect their Class

against the injustice or cruelty of Patrician

magistrates. Out of this simple power will de-

velop the Tribunician Veto (intercessio) which

can stop legislation, annul the power of the

Senate and of the Consul, in fine can stop the

wheels of all government. Thus it came to rep-

resent the dualism of the Roman State in its

most acrid form, and clearly brought to the con-

sciousness of both Classes the gulf which had

to be bridged, if they were to perform their

world-historical task. The Tribunate was the

negative might of the Plebeians against the Pa-

trician ownership of the government; in it the

Roman City-State recognized and granted the

power of its own self-annulment. The governing

Class has now found its first limit; the Patrici-

ate is no longer absolute by law. It is evident

that this destructive power of the Plebeians

must be made constructive and co-operant, if the
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State is ever to be sound ; the Classes, now dis-

sociative, are to become associative.

Tlie Tribunes were at first chosen by the Cen-

turiate Assembly composed of both Classes ; a

new law (the Publilian) gives the right of their

election to the Plebeian assembly of the Tribes

(471). A later law (the Valerian) extended

this right so that the assembly of the Tribes

(Plebeian) made enactments legally binding on

all the Roman people (449). Thus a legislative

equality is attained. But this properly comes

after the Decemvirate when the second Secession

of the Plebs takes place.

It was evident to all parties that the Patrician

assertion of the law and the Tribunician negation

of this assertion were tearing the State in twain,

both being equally arbitrary. How can the con-

tradiction be harmonized? By a published code

of laws which everybody may see and know,

and which is to bind the consular judges. This

reasonable proposal came from a Tribune, C.

Terentilius Arsa, but it was bitterly opposed by

the Patricians. After much bickering an agree-

ment was reached in 454, men were sent to

Greece to get good laws and bring them back to

Rome, and in 451 the Decemvirs were chosen.

(2) The Decemvirate. Ten men were elected

(451) to make the new laws which were to be set

up in the Forum on a brazen tablet. Both

Classes were eligible, but Patricians only were
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actually elected. Moreover these Decemvirs were

not only to compile a code, but they were the

supreme magistrates of the State—administra-

tors and judges—while the work was in the proc-

ess of being done. That is, the Consuls were

superseded as well as the Tribunes; even the

right of appeal was suspended. Thus the two

hostile groups of officials representing their two

Classes, were set aside in an attempt to unify the

government. The Patrician assertion of au-

thority and the Plebeian negation of it were

given up to the new order.

During the first year Ten Tables of laws were

written out and adopted. They became, as Livy

says, the fountain of all Roman law, public and

private ; also the official conduct of the first set

of Decemvirs was noted for its justice and fair-

ness to all parties. Still the Ten Tables were

found to need a supplement, and a new body of

Decemvirs were chosen who added two Tables

(450), making them twelve. But these two last

Tables show a different spirit in several ways

;

particularly offensive was the re-affirmation of

the law ao^ainst the intermarriao^e of Patricians

and Plebeians. Also the official conduct of the

second Decemvirate was bad, savoring of usur-

pation and tyranny. Two outrages, the murder

of the bravest man in the Roman army, the Ple-

beian L. Siccius Dentatus, and the attempt of

the Decemvir Appius upon the maiden Virginia,
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led to a second Secession of the Plebs who
flocked to their quarter upon the Aventine.

Again the two Classes had separated in wrath,

and two Komes had arisen in the heart of the

one Konie and were getting ready to fight each

other. Thus the furious Roman dualism sprang

up again, more passionate than ever, and had

even shown itself in the two sets of Tables of

the Law, and in the two sets of Decemvirs. Can
the two recalcitrant Classes ever get associated?

For that is their problem. We may suppose

that in a short time both sides began to cool off

and to feel the inner contradiction of their pres-

ent situation with their deepest civic impulse,

which from their origin was associative.

This time it would seem that the first effort at

conciliation came from the Senate. The result

was a compromise known as the Valerio-Hora-

tian laws, which largely brought a restoration of

old status between the Classes. The Tribunate

was restored, and the right of appeal ; also the

assembly of the Tribes was empowered to enact

laws for the whole people, and thus was made
co-ordinate with the Centuriate Assembly. In

this way legislation is equalized yet doubled,

which undoes the unity sought for by the De-

cemvirate. Still the Twelve Tables remain,

making the law public and open to all. Thus
the knowledge of it is no longer a private and
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secret possession of the Patriciate, who could

once twist it as they chose.

Such is the gain for the Plebeians, no doubt

considerable. Otherwise Rome (S. P. Q. R.)

has dropped back into its former dualism of

Classes, which is in some respects deepened.

For the Plebeians now stand face to face with

the Patricians, having new rights and a new con-

sciousness of them, as well as a new will to main-

tain and extend them. The Patrician Consuls

are also restored over against the restoration of

the Plebeian Tribunes, each side having now its

chosen leaders. The Plebeians make a fresh

attack upon privilege by the Canuleian law,

which after much turmoil and and another prob-

ably small Secession of the Plebs to Janiculum

(not mentioned by Livy or Dionysius) was en-

acted in 445, doing away with the odious law

against intermarriage of the Classes. This de-

stroyed the legal existence of the Roman aris-

tocracy of birth. Also one of the consulships

was demanded by the Plebeians, who thus laid

claim to share in the chief Patrician office. This

was staved off for a time by the appointment of

Military Tribunes, eligible from both Classes.

Somewhat later the office of Quaestor was opened

to the Plebeians, who through it could enter the

Senate. The Gallic danger had the effect of

toning down party strife for a good many years.

But when the cloud passes, the final act of the

30
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civic struggle begins. Two Tribunes, C. Lin-

cinius Stolo and L. Sextius in 376 introduced a

new set of laws known under the following title.

(3) The Lichiian Rogations, Two of the three

enactments were evidently for the benefit of the

})oor Plebeians; the one relieved the debtoi

from the exactions of the money-lender, and the

other helped the small farmer by limiting the

infringements of the great landlords upon the

l)ublic domain. Similar enactments to these

two had already occurred in Koman History.

But the epoch-making provision was that the

old consulship should be restored, without the

military Tribunes, and that one of the Consuls

'had to be a Plebeian. To this was afterwards

added that the keepers of the Sibylline books

should also be in part Plebeians, who thus began

to share in the religious control of Rome. A
long, desperate struggle took place, till in 367 all

the provisions passed, and the next year saw

L. Sextius the first Plebeian Consul, not however

without a compromise which gave the judicial

function of the Consul to a new officer, called

the Praetor, who was a Patrician. The door

was opened, not to be shut again ; ten years

later (356) we hear of the first Plebeian dic-

tator, and in five years more (351) follows the

first Plebeian censor.

It is evident that this great work was accom-

plished by the uuion of the poor and rich Pie-
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beians, whom the Patriciniis often artfully turned

aofainst each other. The fir.st two enactments

favor the poor Plebeians, which the Patricians

offered at once to accept, thinking to divide

thereby the opposition, and to bring about the

rejection of the third enactment which concerned

chiefly the rich Plebeians who were striving for

political equality. But the Licinian leadership

was superb and held the party together against

all the machinations of their foes.

As a symbol of the reconciliation of the two

Classes, the Temple of Concord was vowed by

old Camillus, but he died (365) before it was

built. Concordia was indeed *i very abstract God-

dess, but characteristically Roman just for that

reason, being an idea personified, namely the

harmonious co-operation of the hitherto warring

elements of the State. Rome may be said to be

now internally associated, and is ready to start

forward to her career of external association.

The Goddess Concordia is henceforth to be wor-

shiped by both Patricians and Plebeians, and

will not fail to keep them in view of their recon-

ciliation, which is certain to be often tested.

The Canuleian law (445) legalizing intermar-

riage {jus connuhii) of Plebeian and Patrician

promoted the social equality of the two Classes

more than anything else. Of course there may

not have been much intermarriage at first. Es-

pecially the patrician ladies would be shy of
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such an alliance; they still are. The patrician

men, particularly the impoverished, would be

the first to break over. The same process we
see to-day. The nobleman of Europe, moneyless

yet prodigal, will replenish his purse by marry-

ing a rich American heiress, to the infinite dis-

gust of the women of his rank. The statutes of

some states prohibited the intermarriage of white

and black ; the negro had not and socially still has

not, a Jus connubii. The most radical New Eng-

land humanitarian will draw the line of Jus at the

connubium. So we may understand this repeal of

the old Roman Patrician limit which allowed the

Family to be equalized as well as the Classes.

Here we may call attention to that abbrevi-

ation of the Roman City- State or formula of the

two Classes (S. P. Q. R.), which must have

become common at this time, and remained a

kind of seal signifying Republican Rome. We
still see it stamped on her monuments in many
places. The general meaning of it to the Roman
mind is plain: it united in a label or heraldic

sign the two elements, the Senate and the People

of Rome, implying the dualism but implying it

as overcome. We may deem it the trade-mark of

the Roman governmental machine. Many mter-

pretations have been given to this Roman mono-

gram (we may also consider it) both in ancient

and modern times; especially the letter Q in it

has given trouble; but the foregoing was its

i
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sense to the average Roman. The constituents

of the republic, Aristos and JDemos, are explic-

itly given, while Monarchos is left out. To be

sure one may say (without authority however)

that R stands for the suppressed Bex, who, pres-

ent at the start of Rome, is bound to appear at

the end (Niebiihr's view is given. Hist. Rom.,

Vol. I, p. 294, Eng. Translation; Mommsen*s
view, Hist. Rom., Vol. I, p. 90, Eng. Trans.,

new edition.)

B. The outer conflict. After the expulsion

of Tarquin there was a war with the Etruscans,

who sought to restore their kindred to the

Roman kingdom, and especially to keep Etrus-

can influence still supreme at Rome. Finally

Lars Porsena of Clusium, greatest of the mon-

archs of Etruria, wins back all the Etruscan

territory previously lost to Rome and makes

with her a peace which has no restoration of the

Kings. Rome seems to have been reduced quite

to her original limits and has to begin over

again. Pliny has handed down a curious fact:

Porsena in token of subjection would not allow

to the Romans the use of iron for any other

purpose than for farming implements (ne ferro

nisi agri cultu uterentur). Veil, a near Etrus-

can city, and the chief rival of Rome, has now

the supreme opportunity to make herself the

great center of Middle Italy and finally of the

World. Why could she not do it?
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This entire epoch of 144 years Rome is en-

gaged in petty wars with her petty neighbors.

It is a most tedious, patience-consuming account

as recorded even in the bright pages of Livy's

first decade, or in the more phjdding style of

Dionysius of Halicarnassus. One gets com-

pletely worn down in reading the numberless

little frays of the border between Rome on the

one side and on the other the Equians and Vol-

scians, Sabines and Latins. In vain we seek the

.historic value of these frontier squabbles whii^h

later national vanity tried to trick out as big

wars, with vast numbers slain who seem to come

to life again and have to be killed afresh. Still

amid this chaos of hundreds of years of petty

warfare we may clutch the following main

factSi

(1) The neighboring Sabellians—communi-

ties and tribes—are trying to seize Rome as their

own. The Sabines on the North, with whom
the Romans kept up a neighborhood fight for

forty years, the Equians and probably the Vol-

scians were of Sabellian blood, of which Rome
herself had a portion. These and others of their

kin maintained a kind of perpetual running com-

bat with Rome, till at last they get associated

with her—which seems to have been the historic

object of their long struggle.

(2) The neighboring Latins on the South

make war with Rome, which after the battle of
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Lake Regillus is concluded by a peace and then

by an alliance. But after the Gallic invasion,

the Latins again begin to stir against Rome now
much weakened, yet are in the end defeated.

The Latin is likewise an element, in fact the

original element of the Roman community,

which in this case also has at last to associate its

own ethnic kindred of Latium.

(3) The neighboring Etruscans to the

North-West across the Tiber still continue sul-

len and jealous toward Rome, particularly the

large city of Veii, only twelve miles distant.

There is no doubt that between these two cities

existed the most bitter rivalry far back, seeming-

ly from the foundation of Rome itself. The

question had long been: Which shall be the

leading city of this central Italic land? But we

may well think that there is throbbing uncon-

sciously in both the far deeper question of their

future destiny which runs thus: Which of the

two is to be the great world-historical city, the

mistress not only of Italy, but of the whole

Mediterranean territory?

Rome has long known that there cannot be

two Romes, particularly so close together. But

the time comes when she feels able to destroy

her rival, who has for centuries lain so threaten-

ing on her flank, ready to pounce upon her in

any calamity, and always stirring up lesser com-

munities to war. Now Veii is sunouuded with
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high Etruscan walls and requires for its capture

a siege which lasts ten years (406-396) like

the Trojan city. But it is taken by Camillus

through a mine, and is utterly wiped out, the

men being killed, the women and children being

sold into slavery. Still Veii even as empty and

deserted gives trouble, for the Plebeians wish to

migrate thither and possess the well-built city,

and thus establish a dual Rome, Plebeian and

Patrician. But this most dangerous move is

finally voted down by the Tribes themselves, with

a bare majority of one in twenty-one (ten tribes

for and eleven against). So associated Rome is

once more saved from being broken is twain, and

can move forward to its world-historical destiny,

which is that of association.

Indeed we may see just in this principle why
Rome was the chosen city of the future instead

of Veii. The latter lacked the associative char-

acter of the former ; it had never associated its

own separate ethnic elements, for it had only

one. There cannot be an Etruscan Rome,

though Etruria furnished one of Rome's origi-

nal elements, as we have seen. Veii, therefore,

lacked the required training for the commg
world-historical task and so is rejected by the

World-Spirit, which now demands associative

power, in the City-State . Tims after a rivalry

of more than three centuries Veii is anuiliihited

to establish the unity of Rome. The Roman
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soldier having to stay at the siege winter and

summer, begins to get pay for his service—

a

regulation of Eome which will bear its fruits.

Somewhat later another Etruscan city, Caere, is

taken by the Romans, as it lies not far away

and seems to have assumed the Veiian rivalry.

It is, however, not destroyed, but is allowed to

live deprived of all self-administration under a

Roman prsefect.

Thus on every side Rome was engaged in a petty

border warfare with Sabellian, Latin, and Etrus-

can, seeking to associate them in a small way,

while they resisted, trying to preserve their sep-

arate autonomous condition. But upon all these

little but lively communities pours down from

the North the Gallic deluge, obliterates many of

them and conquers the rest except a few high-

walled towns. Rome is captured in 390, and the

people betake themselves to the empty walls of

Veil and there reside till Rome is delivered. But

again comes up the question: Shall we rebuild

the destroyed Rome? Why not stay here in

these well-built untenanted houses? Veii though

depopulated, once more threatens the destiny of

Rome, which, however, overcomes afresh the

proposed separation, and makes her'self a new

Rome, inhabited by a new people whose hitherto

separated Classes are soon to be co-ordinated-

and associated on an equality by the Licinian

Rogations.
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The Gallic invasion has inculcated a very im-

pressive lesson upon the much-divided tribes and

communities of Central Italy. The Gauls have

settled in Northern Italy and have largely driven

out the Etruscans and the Umbrians (Sabellians)

from the Valley of the Po. It is said that the

most important Etruscan city of the North,

Melpum, situated not far from the later Milan,

was surrendered to the Celts on the same day

when Veii surrendered to the Komans in the

South (396). The need of strong association in-

stead of autonomy or a loose league had been

brought home to all these peoples—Etruscans,

Sabellians, and Latins—by that deluge of bar-

barism which might break loose again at any

moment. Indeed it kept repeating itself after

the first one, and lashing the scattered Italic

atoms into Rome's associative power, which could

alone protect them.

C. Gi^eat Men. The famous individuals of

this epoch are largely the products of the He-

roic Legend, which reflects usually the outer and

inner conflicts of Rome. Coriolanus is a valiant

but haughty Patrician, equally hostile to the ex-

ternal enemy and to the Plebeians. As a result

of the conflict between the Classes, he deserts to

the Volscians, with whose aid he is on the point

of taking Rome, but is turned back by the prayers

of his mother. Cincinnatus was also a Patrician

hero who went from his plow to victory over the
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Equians, but likewise avenged his insolent son

against a Plebeian accuser. Both these stories

connect the heroic name of a Patrician with

Rome's outer and inner conflicts. It is often

said by recent historians of Rome that the

legends were songs written in praise of the aris-

tocratic Houses. But a decided limitation is

drawn upon the characters of both Coriolanus

and Cincinnatus. The sad tale of Dentatus shows

wholly a Plebeian sympathy against the Patri-

cian Decemvirs. The impressive story of the

father, Virginius, slaying his daughter, Vir-

ginia, is anti-Patrician, and is the chief means of

bringing about the Valerian law in favor of the

plebiscite. One of the last of these legends is

that of Camillus, the popular hero against the

city of Veii and against the Gauls, yet hostile to

the Plebeians, who succeeded in getting him

banished. Still he is brought back in a great

crisis, and performs wonderful exploits.

Such is, in general, the legendary picture of

these great Patricians, who are shown heroic

abroad, but quite unheroic at home. They are

not the supporters of the new civic development

of the Roman City-State now taking place,

which is really the work of Plebeian leaders,

probably not good subjects for mythical glorifi-

cation. Still the Roman Legend of the time has

drawn a pretty fair picture of the Patrician both

in his strength and in his weakness. That the
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likenesses are on the whole true to life is shown

by the hold which they have taken on mankind.

The good and the bad of the- proud aristocrat

have been limned for all time to the people in

these old tales, which have produced a European

literature of their own. They are really the

products of the collision between the Plebeians

and Patricians in the movement toward the

equalization of the two Classes, or toward

Rome's civic association, as we name it. A gen-

uine mythical product they are surely, hence

existent for all time ; so it comes that the school-

boy recollects Coriolanus and Cincinnatus and

Virginius, when he forgets everything else in

Roman History.

The legends of the present time are different

from those of the kings who, beginning with

Romulus, are chiefly founders, introducers of

this or that new institution ; they seem almost

personifications of Rome's institutional elements,

till the last Tarquin tries to change the polity

and is expelled. The Roman king differs much
from the Roman aristocrat, yet both are pictured

in Roman Legend. It may here be added that

in the coming epoch the legendary vein begins

to run dry, the Licinian law having largely re-

moved the collision between the Classes from

which it sprang, and Rome having become more

historical than mythical in spirit.

Such is, in general, the second Epoch of the
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first Period, in which Rome associates her

Classes, being occupied largely with her inner or

civic conflict. Having performed this task, she

begins to move outward to a new work.

III.

Ethnic Association.

In the last Epoch Rome has attained her

civic Association, though the principle is by

no means carried out in all the offices and

functions of State. The application of the

principle of equality is still to be continued,

though this is henceforth a subordinate move-

ment of the time. Rome turns her face out-

ward to a new task. She is, as it Were, to

return to her first work, done in the time of

the kings, when she associated the three con-

joining ethnic communities—Latin, Sabellian,

Etruscan. But now her horizon is much
widened : she is to associate not the small ethnic

communal units, but total ethnic peoples who
are related to her originally. We recollect that

she was constituted of the three mentioned

ethnic ingredients in the form of communities.

But at present she advances to associating her

whole kinship—the Latins, the Sabellians, and

the Etruscans. This is her great act of Italic

association, which embraces what may be called

the native peoples of Italy, in contrast with the
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recent new-comers—the Celts in the North and

the Greeks in the South. This is, then, her

Ethnic Association, preparatory to a still greater

advance when it is finished. The present Epoch

is included in the years between the first Ple-

beian Consul (366) and the Hellenic conflict

with Pyrrhus (281).

At the same time this is but a stage of her

larger Self-Association. She reaches out to

complete her own self-hood which is connected

by ties of kinship with each of the three great

Italic peoples. She has done what they could

not do : she has shown that they can be associa-

ted in spite of national differences, and has giv-

en an example of it in herself. The trinal

embryo of the Roman City-State is to suck in

and to assimilate all its cognate peoples. Then
the first grand act of her History, that of Self-

Association, will have exhausted its associative

material, and will be concluded. City-State she

is still, but she has evolved from her tri-commu-

nal condition, to being tri-national.

Each of the three nations of Central Italy

was full of cities, tribes, and communities,

whose spirit was in general autonomous, and

hence dissociative. It is this separative charac-

ter which Eome has now to overcome in all her

ethnic kinship, having overcome it in herself.

Thus she is the chosen means for the sjreat act

of Italic Association. We can see that through
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her inner career, having equalized and recon-

ciled her Classes, she is prepared for the larger

task.

On the other hand there is an external prepa-

ration also, which has come with the events of

the epoch. The Gallic invasion had submerged

all Central Italy except a few rock-built towns

which the barbarous invaders could not reach.

Rome fell like the rest. The wave soon receded

but then it came again and again. What power

is to meet this awftfl desolation I So great was

the enmity between these separate Italic com-

munities, that the weaker one repeatedly invited

the barbarians to a fresh devastation. Such a

terrible experience had taught these peoples of

Central Italy that their present political separa-

tion meant their enslavement if not their destruc-

tion. Already the Gauls had taken possession of

the Valley of the Po, slaughtering or driving

out its former inhabitants, both Etruscan and

Umbrian (Sabellian). The same fate was im-

pending over Central Italy, unless it could be in

some way united against the hordes of invaders.

But who can do it? Where is the State which has

the inner power and principle able to associate

the disunited Italic mass?

As we have seen, Rome alone of them all can

fulfill the new requirement of the time. The

Plebeians, soon after the burning of their city

by the Gauls, vote to return to it from Veil and
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to rebuild it, thus putting down a great tempta-

tion to separate from the Patricians. To be

sure Eome is not chosen by the Italic peoples to

associate them, but by herself filled, we may see,

with the World-Spirit. All three nations will re-

sist, resist bitterly, in devotion to independence

and autonomy. Still there is underneath the

opposition a growing conviction of the necessity

of union. So it comes that Rome will rapidly

conquer in the present crisis the three Italic peo-

ples cognate in blood, but politically disunited.

Note that already she is consanguine with them

through her original communal association, and

also the three peoples, otherwise unconnected

become connected in and through Rome.

We shall again trace in the present epoch that

germinal process continually recurring in Roman
History. There will be the inner and outer Con-

flicts, which, we must recollect, run parallel

through the entire Epoch, and in which the

Great Men of the time show their greatness.

A. Inner Conflict. This simmers down in in-

tensity, though the Plebeians still have to realize

their equality by getting hold of the chief offices

of State which have been held by the Patricians.

The first Plebeian Dictator has been mentioned,

and also the first Plebeian Censor; C. Marcius

Rutilus held both positions. The first Plebeian

Praetor or Judge belongs to 337, while the Pub-

lilian law had re-affirmed the legislative compe-
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tency of Tribes (339 ) . The Ogulinan law opens

to the Plebeians the Augurate and the Pontificate,

or the innermost exclusive offices of Religion

, which had the power of interfering with polit-

ical affairs (300). Already the calendar of holy

and unholy days (dies fasti et nefasti) had been

published (304), which initiated the Public into

what had been a Patrician mystery. Thus the

two Classes have been quite equalized in the

offices of State, but this does not mean that

their difference has been obliterated; in some

respects it is more pronounced than ever. But

they co-operate with increased power, being me-

diated chiefly by the new Senate, which is getting

always a fresh current of Plebeian blood.

Still the socio-economic problem remains,

dividing Rome again into two Classes, not ac-

cording to birth or privilege, but according to

wealth. The rich and poor now to a large ex-

tent take the place of Patricians and Plebeians.

Two enactments to limit the rate of interest (to

ten per cent in 357, and to five per cent in 347)

show the attempts to give relief to the debtor

against the capitalist. In 326 slavery for debt

is abolished. Several new Tribes are added, ex-

tending them far into the surrounding country

(thirty-one in 318). A very important effect of

such increase is to diminish the influence of the

Plebeian Assembly which could not so easily and

so often come together at Rome to vote. Appius

81
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Claudius as censor distributes freedmen and the

poor of the city among all the Tribes instead of

confining them to four—the method hitherto.

As a political measure this would give the Ple-

beian voting power largely to the Roman pro-

letariate. The same Appius conferred more

solid benefits upon his city by building the

Appian way and the Appian aqueduct. His other

scheme in regard to the Tribes was abolished in

a few years by the succeeding Censors; the

Appian way exists to-day at Eome.
But the distress of the poorer citizens, caused

by the long and desperate wars against the three

Italic peoples, became very acute toward the end

of this epoch and the result was a new Secession,

the third and last, this time to Janiculum across

the Tiber. A reconciliation is brought about by

the Hortensian law which distributed the public

lands to the landless, but also re-enacted that

the Assembly of the Tribes could make laws

valid for the whole people. Thus a social meas-

ure turns to a means for gaining a political right,

as we often see in Roman History. Economic

trouble is supposed to have its seat in an inad-

equate State, which must, accordingly, be

mended. Accordingly to the Plebeians in their

Assembly (Tribes) is given the legislative power

to help themselves.

It would seem that some of these popular laws

easily fell into desuetude or were gradually nullified
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by the Patricians after their passage. The Valerian

law of appeal (provocatio), regarded as a bulwark

of Plebeian protection, had to be passed three

times from its first enactment in 509 by Valerius

Poplicola till 300 ; each time the proposer was

named Valerius. Likewise the law affirming the

legal competence of the Assembly of the Tribes

had three separate enactments—the Valerio-

Horatian—(just after the Decemvirate), the

Publilian (after the Latin War) and the Horten-

sian (after the third secession of the Plebs in

286).

B. Outer Conflict. The neighborhood wars of

Rome with various tribes and communities of the

three Italic peoples continue into this epoch

(366-281). After the general leveling of them all

through the Gallic invasion, there seem to have

been attempts on the part of several Latin cities,

especially Tibur and Preneste, to take the place

of Rome. Also wars sprang up with several of

the Sabellian tribes and towns. Likewise the

Etruscans of the city Tarquinii began a cam-

paign against their old rival (358). But grad-

ually these local conflicts grow to be general

wars involving the respective peoples, who are

now as wholes to be united with Rome. This

we have called her Ethnic or Italic Association,

which we may look at briefly in its separate

stages, according to the peoples composing it.

(1) The Latins had largely fallen off from
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Rome after her great calamity caused by the

Gallic invasion. But in 358 the league with

Latium is restored. It seems, however, that the

Latins became dissatisfied with it, and in 340

sent to Rome an embassy demanding that one of

the Roman consuls must be a Latin, or there would

be war. Such a demand seems to have sprung

from the Plebeian success over the Patricians.

The proposition must have startled the Romans,

for it brought up the question : Shall we asso-

ciate all these Italian peoples on an equality with

ourselves? The Roman answer was No, with the

acceptance of war. They at once make peace

with the more distant Samnites, for a pressing

new problem has arisen at their very door. The

Latin allies propose to renew that long conflict

for equality which the Plebeians and Patricians

had recently settled. But Rome as a whole will

remain Patrician to the Latins.

The result is a contest which in Roman His-

tory is called the Great Latin War, lasting two

years (340-338). It created intense anxiety at

Rome, for these Latins had been Roman soldiers

and had the same language, customs, institutions

;

their military weapons, discipline, tactics were

alike ; it seemed a Civil War. But the outcome

was a total defeat of the Latins in the battle of

Vesuvius and the rapid subjection of all the

Latin cities.

But now rises the far harder problem for the
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Romans: What shall be our political relation to

these Latin cities, cognate in blood and our next

neighbors, as well as our earliest allies? It was

evident from their recent conduct that they

could not be permitted to retain their league

with substantial autonomy of the individual

members. The Romans could not leave their

central city flanked by an uncertain people within

a few miles of their gates. If Rome is going

to be the conqueror, even of Italy, Latium must

be made secure. What political contrivance,

then, will best meet the case?

First is the necessity that all inter-com-

munal ties between these Latin communities

be broken, so that they cannot easily conspire

and co-operate. The Latins had shown a

stronger federative sense than any other Italic

people; but just this is what must in some

way be met and counteracted. Accordingly

Rome takes each Latin town and associates it

with and through herself. Every road must

go to the central City-State, and thence move

outward. So each Latin community must com-

municate with the other Latin communities, not

directly but through Rome. Even the right of

intermarriage and of inter-commercial relations

was taken away. All had to pass through the

Roman alembic. The Latin towns were not iso-

lated, as is sometimes said ; rather they were

associated in a new way, the Roman. In this
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way Rome got to know pretty well what was

going on in each Latin town. She saw that the

old Latin federative principle must be tran-

scended ; otherwise Italy would become Celtic or

Carthagenian. It is probable that the most intelli-

gent Latins also felt the danger of the situation,

and accepted the Roman solution. At any rate

they furnish to Rome many illustrious men,

though some Latin towns like Prseneste, seem to

have remained sullen and jealous of Rome for a

long time.

The chief means employed by this new kind

of Association should be noted. Rome sepa-

rated the Latin towns still more by a difference

of treatment. Some were at once admitted to

full Roman citizenship, were incorporated in

Tribes, and voted at their assemblies (Lanuvium,

Tusculum, Nomentum). Others were allowed

their local self-administration, but no share in

the Roman government. Some were deprived of

their domains, but left internally autonomous

(Tibur and Prseneste). A few were completely

dismantled and depopulated; the people of

Velitrse, a Latin town which had shown deep-

seated hostility to Rome, were compelled to

leave Latium and settle in Etruria. Others were

suffered merely to exist without any part in their

own local government, this being put into hands

of a Roman praefect. In this way Rome re-

warded her Latin friends and hamstrung her
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Latin enemies, and also divided them from one

another. Still with them all she employs a common
principle : no inter-communal Association.

This was certainly a vast new step in Roman
development. She seems now for the first time

to have become fully conscious of her great po-

litical destiny and of the chief means for carry-

ing it out. Hitherto her foreign policy had been

fluctuating and uncertain of itself ; indeed she

had little need of a foreign policy, being en-

gaged chiefly in inner conflicts. But the two

Classes are equalized and co-operating harmo-

niously and powerfully ; the City-State .can now
turn outward and begin to associate other City-

States, Tribes, and Nations.

(2) In this same epoch takes place Rome's

far longer and more desperate contest with the

Sabellians, the most widely scattered and also the

bravest of the three Italic peoples. From the

Valley of the Po down the Appenines quite to

the foot of Italy they are dispersed, incapable of

united action. Rome will seize them piece by

piece, conquer them and associate them in her

way, therein perfoming altogether the most diffi-

cult feat of the time, if not of her whole

History.

The Sabellians will, like the Latins, show dif-

ferent degrees of readiness to become Roman.

It has been already set forth that Rome herself

is in part Sabellian as to origin ; from her own
self streams out a line of gradations ia hostility
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till the Samnites are reached, the most inveterate

foes that Kome ever encountered.

They were the strongest and most determined

Italic opponents of the Roman method of Asso-

ciation, the most obstinate adherents of the old

Sabellian institutions. In fact Eome never asso-

ciated them internally, as we see by their fight

against her in the time of Sulla and even of Caesar.

Four Samnite Wars are ascribed to the epoch

of which we are treating. The first Samnite

War (343-1) the Romans stopped hurriedly with

a peace in order to settle Latium. The second

Samnite War (326-304) was famous for the 'de-

feat of a Roman army at the Caudine Forks

(321) by a Samnite hero, C. Pontius. Still

Rome won in the end after a long struggle of

twenty-two years. The same was the result of

the Third Samnite War (299-290), though there

rises a new Samnite- hero, GellusEgnatius, who
seems to have organized a Sabellian confederacy

against Rome, and sought to unite the Etruscans

and even the Gauls against *'the Roman wolf.''

He made a bold march to the North in order to

support his confederates, but they were defeated

at the Battle of Sentinum (295) m which Gellus

Egnatius perished. Still the war lasted ^ve

years longer in Samnium. It shows the Sabel-

lian lack of union that the Sabines, another Sa-

bellian people, began a war of their own with

Rome the year of the Samnite peace (290).

Finally a Fourth Samnite War breaks out
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(281), which involves Tarentum, and with it the

Greek world begins to enter Roman History, and

to produce in the same a wholly new period of

development.

(3) This same epoch sees Rome associate the

entire Etruscan people, who had hitherto resisted

her chiefly by single cities. The city of Tar-

qainii, whose territory originally adjoined that of

Veii, tried to withstand the Roman encroach-

ments with some help from a few other Etruscan

communities. At last in 311 during the Second

Samnite War all Etruria except Arretium were

aroused to a common resistance against Rome.

But she defeated them at Sutrium, when the

Roman general Fabius passed through Ciminian

forest to Northern Etruria and subjugated the

country (308). War breaks out again in 299,

when the Etruscans co-operate with the Sam-

nites. Then they unite with Gauls (the Boii)

but are beaten twice (284-2), and their resist-

ance ends.

Peace between Rome and Etruria was made

in 280, on favorable terms for the latter, since

the former was now occupied with a new enemy,

Pyrrhus in Southern Italy. The Etruscan cities

probably became free allies of Rome, with in-

ternal self-government, yet with more or less

prohibition of inter-communal relations. This

last was far easier to accomplish in Etruria than

in Latium, since the Etruscans were less federa-

tive in spirit than the Latins.
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In the present epoch Rome's associative prin-

ciple becomes explicit. We may compare her to

the hub of the wheel in which the spokes are all

fastened and with which they have to revolve.

So the communities, tribes, peoples are deprived

of their own interrelations, but must be interre-

lated through her and her law. It is no wonder

that Rome took the arch as expressing herself,

as her symbol, and erected it for its own sake to

be the sign of her triumph. Each voussoir is

not determined through itself but through the

common center, toward which they all press and

which, therefore, interlocks them together so

strongly.

It was in this third epoch especially that the

system of Roman colonization was developed,

primarily as a means for holding to their alle-

giance subject cities and peoples. Thus the

Roman colony was an instrument of Roman asso-

ciation and reflected in its purpose and char-

acter the central city. It was another S. P. Q. R.

for its locality. Sena Gallica founded in the

country of the Senonian Gauls (282), shows to

what use Rome put a colony. Also the colonies

were not all alike, but were bound to her by

various legal ties. Still they had the common
Roman purpose of compelling unassociated Italy

to associate, of course with and through Rome,
the central City-State

.

C. Great Men. During this epoch, Rome
does not produce any towering individualities.
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In fact the Roman government does not foster

them. Really the two greatest men of the time

were Samnites, Caius Pontius who captured

the Roman army with both consuls at the

Caudine Forks, and Gellus Egnatius who led

his forces across the Roman lines for the pur-

pose of combining with the North Italic peoples

and also with the Gauls against Rome. His

idea and his action were great, he was the Samnite

Hannibal. But he came too late to save his

cause. And how can he unite those whose

principle is disunion? Rome is doing the work

of association, seemingly in the only way in

which it can be done.

The form in which Great Men appear in Rome
at present is that of an assembly of the Senate.

They too are associated, they work not individu-

ally but collectively. There is a selection of the

best for the Senate, according to talent and ex-

perience,* not by birth and privilege. Plebeian

and Patrician can both be Senators, who also

have a life-tenure, while the Consul holds office

for a year. Rome still has a jealousy of the indi-

vidual in power, who must be absorbed into the

Senate, and go into authority through the Sen-

ate. Rome has become a Senatorial State, hav-

ing evolved out of a Patrician State. The as-

sembly of the Plebeians has done its chief work

in developing men gifted with leadership for

Senators. Rome, we repeat, is jealous and intol-

erant of the individual who seeks greatness or
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popularity directly through himself and not

through the avenues of the State. Here lies the

ultimate ground for the fate of Spurius Cassius,

Spurius Mselius, and Titus Manlius, all of whom
were important individuals who were put to death

on the charge of seeking the kingship, or per-

sonal supremacy. Demos has gotten indeed his

rights, but his ultimate right is to sift out his

best man for the Senate, which was once strik-

ingly described as **an assembly of Kings.'' Not

one but many monarchsare there in a single body.

So we are to see in the Senate, as it has un-

folded, a true form of associated Eome, in fact

the highest, for it now associates the best talents

for its government. It is this new associated

Senate which has, true to its character, put down
dissociated Italy, and has very skillfully elabo-

rated the means for unifying it with itself. An
ever-flowing fountain of the best ability wells up

from the Roman people as a whole into the Sen-

ate to which the individual must first give him-

self in order to receive back his meed of value

for his country.

We are often told that these Italic cities and

nations which Rome subdued and associated, lost

their most precious boon, their freedom. It is

worth while to note what advantages they re-

ceived by way of compensation. (1) They ob-

tained security against the destructive inunda-

tions of the Gallic barbarians, ever threatening

from the North, like Fate; (2) they obtained
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security from neighborhood wars which had to

goto Rome for adjustment; (3) they obtained

security against inner revolutions arising through

political parties in the city. On the other hand

they lost their autonomy, to be sure in various

gradations, for even over her allies Rome was

supreme. Here the question comes up: Which
represents the higher principle before the tri-

bunal of the World's History, the Samnite or the

Roman? We have already seen autonomy run

its world-historical course in Greece, which it

did not and could keep free. Nor can it, being

dissociative and centrifugal, give permanent

liberty to Italy against external domination.

Nothing is plainer at this time than that the

Italic peoples must be Gallicized, that is, barbar-

ized, or Romanized. Certainly Samnium, with

its separative condition and consciousness could

not have saved Italy nor itself.

Athens, in the most glorious period of her His-

tory, felt the limitation of autonomy and tried

to associate the Greek cities against the destiny

hanging over them from the outside—from Per-

sia and then from Macedon. But Athens could

not succeed, could not conquer the dualism in

herself, for she too was in her character the au-

tonomous Greek City-State. Italy had the same

external destiny suspended over her from the

Alps and beyond, and she was, like Greece,^ full

of independent City-States, Tribes and Peoples,

into which the original Italo-Greek racial proto-
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plasm had unfolded in both peninsulas. But

Rome has developed the associative gift within

herself as we have traced it.

Rome has, therefore, the right of the World-

Spirit in subordinating these autonomous atoms

to a higher end which is really a higher freedom.

Many a sigh has been heaved for the untoward

loss of Samnite freedom ; even Mommsen, rather

absolutistic as we read him, can fetch a little

suspiration on the subject. But Rome just here

is fulfilling her world-historical task with an

untold outlay of effort ; she is obeying the decree

of the World-Spirit, and from this point of view

she is to be judged at last.

The long First Period of Roman History which

we have called Self-Association, has now come to

an end. Its three Epochs (or sub-periods) have

been considered ; each of them has been seen to

have its own process, which, however, is the ger-

minal one, and hence is common to them all.

The first Epoch, or communal association with

its three ethnic Village-Communities, has been

rounded out by the third Epoch, or ethnic asso-

ciation with its three consanguine Peoples—con-

sanguine with Rome through her primal associ-

ative act. Rome has now associated her complete

Self, overarching and embracing her Italic kin-

ship, which through her has become inter-related.

Such we may well deem her first great historic

cycle or Period, which has prepared her for the

next, now at hand.
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Section Secon&*

Rome Associates the World.

In the preceding Period Rome has essentially

finished the work of Self-Association which has

reached out and incorporated her constitutive

peoples—Latin, Sabellian, and Etruscan. Un-
doubtedly their assimilization is not yet finished

and will not be for several generations. Many
of their communities and tribes are still quiver-

ing with revenge, and awaiting a chance to strike

for their lost autonomy. Pyrrhus and Hannibal

will give them such a chance, which, however,

will not avail. Rome's Italic Association is a

fact accomplished, not to be undone for centu-

ries. The result is a border even in Italy between

Italic and non-Italic peoples, the latter being the

Celts in the North (Valley of the -Po) and the

Greeks in the South (Magna Grsecia). The
question came up to every Roman mind looking

from the central city : Shall we now start asso-

ciating these non-Italic peoples on the soil of our

Italy? They were aliens in blood and institu-

tions, and they furnished no original communal
element to form Rome.
We can well conceive that conservative Romans

would have preferred to stand guard on the Rim
and to keep what they had won. But it was
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soon found that Eome could not stop in her

career of association, or of conquest if you

please. In the North both Etruscans and Sa-

bellians have repeatedly called in the Celts against

Eome. The battles at Sentinum and the Vadi-

monian Lake, not to speak of the earlier Gallic

deluges, show that there can be no lasting secu-

rity in Italy till these Celts also be Romanized

and thus civilized. To be sure the problem

keeps pushing beyond Italy to Gaul itself—but

the record of that belongs to a later time.

Even more intimately are the Italic peoples of

Lower Italy bound up with the Greek cities of

that locality, which have not only traded with

them but have imparted to them somewhat of

Greek culture. Moreover, Sicily belongs phys-

ically to Italy, and in that large and fertile island

alongside the Greek a wholly different race has

effected lodgment, the Semitic represented in

Carthaore. On this side also the Italic Rim

seems to extend indefinitely, if Rome intends to

hold in security what she has won.

But the important fact which marks the Period

is that Rome comes into immediate contact with

Greek civilization, and has to associate the de-

veloped Greek City- State. That is truly her

new political problem, very different from her

Italic one, though both be associative. Taren-

tum, autonomous, democratic, nautical, commer-

cially prosperous, is in a number of respects an
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Occidental Athens, which Rome has to meet and

subordinate, though still a barbarian compared

to the Greek, who in his turn will have to over-

come her barbarism with bis culture.

Rome is already the political people supremely

and is prepared for her Greek task of Associ-

ation, which is to universalize the City-State,

this being in Greece particular. We have seen

that the Greek City-State was totally unable to

associate the Greek people as a whole, or the

Greek tribes, or even the separate Greek com-

munities. On the contrary Rome's History

shows her associating diverse Italic communities,

Italic tribes, and finally the three Italic peoples.

Politically Rome is the positive counterpart of Hel-

las, doing what the latter left undone. The History

of Greece is the record of the failure of the Greek

City-State as head to associate the Greek City-

State as member. Athens, Sparta, Thebes tried

it in succession, with their three different head-

ships or hegemonies. After some success, all

failed sooner or later (see preceding, pp. 286,

et seq.). They could not associate community,

tribe, nation—could not do just what Rome has

done. So she has now to pick up their task left

undone, and to associate, first of all this Greek

City-State, which, however, on the cultural side

has done what political Rome will never be able

to do. When, therefore, open war is declared

in 281 B. C. between Rome and Tarentum, the

32
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two kinds of ancient City-States, the Koman and

the Hellenic, are pitted directly against each

other. The latter is just passing out of its

world-historical stage, the former is just coming

into the same, supplanting the Greek.

Tarentum at this time was doubtless the greatest

autonomous City-State of the Hellenic world.

The former free communities of Greece had

fallen under the sway of the Macedonian, and

were in a decline. Syracuse in Sicily, which was

the only Greek city of the present age compar-

able with Tarentum, was dominated by a tyrant

within and threatened by Carthage without.

Tarentum cultivated her navy, but on land she

hired mercenaries to do her fighting and bribed

peoples by her subsidies. She has been aware

for many years that Kome was her coming danger.

Her diplomacy was to stir up and keep alive the

hatred of the Italic peoples against Kome ; the

Samnites and the Celts she had supported with

her money. During the whole time of Rome's
Italic association (366-281), when she, having

harmonized her Classes, broke away from the

petty wars with town and tribe near-by, and

began to subdue the entire three Italic peoples,

Tarentum was at work among them with secret

instigation and bribery. This Rome well knew,

but was very loth to go to war with Tarentum,

feeling the difficulty of the new task, not so

much of war as of association after war.
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Indirectly Rome had long had relations with the

Greeks, being founded co-teniporaneously with

the great colonial movement of Greece to the

West. As far as can be ascertained, both Tar-

entum and Syracuse arose about the same time

as Rome. The legislation of Numa is often

thought to have had some of its inspiration from

Greece. The later Decemvirate patterned con-

fessedly after the hiws of Solon and of Athens..

The Greeks of Cumse are reported to have

stopped the victorious southward career of the

Etruscans at Aricia in 506, after the latter had

conquered Rome and Latium. During the next

hundred and fifty years Rome was going through

her internal struggles and was almost wholly

self-occupied. Meanwhile the Greeks had passed

the bloom of their History, having defeated

Persia in Hellas, and Carthage in Sicily, and

then having gradually undone themselves. Of

this historic Greek phenomenon Rome must have

known something, perhaps not very much, being

outside the stream of the World's History. But

at the end of Rome's Ethnic or Italic Associa-

tion, Tarentum, being thoroughly frightened,

calls in Pyrrhus from the Greek peninsula against

the Romans, who thus are thrown into conflict

with a new part of the Greek world.

Here we may note that there are three territorial

stages of Hellas, or the three Hellases existent

in space—^Middle, Occidental and Oriental. It
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is Occidental Hellas, embracing the Greek City-

States of Sicily and Italy, with which the Romans
came into contact first, and which are still auton-

omous in part. Middle and Oriental Elellas is

Macedonian at the present time, being ruled by

the successors of Alexander the Great. We shall

see that Rome has gradually to move toward the

three Ilellases and associate them all. Indeed it

is this act which makes Rome world-historical,

makes her the political heir of the Greek City-

State, whose autonomy is to be taken up into

Roman supremacy and somehow digested.

The effort, however will compel Rome to em-

ploy a new political device, that of proconsular

authority over a given territory called the

Province. This, after various approaches, hap-

pens fully in Sicily with its clusters of Greek

City-States. It is a one-man power and thus is

contradictory to the previous Roman principle

of Association. The Roman individual now be-

comes in the Province a kind of king for the

purpose of holding together those recalcitrant

self-sufficing Greek communal atoms under the

one central City-State. This pro-consular Gov-

ernor is usually a Senator and is responsible to

the Senate, which therein begins to break up

into a body of individual rulers or monarchs.

What Macedonian Philip did with the Greek

City-State through himself alone, the Roman
Senate now does with it, but sends forth a multi-
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pHcity 9;fPlii lip?,. a;:^d,, stilus 4i:VJd^3 tip i^to a

manifoldness of separate satraps, who, first sent

out from Eqme, will at last, be seen marching

back,to Rome. Mark \he change. Previously

in Central Italy Eome had expanded simply her

own original ingredients or formative stuffs

—

Latin, Sabellian, and Etruscan. She was hardly

called upon to meet any new problem of associ-

ating peoples and institutions beyond what she

had already done in associating her own com-

munal constituents. When she had completed

her Italic Association, she was little more than

a quantitative increase and a spatial enlargement

of her original self. But the Greek City-State

is qualitatively different from these communal

elements of Rome ; it is fully developed, even

aging; it is highly civilized, with a contempt for

the barbarian, who maybe stronger; it has an

ingrained consciousness of autonomy, crystallized,

no longer formative. Thus it has to be associ-

ated from the outside, by one will, such as the

Greek tyrant, or the Roman proconsul with his

imperium (which word even suggests the begin-

ning of the empire).

Very notable, therefore, is the wrench which

was given to the Roman principle in order to

associate the Greek political fabric. It really

dualizes the hitherto united Rome, causing her

to have two different, yea opposite sorts of Asso-

ciation—the one through herself directly ( Italic )

,
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the other through an individual endowed with

practically absolute authority (Provincial). This

is the fundamental fact of the second Period,

now starting, of the Koman Republic, which

makes its Association separative, dual, in meet-

ing the new problem brought to the front by the

Greek world.

Rome's political gifts to the Hellenistic or civ-

ilized East and to the barbarous West were dif-

ferent. To the Greek world she gave the power

of uniting itself, which it had never had, of

forming the Empire City-State, such as Rome
herself became. So the latter imparted her own
self, her imperial political consciousness to the

Greek. This is what Constantine could build on

after the nation had had more than 400 years of

training. For he did not found a Macedonian or

Tribal Empire over the Hellenistic World, but a

new City-State as imperial for the first time.

What Athens for instance could not do, he did.

In fact Rome herself was undone as imperial

City-State when this was accomplished, and it

soon after went down. So the Roman Empire

from Augustus had as its end to give itself to

Greece and the East. At any rate the World-

Spirit brought this about.

On the other hand Rome gave to the West

through the Teutonic peoples the new Nation-

State which has gradually possessed Europe.

This second Period of Roman History in which
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Eome associates the World we place between

the War with Pyrrhus and the destruction of

Spanish Numantia (281-133). In this latter

year also (133) Sempronius Gracchus begins his

work which starts a new Period of the inner

History of Kome, the third.

In the present, or second Period of Roman
History we see Rome applying her policy already

described. She deprives communities of inter-

communal relations, tribes of intcr-tribal relations,

cities of inter-urban relations, nations of inter-

national relations. All forms of goverment must

come to her as center, and be associated through

her with one another. If they lose their auton-

omy, they are getting in return universal asso-

ciation; they become united through Rome
with all peoples. Thus they are put under train-

ing to the world-historical discipline of the age.

In this Period she monopolizes association, and

she will allow no rival in the same business.

She makes the world her Plebeians now, as her

own civic Plebeians are associated on an equality

with the Patricians, and in the old sense no

longer exist inside the city. Still this new set

of Plebeians, the outside World, will likewise

struggle for and finally reach equalization. But

such a movement hardly belongs to the Period

before us, which is to show (1 ) Italy associated,

(2) Association assailed by Hannibal, (3) Medi-

terranean Association.
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Italy Associated

Kome is now seen associating the non-Italic

peoples in Italy, the Greeks and Celts. More-

over Sicily as apart of Italy physically, is to be

connected with her politically. But this brings

upon the stage of History the third non-Italic,

yea non-Aryan people, the Carthaginians, whose

city is located in Africa. The latter have been

waging a long and desperate conflict with the

Occidental Greeks for the possession of Sicily.

It is this conflict which Rome, having subdued

many of the western Greeks, has to take off

their hands, and continue it till all Sicily becomes

hers.

As usual, we shall trace in this epoch of asso-

ciated Italy the germinal historic process of

Rome with her inner and outer conflicts, as well

as their mediation through the individual, either

as person or as the whole City making itself

personal and active. This we designate as the

A. B. C, movement, being in our exposition the

ultimate or embryonic process of Roman His-

tory (see foregoing p. 435-6).

A. Inner conflict. During this entire first

epoch of the Second Period which lasts over

sixty years, from the Pyrrhic war till the

Hanuibalic, there is hardly any inner history
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of Kome. The two Classes co-operate harmo-

niously to the one great end of theEoman State,

which is the complete Association of Italy ; the

government runs on mightily but without friction,

making the contrast with the preceding epoch

most notable. Hardly worth recording is the

fact that the first Plebeian Pontifex Maximiis,

the highest religious position at Rome, was install-

ed in 252. This seems to have been the last

Patrician fortress to yield to the already trium-

phant equality of the Classes. The Roman con-

stitution is certainly now marching, irresistible

but quite noiseless internally.

The only event which stirred up a reminder of

the old troubles was an agrarian law of the

Tribune Flaminius, which divided the conquered

territory of the Senonian Gauls among the

poor citizens who were landless. The historian

Polybius condemns this act as demagogic, and as

**the beginning of the people's deterioration"

(II. 21). This was in 232, a century before

Gracchus. But we have seen that agrarian laws

were proposed long before this one, so that

Polybius in such an opinion seems to have echoed

the aristocratic prejudices of his Roman •^a^|^(^Q5

ment while writing his history.
, - -^MTczof/^

B. Outer Conflict. Rome, internally^ -gtygjif^^

very busy abroad with the more recent nonr^t^ljpr

intruders upon the soil of Italy (Sicily incJude^.)^,,

She proceeds to associate all peoples within its
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territorial limits as laid down by nature. This

Roman consciousness, now fully arisen, receives

emphatic utterance in the answer of defeated

Eome to Pyrrhus after the battle of Heraclea

:

no negotiation with foreign troops on Italic soil.

To be sure, the limits of Italy to the Roman mind

at that time may not have included Sicily or even

the Po Valley, but the uncertainty will clear up

rapidly during the present epoch, which will show

Rome running her boundary line around Italy

quite as it exists to-day.

In the epochal 63 years (281-218) before

us, we shall see Rome making three great strides

in succession, each of which is accompanied with

heavy conflicts against the peoples occupying the

given territories. These conflicts are (1) with

the Greeks and their allies headed by Pyrrhus,

in the South; (2) with the Carthaginians on sea

and land for the possession of Sicily; (3) with

the Celts in the North for the possession of the

Po Valley. Each of these great Roman strides

deserves a little consideration by itself even in

the briefest summary.

(1) Tarentum which invited Pyrrhus over to

Italy in 281, had ere this dune the same thing

several times. Moreover the rine of Philip and

Alexander had danced a similar ambitious dream,

whose field, however, was to be in the West,

before the imaginations of various Greek and

semi-Greek rulers. Archidamus of Sparta had
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come over, but was defeated and slain by the

Lucanians in 338 on the day of the battle of

Chgeroneia, where he ought to have been with

the other Greek patriots fighting against Philip.

Alexander the Molossian, uncle of Alexander the

Great, crossed the Adriatic at the call of Ta-

rentum and won victories, but perished (332),

while his all-renowned nephew was sweeping trir

umphantly through West-Asia. And now Pyrrhus

has appeared, by Tarentine invitation, with his

semi-barbarous but well -disciplined Epirot sol-

diery, and very distinctly proposes to enact anew

the grand career of the great Alexander in the

West. Himself a brilliant but unstable genius,

he has to deal with the most obstinate foe that

ever stood in battle-line. As to the Italic Greeks

he promises them autonomy, but intends no such

thing: a perfidious policy which he has learned

from the Macedonian tyrants in Greece and in

-the East. At once he puts the populace of Ta-

rentum under strict military rule, to its great dis-

appointment and even terror.

In the first battle with Pyrrhus (Heraclea, 280

B. C.) the Romans were defeated, mainly by the

elephants which they had not before encountered.

Pj^Thus offered terms : grant autonomy to the

Greco-Italic cities, and to the various Southern

Italic tribes and peoples. This meant that the

Romans should give up their association of Italy

—

which they refused on the spot. Of course
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Pyrrhus intended to make himself monarch of

these autonomous members and establish a Mac-
edonian empire in the West. A second battle

was fought at Asculum (279), with victory again

for Pyrrhus, at which he is reported by Plutarch

to have said : One more such victory and we are

lost. Pyrrhus then passes over to Sicily, where

he had at first success, but final failure. He re-

turns to Italy, fights his last battle with the

Romans who defeat him this time (Beneventum

276), whereupon he quits Italy for home.

Thus Pyrrhus could not engraft a Macedonian

empire upon the West. He could not do with

Rome what Alexander had done with Persia.

The world-historical movement was going the

other way; Rome was not to be Macedonized,

but Macedon in the end was to be Romanized,

politically. The Macedonian phalanx was driven

out at last by the Roman legion. Pyrrhus as-

sailed Roman association, which, however, showed

that it could associate him and the Hellenic

world. Really he did not know what he attacked.

He thought the Roman fabric would tumble

asunder at his blow, as Greece did, into its auton-

omous atoms, over which he could easily make
himself the autocrat. But he could not re-enact

in Italy the part of Philip in Greece. Still his

idea^^of realizing a new Macedonian Hellas in

the West makes him a very interesting and sug-

gestive character, whose failure was prophetic.
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Milo, the general left by Pyrrhus, surrendered

Tarentum in 272 to the Romans and not to the

Carthaginians, whose ships were in the harbor to

take it. So Carthage did not get a foothold in

Italy. Brundusium became a Roman colony as a

rival to Tarentum.

But now comes a new element. These Greeks

were mariners, and Rome was not. A Roman
fleet was now possible, indeed necessary. The

inner struojgle of Rome and her distance from

the seacoast had caused the Roman navy to de-

cline (lowest about 350). But the need of as-

sociating Greek cities caused the navy to rise

slowly. Rome began to interest herself in naval

matters. Latium had the best timber for ship-

building. The struggle with Carthage, a great

maritime power, was felt to be approaching.

The contact of Rome with the Greek City-

States of South Italy was the first step in iier

passing from an Italian or domestic career to a

world-historical or Mediterranean career. For

they connected with the Greek cities of Sicily,

which were then in a struggle with Carthage and

whelmed Rome soon into their conflict, which had

been going on 300 years, and which the Roman
solves by swallowing both Greek and Semite. In

another direction the Greek cities led aeross the

sea to Greece, and still further to the Greek em-

pire of Alexander's Successors, which was then

the great fact of the World's History. Greek
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civilization, having developed itself to its fullness

moves East and is Hellenizing the Orient. More-

over Carthage will compel a West-Mediterranean

movement of Rome to Spain, and indeed to

Africa.

Thus Rome truly begins her world-historical

destiny with these Greek cities ; she is to show

herself the successor of Greece in the grand his-

toric succession. The World-Spirit hitherto

working in her implicitly becomes now explicit,

leaves Greece and the East and starts for Rome,

whose function in the present direction is to as-

sociate dissociated Hellas. We have already

noted this contrast (among others) between the

two great nations of antiquity : The Greek people

have unity in Religion, but not in the State,

while Rome has her unity in the State, but not

in Religion, which is to subserve the ends of the

State. Through Rome Hellas is to attain po-

litical association, of which the beginning has

now distinctly appeared.

(2) Rome is now to take her next great stride

toward the association of the Greco-Italic world

by stepping over the Straits of Messina and

getting possession of Sicily, This, however, is

no small task. The Greek and the Carthaginian

have lonor been struoforling for the fair island

—

O DO O
three centuries and more. Carthage was getting

the upper hand and held numerous Greek cities

;

her chief antagonist, Syracuse, was on the wane.
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Thus the Roman inherited the Greek conflict

with the Semite, and after a long and fluctuating

conflict drove him wholly out of the island.

This conflict is known as the First Punic War
(264-241), in which Rome has also to become a

sea-power, rather unwillingly.

Carthage, with which Rome has now seriously

to reckon, is also a City-State but of Phoenician

origin, devoted to commerce wholly. Its instru-

ment was the sea, which it deemed its own in the

West and would destroy any mariner poaching

upon its domain. No record of its own deeds it

has left, we learn of it through its enemies. It

did not impart what it had—civilization, govern-

ment, wealth. Its colonies were chiefly factories,

not reproductions of itself, as were the Greek.

It had no citizen soldiery like Rome, but mainly

mercenaries. Its agricultural work was done by

slaves ; it had no class like the independent Ro-

man farmer. Carthage was an aristocracy, but

confined to a few best families ; into its govern-

ing class there was no rise of the competent

from below. Its subject cities and peoples had

no share in the government, no commercial

rights.

Compared to the Greek City-State which it

met and wrestled with in Sicily, Carthage had

no idea of autonomy except for itself. Com-
pared to the Roman City-State with which it is

now to grapple, Carthage did not associate even
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its kindred. All had to come under the one

autocratic will, without any degrees of associ-

ation. Hence Carthaginian subjects were always

ready to revolt. The appearance of an enemy
in Africa never failed to produce a dissolution of

authority outside the walls of Carthage. The
City-States of Sicily, especially Syracuse, had a

tendency to beget tyrants, some of whom were

great rulers, as Dionysius, Agathocles, even

Timoleon, the best of them all. This tendency

seems to have been born of the Carthaginian

conflict ever lowering over them, which called up

the strong man.

Carthage, like its parent, the Phoenician City-

State, was the middleman in commerce, who
grasped for all profits to the full. That seems to

have been her ultimate end, so she had no need

or desire for self-expression in art, literature, or

history, like the Greek. Nor did she develop

law and the State like the Roman. Her political

organism, as well as her career, rested upon

making an end of that which can only be a

means, and of reducing to a means that which

ought to be the end. She interchanged the

spheres of commerce and the State. Still she

was an improvement upon old Phoenicia, and

showed a much stronger character. Seemingly

she was on the point of getting control of the

Greek Occident, both in Sicily and Italy when

the Roman appeared. Significant is the fact
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that a Carthaojinian fleet of war entered the har-

bor of Tarentum, just as the city was passing

into the hands of the Romans, who had a treaty

with Carthage during the war with Pyrrhus,

their common enemy.

The First Punic War ends in the acquisition of

Sicily by the Romans, who now have the new
problem of governing a land which is full of

Greek City-States, civilized, despising their con-

querors as barbarians, and still aspiring for

autonomy. It was at this time (just after the

First Punic War) and under this emergency that

Rome began the system of Provinces, already

alluded to, which had such an influence upon

Roman History and Roman character. Greece

was like a lot of pellets which have to be kept

together in a box. Sicily as island is a kind of

natural box for holding its atomic City-States,

and so made a natural province or group for the

Romans, who repeated it often afterwards. To
Italy proper the provincial system was not ap-

plied. Rome remained the imperial center

(S. P. Q. R.). But the Province was governed by

a person as autocrat sent from the Senate; the

Greek-City has had such an outcome in the Ma-

cedonian monarch, whom to a certam extent

Rome now copies. Him, represented in Pyrrhus,

Italy has rejected, while Greece has accepted

him. So Rome associates the Hellenic world by

provincializing it through a monarch of her own,

33
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who is a governor with pro-consular authority.

In this way she begins to ray out into many
monarchs from her central sun. A great historic

result this policy will have not only upon the

character of Rome, but of the World.

(3) In the time between the First and Second

Punic Wars (241-218), Northern Italy is secured

to Rome. The Gallic peoples of the Po Valley

invade Etruria with a large army in 225, but are

completely overthrown at the battle of Telamon.

Other victories were won by the Romans who
ended the war four years later by taking Medi-

olanum (Milan), the chief Gallic city, and then

by planting in 218 the military colonies, Cre-

mona and Placentia, on opposite sides of the Po

for keeping watch over the country, which was

some years afterwards made into a Roman Prov-

ince and known as Cisalpine Gaul.

Thus the Romans have quite completed the

round of Italy, having added the Lower and the

Upper to the Central portion. To the native

Italic peoples two foreign ones have been joined

—Celtic and Greek, uncivilized and civilized, the

one Northern and the other Southern—Rome
being the connecting link between the two.

Moreover they have evoked a new, non-Italic

method of government, the Provincial.

The Celts connect Italy with Gaul beyond the

Alps, whose peoples they have called to their

aid, and even with Spain beyond the Pyrenees.
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The ethnic protoplasm of the vast Celtic stock

is spread far to the West and North-West of

Italy, even into the British isles; the time has

come when it is to be dipped into Roman civil-

ization, and thus pass out of barbarism. It is a

long, hard task for Rome, yet laid upon her by

the World-Spirit, and fulfilled chiefly by her

greatest son, Julius Caesar. Thus Rome in the

present epoch has begun to move from her cen-

tral peninsular position toward the West and the

Atlantic.

But she has at the same time begun to move
toward the East which embraces for her the

Hellenic peninsula and West Asia. The Western

or Italic Greek she has associated in this epoch

;

the Hellenic Greek she has begun to deal with,

having sent an embassy to Athens and Corinth

in 228. Greek commerce she has helped by her

suppression of the Illyrian pirates and their

Queen Teuta. Even the Hellenistic Greek in the

Orient is beginning to pay attention to the new
power on the Tiber which has driven out Pyrrhus,

humbled Carthage, and conquered the Greek

Occident.

C. Gi^eat Men. The most striking individ-

uals in Roman History of this epoch are non-

Romans— the Hellenized Epirot Pyrrhus, and

the Carthaginian Hamilcar Barcas, who almost

single-handed defied the Romans in Sicily till

their final naval victory, which was won through
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no fault of his. But to him was allotted the

melancholy duty of surrendering the island to the

Romans, after his countrymen had fought for it

and held parts of it hundreds of years. We shall

soon see him in Spain organizing a new army for

assailing Rome. To him probably belongs the

plan carried out by his son Hannibal, the plan of

invading Italy by crossing the Alps from the

Spanish peninsula.

Not only no Roman Great Man appears, but

there is a marked absence of talent in the conii-

manders. The Roman Senate shows strong de-

termination, still in the latter part of the War
with Carthage it gives up. Then the Roman
community as a whole steps forward, furnishes

money, and builds a new fleet which wins the

final victory. Behind the Senate rises a stronger

association, the People. It is whole Rome which

acts as one Great Man, while the other Great

Man as individual is not prominent in his own
right, being submerged in the associated totality.

What colossal strength of association does not

Rome show, having first associated herself ! The

last triumphant act of the First Punic War
(known as the battle of the Aegatian Islands)

brings before us the real giant in action, whom
we have named associated Rome, sweeping to

victory almost without leaders, certainly without

great ones.

Thus Rome, quite in propria persona, winds
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up the epoch with a world-historical deed which

gains Sicily and completes her association of Oc-

cidental Hellas. But she with her principle is

soon to be put to the hardest trial 'Of her power,

the mightiest individual is to assail her in her

very soul, seeking to tear up by the roots her

associative work.

II.

Association Assailed.

The association of Italy, which Rome has

practically completed, though by no means yet

finished, is now to be put to the severest test

which human genius can contrive. Or we may
look at the matter thus: the World-Spirit, as

the supreme historical artificer having modeled

and molded this new associative City-State of

Rome, is going to fling it into the hottest furnace

of war, in order to harden and to make it wear

a long time, till its full task be accomplished.

The Roman principle of association, still young

and not yet ingrown in the institutional tissue of

the non-Italic peoples of Italy (Celts and Greeks),

and of some of the more stubborn Italic peoples

(like the Samnites), is to be smitten by a blow

that for a time shivers it, throwing it back more

than a century.

Such is, in general, the meaning of what is'

known in Roman History as the Second Punic
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War, or better, the Hannibalic War, for it circles

about one great personality. Hannibal, the Car-

thaginian commander is its hero, and it may well

be named after him, as Polybius and some Koman
Historians do. His own country never produced

anybody like him except his father, Hamilcar

Barcas; no Roman, certainly not Scipio, ap-

proached him in genius. Still Rome in the end

showed itself greater than he ; no Roman indi-

vidual could compare with him for a moment,

but all the Romans associated together were the

mightier fact of History. Hannibal did his work

really without much support from Carthage,

which had been undone in First Punic War.

The conflict was the Individual against Associa-

tion, particularly of the Roman kind.

The Hannibalic War we put by itself and

name by itself, as a unique occurrence in Roman,

yea in Universal History. Beginning with the

hero's march from Spain and the invasion of

Italy, it lasted about seventeen years (218-202

B. C). The assault came from the West and

from the third North-Mediterranean peninsula

(Spanish) which Hannibal and his father had

organized and in their way associated for the

purpose of throwing it against the second penin-

sula (Italic), and possibly of making it (Spain)

the future seat of empire and the bearer of Euro-

pean civilization. This war, then, was a contest

not merelv of Rome and Carthage, but of the two
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peninsulas for the possession of the coming in-

heritance. It is truly the central tract of Roman
History—these seventeen years of war; Rome
turns round upon it as upon a pivot, and becomes

truly world-historical, for it compels her to take

Spain and Africa and even Greece, since from

all these lands Hannibal set in motion powers

hostile to her associative principle. It is Han-

nibal who compels Rome to be universal, to pass

from her Italic to her Mediterranean career,

which is as near to universality as she ever

reached. The Roman Republic has a new con-

sciousness of her destiny when Hannibal is done

with her: She knows she is to universalize

Association, as far as this could take place in

antiquity. Note then that we put the Hannibalic

War in the very heart of the process of Roman
History, ordering it in the middle of the middle

period of this as a whole. Moreover the epoch is

entirely made of war, being the mighty struggle

of the conflicting principles.

And here the question rises: Can Hannibal

succeed? Ought he to succeed? Let the final

deepest fact of him be stated distinctly at the

start: Hannibal fought against the World-

Spirit. A Titan he was, who pitted himself

against the Movement of History, against the

Genius of Civilization, against the Development

of Man toward the State universal. Did behave

any intimation or secret premonition of his
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standing before the Tribunal of the World's

History? We, looking back through a per-

spective of more than twenty centuries, can see

that Rome was the true bearer of humanity

toward its goal of institutional freedom. To be

sure she was but a stage, a phase often inhuman

enough ; many a failing in her spirit and in her

work can be pointed out; still she represented

the new association of the world which Hannibal

assailed,
~

What was Hannibars object? Primarily he

would reduce Italy back to its previous condition

of separation; in many a proclamation he de-

clared he would restore each city, tribe, people

to its original freedom, as he and they called it.

To the Italic Greeks he promised their dear

autonomy, of course, as Pyrrhus had done and

all -the Macedonian tyrants. Everywhere he

would undo Roman Association and resolve it

again into its atoms, which Rome had so strongly

compounded into one common country and its

political organization. So far Hannibal's pur-

pose was negative, and we must call his career a

negation. Such a character he maintained, prob-

ably had to maintain, till the end of his invasion.

But did he not have a further and deeper pur-

pose? Did he not intend to re-unite these Italic

atoms in his own way, and according to his Car-

thaginian principle of association? There can

be little doubt of it. The Italic towns which
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resisted him he took by force, the party which

opposed him he put down, often bloodily. Ev-

erywhere he showed himself the over-lord ; Italic

freedom was but a means with him for a Hanni-

balic supremacy, which meant, if nt)t a Cartha-

ginian, at least a Semitic control of the destinies

of Italy and of Europe. To be sure he kept

carefully concealed any such intention; still

many Italic communities could not help feeling

it and refused to be enfranchised in that way.

Institutionally Hannibal must have represented

Carthage, which was essentially the Phoenician

City-State of the Orient. To it both Greek and

Italian had a commercial as well as a racial an-

tipathy, which Hannibal might at first overcome,

but could not wholly conquer. As long as he

dissolved the Roman bond and gave autonomy,

his nation and race were forgotten in his vic-

tories; but when he began to organize and

subordinate to himself and to Cartliaginian

leadership his Italic allies, his troubles began,

and his triumphs gradually ceased. The Greek

City-States of Sicily had fought Carthage hun-

dreds of years, it went against the grain for them

to be united under a Carthaginian leader, or even

to be united at all. When Hannibal's positive

work began to appear, he began to fail. How
could it be otherwise? The Greek City-State of

Hellas had already transcended and supplanted

the old Phoenician City-State many ages since.
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And the Koman City-State had already begun

to transcend and associate the Greek City-

State in the West. How can Greek and Roman
be thrown back to Phoenicia? Yet in his positive

institutional work Hannibal must have planned

some such reversion, turning back the wheels of

Time out of Europe to the Orient. Hence we
have to consider his career as essentially nega-

tive; his was another of those furious Oriental

attacks upon European civilization, which he

regarded with racial hostility. Still Hannibal

was a transcendent genius, verily the greatest

military genius whom the Semitic race has pro-

duced with all its Mohammedan conquerors. In

striking contrast he stands with the mediocrity

of the Roman commanders, whose chief strategy

consisted, till Scipio appeared, in avoiding a

pitched battle with a genius. That was certainly

the highest recognition from his foe.

We haVe to say, then, that Hannibal, like Na-

poleon, was in the main a mighty negative force,

which the World- Spirit at times employs for its

supreme end. In so far as he was positive, he

sought to restore a transcended form of the in-

stitutional world, perchance to Orientalize Eu-

rope. Such a scheme, of course, went to pieces

in his hands; he, with all his genius, could not

quite make Europe undo Europe ; he could not

Semitize the Aryan stock in the matter of polit-

ical institutions. Still he performed a great
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world-historical function unconscious and un-

intended by him, for he forced Rome out of her

Italic limits into her greater Mediterranean des-

tiny.

So in the supreme glance of thought, we

have to regard Hannibal as self-undoing; like

all negative men however great, he at last negates

himself. That oath of eternal enmity to Rome
euded in the destruction of Carthage. The at-

tempt to destroy the associative City-State de-

stroyed the destroyer. Very wonderful is the

round of Hannibal's career, going forth from

his native city at the age of nine years and kind-

ling in Spain a trail of fire which sweeps over

the Alps into the Italic peninsula, and blazes its

way down the whole length of the same till the

sea, when it crosses back to Carthage and there

burns itself out. Much has it consumed in its

fiery circle, chiefly itself. Associative Rome,

however, is not consumed, though the whole

conflagration rages around it up to its very gates.

In like manner Greece withstood the attempt

of the Orient, in the Persian War, to destroy its

principle of autonomy. We may also say that

Rome in the Hannibalic War withstands the

attempt of the Orient to destroy its principle of

association. It is another phase of the ever-

recurring collision between the two great stages

of the World's History, the East and the West.

Moreover Rome has shown that she can put down
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and ia her way associate the Orient—a phase of

her career which is soon to manifest itself.

So we seek to put into its proper place the unique

conflict with Hannibal, making it the middle

epoch of the middle period of the History of the

Roman republic. But this epoch has also its

A. B. C. process, with the decided stress upon

the B, since Rome is fighting for dear life with

her gigantic external foe.

A. Inner Gonjlicl, Italy has been associated

through the co-operation of the two Classes,

Plebeians and Patricians. But the difference

between them still exists ; equalized they may
be, still the two streams remain more or less

separate. This is shown by the fact that both

consuls elected in 215, the year after the battle

of Cannae, were Plebeians and probably the best

generals in the Roman army (Sempronius Grac-

chus and M. Marcellus). But the Patricians

would not allow such a superiority, and succeeded

in setting aside one of the consuls. Moreover

we hear of other bickerings between the Classes,

particularly in reference to old Fabius and his

policy. Even the charge was bruited about that

the Plebeians wished well to Hannibal. Cer-

tainly his genius was acknowledged in the most

practical way by the Fabian strategy, which

proclaimed by the deed : We have no Roman
capable of meeting you in open battle, even at

great odds. Rome with many more soldiers,
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and a better trained infantry, is humiliated by

such a confession. She somehow does not bear

Great Men, but submerges all strong individuality

in her Association.

The first sumptuary law of Rome was passed

this same year (215), possibly in consequence of

the cramped finances after the defeat of Cannae.

It was directed against the extravagance of the

Roman woman, who, according to Livy, was

allowed only half an ounce of gold, was prohib-

itted from wearing a many-colored dress, and was

not permitted to take a carriage ride in town.

But twenty years later this law {lex Oppia) was

repealed, the war being then over and Carthage

taken.

Much agitation there must have been in Rome
which could not help responding deeply to the

terrible calamities of the struggle. The general

result was to cement more closely the two Classes

and to fix them in their principle of Association.

The experience was a preparatipn for associating

the civilized world outside of Italy.

B. Outer Conflict. This is what now absorbs

all the energies of Rome, existence itself being

at stake. The Hannibalic War goes back to

Hamilcar Barcas, the father of Hannibal, who
conceived the whole plan which the son carried

out, and who also prepared the instrumentalities.

He probably drew his first suggestion from the

career of Rome, which had associated the Italic
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peoples and thereby developed her greatness.

Why cannot Carthage do with Spain what Rome
has done with Italy? The truth is, however, that

Carthage has not the Roman gift of Association,

it subjects and enslaves peoples but does not as-

sociate them in a political union with itself.

Hamilcar has, therefore, to slip away from his

native city to Spain, and there do his work

through himself, since he has the idea and not

Carthage, the Roman idea we may call it, though

he is practically the king and Rome does not

tolerate kings. Hamilcar's association is per-

sonal, while Rome's is institutional and suppress-

ive of the individual as leader or ruler. Still

both seek to unite communities, tribes and peo-

ples into a political order which will enable them

to conquer the world. There is no doubt Ham-
ilcar's organization, through his hatred of

Rome, was primarily directed against Italy; he

would have the third and last North-Mediterra-

nean peninsula rule over the Second, and per-

chance control Europe's civilization. But he

died ten years before the fulfillment of his plan,

which fell to his son and the heir of his genius,

Hannibal.

In the present case the transcendent father and

more transcendent son recall Philip and Alex-

ander. Philip, like Hamilcar, organized into an

army backward tribes and peoples for the pur-

pose of conquest, and Alexander, like Hannibal,
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employed that army for the invasion of distant

lands. But Philip and Alexander were of the

same blood as the people whom they trained,

while Hamilcar and Hannibal were foreigners to

the Spanish, and not only of a different nation

but of a different race, and employed them pri-

marily as a means for wreaking a private and

alien vengeance. It was the Oriental Semite

making an onslaught against European civiliza-

tion which had subordinated his mother-city and

himself, to be sure in a remorseless way. Those

Spanish peoples were doubtless Aryans mostly,

yet they were dexterously turned against their

own race by the wily Carthaginian.

Hannibal, when ready besieges and takes Sa-

guntum, a city of Spain in alliance with Rome,

passes the Alps and enters Italy in 218, where

he wins a great battle on the Trebbia, a small

stream flowing into the Po. Of course this vic-

tory confirms the tendency of the Celts in

Northern Italy to revolt. He then moves for-

ward into Central Italy, where he overwhelms

the Roman consul at Lake Trasimene (217).

The main object of this battle was to shake the

allegiance of the Etruscans to Rome, but they

remained firm. Hannibal passes by the Roman
city and goes southward, where he annihilates a

Roman army at Cannae (216). Many of the

South Italic peoples at once fall away from

Rome. It is manifest that the plan of Hannibal
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is first to cut Jill the threads by which Rome has

associated these Italic peoples. Her slow work
of centuries is to be undone. With the same
design he descends into Campania and succeeds

in getting Capua, the second city of Italy, not

without the strong opposition of a Roman party.

In fact he finds resistance everywhere from cities

and towns whose walls he cannot take. 80 he

begins to compel communities, and to punish

those who will not revolt. He shows and has to

show the Carthaginian autocrat, and the Ital-

ians query : Will Carthage be a better master

than Rome? Then his chief auxiliaries are the

Celtic barbarians, who have repeatedly devastated

Italy. At any rate Hannibal does not bring au-

tonomy in spite of his proclamations; he must
organize these conquered and revolted peoples

against Rome, and that means their subordina-

tion to his will. It is no wonder, then, that

'Hannibal's successful career begins to wane, for

he has to reveal his real purpose. Still he stirs

up Macedon against Rome, causes Syracuse and

much of Sicily to revolt, and finally takes Taren-

tum (212) which carries with it a number of

other Greek cities of Southern Italy.

On the whole, Hannibal has been successful

from Trebbia to Tarentum (218-212). Seem-

ingly he has snapped many of the main chords

of Roman Association. But he has deeply con-

tradicted himself to his revolted allies in his
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promise of freedom. The j.ir begins to be

strongly felt throughout Italy. He can win no

more adherents from Rome who reached her

lowest depth in 212, when Tarentum was lost in

Italy, when Sicily was gone, and when the two

Scipios had fallen in Spain. But during this

same year Rome's fortune begins to turn. Mar-

cellus takes Syracuse (212), Capua is re-con-

quered (211), Sicily is restored (210), and Tar-

entum is re-taken (209). Bitter is the struggle,

but plainly Hannibal Is losing. The peoples of

Italy, having gotten their eyes open to the alter-

native, are refusing to accept the rule of the

Carthaginian foreigner in place of the Roman
native. Moreover Rome associates, even if im-

perfectly, while Carthage dominates and enslaves.

Hence the fate of Hannibal hangs either from

Carthage or Spain ; he cannot bring the Italians to

destroy Italy and her supremacy. His brother

Hasdrubal is on the way from Spain with a

large non-Italic force; that was his sole remain-

ing hope, which was utterly crushed by the

defeat and death of Hasdrubal, with the destruc-

tion of his army at the Metaurus (208). This

ends entirely the offensive career of Hannibal.

During five years (212-208) he has been waging

a long war, seeking to undo Italy through Ital-

ians—which does not succeed. When his expec-

tation of foreign help is blasted, he withdraws

into the lowest part of Italy called Bruttium, into

34
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the Italian boot, where he stands at bay for four

years (207-203). Finally he is recalled to Car-

thage to meet Scipio, who defeats him at the

battle Zama (202) and ends the war. Carthage

remained independent, but was shorn of her

naval power, compelled to pay a large indem-

nity, and forced to get the consent of Rome for

carrying on any war.

Such was the rounding out of Hannibal's phe-

nomenal military career, in which he had, as he

states it, *«for thirty-six years been fighting the

battles of his country.''

C. Great Men. Of course the supremely

Great Man of the time was the Carthaginian,

Hannibal. About his military and also political

genius there can be no question. Still he did

not mediate the World-Spirit with his nation, he

did not bring Carthage into line with the move-

ment of civilization; on the contrary he was

negative to Europe's historic evolution, and

sought to undo it, but really undid his own work,

his city and himself. Rome was compelled by

him to go ouside of Italy, and to associate all

Mediterranean peoples.

Again we are struck by the fact that Rome
produced no Great Man in her greatest crisis.

But so much the greater and more heroic ap-

pears the Roman Commonwealth (S. P. Q. R.),

which seemed to move and fight almost without

leadership. Still it had to pay the penalty.
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Rome in her hatred of one-man power, had quite

eliminated the strong individual, the political

conditions did not permit him to grow. Aristos

and also Demos were wonderfully developed and

associated, but the third principle, Monarchos,

of the complete institutional process was almost

smothered. We have to smile at the Roman
glorification of Quintius Fabius Maximus, the

antagonist of Hannibal, and cannot help regard-

ing as a doubtful compliment the famous line of

Virgil, who is said to have taken it fron Ennius:

Unus homo nobis cunctando reslituitrem.

Finally Scipio arose, a much greater and more

positive man than Fabius, who wished to stop

him from going to Africa and there conquering

a permanent peace at the gates of Carthage itself.

This fact illustrates the difference between the

parties now arising, the old and the new Roman

—

the one wishing to stay inside of Italy, the other

seeing the necessity of going outside of it in

order to preserve it. Scipio in carrying the war

into Africa only repeated what Hannibal had

done on a scale much larger and more diflScult.

Not original with Scipio is the plan ; Agathocles

and Regulus had executed it before him. Scipio

finds that the Africans will do what Hannibal

thought the Italians would do—fall away from

ths central city. The fact points to the essen-

tial difference between Rome and Carthage : the
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one can associate communities and peoples, the

other cannot.

We are then to note that the Roman People

as a whole was the bearer of the World-Spirit

far more than any individual leader of it, who
hardly ever rose above the common level of the

total body of citizens. Indeed the conflict lay

between the one superlative genius organizing

and commanding his masses from the outside,

and the one associated community organized and

commanded from the inside by itself.

The chief doubt which hangs over Hannibal's

generalship is his refusal to march against Rome
after the battle of Lake Trasimene, and then

after that of Cannae. Even Roman schoolboys

discussed the question as rhetorical exercise. But

Hannibal avoided walled towns, he had perhaps

no siege train, and he was best in the open field

with his veterans and cavalry. Here lay his

genius, and he knew it.

The character of Carthage has shown itself to

be such that it cannot assimilate the two chief

peoples of civilized Europe, the Hellenic and

Roman, nor can it be assimilated by them in

turn. The Greek tongue was forbidden at Car-

thage, so hostile was she to the culture of Hellas,

and hence to Europe's civilization. The result

was that Carthage eliminated herself from the

movement of the World's History which was

voiced in antiquity by Hellas. Rome also found
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that she could not associate Carthage, and so de-

stroyed it utterly, in order to get rid of its ever-

threatening negative power, so mightily shown

in Hannibal.

III.

Mediterranean Association.

The next associative field of Kome is that of

the non-Italic peoples which lie outside of Italy,

but surround the Mediterranean. As already

seen, this great new step was forced upon the

Eomans by Hannibal, who sought to unite

Greece as well as Spain, the Orient together with

the Occident, against the associative City-State

of Italy, which he easily saw, threatened them

all. The greatest enemy of Rome thus becomes

unconsciously the means of her greatest aggran-

dizement. He compels her to possess Spain, if

she would prevent the danger ever impending

over her from the third peninsula (Iberian),

which danger has been brought vividly before

her by the career of Hannibal. In like manner

she must proceed eastward and associate the first

peninsula (Hellenic), which also menaced her in

the very pinch of her greatest disasters. If

King Philip V. of Macedon had been a tithe of

Hannibal or of his great Macedonian namesake

—but what is the use of employing an if in the

World's History? Pyrrhus also had given a

lesson concerning the peril which lurked across
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the Adriatic. Kome can never eat her bread in

peace till she has mastered and associated those

outlying peoples who hang over her borders like

an ever-menacing Fate. Then Carthage still

exists, internally independent, active, yea com-

mercially prosperous even under her heavy Ro-

man doom—and she may produce another Han-

nibal, the very thought of whom makes Rome
shiver. To the West, East, South, Rome has

been scourged into seeing her problem—that of

universal Association, at least within the Med-
iterranean circle.

Here then we have a new epoch of Roman
History, in which we behold Rome's World-

Association becoming actual and a conscious

purpose. To be sure there is hesitation, there

is the old-Roman party which keeps pulling

back, trying to stop the wheels of the World's

History while they are whirling at full velocity.

Fabius and Cato are of this character, acting at

their best as steadiers of the madly-speeding

State.

The epoch runs for about sixty-eight years,

from the end of Hannibalic War to the destruc-

tion of Numantia, and to the starting-time of

the Gracchi (201-133 B. C). We see Rome
return to her non-Italic Association of the first

epoch, but with a far wider sweep and an enor-

mously increased momentum, called forth by the

desperate conflict with Hannibal. She now first
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attains consciously her principle of World-

Association as the fruit of her first early Self-

Association.

The fact is noteworthy that she also gets an

historian, who treats her as world-historical. He
is, however, not a Roman, but a Greek, Polybius

of Megalopolis. Rome, devoted to her great task

of Will, has not the intellectual culture, and

cannot produce the man of reflection capable of

grasping and formulating what she has done.

Greece, therefore, is the first to understand and

then to transmit Rome. Indeed the later Roman
historians are largely copyists and imitators of

the Greeks, who have supremely the gift of ex-

pression. The History of Polybius has as its

central theme the World-Association of Rome,

which he holds, took place **in less than fifty-three

years" (from the beginning of the Hannibalic

War to the battle of Pydna ) . In this time Spain

,

Africa, and Macedon were reduced to the sway

of Rome. Polybius was one of the thousand

Achseans who were deported to Rome in 167

(see preceeding p. 378) and remained sixteen

years. In that time he studied Rome and became

convinced of her great historic destiny ; then he

sought to impress it upon his conceited country-

men by his History.

In this epoch Rome will have easy sailing in

comparison with the preceding Hannibalic tem-

pest; she will experience no capital assault upon
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her associative principle at her very doors like

that of Hannibal, or even like that of Pyrrhus.

After her fight for life, she rebounds and sweeps

forth to her Mediterranean world which to a

large extent she now associates. Her germinal

process in the present epoch may be conceived

as follows:

A. Inner Gonjiict, In this epoch the social

life of Rome undergoes a great change, and even

Roman character passes into a new stage. The
one Italian City-State, having become world-

associating, has to expand and even to break

through its previous institutional forms. The
inner conflict rises between the old-Roman virtue

and the new-Roman policy, between the old-

Roman frugality and the new-Roman luxury.

The wealth of the world, particularly of Asia,

comes pouring into the once poor and austere

community and transforms it socially. The two

Classes are getting to be the rich and the poor;

the Senate is largely made up of rich men and

their supporters ; the money of the world flows

in a golden stream toward Rome, while the au-

thority of the world flows outward to the Rim
of civilization. Soon it came about that the

money bought the authority ; in fact the purpose

of the former was the latter. Therewith Rome
began to find her limit both within and without;

her historic end, that of Association, which made
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her great, is in the process of being supplanted

by another.

With this social an intellectual change goes

hand in hand. Greek culture is conquering

Rome, while Roman will is subjecting Greece.

Greek Plastic Art comes to Rome in enormous

quantities from the capture of Syracuse and of

Corinth. Greek epic poetry is transfused into

Latin hexameters by Ennius, the friend of Scipio

Africanus. The Attic drama is brought to

Rome by Plautus and Terence. Especially Greek

philosophy is elevating the best Roman minds to

a world-view in correspondence with Rome's

World-Association. Notable was the embassy

of three philosophers in 155, who came from

Athens to Rome on political business, but seized

the opportunity, it seems, to propagate their

favorite science, which had already divided

Rome into two parties that have continued to

exist-— for and against philosophy. In 173 the

sect of Epicurus had been driven from Rome by

a decree of the Senate, which decree in 161 had

been extended so as to include all philosophers

and teachers of rhetoric. It is said that the

foregoing embassy left a bad impression, chiefly

on account of the two discourses of Carneades,

one day for and the next day against justice-

Old Cato the censor did not like that, and evi-

dently the three Athenian Scholarchs had to
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hurry back home after making a famous failure

in the capital of the world.

Still Greek culture stayed in Rome, who really

could not get along without it if she were to

complete her, work. Scipio, the greatest man of

the age favored it, and was himself a Greek

scholar. Cato, the hard-headed, sharp-tongued

Sabine rustic, played the old-Roman, and was

bitterly anti-Hellenic, though he seems to have

relented in old age, and actually to have started

to learn Greek. Thus Rome begins to be Hel-

lenized along with the rest of the civilized world,

which is now Hellenistic. Greece has her em-

pire in and over the Roman intellect, which to

the last shows itself unable to create its own
self-expression. Latin literature can hardly be

called original, being so completely molded by

Greek forms. The universe of Thought and the

universe of Action are divided between the

Greeks and Romans, and the division takes in

the present epoch, and remains through the

rest of the Republic and through the whole

Empire, which at last becomes politically Greek.

B. Outer Conflict, In the present epoch

Rome, reaching out from her center, coils her-

self around the whole Mediterranean. She shows

the external completeness of her World-Associ*

ation. Europe, Asia and Africa, in so far as

they lie on the great Inland Sea, are enveloped

by Rome, who thus becomes tri-continental. To
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be sure she does not yet fully organize and pro-

vincialize the vast territory, still her mighty

hand is outstretched over the whole of it, and it

will hereafter furnish the work which she now
maps out. From her Italian center we see her

drawing her Mediterranean circle, which in a

general way will remain the periphery of her

empire to the last. Her limits are substantially

laid down now, though the Celtic peoples in

Gaul and Britain are yet to be won, and portions

of Asia are yet to be made provinces.

Kome's World-Association in its spatial delim-

itation is, accordingly, to be brought before us

at present. In the West, South and East wars

are taking place, often contemporaneously. The

best way is to look at each separately through

the entire epoch, and then put them together

into a common historic process.

(1) Spain kept up the struggle with Eome
almost continuously from the close of the Han-

nibalic war till the capture of Numantia (201-

133). These old Spanish barbarians seem to

have shown the same military characteristics

as did the modern Spaniards in the wars with

Napoleon. It was easy for a trained army to

overrun their country, but after that the trouble

began. The guerrilla warfare at once started,

and would bubble up in rear and front and

flank, always unexpectedly. Then the Spanish

town when besieged has shown the most desper-
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ate resistance in ancient and modern times. Tlie

peoples of Spain were much mixed from far

back; there was a strong infusion of the Celtic,

and seemingly of the earlier Pelasgic stocks.

But there was also a remnant of an aboriginal,

pre-Aryan race, which exists to-day in the

Basques.

Still the third and most Western peninsula

had to be Eomanized, otherwise it might be the

field for another Hannibal, who was possible only

through Spain. Much petty but vexatious fight-

ing there was, till the country was tranquilized

by Cato (195). But this tranquility did not last

long, for it had to be restored by Sempronius

Gracchus twenty years later, especially through

the subjection of the Celtiberians. Very soon

afterwards we hear of War with the Lusitanians

(Portugal), who repeatedly defeated Roman
armies. A Eoman prastor, Sulpicius Galba,

under the pretext of making a treaty, perfidiously

slaughters many of them (150). But the deed

of blood calls up as avenger, the Lusitanian hero

Viriathus, who after winning battles often from

Roman generals was privately assassinated

through the instigation of the consul Csepio

(148-142). But the grand final act of the

Spanish conflict during this epoch was the siege

of Numantia, lasting fifteen months and con-

ducted by Scipio Aemilianus. It had been the

center of war against Rome for twenty years,
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according to Strabo, and made a most heroic

defense. When the provisions had run out, and

no relief came, the inhabitants set fire to their

city and threw themselves into the flames (133).

This ancient siege of Numantia, together with

the modern one of Saragossa ( see the striking

account in Napier's Peninsula War) have given

to the Spaniards the palm for standing sieges.

In the fate of Numantia the Iberian peninsula

realized the power of Kome, and for a time was

at peace, though restless. More than once will

the Hannibalic idea rise up again in Spanish

bounds, and give Rome a fit of terror; especially

was this the case with Sertorius. Caesar kept a

sharp outlook on Spain and hastened to suppress

the risings there.

Notable is the fact that the Roman consul

D. Junius Brutus (about 138 B. C.) penetrated

through Northern Portugal to the Atlantic Ocean,

which a Roman army then saw for the first time,

and which is to have a great destiny in the future.

But many centuries are to pass before European

civilization will leave the Mediterranean and

become Oceanic.

(2) Carthage must be destroyed

—

delenda est

Carthago—so Cato voiced the feeling of Rome
toward her humiliated rival, who still lived and

commercially flourished, though without army and

navy. The ever-lowering danger of another

Hannibal, which rode the Roman soul like a night-
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mare, could not be banned as long as his native

city existed. Cato was fourteen years old when
Hannibal first appeared in Italy, he served under

Fabius at the sieges of Capua and Tarentum, and

then went as qusestor with Scipio to Africa,

whom he accused of extravagance in the use of

public money. Thus Cato as a young man was

tossed through all the ups and downs of the Han-

nibalic War of seventeen years, and could not

forget his experience. Going to Carthage again

as a very old man, and seeing her vitality and

thrift, he took an awful Hannibalic scare, which

came back upon him after more than fifty years,

and caused him to end every speech with the

above-mentioned quotation. The result was that

Rome caught from him a spell of her old Han-

nibalic terror, which was probably intensified by

the bad news from the Spanish war then going

on, and she decreed the utter deletion of Carthage,

which took place through the army under Scipio

Aemilianus (14f^). Oft repeated has been

Scipio's prediction of the fall of Rome as he

viewed the ruins of the destroyed city, quoting

the lines of Homer, **The day shall come."

One cannot help thinking that he was instigated

to such a melancholy reflection by his friend,

the Greek Historian Polybius, who had seen his

own country fall under the dominion of Rome,

whose turn will also come—and it did. Thus

the negative might of the World-Spirit had
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been already perceived in antiquity—witness the

row of rising and falling nations, Persia, Greece,

Macedon, Achsea—and next Rome.

(3) But the most important war of this epoch

lay to the east of Italy, in Hellas and West Asia.

The latter through Alexander and his successors

had been Hellenized, so that Greek culture had

spread far in the Orient, no one knows quite how
far; it certainly reached India and probably

touched China. The Eoman world, however,

was Mediterranean and never seriously crossed

the Euphrates. To this limit Rome was the

heir of Macedon, which was composed of two

parts, an Hellenic and Hellenistic, or an Euro-

pean and an Asiatic constituent. To be sure

Alexander's Empire split to pieces after his

death and became the new Greek Polyarchy.

When Rome begins to enter decisively the

World's History in a process with Greece on

Greek soil, the Macedonian realm Jay chiefly in

the Greek peninsula, and no longer controlled

all of that.

Now the king of Macedon (Philip V) had en-

tered into an alliance with Hannibal after the

battle of Cannae ; the result was the first Mace-

donian War, which brought Rome into the Greek

peninsula, though in a small defensive way, as

she had her hands full in Italy. But when the

Hannibalic War was concluded, Rome had not

forgotten the danger on her Eastern flank—which
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danger had likewise shown itself in the invasion

of Pyrrhus. So she starts to associating Greece,

association being also her task in Spain. But

there is this enormous difference: Spain is

barbarous, while Greece is civilized, and intel-

lectually much stronger than Rome with all her

will-power. The result is a curious double,

interacting process : Greece Hellenizes Rome
culturally, while Rome associates Greece polit-

ically. Each despises the other, because each

has not the other's gift; still they have to form

a partnership, in spite of themselves, obeying

the mightier decree of the World- Spirit. This

will give the later Greco-Roman world, different

from earlier Greece as well as from earlier

Rome.

Already we have given a short outline of the

Roman interference in Hellas proper from the

battle of Cynoscephalse (197) till the destruction

of Corinth (146) followed by the provincializing

of the peninsula. Three political forms—the

old City-State, the new Federal State, and the

Macedonian Empire-State were struggling for

mastery when Rome came upon the stage and

swallowed them all (see the account of Mace-

donian Hellas subordinated by Rome on the pre-

ceding pp. 380-390).

The movement of Rome out of European

Hellas into the Hellenistic Orient may next be

glanced at. The Syrian Monarch Antiochus very
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Daturally sees danger in the Koman influence

over Hellas, into which he crosses over from Asia

Minor, with an army which is defeated at Ther-

mopylss (191). Antiochus hastened back to

Asia Minor where the Romans under command
of L. Scipio (brother of Africanus who was with

him in command) fell in with the Syrian king

and utterly defeated him at Magnesia (190).

Asia Minor was taken from him, which after-

wards showed the Greek tendency to split up

into little States more or less under the authority

of Rome, though it was not yet provincialized.

From this time Roman influence dominated Syria,

as well as Egypt, and the Mediterranean circle

was practically complete.

C. Great Men, Ancient authors have noted

the co-incidence that the three greatest men of

the age died in the same year ( 183)—Hannibal

the Carthaginian, Philopcemen the Greek, and

Scipio Africanus the Roman. Hannibal, driven

out by his own city, and hunted by Rome
through Asia, at last perished by his own hand

at the court of Prusias, King of Bithynia,

when about to be delivered up to his enemies.

Rome breathed easier when he was dead, but his

ghost kept troubling her till her end. Hannibal

represented all the elements hostile to Roman
Association, and he also possessed the power of

holding them together and organizing them into

an army 'which never mutinied against him nor

35
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fell out among themselves, though composed of

Africans, Spaniards, Celts, Italians, Greeks and

Carthaginians'' (Polybius). He was the all-

concentrating and all-fusing Negative of Eome,
truly her Devil, who could scare her worse,

soldier that she was, than any other foe in her

history.

If we have to place Hannibal in the rear of

the World-Spirit, fighting for a transcended

principle, we have to put Philopoemen, the hero

of the Achaean League, in advance of his time,

since he devoted his life to the principle of Fed-

eralism, which has been realized in the United

States. The federation of the Achaean Cities

was hostile to the Roman idea of association,

and so they too had to be provincialized with the

rest of Greece. But this was long afterwards,

and Phil©poemen died in the height of his own
and his country's glory.

In Scipio Africanus the Roman City-State has

produced a Great Man, almost in spite of itself,

for, as already said, its spirit was to subordinate

and suppress the strong individual. But the

fateful emergency calls him forth, as the only

adequate counterpart to the mighty one on the

opposite side, Hannibal, over whom he wins

the final decisive victory at Zama. He is, theie

fore, Rome's greatest man, yea, greater than

Rome even, who had shown herself unable to put

down her supreme foe. Thus the dualism be-
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tween Rome and her own loftiest genius has ap-

peared, and the two sides begin to grind together

in the shrillest discord. A kind of Monarch has

again risen ; what shall be done with him? What
is he to do with himself?

The career of Scipio at Rome is not a happy

one. After the battle of Magnesia he was re-

quired to give an account to the Roman People

of his transactions in Asia; in the presence of

the Tribunes and the Assembly he tore up his

papers, and asked the multitude to go with him

to the capitol in order to give thanks to the Gods
for his victory of Zama and his other services to

his country. Too great to be accountable to the

Roman State, he in conduct declares himself

above S. P. Q. R. What will he do? Over-

throw the constitution and make himself the

irresponsible one-man power? No, he is still

too much of a Roman for that step ; yet he is

too much of a Great Man to submit. He feels

the rift between himself and the institutions of

his country. Too true was the charge that he

deemed his nod *' equal to the decrees of the

Senate and the command of the People.'*

Scipio withdrew from Rome to a little town of

Campania, and never afterward visited the city.

There he lived for some years, consuming his

soul with the self-lacerating thouo^hts of the un-

appreciated genius of which we can hear an echo

in that inscription on his tomb written by himself

:
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Ingrata JPairia, ne ossa quidem mea habes.

There is some doubt, however, about the actual

burial-phice of Scipio, but of that deep inner

scission of his heart there can be no doubt. In

him the lurking conflict of Kome has come to

the surface and revealed itself in what may well

be called the tragic fate of the Eoman Great

Man. Him the State suppresses, but cannot

do without; his supremacy saves it, yet he is

thereby undone. (See Livy's graphic narrative,

XXXVIII, 50-55).

Nor should we leave unmentioned here Scipio's

Eoman antagonist and indeed antitype, the elder

Cato, who was the real instigator of these

attempts of the Tribunes to compel Scipio to

accountability. Cato sought to go back to the

old-Roman time, and to have the city keep within

Italy. He was the Roman opponent of Rome's

World-Association, even if he as soldier went to

Spain and Greece, As Censor he showed his

strong reaction against the new ideas infiltering

through the foreign conquests, especially of

Hellas. He is the one who really drives Scipio

out of Rome, as the latter more than any other

man of his time broke down the old Roman
limits. But Cato too failed in the end, for the

Spirit of the Age was against him.

But the day is coming, yea is just at hand,

when the Great Man of Rome will not be snuffed

out even by Rome, after having done her his
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his highest service. He will not return and sulk,

but will go forward and seize ; he will assert his

supremacy not merely outwardly against the foe,

but inwardly against the city which will become his

extinguisher through his very excellence. Scipio

is prophetic of Marius, of Sulla, yea of Caesar,

mighty individuals of our next period who will

neither withdraw nor let themselves be sub-

merged.

Here we also see the grand limitation of the

Roman Republic : it did not mediate adequately

its Great Men, without whom it could not be

great. That old republican Constitution sought

to get rid of Monarchos, leaving Aristos and

Demos to perform the whole process of State.

The suppressed, yea wronged element, which had

still to do its work in secret, so to speak, has

broken out of its straitcoat and proclaimed itself;

next it will move forward to the deed.

So this great middle period of Rome's History,

the Roman association of the World, concludes,

showing the mighty expansion of the associative

City-State outwards to its limit or Rim, quite

embracing all whom it is able to associate. The

inward movement falls into the background, but

will soon begin again with renewed energy. For

this outward association of peoples is unequal,

but their association must be equalized with

Rome herself, or at least must start to moving that'

way. As Rome's evolution equalized her two
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unequal Classes, so she must equalize her un-

equal Provinces, and thus make herself truly

actual, existent in the world.

Kome, the one center, is first to impart its

governing ability to other centers, more or less

to other cities which become capitals. It has the

tendency to make each man a Roman, civilize

him, and finally citizenize him. But just that

process is the undoing of republican Rome as a

City-State, with its body of world-governing

people, who must also be associated. The pop-

ulus of Rome is what universalizes itself; out of

it springs the Empire which makes all equal, at

first, however, negatively, by subjecting all and

especially the Roman People to one man, so that

it has no longer controlling power.

So the whole Roman world is to be equalized

positively, is to be granted certain rights under

the Emperor. But this outcome is not yet here,

though implicit and strongly fermenting. Rome
has first to evolve her Great Man, and this is

explicitly the next period.
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Section ZTbirJ)*

The World Associates Rome.

The reader will note that the title of the presr

ent Section is given as the counterpart and com-

pletion of that of the previous Section. Then
Rome associated the World, now the World as-

sociates Rome. Hitherto the association has

been one-sided, accomplished by Rome through

taking away the inter-communal principle, or the

external side of autonomy, and forcing all com-

munities and peoples to be associated through

herself. The demand or movement now is not

simply to restore the former inter-communal

relations, that would be a fall back into the old

separative atomic condition from which Rome
has freed the World. All peoples and cities (of

course with exceptions) which have passed

through the Roman associative power, begin to

show the desire to share in it.. The aspiration

has been born to participate in world-government

and through it to attain self-government, which

is thus no longer isolated but is mediated through

the great totality of peoples joined with Rome.

Again the stress of Roman History returns to

the inner conflict, as was the case largely in the

first Period. The outer conflict or the external
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associatiou of outlying peoples by Rome still

goes on ; but this is hardly more than a repetition

and extension of the task of the last period (the

second).

The movement of Eoman History accordingly,

begins to wheel around and start back toward the

qenter, toward Rome itself. This peculiar self-

reversion of its historic sweep takes place through

a new power which at present rises to suprem-

acy, namely through the Great Individual

whom Rome in this period produces in astounding

fecundity. Hitherto the Roman hero has showed

his excellence and won his name by subordinating

himself to the one central City-State. But now

we shall see him again and again subordinating

it to his party and personal ends. • The imperial

Master has begun to appear distinctly in Marius,

and the line never stops till it culminates m
Caesar.

The World having been substantially conquered

by Rome, is next to share in its own conquest.

The fruits of the great victory it is also to enjoy

on its side, though they are not to be plucked

at once, but are to be ripened with time. Or, to

use that term which we have employed for ex-

pressing the deepest fact of the Roman historical

movement, the World is now in its turn to asso-

ciate Rome, quite as Rome has associated it in

the preceding period. Not only the Italians but

also the Provincials are to return to Rome the
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center, from which they have been conquered

and ruled, and are to conquer and rule her, atfirst

externally indeed, but at last internally, partici-

pating in the associative power of Rome, which is

her very essence, and therefore getting to be

what Rome herself is. When Julius Csesar in-

creased the Roman Senate to 900 members from

less than half the number, putting into that

high position Gauls from the Provinces (some

of whom could hardly talk Latin) and Freedmen

who had been once captured in war, it is evident

that the conquered have gotten possession of

what conquered them, or the associated have

become associating, and thus are themselves per-

forming the work of Roman association, or at

least sharing in it. The Senate, once the chief

administrative body of the Roman Republic,

which controlled the World, is now controlled by

the World, especially if a majority of the Senate

are Csesarians. Truly the outside is becoming

inside, and is itself ruling the outside which it

once was.

This is a movement toward self-government,

yea toward the World's self-government, which

in its highest manifestation we have called the

State universal. Still we are not to forget the

limitation. The Provinces on the one side and

Rome on the other are determined by the strong

hand of the Great Individual, who brings the

outsiders into the narrow, hide-bound Senate,
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and transforms it by his fiat and keeps it trans-

formed. The World associates Kome not through

itself, not of its own inner energy, but by means

of an external might which has to be continually

exercised. The mediational power which unites

the Rim and the Center, the Provinces and

Rome, has still to be outside, to be a per-

sonal Will over both. What if that Will get

awry, and cannot do its work of mediation?

That is indeed the new Roman problem, the im-

perial one ; really it is a European problem and

under different forms still exists.

The outcome of the Roman Republic is the

one-man power, the Monarch ; such was also its

beginning in the kings of Rome. Csesar is a

return to the starting-point, and he knows it ; in

a number of ways he expresses the fact and tries

to make it a part of the new-born political con-

sciousness of Rome. He set up his statue as the

eighth after those of the seven early kings, and

it is only too plain that he coveted the royal

title as the true designation of his position in the

State. But Rome hated the idea of kingship,

yet it never did and never could get along without

it in some shape. What else is the dictator,

even the consul, and especially the pro-consular

authority in the Provinces, really the imperial

training-school? In fact it is not too much to

say that the grand travail of the Roman Republic,

especially of this last period of it, w^as to restore
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the one-man power, the Monarchos, as an in-

tegral element of itself and indeed of every

complete government. The three political con-

stituents which make up the community

—

Demos, Aristos, and Monarchos—were present

in the early History of Rome, but Monarchos

had been driven out by the Republic, discredited

in every way, and put under the ban of the law.

Still in a disguised form he was always present,

for he cannot be wholly dispensed with. But

the time has come when he is going to return

openly and hence illegally, when he will put

down Demos and Aristos at Rome as they have

put him down, rendering them subordinate to

him, instead of an integral part of the govern-

mental process with him.

If Romulus at the start of Rome made citizens

out of his captives in war, and thus gave them a

share in his new City-State, so also does Caesar,

who therein goes back and connects with Rom-

ulus. In the one case, however, it is only the

little germ on the banks of the Tiber, in the

other case it embraces quite the whole of the

Mediterranean World. Very suggestive it is to

see the two founders at the beginning and end of

the Roman cycle interlinking in a common prin-

ciple. Thus the History of Rome periodizes

itself, and rounds out the Republic, with the

transition into the Empire.

As already indicated, the present is the third
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stage of the Republic, in which the World asso-

ciates Rome through the Great Individual. It is

worth while to note distinctly the three elements

here involved: the World, Rome, and the Man,

the latter now placing himself above both and

mediating them in the new political process.

The Roman City-State as a whole, as S. P. Q. R.

has made itself the patrician to the World as

plebs, and its old inner fight between the two

Classes has become an outer struggle between

the World (as Demos) and Rome (as Aristos).

She harmonized her inner dualism between plebs

and patrician, and then went forth to conquer

the Mediterranean lands, wherein she external-

ized her twofold nature, which then became her

great new problem, begetting even more intense

conflicts than her former Classism. The result

is, however, a new reconciliation of this last

dualism of the Republic in which the plebs, now
as Italians and Provincials, are taken up into

patrician Rome, into the central governing ma-

chine S. P. Q. R., and are made to participate

through it in the rule of the World.

It has been already observed that the Rim of

conquered Peoples has been drawn around the

Mediterranean by Rome, who has made herself

the center. This Rim will be extended during

the present period by fresh conquests, but it will

suffer some desperate assaults from outlying

nations. Two of these may be here mentioned.
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On the North, and North-West lie the Celts, who
have already impinged upon Rome not a little.

Their supreme effort to break through the Roman
line will meet with a complete repulse at the

hands of Marius. The Celtic race, having little

civilization, can be Romanized both culturally

and politically. The second grand assault upon

the Roman line is made in the East by Greco-

Oriental peoples, especially by Mithradates,

king of Pontus. This part of the Orient had

been already Hellenized by Alexander and his

Successors. Politically it can and will be made

Roman, but not culturally. Rome cannot assim-

ilate Greece intellectually; in fact the mind of

Greece is taking possession of Rome during this

time. Thus a new cleavjige between two con-

quering powers, Greece and Rome, that of the

Intellect and that of the Will, begins to show

itself in the same territory. Hereafter we shall

see great historic results springing from this

peculiar dualism.

The present third division of the History of

the Republic starts with the first attempts of

the Gracchi, and lasts to the completed result in

the Empire, the whole continuing a hundred

years and more (133-31 B. C). We shall first

see those nearest to Rome, the Italians, obtain-

ing citizenship and participating in Rome's

world-association ; then come the Provinces, of

course under the leadership of Roman Great
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Men, who bring with them finally the World, 6r

make a good start toward doing so.

On the whole during this entire Period it is

the Great Man who centers attention upon him-

self. Through him the World extorts association

from an unwilling Rome, really forcing her to

begin to impart her principle to those whom she

has associated. Compulsory is the act; as she

has compelled them, so they now compel her to

associate. The Great Man is at present the

Eome-compeller; the person has to take hold

of the impersonal State, and to make it not

merely associative but personal in the Empire,

through which Eome will voluntarily impart her

boon to the World, namely that of association,

in so far she has developed it.
,

I.

Italic Association.

Already we have witnesbcd Rome's association

of Italy ; now we are to see Italy's association of

Rome, imperfect though this be in the final

settlement of Sulla. Still the main current of

the present Epoch (the first of our third Period)

is that the Italic peoples get to share in Roman
association of the World. These are also the

consanguine peoples, which we have seen consti-

tuting Rome's earliest association, first in the
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three small communities of her embryonic state,

and then in the three large nations.

Great Men during this Epoch begin to assert

themselves as the chief centers of power, even

against their institution. They do not hesitate

to employ a part or party against the whole

State for the purpose of subordinating it or even

undoing it, to their personal end. Yet this per-

sonal end consciously or unconsciously makes for

the general end, which is that the Roman World
must be brought into association with central

Rome herself, the conquered outsiders must

become the conquering insiders, sharing in what

conquered them and making it their own. To
be sure there is no such attainment in the first

Epoch before us, but things are marching that

way, which undoubtedly leads to Caesar. The
grand obstacle to this world-association is the

Roman machine S. P. Q. R. with its enormous

power, its buttressed privileges, and its dom-
ineering pride born of long and colossal success.

Now it is this machine which must first be broken

to pieces ere association be possible. Such is in

general the function of the Great Man of Rome
during the present Epoch. Dividing the whole

into its parts, he will use one part (or party)

agamst the other part, but really subordinating

the whole to himself. Thus the autocrat, the

imperator, the one man over the State appears,

using it to his end, yet making his Will a part oi
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its process. Such we muy deem in its historic

evolution the first imperial act. Marius and

Sulla as well as the Gracchi will all show in

various ways this early imperialism, forerunner

of the Caesarian, in fact the germ out of which

the latter develops with the hatching j^ears.

We are now to witness the effect of Provincial

government, which, given to the strong Eoman
character, made him tyrannical. He, being

irresponsible except to the Senate, which was his

own order and would commonly shield him,

rapidly evolved the one-man power, which is now
to return to Rome from the Provinces. The
Senate itself became chiefly a body of satraps

past, present, and future, to whom the world had

become a kind of prey. The orations of Cicero

against Verres are a monument of the abuses of

this sort of government. One of the great acts

of Csesar was to put an end to this satrapal rule,

and to place the Provincial Governors under law,

with supreme control from the central head

—

which at least reduces the many tyrants to one.

The great fact of the preceding era of Rome
was the unity and co-operation of the two

supreme Classes, Senate and People. This had

been brought about after long and intense con-

flicts between plebeian and patrician. But a new

scission is entering and separating the two con-

stituent Classes, the main issue being the ques-

tion of association, with many collateral issues.
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S. P. Q. R. now splits within itself into its two

halves, which are repeatedly turned against

each other by the Strong Man of the time, and,

are ground to pieces in continuous self- tritura-

tion. So it is known as the period of Civil

War.

In this epoch we are again to see that process

which we have so often found to be germinal in

Roman History. Its three elements run on three

lines synchronously with a continuous inter-

twining of events, which form the total Epoch.

This lasts from the appearance of the first

Gracchus (133) till the death of Sulla (78).

Very full of complicated historic currents is this

remarkable time, but we are at last to see its

unity in the one great end already designated.

A. Inne7' Conjlict. Rome begins to turn

back upon herself from her outer struggles,

which now become inner. There is a repetition

of the old strife of the Classes, but its arena is

not now the small City-State on the Tiber (as in

the first Period) but all Italy, and then the

World. Such is the new division and conflict of

the Classes. Still the World's Association of

Rome has to be fought through inside of Rome
as well as outside. Such a movement is coupled

with the name of Gracchus, and has made it

world-historical.

The present process will show the undoing of

S. P. Q. R. in both its elements, the Senate and

36
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the People, which are hurled against each other

in a mighty destructive wrath. We may say

that the World-Spirit uses the great Roman as a

party-man, driving him to destroy the other side

which, however, will rise up and destroy its op-

ponents in turn. Thus both sides or parties are

undoing each other, and undo the State of which

they are the constituents. The Gracchi leading

the People are suppressed along with their party

by their Senatorial antagonists, who are overcome

in their turn by the Italians and Marius. But

Sulla, returning from the East, puts down again

the popular party in the name of the Senate.

Really, however, he is dictator and dominates

both sides. Thus the whole State has gotten its

master, after each element had previously undone

the other.

(1) Tiberius Gracchus, in a very modest and

entirely legal manner starts the movement, hav-

ing been elected Tribune of the People (133

B. C). He proposes what is known in Roman
History as an agrarian law, whose object is to

distribute to needy citizens the Public Domain,

or the lands held by the State through conquest

and other causes. Now these public lands had

been seized and kept by wealthy men largely of

Senatorial connection, who claimed a title to

them through long use and prescription. At this

point, then, the People and Senate began to lock

horns.
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The measure of Gracchus was no innovation;

it was simply the re-enactment of an old law

known as the Licinian Rogation, which was

adopted in 367 B. C, with two other laws even

more drastic in favor of the People. These three

Licinian laws were the chief measures in equal-

izing and uniting the old Classes, Plebeian and

Patrician, based on the distinction of birth. But

that which once had the power of unifying has

become the means of separating the Classes after

some 234 years of co-operation and victory, and

just this success is the source of the trouble.

The Senate as the directive agency of the gov-

ernment and administrator of its conquests, has

become a body of the Lords of the World, which

it exploits for its own advantage. Its members

are both avaricious and prodigal, very much
changed from the old Roman of the time of

Licinius and Cincinnatus.

So the ancient conflict between Senate and

People breaks out in a new form. The time ap-

proaches for the enactment of the law, when

another Tribune, Octavius, stops the proceeding

by his veto, being probably bribed by the opposite

party to do so. Here comes the real test of the

leadership of Tiberius Gracchus. He gets

Octavius deposed from office— an illegal act.

Undoubtedly Octavius had violated the orig-

inal purpose of his office, still he had le-

gally the right to use his veto; he em-
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ployed his form of right to nullify the spirit of

the law. On the other hand Gracchus illegally

vindicated his law; the result was he gave his

enemies a handle for destroying him ; having

invoked violence he perished by violence. It was

another instance of that oft-recurring difficulty :

the legal spirit with illegal form versus the illegal

spirit with legal form. It will have to be con-

fessed that Tiberius Gracchus showed his lack of

supreme leadership by getting caught in such a

dilemma. Still he started the great movement
of the new Period. Nor must we forget here to

mention that it lay in his scheme to give the

Roman franchise to certain Latin and perchance

other Italian allies.

Ten years after Tiberius Gracchus, his brother

Caius Gracchus takes up the same cause, only

with much greater demands. His first work was

to punish his brother's murderers. The agrarian

law of Tiberius he renews and extends. The
distribution of grain by the State at a low price

to the Roman citizenship (the annona) he en-

acts into a law. Not so much a measure of char-

ity is it as a right now asserted : the world must
feed its rulers atRome . A system of colonization

lay also in his scheme. Particularly did he seek

to limit the power of the Senate, taking away
from Senators their judicial function, their

control over the Roads and Public Works, their

assignment of Consuls to Provimjes. Little
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doubt exists that Caius Gracchus dealt the Senate

a blow from which it never recovered. The
dualism between it and the People he renewed

and deepened to the bottom.

So far his career had been a complete success.

He was the Great Man of Kome, the idol of the

People, with the hostile Senate humbled, the

hitherto dominant element of the State. But

now he makes his pivotal mistake for the time.

Being re-elected Tribune, he brings in a bill to

confer the Koman franchise upon the Latin col-

onies, and even upon other Italian communities

(though this last is somewhat doubtful). The

Eoman citizens did not wish to share their cit-

izenship and power with the I>atins, and still less

with the other Italians. In this respect the

People were as hide-bound as the Senate. More-

over, the revolt of the Latin colony Fregellae,

because it did not at once get the franchise,

made the time especially inopportune for such a

measure. The severe punishment inflicted by

Opimius upon rebels so near in place and blood was

sanctioned by both People and Senate.

This was the prelude to the violent death of

Caius Gracchus himself, who was proclaimed to

be the favorer and favorite of rebels to the So-

man State. Both the brothers committed the

same mjstake: through their impetuosity they

-violated formal law in the interest of ideal right.

But the far deeper fact of their careers was that
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they tried to bring their native city into harmony
with the age, by causing the same to give up its

exclusiveness, and to impart its privileges to the

Allies who had helped them win the world.

Rome, both Senate and People, refused, seeking

to keep for themselves their monopoly of asso-

ciation, and slew their benefactors, for which

deed we shall soon see the penalty.

(2) The agitation for the Italian franchise

was transmitted from Caius Gracchus, who was

felt everywhere in Italy to be its martyr. So

the chasm between the Romans and the Italians

(including [the Latins seemingly) continued to

deepen and to widen. The emergencies of the

outer wars, especially those with Jugurtha and

the Cimbri, kept the agitation down for some

years. It must be recollected that both Senate

and People werehostile to the Italian franchise.

But the Great Man of Rome, its supreme soldier,

happened to be an Italian, not a Roman ; Marius,

the savior of Rome, was of Arpinum, which was

originally a Volscian town, but had become a

municipium, and was enrolled in a Roman tribe,

the Cornelian. Thus he was legally a Roman,

but his origin and honors would necessarily recall

the services of the rightless Italian.

Finally the cause of the Italians was under-

taken by the Tribune, M. Livius Drusus, who
was largely a repetition of Caius Gracchus, and

who soon met with the same fate. So far was
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the hostility to the Italians carried that a Tri-

bune, called Varius, a native Spaniard, put

through a law that all who favored the Italian

franchise were guilty of treason to Rome. By
this law the prominent friends of the Italians

were scattered—some were impeached, others

fled into exile. S. P. Q. R. had shown its utter

hostility to share its rights with those who had
helped to win its Empire. Both elements. Sen-

ate and People, were equally exclusive, deter-

mined not to impart their privileges to their

unprivileged Allies. Rome was again Patrician

and Plebeian on a new and far larger scale.

The Italians were furious. At once there

began to seethe around the periphery of the

Roman City-State the three consanguine nations

of ethnic Italy which Rome had associated with

herself at the end of the first Period. Etruscan,

Latin and Sabellian seemed to threaten Rome
with a new secession which would throw her back

to her original limits. But it was the Sabellian,

particularly the Samnite, who began a War,

urged on by ancient hate. The revolted peoples

had Roman military discipline, for they claimed

to have furnished two-thirds of the armies of

Rome, with which she had conquered the World,

yet "they were treated as aliens.'' It is not

surprising to learn of their numerous victories.

This is known in Roman History as the Social

War, or War of the Allies. Rome at first sought
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to cherish the idea of association by the word

Allies (/S'om), meaning associates, not subjects.

Yet Rome always claimed to be the associator,

and to determine the rights of her Allies, who
now have begun to clamor for and even to war

for an equal right of association with Rome.

These Allies were Rome's own kindred, her con-

sanguine peoples. Gracchus, possibly having

the instinct of this kinship, would have Rome give

her franchise voluntarily to her own relatives;

but no! it will have to be done by compulsion,

by war, this being the way in which their asso-

ciation was first brought about by Rome.

So great was the danger that the haughty

Senate began to think of conciliation and conces-

sion. A law (Lex Julia) was passed that those

Italians who had taken no part in the war or had

ceased to fight should have the Roman franchise.

This was made to meet specially the case of the

Etruscans in the North who had shown decided

signs of unrest. The Latins also now received

their long-coveted boon of Roman citizenship.

But the Samnites resisted to the last, and had

again to be apparently wiped out by Rome. It

was in this war that Sulla first showed his great

military capacity, outshining even Marius, who
though in command also, did not do much.

Really the Italian enemies of Rome were his

friends, and many of them had been his soldiers.

A new law, supplementary to the Julian law.
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was still more liberal. It gave the Roman fran-

chise to the Italian allies, but also to certain Pro-

vincial allies domiciled in Italy. It is well to

note the entering wedge of Provincial rights

which will also have a great future. But now

ethnic Italy, after centuries, takes her next great

step in association with Rome, and is endowed

with Roman citizenship. The Italians were en-

rolled in ten new tribes, by themselves, while

the Romans kept their thirty-five tribes—a de-

cided majority, as the voting was done by tribes.

Even Transpadane Gallic communities obtained

an advance to the Latin Right. The Sabellian

revolt really enfranchised the Italians, for it was

that with the possibility of another Pontius or

Egnatius which scared Rome into her great con-

cessions.

Unparalleled courage the Samnites again

showed, but they had no power of associating the

other Italic peoples with themselves, whose battle

they had been fighting. But after all admira-

tion for their bravery, we have to say that their

cause was not only imposssble but condemnable

in the view of the World's History. The free-

dom which they battled for was completely dis-

sociative, and would throw Italy back into its

original atomic condition, wholly undoing the

associative work of Rome.

The Sabellian war, while it brought new union

to Italy, laid open to view the next great conflict
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which associated Rome will have to meet ; the

Provincials also vy^ill be demanding the Roman
franchise. Three layers of concentric peoples,

Roman, Italic, Mediterranean, surround the Citj-

State which is now to be associated by them all.

Italy has associated Rome from v^^ithout, by the

Sabellian war (Social). Rome in her turn is

defeated, is associated at first by violence, is

really conquered in her associative power, which

all the Allies desired.

(3) It has become plain through the Sabel-

lian (Social) War that the World outside of

Rome, the extra-Roman Peoples, can associate

Rome by force alone, to which she will finally

yield. This is indeed only giving back to her

what she has done, for she has associated the

World by force, and by force she must be asso-

ciated. Gracchus, we now see, tried to avoid

this time of violence by persuading Rome to

grant its citizenship to its associated Italians (or

Allies) through law. Drusus tried to bring about

the same end. But they were both slain at

Rome, and their fate indicates that a peaceful

association of the World with Rome through

Rome is not possible.

The great boon of participating in S. P. Q. R.

must be extorted from its possessor by war.

This is distinctly the process now going on in

the Roman world. So far the Latins and Ital-

ians have been admitted to citizenship, and thus
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to association on terms not yet equal but looking

thitherward. But the conflict is by no means

yet ended. Like the law for the equalization of

the Classes, this present law for the equalization

of the Allies, will have to undergo repeated

backsets, in fact actual annulment. Still it will

be restored and with it will come its companion,

the franchise for the Provincial.

The demands upon Rome are indeed many and

great. The City-State in its conquest or asso-

ciation of the World from the one center, has

called up many grades or classes of people who

are on some side deficient in complete association.

They are on the way to the top of the mountain,

forming circles about it and striving upward

toward Rome. We may liken the situation to

the rings of Dante's Purgatorial Mount. And

the Roman discipline of the nations is a purga-

torial one. An inventory of these defectives

may be taken as follows: breadless, landless,

rightless, freedomless. They are the grand army

of the withouts, that is, they are without that

which Rome herself has and can impart. All

will be wrenched from her chiefly by force, for

her spirit is that of a monopolist of association.

Rome has become an exclusive oligarchy in

character. It was not always so. It was not

so at the start, and Romulus, as Tacitus declares,

made citizens of his captives in war. Rome was

at first fair toward the Italians, when she first"
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associated ethnic Italy, before the provincial-

izing of Sicily, which introduced the autocratic

policy and disposition. Even in the Hannibalic

War, her Italian Allies on the whole clung to her.

But after the submission of Carthage, the spirit

of domination rose with the consciousness of

being the first power in the world. Old Cato

felt the danger when he asked : What will be-

come of Kome when she has no nation to fear?

Still it was Cato who reiterated Delenda est

Carthago, because of Home's fear of her rival.

Gradually she began to look upon the Italians

who had helped her conquer the world not as

Allies (Socii), but as subjects (Dediticii). Her

tendency was to provincialize Italy, applying her

non-Italian government to Italy. Here started

the breach which ended in the Social (Sabellian)

War already narrated. Her nearest neighbors

and kinsmen, the Latins were treated insultingly,

20,000 being expelled from Kome in 187 B. C,
not long after the Hannibalic War, in which the

Latins had helped her bear the enormous burdens

of the conflict. It was the merit of the Gracchi

that they tried to stem, if not to transform this

new character of Rome, but they therein made

themselves tragic, the city destroying its own
salvation. They would have Rome impart her

association voluntarily to her Allies, but such a

sudden whirl to an opposite policy and character

she could not make.
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Keally the Italians and the Provincials have

become the upholders and representatives of the

principle of Rome herself, of universal Rome.
If she is truly to Romanise the World, she must

impart what is highest in herself, namely her

power of association. Each city, each commu-
nity is to share in this Roman boon, participating

ultimately in the associated whole of the Roman
world. Thus each is to be what Rome is in

essence. And men are to become Roman citi-

zens, having their part in the government of the

totality, which also governs them. Such is the

picture, verily only the dream of Rome as uni-

versal ; or we may call it Rome in the vision of

the World-Spirit. Which one of her Great Men
sees her with that vision? None as yet, but he

is coming.

But what is the actual situation, m contrast to

this ideal one? S. P. Q. R. will seek to keep

the machine, and control it in the selfish interest

of a narrow City-State, or a narrower Senatorial

Oligarchy. Violently she is to be subjected to

her own process of association as she has sub-

jected other peoples, indeed the Mediterranean

World. Her own deed is to be applied to her

terribly by those to whom she has done it. That

is her stern discipline toward universality ; it is

the World-Spirit applying Roman discipline to

Rome and training her toward the State uni-

versal.
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B. Outer Conflict . It may be saidthat Marius

and Sulla were products of the external wars of

Rome, which thus are showing new results.

These wars have become the training-school of

the great military individuals who no longer sub-

ordinate themselves to S. P. Q. R., but are de-

cidedly inclined to subordinate it to themselves

Hitherto we have seen that Rome was able to

absorb her Great Men into herself, but now the

reverse movement has started. We have already

seen the mighty Scipio torn asunder by the two

conflicting sides in the previous epoch. The

successful general, who has won in the outer

conflict, turns inward and settles, for a time at

least, the inner conflict of Rome.

We have seen in the antecedent Period (second)

that Rome was chiefly occupied with external

wars, which still continue through the present

Period. Tri-continental had Rome become in

territorial expansion; new peoples around the

Rim were subjugated in every direction—South,

North, East. Armies had to be maintained at a

great distance from Rome, and to be kept in

service. Thus the Roman army takes a new

character, soldiering becomes a profession, and

the men are separated from the civil institutions

of their city and no longer perform civil func-

tions. Marius reorganizes the army, which be-

comes a standing one and is devoted to its

leader, who can wield the men as his instrument.
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The personal relation of the soldier to his chief-

tain begins to outweigh his relation to his imper-

sonal State. Thus in the Provinces and on the

,Rim the one-man power grew up by necessity,

and commenced to go back to the center, Rome.

The successful general belonged to a party, was

a partisan, and like the soldier generally pro-

posed to seize his foes by violence. Nay, he

will through his army's personal allegiance seize

the governmental machine S. P. Q. R., subject-

ing it to his will.

During this period the external wars of Rome
change the citizen soldier who returns to his

farm or calling and thence derives his economic

independence, into the pro^fessio'nal soldier who

draws his pay. Large numbers of the poorer

class, unprovided at home, become regulars in

the military service.

(1) On the South the Jugurthine war in

Africa developed a number of striking phe-

nomena. It brought to light the corruption of

the Senate as chief administrator of the Prov-

inces, whereby this gave to itself a stunning

blow. The present war was the one which un-

folded the talents of Marius, the mere soldier

who has also to play the part of a statesman.

Sulla likewise distinguished himself in this war.

Thus the two great rivals appear on the same

stage, and in harmony at present. We behold

the unity which is to separate into two mighty
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individuals warring with each other, and drag-

ging their country into their fierce collision.

(The Jurgurthine monograph of Sallust has made
the present crisis familiar to the classical student)

.

(2) In the North is the desperate-struggle with

the Celts, culminating in the invasion of the

Cimbri and Teutones, and their utter defeat

by Marius. It was a repetition of those descents

upon Italy by Northern peoples, which run

through History ancient and modern. The Gallic

invasion of Italy and capture of the city nearly

300 years before, was present to every Konian

soldier probably. And the Celts felt that they

must make a desperate attempt against that

people which had subdued them in the Po Valley,

and was penetrating to their own homes in

Farther Gaul. These Teutones were probably

Celtic, or mixed. If they were Germans, the

latter now first enter History (105—4).

(3) In the East the conflict of Kome with

the Greco-Orieni^al world, found its culmination

in the war with Mithradates, king of Pontus.

The Roman Rim was established in West-Asia

with a line extending from Europe to Africa.

Thus the tri-continental empire of Rome, already

born in the previous period, was confirmed and

extended. Quite as important is the fact that

this war furnished to Sulla the opportunity for

training his soldiers to personal service and
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loyalty in the Orient where autocracy is at

home.

The two great historic counter-currents of the

age thus are seen to co-exist, uamely, Eome*s

association of the world and the world's associa-

tion of Rome. Indeed they are parts of the same

process and work together for the same supreme

end through the one will, the Great Man, whom
we must next consider.

C. Great Men. At least three if not four

men during this epoch get hold of the Roman
machine (S. P. Q. R.) which is now world-

governing, and use it at will. The Gracchi indeed

perished in the act of winning control ; but those

after them will be more successful. It is evident

that a new sort of ruler has arisen and is marching

toward supremacy, that Rome has generated a

personal power over its hitherto quite impersonal

(Senatorial and Republican) authority. We
have already seen this new autocratic power un-

folding out the provincial form of government.

The tri-continental wars of this time have de-

veloped the new kind of Great Men, who as

partisans will through their army subordinate

the total government to a part or element. Their

autocratic will becomes the fundamental power,

the soldiery is their implemefit, the triumph of

their party is their pretext or opportunity. But

the real result is the subjection of S. P. Q. R. to

the one man. Such is the outcome of the present

37
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epoch of Roman History ; the dictatorship of Sulla

is not so much the victory of the Senate or of the

Aristocracy as of the one absolute ruler.

The bitter conflict of the time evolved two

men who were its true expression and its leaders.

Marius and Sulla were developed together on the

Rim first in the African and then in the Celtic

wars. They co-operated to the one end, Roman
domination, and kept themselves subordinate to

the central authority. But with the Sabellian

(Social) War a change came, they began to sep-

arate into two hostile partisans, growing less and

less obedient to the State. Marius lost prestige

in the war with the Italians who were his friends

;

Sulla gained what Marius lost, and was chosen

consul. With this office went his appointment

to command in the East against Mithradates.

This appointment of Sulla, evidently fair and

legal, Marius was determined to thwart. He
deemed himself the commander on the Rim;

twice, in Africa and against the Celts, he had

fought and won. Now he was to be set aside in

the Orient where lay the chief booty and honor.

He felt the sting, and started secretly to undo

the act of S. P. Q. R. He^wins a Tribune of the

People, P. Sulpicius, to his purpose. The way

was to distribute the enfranchised Italians equally

with old citizens among the Tribes, and to grant

citizenship to Freedmen who had served in the

Italian Wars. In this way the new Citizens
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would have a majority, would rule Rome, and

choose Marius for the East.

Thus the cleavage between Italian and Roman,
the new and old old citizenship has gotten into

Rome itself, and the result is a bloody fight in

which the new citizens, under the lead of Sulpi-

ciu8 directed by Marius, triumph. Sulhi, who
was present in Rome at the time, has to flee to

his camp at Nola; his Eastern command is given

to Marius who has now seemingly attained his

purpose. But the Italians have taken Rome for

the time; S. P. Q. R. has to yield to them and

their leader Marius. Still no army had entered

the City, the affair was a civil brawl, the like of

which had often occurred before. But now the

new thing appears, the real outcome of the time.

( 1 ) The first Roman army under a Roman
leader marches to Rome and takes it, subordinat-

ing S. P. Q. R. to his will backed by his soldiery.

This was the act of Sulla, consul elect indeed,

but exceeding all consular or constitutional au-

thority. It was the birth of an epoch, of the

new Great Man doing the new deed, even if

revolutionary.

The Sabellian war was still going on, the

Samnites at Nola were besieged by the Roman
army under Sulla, who transfers it, or a large

part of it, to the siege of Rome, and the so-called

Social War passes at once into a Civil War, being

internalized from Italian to Roman political par-
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ties. So there are really two civil wars in Italy

at the same time.

Sulla straightened out affairs at Rome in his

own interest and Marius fled. Sulla claimed to

support old Rome against the new citizenship,

but old Rome did not like him, since he subjected

it to his own Will, as did also the party of

Marius. The political means were not now insti-

tutional forms, but the direct might of the

soldier. To be sure Sulla had still the semblance

of authority in being consul ; also the other con-

sul, Pompeius Rufus, joined his army when it

entered Rome.
Three parties appeared in the field. The first

was the Marian, supported chiefly by the new
citizenship, Italians; the second was the Roman
proper, S. P. Q. R. which still had its senatorial

and popular parts. Sulla had put down both

these parts. He had commanded the S. P. Q. R.

to do his will ; then to the Italian party as the

Marian he was especially hostile.

He shows his political skill in slipping away
from both enemies, leaving them to undo one

another when he was absent. He hurries off to

Asia with his armv. Thus he is out of rangfe of

the inner eruption at Rome, and at the same he is

training his soldiery on the Rim for a decisive

return to the central City, which becomes at

once volcanic.

(2) Cinna, one of the consuls and head of
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the Italian party, again introduced the bill for

the equalization of the New Citizens among all

the Tribes, a scheme which would give them the

.majority. This was once more opposed by the

Old Citizens and Senate ; Cinna was driven from

Kome and deprived of his consulship. He pro-

ceeded to the camp at Nola, to the soldiers

whom Sulla had left behind, and who were dis-

contented at not going along. He even invited

the besieged Samnites to join with him, as well as

various towns engaged in the Sabellian War. He
seeks to unite the discontented Sabellians in an

attack upon Rome, now consisting of the Senate

and Old Citizens.

Thus the Sabellian War again becomes an

Italian one, and the Sabellians seem to be uniting

with the New Citizens who had accepted the Lex

Julia—Latins .and Etruscans. The original rift

between Eoman and Italian, which originated the

conflict with the allies, cracks open afresh.

The next step in the movement is the appear-

ance of Marius, full of revenge for being out-

lawed by S. P. Q. R. under the dictation of

Sulla. Sertorius advises Cinna to keep aloof

from the old man's vengeance, but the latter

does not take the advice. Rome prepares an

army in its turn, but the Italians enter and sack

the city. Marius with his long hair had become

an avenging Nemesis. The Italians, Freedmen,

Slaves, Debtors, the grand army of the deprived.
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now had by the throat S. P. Q. R. which had de-

prived them. The two Consuls perished ; L. Ju-

lius Csesar, the author of the Julian Law giving the

partial franchise, fell a victim ; so did Lutatius

Catulus, winner of the Cimbric triumph. But

the man most wanted, Sulla, was out of reach.

Marius obtained his seventh consulship but soon

died (86 B. C).

Such was the Italian retribution inflicted upon

Rome, almost wiping outS. P. Q. R. Why? It

has refused to associate them fully, and so is in

turn undone by them almost. For that equal

citizenship is what the time commands and Rome
refuses.

Cinna was now dictator in the city, really self-

appointed. But Sulla was out his power, and

was also dictator in his domain. Cinna was

slain (84) in a brawl; Carbo succeeds him, and

gives the franchise to liberated slaves. Of course

this alienates both Senate and People, so that

all parties begin to hope for the return of Sulla

from Asia, who is indeed on his way.

(3) The legions of Sulla with their chieftain

land at Brundisium and march for Rome in 82

B. C. Young Pompey joins him, so does young

Crassus, each of them destined to a famous career

in the future. These two officers succeed in di-

viding the Sabellians, and in bringing the North-

ern portion of this Italic stock into the camp of

Sulla, while the Southern portion, embracing
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chiefly the Samnites, remain hostile to Sulla and

indeed to any Roman connection. Their old

enmity to Rome's association had never died,

and now they might well think that the day of

their vengeance had come. They looked down
from their mountains and saw Rome rending

herself to pieces. Two if not three parties, each

seeking to destroy the others, were in contention.

Rome was indeed on the verge of ruin. It

looked as if she was about to be dissolved back

into her original ethnic elements—Latin, Sabel-

lian, and Etruscan—all of whom seemed now to

be moving toward dissociation. Every great

leader had quit Rome for a stronghold in one of

these nations. Carbo had gone to the hill of

Clusium as his fortress, which recalled Lars

Porsena, the great Etruscan enemy of Rome.

Young Marius had occupied rock-built Praeneste, •

Rome's persistent Latin hater. The Samnites,

thinking it time to interfere with effect, descend

from their hills, though Sulla had seized their

leading passes, appear at Rome and at first defeat

Sulla under its very walls. A second Pontius,

the Samnite leader, boasted with the rising sun

that that this was Rome's last day, that the Ro-

man wolf which had so long troubled Italy, was

to be slain in its lair. This expression shows

the deep-seated malignity of Samnium and of

many Sabellians toward Rome for hundreds of

years. Still Italy and the World and the World's
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History are not yet done with Roman association.

Without going into details, let the final word be

said: Sulla is triumphant, is named dictator,

and is really the first Emperor of the Mediter-

ranean World.

There is no doubt that Sulla's victory pre-

vented the reversion of Italy to its old condition,

to its primitive ethnic and communal character.

In fact without him Rome's World-Association

would have been completely undone. The ques-

tion came up to the conqueror pressingly : What
shall I do to prevent a recurrence of this trouble?

His method was mainly negative, destructive

;

there was little of the conciliatory in it. His first

act of pacification was to butcher at Rome 6,000

Samnite prisoners in cold blood. ThenSamnium
itself was raided, the object being to exterminate

literally this Italic people who had cherished

such long irreconcilable hatred to Roman associ-

ation. The party of Marius, which in its out-

come had revealed itself as capable of dissoci-

ating Italy, must also be destroyed totally as a

party. Moreover those ethnic communities

—

Latin, Sabellian, and Etruscan—which had shown

themselves ready to undo Roman Association,

must be hamstrung and dispossessed not only of

their rights, but of their land. Hence sprang

the reprobated Sullan proscription, by which

large portions of Italy were assigned to Sulla's

veterans, 150,000 of them it is said, grouped so
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as to hold in check the >old ethnic spirit and any
form of discontent. It should be added that

these old soldiers, used to plunder and violence,

were dissipators of wealth ; not only did they

not cultivate their own soil, but drove away the

peaceful tiller, and then sold out to great land-

lords who employed slaves. So the large estates

(Jatifundia) which, says Pliny emphatically,

ruined Italy, increased prodigiously through the

Sullan proscription, which also had the effect of

turning loose upon society great numbers of

desperate men, veterans who had squandered

their portion, and who were ready for any

anarchic leader like Catiline. This Sullan soldiery

had learned as their common speech a kind of

Latin, which in this way began to be scattered

throughout rural Italy.

By such violert and deeply negative means

Sulla restored Roman association to Italy and to

the Mediterranean peoples, wherein we see that

he performed a world-historical function. But

how can Rome be brought to keep what she has

thus won back? This is the work of the new

Constitution which Sulla proceeds to inaugurate,

through his own will of course. He dictates to

'the Senate to make him Dictator (an office

which had been suspended 150 years) seemingly

for life; he enacts lavvs, administers the State,

judges the Roman world; in fine he is S. P. Q. R.

all to himself. Thus Monarchos has appeared
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with a vengeance, though he uses all the old

forms as the most convenient, and in fact ready-

made channels of his will.

In his new Constitution Sulla gave to the Sen-

ate the central authority. He took away the

Tribunician veto and only Senators could be chosen

Tribunes, who had merely the power of personal

protection. Sulla alone was to have the veto.

The Centuriate Assembly was restored as the

law-making power, instead of that of the Tribes.

Every law must be sanctioned by the Senate.

It is plain that Sulla in these arrangements is

seeking to go back to the old Senatorial or Pat-

rician government of Rome, quite undoing the

equalization of the Classes and the internal asso-

ciation of Rome which made her the conqueror

of the world. The very instrument of her vic-

torious career in the second Period is broken to

pieces, as if that had been all wrong. But we
must see the deeper reason. Such a ruin the

great Roman machine of association must

undergo before it can be built up again on the

new incoming principle. Rome's association of

the World is passing through its negative dis-

solving process, ere it can be re-constituted as

the World's association of Rome, of which Sulla

is an unconscious instrument. The judicial

power is restored to the Sullan Senate, itself re-

stored; thus a chief result of the Gracchan

reform is undone in the interest of the new
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Patriciate. In fact the whole popular movement
of Roman History Sulla tries to stop and turn

back quite to the starting-point of the Republic,

which is thus to begin over again, having gotten all

awry in the course of the ages. And yet the deep

contradiction ironically leers out of all these pro-

ceedings of Sulla: he in this very act is the

tyranical Monarchos,whom the Republic hated

and put down, and thereby came into its first

existence. Really the king is restoring with all

his might what once suppressed the king and

will again, as we soon shall see.

There is, however, one important gain which

Sulla did not undo : Italic association. He de-

clared at the outset that the Italians should keep

their franchise if they had not been Marians

—

which very many of them had. Undoubtedly he

sought to limit and to degrade this franchise.

He freed 10,000 slaves of the proscribed, and at

a stroke made them citizens of Rome, being called

after him the Cornelii, and employed as voters

for his measures. And nearly all the power of

the People he took away and restored it to the

Senate. But the future is not yet dead, though

Sulla tries to kill it.

When he had satiated himself with making

such changes, he laid down his dictatorship (in

80 B. C), and retired to Puteoli, giving himself

up wholly to pleasure. Rome, Italy and the

World were at least tranquilized by him for a
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time. He put the Senate again into the saddle

and bade it ride. Can it? He died in 78, and

with his death concludes an epoch. Italic asso-

ciation is preserved even if in maimed condition.

But the coming Provincial association—Sulla

never tackled that problem and with good reason.

Sulla is the Roman Mephistopheles at work in

the State. He is the Spirit that denies, and so

ends by denying himself. He seeks to undo

quite all that Rome has evolved up to his time,

and hence cannot well leave out himself in the

last act. Negative we have to call him, negative

to the movement of the age and of Rome herself,

trying to reverse the wheels of Time and to

make it go back to its Roman start literally.

Still an ideal he seems to have had, that of the

old Patrician Republic 400 years before his day,

which he will somehow bring back by his arbi-

trary fiat. So much of the positive element we

have to grant him.

Mephistopheles Sulla shows a deep, uncon-

scious strand of diabolic humor in his last work.

Will he put himself, the one-man power, as the

latest development of the Roman State, into his

now Constitution? Not a bit of it; that is just

what he seeks to eliminate. Denying all evo-

lution of Rome, he will deny himself as evolved

by Rome, and wind up by a kind of polifical

suicide. He tries to render such an appearance

as himself impossible ever afterwards. His last
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act of consistency seems to say : I ought never

to have been, and I shall try to cause myself

never to be again. When he is tired of his

plaything, the World, he tosses it aside; then

Mephistopheles gives himself up to unmeasured

indulgence of the senses, through which he

begets in his body hellish tortures ( so some pious

ancients report) whereby he dies the death of

the damned.

However this may be, one thing is certain:

Sulla did not eliminate the Great Man from

Roman History, or put him under his former ex-

tinguisher, the Senate. For behold, here he

comes, rising directly out of Sulla's own camp,

shortly after the latter' s decease.

H.

Provincial Association of Rome.

From the death of Sulla till the battle of Phar-

salia and death of Pompey (78-48) the deepest

current of Roman History runs toward bringing

the Provinces to a participation in the Roman

State. They are to have a share in governing

the world; they are no longer satisfied with

mere self-government. Such indeed has been

the Roman training, which has imparted to them

the aspiration for world-government; hence the

Provinces now start for Rome in order to become

an integral part of S. P. Q. R. whose deepest
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trait has unfolded as world-governing. This

trait is to be ultimately taken up by each nation,

city, community, all of which are thus truly Ro-

manized, and the individual is to become a

Roman citizen.

This vast transformation does not take place

at once; it is a growth and a long growth. But

it very distinctly comes to the front in the pres-

ent epoch, and constitutes the deepest principle

of the same. Therein we see the contrast with

the last epoch, which dealt especially with Italic

Association of Rome. The positive task of Sulla

was to make the Italians a part of the Roman
people, which task he performed in his way.

But Sulla did not deal with the problem of the

Provincials, which was the next in order. As

Rome took the Provinces and associated them

with herself through the one-man power, so the

Provinces are now going to take Rome and asso-

ciate her with themselves through the one-man

power. Such is indeed her own lesson and really

her greatest gift to her associated peoples.

Accordingly the present epoch must evolve the

Great Man capable of domg its work. Through

his own descent he will be autocratic, since he is

derived from the pro-consular imperium exercised

in the Provinces. We have already noted that

this entire Third Period of Rome was her time of

Great Men; but the present Epoch is prolific of

the most and greatest in her history. It was
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indeed an age peculiarly productive of imperial

characters (all seem to have been imperious);

even the negative men of the epoch (Sertorius,

Spartacus, Catiline) were Titanic in their at-

tempts to annihilate Rome. The call was not

merely for the Strong Individual to lead his Pro-

vincials against Eome and take it and perchance

destroy it, but rather to reform and renew it, so

that it can be associated and thus impart its boon

to those who have it not. This was the grand

positive trait of Julius Caesar, the supreme per-

sonage of this epoch and indeed of Roman History.

Sulla had tried to bind down the Strong Man
by law, and in that condition hand him over to

the Senate. Yet who was Sulla? One of those

imperial characters who had subjected the Sen-

ate and seized the governmental machine (S. P.

Q. R.). In this way he sought to render him-

self impossible for the future. No second Sulla

was to lead his army to the Capital and make

himself dictator. Yet just that was what lay in

the time and in Rome. Soon the Spanish war and

Spartacus call forth two victorious generals who

begin to break down the Sullan restraints. Pom-

pey and Crassus were both Sullans, and so get

ready to do what Sulla did, by first setting aside

the latter' s constitution. They would not be

true followers of Sulla unless they did his pivotal

act. Pompey restores the Tribunate and the

legal competency of the assembly of the Tribes
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to their pristine vigor (70 B. C,) both of which

Sulla had suppressed. Thus Rome is again

herself (S. P. Q. R.). But there is one great

addition which comes from Sulla : the Italians

remain and are associated in the new order.

Through this new Roman People Pompey is given

supreme authority against the pirates (Gabinian

Law) and the next year (66 B. C.) is made com-

mander-in-chief against Mithradates, king of

Pontus (Manilian Law). This last act had two

famous supporters in Cicero and Caesar, though

many of the Optimates opposed.

Through the accession of the new element, the

Italians, there is a change in the character of the

Roman People as a constituent of S. P. Q. R.

The exclusiveness which even the Plebs once

showed is breaking down. Also the prejudice

against the Great Man is giving away. Still for

a long time both Italians and Romans will show

prejudice and discrimination against the Provin-

cials—a fact which will be reflected in taxation,

in office-holding, and in the laws. The equaliza-

tion of the three concentric layers of the Med-

iterranean circle of peoples—Roman, Italic, and

Provincial—will be peculiarly the work of the

Empire. The Republic we have seen equalizing

itself in its two Classes, and then partially taking

up some of the Italians into equality with itself.

But we are to consider the process of that

Epoch in which the Provinces are observed mov-
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ing toward Kome in order to associate it with

themselves.

A. Inner Conflict. Many of the old troubles

between the Senate and the People were renewed,

but these we shall not enter into. The striking

fact of Rome's inner history during the present

Epoch is the number of strong characters trying

to seize the government directly by violence. It

shovvs the consciousi>ess of the time that S. P.

Q. R. could be plucked like a ripe fruit by the

mightiest man. Several thought themselves to

be just this man. It is very significant of the

prevalent spirit that Lepidus, a foolish fellow

who had been elected consul, deemed himself the

coming hero and made a start the very year of

Sulhi's death (78) He claimed to be the reviver

of the Marian or Italian party. But he was soon

suppressed, though some of his troops were kept

together by L. Junius Brutus (father of Caesar's

assassin) whom Pompey afterwards slew in Gaul.

But the inner struggle of Rome showed itself

on far deeper lines, and in the souls of far

greater men than Lepidus. Three of these put

the government under the severest strain in sup-

pressing their destructive movements. It has

become evident that the Roman Great Man,

unless he can get control of S. P. Q. R. legally,

will clutch it in defiance of law. He has broken

loose from what has hitherto held him under, and

he lays about himself in the most violent manner
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during the present crisis, often with a hate of

Eome which shows the nemesis of her conduct.

Three such negative Great Men arise at this

time and cause much trouble and inner conflict,

each of them representing a phase of negative

Eome herself.

( 1 ) Sertorius was a Marian who fled to Spain

after the triumph of Sulla, and started there in

the third peninsula a counter revolution, which

was meant to reach back to Italy. There is no

doubt that Sertorius intended to repeat Hannibal,

whose example still stirred the Spaniards to

found a Spanish Empire in place of the Koman.
He defeated all the armies sent against him, and

came near ending the career of young Pompey.
But he was at last poisoned by Peperna (72), a

Koman follower of Lepidus who had fled to

Spain. At his death Eome felt an enormous re-

lief from the danger of another Hannibal. Ser-

torius proposed to bring his Provincials to Eome,

probably not intending to destroy her (which

was Hannibal's plan) but to associate her with

his Spaniards. Thus he foreshadows largely

what Caesar really did.

(2) Spartacus, the gladiator of Capua, was

a Thracian by birth, and represented a deeply

negative condition in the Eoman world. His

field was Italy, though he was not directly sup-

porting the cause of the Italians as such, nor even

of the Provincials. As far as can now be seen, he
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was the supreme Anarch of the age, the embodi-

ment of Rome's destroyer. Escaping with his

seventy gladiators, whose lot was to be * 'butch-

ered to make a Roman Holiday," he was joined

by slaves, outlaws, desperadoes of all sorts,

many of whom had been old soldiers. More
than 100,000 men are said to have flocked to his

standard, whom he organized with Roman dis-

cipline, so that he beat in succession the armies

sent against him, and threatened Rome. But his

discipline finally went to pieces with such an

unruly chaos of men ; his destruction logically

destroyed itself internally, when he was exter-

nally smitten by Crassus and perished (71),

Pompey also slaying a detatchment on his return

from Spain. Spartacus brings to light the deep-

seated cancer of Roman society with its slavery.

Already there had been slave wars in Sicily. We
see an unassociated element rise against Rome
who has produced it and refuses to it the right

of association. Herein she denies her own prin-

ciple in its universality. We must recollect that

these slaves were of the same race, often highly

cultivated; many of them were originally captives

in war. Spartacus was Rome's self-negation

incarnated and endowed with genius and energy

;

really she produced him, having created in him

her own demonic destroyer. Still she succeeded

for the present in slaying this monstrous birth of

hers, but he will re-appear, and with victory.
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(3) Catiline came somewhat later, being slain

eight and nine years after Spartacus and Serto-

rius. Still he belongs to same group of de-

structive Great Men, who reveal the negative

element of Rome. He was the born Roman
noble becoming anarchic, and his followers were

Romans, Very different were Spartacus and his

band, chiefly slaves and gladiators, having no

share in S. P. Q. R., but cast out, trampled

upon, denied all association. Catiline's conspi-

racy, therefore, shows the negative element in

the heart of Rome ; the core of the State was in

part rotten, and threatened to destroy the other

part. Still this sound part succeeded in elimi-

natinor what was diseased, at least for a time.

Catiline's plot was discovered and he with many

of his followers perished, whose story is known

to the tyro in Latin through Sallust and Cicero.

So we may put together the three leaders

—

provincial, servile, and noble—of this epoch of

inner conflict, which shook Rome to the founda-

tion. We can see in these struggles a certain

order as they move from the rim of the Roman

world to the central city itself. They are di-

rected against the Republic, and are under the

guidance of a one-man power which seeks to take

possession of it, and govern it. In this sense

they are all prognostications of what is coming,

though by a different road. The Republic can-

not be taken in that way, which is the negative
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way. Through all these occurrences the man is

present and active and very watchful, who is to

possess republican Rome in a positive way, pre-

serving it while transforming it. This is Julius

Csesar, not yet the soldier but the Roman politi-

cian, who is certainly getting weighty object-

lessons for his future career.

B. Outer Conflict. Nothing gives a more

impressive idea of the enormous power which

Roman organization had developed, than the

fact that she was making her greatest external

conquests just in this epoch of inner conflict and

disruption. Really she now reaches substantially

her imperial limits in Western Asia and in Gaul.

Several of the emperors, notably Trajan, will

push out the boundaries somewhat further, still

the whole remains the Mediterranean world. The

two greatest military geniuses that Rome ever

produced, not excepting Scipio, belong to the

present epoch, Pompey and Csesar. Leaving

out the Spanish conflict of Sertorius, which was

partly external, but chiefly internal, we may note

the two main fields.

(1) West-Asia had been restless under Ro-

man domination in spite of the strong hand of

Sulla. The third war with Mithradates breaks

out (74), and for eight years sways backward

and forward till at last Pompey is sent (QQ), and

defeats Mithradates at the Euphrates, who pro-

posed to make an expedition across Thrace into
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Italy, imitating Hannibal from the other direc-

tion. But soon West-Asia lies at Pompey's

feet, and he disposes of it as an autocrat without

regard to the Senate. Thus he gets his training

to one-man power in the East, where it is the

only authority known. At last the time comes

when he must return to Rome, which after all

was the center of the political world. The great

question with Rome and with himself was, What
next? Pompey was a Sullan, and his career in

Asia has been similar to that of Sulla. Both had

there received a training to absolutism, and each

had behind himself' a strong army filled with

personal devotion to its leader. Will Pompey,

having brought his soldiery home to Italy, repeat

Sulla's act at Rome and make himself dictator?

There is no doubt that such a result was gener-

ally feared if not expected, as Pompey and the

Senate, the administrative center of the Roman
World, were hostile to each other. Still Pom-
pey did not re-enact the Sullan deed. Why?

In the first place Pompey had seen the futility

of the Sullan constitution and had helped to de-

stroy it; he probably questioned the whole Ro-

man career of Sulla. But a deeper ground lay

in his own character which represented the dual-

ism of the time. The Great Man of Rome had

come to have two contradictory elements, which

often made him internally at war with himself.

These we can see plainly in Pompey, as in Scipio.
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First he was a born Roman, trained by Rome to

the rigid subordination of himself to the State (S.

P. Q. R.). But secondly he had been endowed
with absolute power practically, and sent to

Asia, where he remained five years as autocrat.

The ominous silence of Pompey when he re-

turned home, in spite of all attempts to probe

hi3 secret purpose, suggests the long and doubtful

battle within. Then there was a third influence

which came upon his balancing mind and finally

determined it, so that he dismissed his army at

Brundisium, and returned to Rome for his tri-

umph. This influence was Julius Csesar, who
had been a chief supporter of the two laws which

had conferred upon him absolute authority in

the war against the pirates and against Mithra-

dates. Caesar was then the main political power

in Rome, and was seeking in every way to win

Pompey as the man who held the last decision

through his soldiers. Csesar had as yet no mil-

itary following, which however is soon to appear.

(2) Through the Triumvirate Caesar obtains

Gaul and there develops his talent for command

as well as wins the personal devotion of a large

body of soldiers, whereby he is on a par with

Pompey. He has himself written the story of

the reduction of Gaul to Roman sway, and of

his two incursions into Britain. It is notable

that he marks the limits of Rome in the North,

as Pompey marked them in the East. During
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eight years (58-50) Caesar carried oq the con-

test, which was in the end not only to Eomanize

Gaul, but also to imperialize Rome. At the

same time the two Great Men have unfolded into

bitter opposition, so that one of them must be

suppressed.

C. Gi^eat Men, Several appear who deserve

such a title, but the History of Rome during

this epoch hinges upon the career of one Great

Man, Csesar. Born in the year 100 B. C. he

had seen as a young man the dictatorship of

Sulla, from whom he escaped with some diffi-

culty. Then he had also witnessed the return

of Pompey. Political experience he had ob-

tained at Rome, so that he knew well her trouble

;

we may also suppose that he had made up his

mind in reference to what had to be done for

her salvation. The one-man power had become

apparent as a constituent of Roman government,

but still remained outside of it, unacknowledged.

Csesar doubtless felt the insufficiency of Pompey,

cleft as the latter was by his dualism : too much
of an autocrat to submit to the State, too much
of a Roman to subordinate Rome. Clearly he is

not the man to make the great transition de-

manded by the Spirit of the age. It is highly

probable that Caesar saw plainly what was needed

when he helped celebrate the triumph of Pom-
pey in 61 B. C. But Caesar was as yet no mili-

tary man, and had no army at his back like those
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of Pompey and of Sulla, though he was the

most astute politician in Rome. He becomes

Consul through his political skill, wins Pompey,

the Strong Man of the hour, through favorable

measures, in spite of the opposition of the Opti-

mates, but chiefly he obtains for himself the two

Gauls and Illyria with the command of several

legions. In this field he is to gain that marvel-

ous military proficiency of his, after his forty-

second year.

The deepest movement of the epoch is the

evolution of the one Great Man out of the many

small ones and the several considerable ones,

who for a time rise to the surface of affairs

along with him. The separation of the time

shows itself in the two sides : the Roman Senate

especially versus the Great Men, the latter in re-

ality controlling the entire State through their

personal power. Marius and Cinna and Sulla

had each put down the constitutional order by vio-

lence ; but the Triumvirate is peacefully accepted,

upheld through the People against the Senate.

Such is the dualism of the time which moves

toward unity in the Unumvirate. There are three

main steps in this movement, really the chief

one of the history of the present epoch lasting

some thirty years (78—48).

( 1 ) First is the gathering of all real power into

the hands of three Great Men who unite their di-

vergent interests and create the Triumvirate. It
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took some eighteen years for these three centers

of accretion to be formed from the writhing

mass called Rome (78-60). We have beheld

the Titanic negative energies at work in this

same bit of time represented in the strong indi-

viduals, Sertorius, Spartacus, and Catiline. The
positive counterpart to these three was the said

Triumvirate composed of Pompey, Crassus, and

Caesar. The latter was the one who brought it

about, reconciling Pompey and Crassus, who had

not been friends. Pompey was also in bitter

strife with the Senate, and having the People on

his side, as well as the might of his soldiery,

was leaning toward the subjection, if not sup-

pression of the Senate, thus reversing the act of

Sulla. It is likely that the formation of the Tri-

umvirate (usually called the first) prevented civil

war. This was Csesar's great political act: to

keep the antagonistic elements of the State from

getting into a fight. He had just come from

Spain where he had obtained a little military ex-

perience, enough to show him that he must have

a good deal more if he would rule the unruly

elements of his time.

The three Great Men now practically control

the Roman world, with a certain formal regard

forS. P. Q. R. Csesar goes to his two Gauls,

and there starts to performing his several func-

tions : to subdue and Romanize the ever-threat-

ening Celt on the one hand, and on the other tc
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develop his military genius, and also to prepare

his legions for his coming task. The Triumvi-

rate being made up of ambitious Great Men,

begins in four years to show signs of falling

asunder, but Caesar deftly welds it together again

at Lucca (56), and there is a new distribution of

the world. Pompey gets Spain but he stays at

Rome ; Crassus with his love of money is bought

with the riches of the Orient ; but Csesar holds fast

to his present territory, getting, however, anotl^er

lease of power for five years.

(2) But the process continues and the Tri-

umvirate passes into t\\Q Duumvirate or two-men

power, by the death of Crassus in the East (53).

He engages in a war with the Parthians, trans-

cending the bound of the Roman world, agjainst

the advice of C. Cassius, his truly Roman
quaestor who urges him to keep to the line of the

Euphrates. But the fated line is transgressed

and the Roman army is totally destroyed except

a few rescued by this same Cassius (who by the

way is Shakespeare's Cassius).

Thus Pompey and Csesar remain without the

third person. Moreover their tie had been

loosened by the death of Julia (54), Csesar's

daughter, who was the wife of Pompey. A
number of occurrences showed that Pompey, who

kept still at Rome, was turning away from Caesar's

friends, and had begun to be reconciled with the

Senate. At last the Senate outlawed Caesar,
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and empowered Pompey to defend the Republic.

News came to Caesar at Ravenna, and with one

legion he made the famous passage of the Ru-

bicon out of his Province into Italy, whereat he

uttered his famous declaration Jacta aha est,

according to Suetonius.

Thus the Duumvirate has reached its natural

outcome in the antagonism of the two Great

Men and of their parties, which means civil war.

Pompey is driven out of Italy, is defeated in the

battle of Pharsalia (48) and perishes shortly

afterwards in Egypt. So the Duumvirate has

evolved into a one-man power, which has been

lurking in the whole epoch.

Pompey in the deepest view of his character,

must be deemed the victim of his own inner du-

alism, which simply expressed itself in his tragic

fate. When he dismissed his forces at Brundi-

sium, he acted the part of a good Roman repub-

lican, but threw away the future. In Asia he

could be the autocratic Great Man, being sur-

rounded by Asiatic traditions, but at Rome he

renounced his greatness. His conduct there,

Accordingly, is an ever-recurring dubitation, a

continual oscillating from one side to the other.

Thus he shows himself not the man for the time.

No such spiritual dualism do we find in Caesar,

who through all his conduct, from the forming

of the first Triumvirate to the crossing of the

Rubicon, reveals an inner unity of purpose.
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which is to add Monarches to Republican Rome,
and which is the call of the World-Spirit, as well

as the deepest trend of the Roman Folk-Soul at

present.

(3) The Unumvirate manifests its presence

with the death of Pompej, but it has still to re-

alize itself by uniting the whole Roman world

under the one-man power. Can it hold together

the vast Mediterranean circle of nations, which

is showing at numerous points a tendency to

break to pieces? The three continents joined

under Roman sway seem to be falling asunder.

Wonderful is the activity of Caesar in this far-

reaching crisis^ He hurries to Egypt where he

becomes involved in the so-called Alexandrine

War, which after some trouble he brings to a

victorious conclusion (this was the time of his

episode with Cleopatra). Then he flies back to

Italy and settles political matters at Rome, sup-

pressing also a mutiny among the soldiers (47).

Returns to Asia where he puts down Pharnaces

at the battle of Zela, in Pontus, and saves to

Rome the Orient. Meanwhile in Africa war has

broken out, which he concludes triumphantly at

Thapsus (46). In the same year the Spanish war

is stirred up by the Pompeians who are defeated

at Munda (45), and an end is made of the tri-

continental civil conflict.

Thus the one-man power has asserted itself

tremendously, having in its deed taken the place
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of Rome (S. P. Q. R.), and re-sabjected to

itself the Mediterranean world with the three

continents. We see that the present epoch is a

movement of the successive stages—Triumvirate,

Duumvirate, and Unumvirate—each of which has

shown itself to be a power realizing itself

through yet over the Roman State. Still this

power finds its self-consistency and unity in the

one person—Caesar.

We are to note that through his act the Pro-

vincials have marched to Rome and subordinated

it, and then from it as center have marched back

to the Provinces and have reduced them to the

new Rome, which is really now their own. Such

is the round of Caesar with his Provincials, of

whom his legions are largely composed, associ-

ating Rome, provincializing it in a sense.

Strangely his enemies, the Pompeians, seek to

stir Spain and other Provinces to do what he has

done. Yet the latter are thus fighting for the

Senate and the Republic which subjected them,

and will keep them in subjection against Caesar,

who proposes to have them share in Roman gov-

ernment. His rapid victories over the Pom-
peian Provincials are, accordingly, the victories

over peoples who are chiefly fighting against

themselves.

Still this Provincial Association of Rome by

Caesar is external and he knows the fact. How
can it be made internal, a part of Rome herself?
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Certainly Asssociation IkS not to be seized from

the outside, by violence. Moreover in this way

the Provinces are set over against Rome, and also

Italy. Provincial Association alone is not enough,

it does not get what it seeks, namely the associ-

ative power of Rome. And their leader Caesar,

who has brought th«m to Rome and given them

of Rome, is not tohe left outside, but is to be-

come a part of the Roman Constitution. That

is, the one-man power must be made constitu-

tional. Thereby Rome will be internally associ-

ated by and with the Provinces, imparting to

them the rights which she has hitherto kept for

herself.

Thus Roman History passes in its evolution

from a Provincial Association to the World's

Association of the same, which embraces not only

the Province, but Italy and also Rome herself.

Such is now the totality of the Roman World

—

Provincial, Italian, Roman—which is proceeding

to a new self-association, far wider than that

original communal one (see preceding pp. 437-9).

As the little town on the banks of the Tiber once

associated itself at the beginning, so now when

it has become the World, we are to witness es-

sentially the same process gradually unfolding in

the Empire.
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III.

The World's Association of Rome.

So we designate the third and concluding

Epoch of Eome's third Period. The latter, having

unfolded out of the Italic and the Provincial

Association of Rome, now completes itself, not

merely through war and external subjection, but

through the inner constitutional transformation

of Rome into the Empire. The third element of

the governmental process, the Great Man who
has long been the real ruler, quite unsubordi-

nated to S.P. Q.R., though often acting through

it formally, now makes himself explicitly Mon-
arches under the name of Dictator and Impe-

rator. Thus the Roman Constitution is trans-

formed from the Republic which really had as

explicit only the two constituents. Demos and

Aristos. These two elements Caesar and after

him Augustus still retain, not as independent

and co-ordinate with the one Will, but rather as

its instruments of government which are already

made and in operation, and to which the gov-

erned are accustomed.

It is plain that this third Epoch has gone back

to the first, that of the kings, whose element

(Monarchos) long expelled or suppressed, is now
supplied once more. Thus Roman History is

completing its great cycle. We may also here
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note a lesser return upon itself, namely to the

first Epoch of the present (third) Period. The
association of Rome by the World, starting as

Italic, has gone forward till it begins to embrace

the whole Mediterranean territory, and thus

rounds itself out, or at least shows that such will

be its outcome. Still the Sullan movement of

that same period was a turning-back, not to the

kings but to the beginning of the Republic with

its aristocratic or Senatorial supremacy. More-

over Sulla, like Caesar, openly acted as Mon-

archos, and changed the constitution, but he

changed it backward instead of forward, having

eliminated from it just his own monarchic self,

which was the thing that time had evolved. This

was a great piece of self-stultification, which

Csesarcriticised in Sulla, as reported by Suetonius.

Accordingly we are to see that the entire third

Period (133-31) with its three Epochs or stages

is one mighty struggle between the Great Indi-

vidual and the Roman State as Republic headed

chiefly by the Senate. We are to look into the

ofround of this struo^gle. Rome has associated

the World by conquering and governing its na-

tions, tribes, communities. She has done this

from herself outward; she cannot so easily re-

verse the wheels of her movement, whisk about,;

and be governed and determined by her own

subject nations, tribes and communities, which,

having been associated by her, must now associr

39
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ate her, according to her own deepest principle

made universal. How, then, is this great trans-

ition, now pressing upon Rome with the might

of the World-Spirit, to be accomplished? By
what means can the governmental machine be

altered to do its opposite? Only through the

one Mind which knows and can act through

itself. In fact we have seen Eome evolve already

several of these Minds to.perform various stages

of the change.

If Rome as S. P. Q. R. is powerless to make
the grand transition, equally so is the World as

her associated domain. The conquered cannot

of themselves conquer their conqueror, nor can

the associated of themselves associate their asso-

ciator. Here again is seen the need of the Roman
Great Man to lead them to Rome not alone ex-

ternally but internally ; he knowing and sharing

in both sides is the bridge uniting both Rome and

her Rim of peoples. So Caesar, having trained

his Provincials, will march them to the central

city, and then associate them institutionally with

the same. Participators they must be finally in

what associated them. Even the enemies of

Caesar, the Pompeians and supporters of the an-

cient Constitution, also went to Provinces, Spain

and Africa for instance, in order to pass thence

to Rome for restoring old S. P. Q. R. which

really moved the other way. Contradictory was

their attempt, seeking to make the conquered re-
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store their conqueror. We have seen Caesar rush-

ing to various points of the Eim^-East, West,

South—from his new Rome, which has begun to

be provincialized, in order to secure not only the

Provinces to Rome, but also Rome to the Prov-

inces.

Undoubtedly this final Roman act is done from

the outside, by a single Will. It is thus an au-

tocratic deed, not the work of the Provincials or

of the Romans through themselves, of their own
election. Both are in a sense compelled to asso-

ciate together and form the new State by the

Great Man, who mediates them with the incom-

ing order of the World-Spirit. Thus he is truly

the Imperator (Emperor) commanding the two

antagonistic. elements to coalesce and moulding

them into their higher unity. It is true that this

unity lay in both sides, Roman and Provincial,

but was implicit, undeveloped, and could not

come to reality by its own innate power. To
share in the government which they obeyed was

a strong instinct in Italians and Provincials, as

we see by their long-continued attempts to obtain

such participation. Still they could not without

their Great Man, whose supreme function it is to

mediate that dumb unconscious Folk-Soul with

the World-Spirit, and thereby make it real, his-

torical, yea world-historical (see preceding pp.

58-61). At the same time we now can see the

limitation of the mighty Caesarian deed; the
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enforces the same. But Roaie has to take up
him and his idea not merely externally but in-

ternally, into her Constitution, thereby passing

into the Empire. This last process of a great

world-historical State we shall briefly charac-

terize.

A. The Inner Conflict. Caesar begins to

transform Kome internally, to break down its

Republican exclusiveness and Patrician pride, so

that it can be associated by the World, which is

now to participate in Roman government. This

of course leads to bitter opposition and conflict.

For the Roman spirit still lives, which is that of

conquering and associating under its sway the

rest of mankind. But the time has come when
the rest of mankind, or the Mediterranean por-

tion thereof, is going to return the Roman favor

(and a great one it was) by associating Rome
with itself. So we must grasp and formulate

the two sides of the inner conflict of this time:

the World's association of Rome versus Rome's

association of the World. It is the conflict of

the old with the new order. Caesar's position

we note in the fact that he is first made Dictator

for a year, then for ten years, and finally for

life (45). At the same time he received the title

Imperator, with the right of appointing all the

Magistrates hitherto chosen by the People.

During his two brief stays at Rome, between

46-44 B. C, he was occupied with his new civil
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regulations. The amount as well as the quality

of the work done is astounding ; but we must
recollect that Caesar was primarily a political

man and knew the Roman State in all its weak
spots through his early experience. His reforms

had long been thought out and were now enacted

with absolute authority. We may briefly note

the main ones.

(1) First and foremost Csesar conferred the

Roman franchise upon many Provincials for the

first time. All the cities of Transpadine Gaul

and many in Transalpine Gaul and Spain ob-

tained citizenship. That was merely his start.

He had planned to confer the Latin franchise

upon Sicily. Clearly his intention was to make

gradually the Provincials into Roman citizens.

Such a purpose strikes the key-note of his whole

career and reveals the deepest trend of the age.

To be sure the measure rouses the jealousy not

only of the old Romans, but even of some Ital-

ians, who, however, are pacified by Caesar with

the loaves and fishes of the chief offices.

(2) The Senate he completely transformed in

the same spirit, raising*the number of its mem-

bers to 900, among whom were not a few Pro-

vincials, especially Gauls, some of whom spoke

a broken Latin. Then he increased by fiat the

number of Patricians. At the same time he limited

the power of the Senate, which no longer admin-

istered the Provinces for the benefit of its par-
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ticular members, who were sent out as governors

to enrich themselves. Caesar brought the govern-

ment of the Provinces under law and strict account-

ability, and otherwise regulated the Civil Service.

He started to rebuild the great Provincial cities

of Corinth and Carthage, which had been de-

stroyed by the commercial jealousy of the central

City-State. Thus both People and Senate, the

old S. P. Q. R. he has transformed, having in a

measure provincialized them, so that the Provin-

cials are getting to participate in the government

at the center.

(3) Caesar himself becomes a part (if not

more) of the Roman State, restoring the one-

man power to the governmental process. Mon-
archos has indeed returned with surpassing

might which overshadows both Demos and

Aristos. Still these are allowed to live and to

perform a function, though subordinate in the

new political organism. The right of Imperator

is made transmissible by inheritance. The new

order is to be permanent. Caesar makes his deed

an element of the constitution, he does not elim-

inate himself, as did Sulla.

Other personally autocratic deeds, beneficial to

the total Empire are recorded of him. He
seeks to check the Roman populace by cutting

down the free distribution of corn one-half. He
is said to have established the first Public Li-

brary. Famous is his reform of the calendar.
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By his absolute will he prolonged the year 46-45

B. C. to 445 days, thus bringing the solar and

the civil year into harmony.

But old Rome rises up and slays the individual

Caesar (44 B. C). Now does the new order de-

pend on an individual? Can the idea be stabbed

to death in the Senate House? Such is the chief

problem which Caesar's assassination brings up

and which is next to be settled.

B. Outer Conflict. Brutus and Cassius are

driven out of the city ; the Senatorial assassins

of Caesar flee to the East, to the Provinces, from

which they hope to return to the center. Old

Rome has to run from new Rome, and seeks to

win the Provincials so that these restore to au-

thority their conquerors and indeed oppressors.

So too did Pompey. Hardly will the enslaved

fight for those who enslaved them against their

liberator. How can the Provincials favor the

Senate and its principle against Caesar and his

principle? Yet the conspirators base their hope

upon such an absurdity, repeating Pompey.

It is to be noticed that old Rome with its party,

having separated from the central city and Italy,

puts itself outside, and becomes an external foe

with whom is the outer conflict.

Both sides, the Senatorial and the Caesarian,

had much trouble in getting themselves adjusted

for the coming struggle. Particularly the party

of Caesar is thrown into great confusion by the
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rival claims of Antony and Octavius. At last in

the year 42 the representatives of the two con-

flicting ideas meet at Philippi and the old Koman
party is defeated. Thus Caesar's principle is

victorious without Caesar. Or as legend and

poetry put it, Caesar's spirit wins its triumph.

(See Plutarch and especially Shakespeare). It

is now decided that Rome will not go backward.

But it is by no means settled in what way she is

going forward to realize the idea of Caesar. The
victorious party, divided by faction, must next

pass through a process of unification.

C. Great Men. It will have to be acknowl-

edged that the Great Men of this Epoch are such

hardly in their own right, but as heirs of another's

greatness. They are laden with the principle of

Caesar, which they have to defend against external

assault as w^ell as to unfold internally to its com-

plete realization. The problem runs : The indi-

vidual Caesar being eliminated, can another indi-

vidual be evolved to take his place? If so, then

his work will show a new power and greatness; it

will approve itself not merely as his, or as an in-

dividual matter, but as universal. It will bear the

stamp of the World-Spirit, who, if one instru-

ment fails, is certain to find another.

The chief historic interest, then, is to see the

time evolving another Caesar by its own inner

necessity, the first one having been removed.

The curious fact will come to light that this
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second evolution will be almost a repetition of the

original evolution of Caesar himself as Monarchos.

The movement is again from many to one

through three and two. That is, out of a mass

of individuals, each of them more or less im-

portant, but all struggling to step into Csesar's

shoes, we shall behold the Triumvirate first arise,

then pass into a Duumvirate, which will end in a

Unumvirate once more and finally. This is the

movement we saw evolving Caesar in the last

Epoch. But now not only in his idea re-affirmed,

but the very process of it reproduced by the

Spirit of the Age.

(1) First then, out of the many claimants

under one pretext or other, to Caesar's heirship

(we might name it by analogy a Multumvirate)

^

there comes forth the three-men power over the

Koman State, the so-called second Triumvirate

^

consisting of Antony, Lepidus, and Octavius

(43). Already there had been civil war; both

Antony and Octavius claimed the inheritance.

They are reconciled temporarily by Lepidus, and

then the next year the Triumvirate performs its

chief function in gaining the battle of Philippi

and suppressing the old Roman party. That is

the end, in fact the second end of Republic.

The Triumvirate is now victorious, but it too is

only transitional, and begins its dissolution or

rather evolution.

( 2 ) It was evident from the start that the two
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real men of the time were Antony and Octavius.

Moreover Antony goes East where he becomes

infatuated with the Greco-Oriental beauty, Cleo-

patra. But Octavius stays in the West, where

he has many conflicts in putting dewn all the re-

fractory elements. Several times the world has

to be re-divided between the Triumvirs, and
peace between them secured by new compacts.

So it runs till Lepidus is eliminated by Octavius

(36). Practically now there are two empires,

the Roman (in the West) and the Hellenistic (in

the East). So the Duumvirate becomes the

great fact, each side having its wars with the ad-

joining nations. After some four years the

Senate declares war against Cleopatra. It is

evident that Octavius has been busy in preparing

himself for the final struggle which he knew had

to come, if Caesar's idea were to be realized.

Antony has in fact surrendered his Roman her-

itage and turned Oriental. All of which is

vividly imaged by the battle of Actium (31) in

which he is totally defeated by Octavius, and flees

back to Egypt where he kills himself.

(3) Again the UnuinviratehsLS emerged from

that seething Roman world. The second Csesar

has appeared, the legal heir of the first, but what

is most important, the spiritual successor of

mighty Caesar. But he has first to reduce the

East to his sway. After founding Nicopolis in

honor of his victory, he reaches Egypt the next
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year (30) which he easily conquers. Cleopatra

tries upon him her sensuous blandishments

which not only undid Antony, but for awhile

(according to rumor) bewitched his great uncle,

Julius. But Octavius is beauty-proof, she gives

up and commits suicide. This conquest of Cleo-

patra must be deemed the greatest victory that

Octavius ever won, for Actium was a weak fight

against him.

Octavius returns to Rome the autocrat of the

Mediterranean World, and in 29 B. C. celebrates

a triple triumph, imitating therein his uncle.

But his most significant typical act is that he

closed the temple of Janus, the Roman War-God,

for the first time in more than two hundred

years (last closed in 235 B. C). The Empire

has come and its trend has been indicated.

The many details accompanying this great

chancre cannot here be even alluded to. But we

nmst see the main process of it. Primarily to

the Constitution of Rome was to be added the

one-man power ; over Demos and Aristos there

was to appear a supreme Monarchos; into old

S. P. Q. R was to be introduced the new Impe-

rator. The one supereminent Will we have

already seen repeatedly outside the Constitution

;

now it is to be put inside, and to be made organic

in its process. This, we say, is the chief task

of Octavius. Moreover such a change, to be

truly organic, has to grow and become gradually
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incorporate in the body politic. It cannot be

done at a stroke. The careful, long-lived Octa-

vius was just the man to oversee and nurse this

crescent State.

Octavius was the pivotal mind through which

the Republic was slowly transmuted into the

Empire as an explicit form of government, com-

pletely organized, successfully functioning, and

permanent." Undoubtedly it had been a long

time on the way, in a sense from the beginning

of Rome. With Julius Caesar we may say that

the idea of it was born and showed itself in a

clear, definite outline. But it was Octavius who
realized this Caesarian idea. During his long

supremacy of forty-four years, he made a revo-

lutionary product institutional, and through it

restored peace to the world; the association,

which was once extorted from Rome, becomes

through him her voluntary gift.

How did he bring about this grand political

metamorphosis? First of all the scattered in-

dividual powers of the Roman State he unites

in himself. There were mainly three : ( 1 ) the

pro-consular authority, which came from the

government of the Provinces, and was substan-

tially autocratic; (2) the consular power, which

gave him control over Rome and Italy; (3) the

tribunician power, which conferred upon him

the veto {intercessio) ^ the negative might of the

People over all the laws and functions of the

State. Previously in the Republic these three
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powers were derived from S. P. Q. R., but now
quite the reverse is the case. But what shall

this new addition be named? Octavius shunned

the title of king and dictator, and even impe-

rator he did not like ; all these told too plainly

the truth, and were unpopular with the genuine

old Roman as savoring of personal rule. The
point was to conceal the reality as much as pos-

sible. So Octavius dug up a new title then quite

colorless, calling himself Princeps, and his pe-

culiar government was the Principalis. But

whatever it may be called, it is evident that the

third element, the Monarchos, has entered the

hitherto dual Roman Constitution, and is de-

cidedly dominating the other two elements.

Senate and People, using them simply as its

forms, its instruments. The assembly of the

People is employed by Octavius for the form of

law-making but is of course very inadequate for

such purpose, as the Roman People are now

scattered all over Italy and the World. The

Senate as a limited body of men at Rome, is

more utilizable, especially for the purpose of ad-

ministration ; hence Octavius, after purging the

Senate and reducing its number to 600, makes

much use of it and assigns to it considerable

powers. But it has no equal or independent

share in the government outside of the will of

the Monarchos; hence it is wholly inept to call

the rule of Octavius a dyarchy, as some recent

writers, especially German, have done. The
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whole essence of it is the return and restoration

of the Monarchos in the Roman State.

It is true that Octavius concealed, or sought to

conceal all his changes in old forms and called them

,

where he could, by old names. Indeed legal

forms and fictions begin to have a significance

and a currency hitherto unparalleled. The

Roman lawyer, perhaps the greatest of his kind,

begins now to evolve in his full glory, and con-

tinues to flourish under the Empire till he per-

haps culminates in the age of Justinian. Old

S. P. Q. R. still lives but as a phantom and doitig

the work of a phantom, at the bidding of the

real living Monarchos. Octavius or Augustus

claims to have restored the Republic, and makes

a pretense of reacting against the work of his

uncle, Julius Csesar. In what have been sup-

posed to be his own words (the inscription

known as Monumentum Ancyraniim) he declares

that he had no more power than his fellow rulers.

Still the real, world-historical fact of him and

his time is that a personality, a Self, an Ego
enters the process of the Roman State and con-

trols the same and keeps it under control till the

new Constitution becomes the settled working

principle not only of the old City-State but of

the whole Mediterranean World. Such is the

pivotal turn from Republic to Empire, which we

have seen to be also a return to the originative

form of Rome herself, and in this regard to be

the completion of her historic cycle.
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This return is not only personal, from Mon-
arches to Monarchos, but embraces the entire

activity of the political institution. The primal

function of the early Eoman community we des-

ignated as Self-Association (see First Period);

thence it passed to World-Association which now
returns to Self-Association. That is, the World
as empire is to associate itself, through the one

Will ; Province, Italy, and Rome are getting to

be one, and to share in one governmental process.

Rome having long pushed outward in her con-

quests, is brought back to herself by Caesar to

associate herself anew. Undoubtedly this is at

first done externally by the Great Man, who,

however, will soon mak^ himself internal in

S. P. Q. R. We may therefore say that Rome re-

turns to Rome and associates her with her own

—

whereby the Republic begins to pass into the

Empire. As the early Roman community started

with Self-Association of its three ethnic ele-

ments, so the Roman Republic winds up with

the Self-Association of the World. Therewith

the Roman World becomes self-governing, of

course through the one-man power, wherein

lies just its deepest contradiction.

Thus the new Rome is not merely a going

backward upon itself, but a going forward to its

greater self, and so it enters upon a fresh evolu-

tion, the imperial. This is what is next to be'

considered.

40



3. EMPIRE.

The general movement of the Roman Empire

is opposite to that of the Eoman Republic, as

regards the fundamental principle, Association.

Already Augustus began to do away with the great

variety of political relations which subsisted be-

tween Rome and her different dependencies. The

grand distinction between Italy and the Prov-

inces, and the manifold lesser distinctions be-

tween communities and nations as regards rights

are gradually to be eliminated in the course of

Imperial History. In other words Roman Asso-

ciation is now to become essentially homogenous,

instead of being heterogenous as it was during

the Republic. Previously it sought difference,

but now it seeks uniformity.

Already we have noted that the Republic as-

(626)
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sociated its allied and conquered cities, tribes and

states not after one common scheme, but each

in a different way. The result was a gradation

of political condition from complete subjection

and even destruction up to communities endowed

with Roman citizenship. This was the famous

policy of Rome ; all the units had to be associated

through her, yet each by its own special tie, so

that combination against her grew to be very

difficult. Probably she first became fully aware

of this method of association during the Latin

War, when she broke up all inter-communal re-

lations between the Latin towns, and conjoined

them with herself, though in different degrees of

closeness. The same policy essentially she con-

tinued during her republican time, applying it to

Italy, and in parts to her Mediterranean pos-

sessions.

Now it was this policy, or this form of Associ-

ation that the Empire proceeded slowly to reverse.

Those inter-communal ties which republican

Rome sought to supplant, are now permitted to

grow again, indeed are fostered by some of the

Emperors. So exacting was the Republic that

it often did not allow intermarriage and inter-

commercial relations between its associated towns

(connubhcm et commercium) , thus directing into

given channels both the Family and the Eco-

nomic Order, prescribing with whom marriage

might be contracted, and business might be con-
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ducted. Very subtle was such interference with

man's most intimate relations, but perhaps nec-

essary for that dissociated Italian land. It is the

great discipline that trains association into the

separated political atoms, which are to become

associative in themselves through such a long

and severe schooling. The Roman Empire has

reached the point at which it begins to turn these

externally associated communities and peoples

over to themselves, and to start them in a career

of self-association. Augustus grants inner au-

tonomy to certain subject cities and states, equal-

izing them with those which already have it.

Previously Julius Cfesar sought to develop an

active municipal life in towns through a greater

local self-government. Citizenship was freely

distributed, though not made universal till the

edict of Caracalla. Thus we see that the im-

perial tendency is to impart the Roman self-

association which has done its one-sided work,

and must now be shared by other communities,

yea by the world. Out of the one Rome must

be born many Romes. Thus her «hildren get to

participate in her fundamental character, that of

association, which is finally to be given away.

We say that this is the general movement and

spirit of the Empire, though the opposite or re-

publican element of foreign conquest remains

long and continues its activity on the Rim, which

is extended to its widest reach under the Em^
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peror Trajan. Thus Kome continues her ex-

ternal conflicts in the imperial time, but she

substantially attains her territorial outline during

the Eepublic, and then begins a new world-

historical function.

The reader will recall that the first great

Period of Rome's republican History was desig-

nated as self-association (p. 437), which began

by the conjunction of her three original commu-
nities, Latin, Sabine, and Etruscan, and con-

tinued till all her consanguine peoples were united

with her in one State. Then this one State be-

came world-associating, and subordinated the

Mediterranean circle of lands to itself. Now the

Empire in a manner goes back to the original

self-association of Rome, and imparts it to the

world which she has externally and compulsorily

associated. That, we say, is the drift of the

Empire, its world- historical purpose, its deerpest

spirit. Now this spirit is what orders the Empire

historically, putting it into its place as the third

stage of the total movement of political antiquity.

Republican association we have already noted

as heterogeneous, separative, insisting upon dif-

ference; but imperial association moves the

other way, toward uniformity and equality of the

associated cities and peoples, which are ultimately

to be one and alike in the imparted boon of self-

association, even if this never approaches com-

pleteness in the Roman world.
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I. The History of the Empire has the same

political form which we have already seen in

Hellas and in Republican Rome—the City-State.

This is now to pass through its final world-his-

torical stage in antiquity. It has shown itself

capable of uniting and associating a vast territory

containing many kinds of communities, tribes

and nations ; now it is to show itself capable of

conferring its associative power upon those whom
it has united. In general the Greek City-State

politically clung to its own communal limits,

making its walls the bounds of its world ; the

Roman City-State reached out and took in the

world, associating the same with itself; the Im-

perial City-State has the tendency to restore

the original communal independence internally,

adding somewhat of its own associative power.

We have seen the Republican City-State taking

the world to itself, next we are to see the Im-

perial City-State giving itself, its boon, back to

the world. Thus the Empire even with all its

personal horrors, bears in it a character and feel-

ing of restoration ; it is a kind of political return

to a former condition of communal freedom,

which Republican Rome had suppressed.

Hence comes the peculiar fact that the Roman
Empire has within itself such a decided move-

ment back to Greece, as its salvation. Con-

stantine, the Great Man of the imperial ages,

saw this and removed the Capital to a Greek
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City, Byzantium, and made it the center of a
new Greco-Roman Empire, which lasted more
than a thousand years. But long before the
founding of Constantinople, the sweep back to

Hellas was strongly felt in the Empire. Hadrian
already thought of removing the imperial Cap-
ital to some Greek city, and he kept away from
Eome during a large part of his reign. It is in-

deed a striking psychical phenomenon of tl;e age ;

the Roman soul has come to feel that Rome must
get out of Rome in order to save Rome. But
whither go? Return to Greece, to the Hellenic

City-State, which begat such intellectual won-
ders, but which lacked associative power. This

power Rome has now furnished to it through a

long training, which, however, is coming to a

close. Greece from the start had the love of

imparting her spiritual treasures, and has im-

parted them to Rome, who has gotten the long-

ing to go back to their source, bearing her pecu-

liar boon, association. Thus the Imperial City-

State has within itself as its deepest spiritual

strain the return to the Hellenic City-State,

which is to be renewed and restored to the world

with its added Roman endowment.

It will be recollected that the ancient world began

with the City-State of Hellas as the first political

form of Europe in its development out of bar-

barism, or we may also say, out of the old ethnic

protoplasm of Aryan peoples who had migrated
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originally from Asia (see preceding pp. 36-40).

It was this City-State which had made the great

separation of Europe from the Orient, espeeially^

in the Persian War, and thus had begun the

World's History as a conscious recorded act of

the race. It is to this European beginning of

herself that Rome as imperial wishes to return,

thus completing the grand historic cycle of an-

tiquity, of which she has come to feel herself

but a part. Thus the antique City-State, the

bearer of Mediterranean civilization, rounds out

its world-historical career, and at the same time

begins, or rather has begun, an entirely new

Period of European History.

In this way we bring before ourselves the mighty

sweep called Ancient History, through its three

forms of City-States, Hellenic, Roman, Imperial.

Each of these forms we see going through its

own special process and indeed many processes,

yet each is also to be grasped as a stage of the

one greater process including them all, which we

may call the Psychosis of historic Antiquity.

II. And now we may cast a glance at the re-

verse side of the picture. There is no doubt

that a deeply negative element is interwoven in

this new movement of Imperial Rome, which

sweeps toward complete disorganization and de-

struction. There is and must be an undoing of

the Republic from top to bottom, through the

Empire and its tendency. The R(;man principle
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of association begins to be counteracted, the ties

which connected the world with the central city

are slowly shorn in twain. The result is a de-

cided lurch toward dissociation which primarily

means dissolution. The Roman Empire is a

grand panorama of a whole world going to pieces.

But this, we must always remember, is its nega-

tive side, to which there is an emphatic, positive

counterpart, which has been already indicated.

Eome as Empire is, therefore, no longer asso-

ciating the world, but is dissociating it—resolv-

ing it back, or permitting it to be resolved back,

into its original societary units, communal,

tribal, national. We saw her as Republic undo-

ing inter-communal, inter-tribal and inter-na-

tional relations, and making herself the associ-

ative center of the world ; but all that is now

reversed, and her present bent is that her former

undoing be itself undone. She restores previous

political units and gives to them her rights, even

the right of association. Finally she gives her

whole self, yea her Capital, through an Emperor,

to another city which also becomes a central

power. We do not say that she does this act of

self-abnegation without a struggle, without many

a qualm of reaction at her departing supremacy

and glory. Rome as republican is the City-

State of all City-States; she is the Sun of the

Mediterranean world whose political bodies are

everywhere flying toward her with their move-
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ments subdued by her to a cosmical order. But

Eome as imperial works no longer with a centri-

petal but with a centrifugal energy; her vast

system of associated units is reactionary against

the center with no small degree of individual self-

assertion, whereby the previous cosmos seems

rushinsf into chaos. An associative civilization

is certainly in a mighty decadence, as it sweeps

toward dissociation and breaks those institutional

ties which first unified the world and then held it

together.

Now this decadent tragic side of imperial

Kome is what has attracted the almost exclusive

attention of Historians. It so happens that two

of the greatest historical writers that ever lived

were drawn by temperament and training to this

melancholy theme of a decadent world, and por-

trayed the negative side of it with such fullness

and power that the positive element lurking and

working in the grand transformation has quite

sunk out of the ken of recorded History. Ta-

citus was born in Nero's time, and as a man could

look back upon the enormities of the later

Caesars. There runs through his style and his

world-view an oppressive feeling of Roman de-

terioration under the Empire. We may excuse

him, for he lived and wrote amid the first decided

symptoms of the dissolving process of the im-

perial city. Hence we always hear the under-

tone of a settled world-pain in a great soul,
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and • this feeling he has imparted to eighteen

centuries of readers. Such is the ancient his-

torian; his modern counterpart is Gibbon, whose
Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire by its

very title suggests the negative standpoint of the

author. Moreover Gibbon was the child of his

time, of that reactionary, destructive Eighteenth

Century which culminated in the French Revo-

lution. There is no doubt about the greatness

of Gibbon as mirroring in himself not only

Rome but his own age. Three things we study

together in Gibbon: his pungent individuality,

the spirit of his time, and Roman Imperial His-

tory. Christianity, the saving principle of that

old decadent world, he sees and portrays only

in its negative aspect, for this is not wanting in

reality. So he translates the universe into Gib-

bonese—which is for us one of his chief merits,

even if it must be transcended. Europe has

very generally read his work, with its vast

sweep of erudition, its great organizing power,

and its stylistic grandeur, and through it has

largely absorbed the Historian's view of the

Roman Empire. But in our own time and land.

Gibbon must be corrected not simply in regard

to his facts and special views (which Guizot,

Milman and others have done), but also in the

far larger matter of supplementing his Decline

and Fall with the positive, constructive, evolving
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element of the Roman Empire, whereby it be-

comes truly world-historical.

III. Territorially the Roman Empire remains

tri-continental till the conclusion of its ancient

life. That is, it embraces the parts of three

continents, Europe, Asia, and Africa, lying

around the Mediterranean. Though it divides

within itself politically into an Eastern and a

Western State, both will call themselves Roman,

and will claim the tri-continental inheritance.

History at first does not seize an entire continent

by itself, but takes a slice from each of the three

which are connected by the great Midland Sea.

Circummarine we have already called its circle of

territories, the seat of ancient civilization. More-

over when the political bond is unknotted, and

the old Roman association becomes a kind of

dissociation, a new and deeper tie will be born in

the hearts of the Mediterranean peoples, that of

the Christian religion, which will show a stronger

and more pervasive associative power than

Rome. For Christianity will cross the Roman
Rim and take the barbarians also into its fold of

association, thereby getting possession of total

Europe in time.

Frequently we have alluded to this Roman
Rim or border of Barbary, which the Republic

pushed out almost to its final delimitation, though

not quite. The Empire kept up theoretically

the principle of territorial extension, but on the
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whole its chief struggle was to maintain the Rim
against the surges of the barbarous invaders, who
at last broke over. In general the Republic was

a mighty outer sweep of conquest and of world-

association, while the Empire was dominantly a

time of inner conflict and of the transformation

of individual, society and State, but especially of

religion. When the secular world was falling to

pieces, it was the common religion which held

the two Romes together, and could even associate

with them their barbarous assailants. It is true

that religion also had its inner troubles, its

schisms and heresies, and finally its great sepa-

ration into East and West. But there can be no

doubt that in the critical moment, peculiarly

about the time of Constantine, political disinte-

gration of the Roman world was met and largely

overcome by religious integration working in the

souls of men.

Still the epoch-turning moment comes when

this great religious unity, organized into an insti-

tution, the Church, is smitten in twain by a

world- separating blow, and it is this blow which

brings to an end antiquity. Mahommedanism

appears in West-Asia, assailing and dividing the

hitherto one religion of the Roman Empire. At

the same time this deep inner division manifests

its outer spatial character in a complete and per-

manent bi-section of the Mediterranean circle of

peoples. Asia and Africa largely fall away from
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the Roman Empire and Christianity, while Europe

still clings to both. A Northern and a Southern

segment of the vast circummarine oval of Nations

is seen to be the territorial basis of a new stage

of the World's History. It is at this great sep-

aration, inner and outer, that the Medieval

Period opens and the Ancient World ends. Be-

sides the political and the religious difference,

there is another which reached fully as deep

:

that of race. The Semite of West-Asia rises up

against the dominant Aryan of Europe, and

founds his own empire and religion.

IV. So it comes that Orient and Occident

have again renewed, under a changed form,, that

old conflict, which we have already seen opening

if not producing History. Indeed it is the same

two continental peoples, the Greek and the

Asiatic, who have once more grappled on the

arena of the World's History, though the Asiatic

this time is not the Persian but the Saracen.

In such a way we are to behold the cycle of his-

toric antiquity completed, with its three stages

also rounded out—Hellas, Rome, and Empire.

It is true that Byzantium, the heir of the Empire

and calling itself by this name, will continue the

conflict with the East all through the Middle

Ages. But that is the second grand Period of

European History which we shall see to rest upon

the foregoing political, religious, and racial

separation.
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Thus the Komaa Empire in its third stage

goes back to the struggle between the Orient and
Helhis which starts European History. But
there is another return to the beginning which

should not be omitted. We saw both Hellas and

Korae rising out of the vast mass of barbarous

peoples called the Ethnic Protoplasm, from

which the ancient civilized nations were gradually

evolved. Now the Roman Empire embracing

these civilized nations, is to receive a fresh bap-

tism in this Ethnic Protoplasm in order that an

old decayed world may be rejuvenated from

its original fountain of youth even if barbarous.

Such is clearly the decree of the World-Spirit in

whose overarchinor historic scheme the much-

abused barbarians of the North, who first over-

flowed and then overthrew the Roman Empire in

the West, are to be included.

The fact is that these two different kinds of re-

turn to its primordial source will divide the

Roman Empire into an Eastern and Western.

The Eastern Empire becomes Greek and remains

so for many centuries ; the civilized City-State

goes back to the people and land which started

it, taking with it Roman association which sup-

plants the old Greek political dissociation, and

also organizing the new religion into the State as

an additional associative bond. The Western

Empire as Latin is overwhelmed and partitioned

by the Northern barbarians, or we may say, is
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plunged into the seething maelstrom of Ethnic

Protoplasm, so that it becomes Teutonized and is

finally made into a great Teutonic Empire. Thus

during the whole Medieval Period Europe itself

is divided into an Eastern and Western portion,

the second of which has taken the deeper dip

backward in the original well-head of peoples.

In this way we catch a glimpse of the sepa-

rative, dissociative tendency which began its

work with the beginning of the Empire. This

in spite of its oneness, or the Henarchy which

was the work of the Republic, was dissolving,

and so moving toward the European Polyarchy

which exists to-day. Still the associative bond

of republican Rome was not lost, but was ideally

preserved in the Roman Law, whose sway has

not yet wholly lapsed. Hellas we have already

named polynomous, since each City-State had its

own law for its own people. But republican

Rome associating many communities and nations,

had one law-giving source, was externally mo-

nonomous, even if its application of the law was

unequal. The result was seen in a vast number

of laws expressing different kinds and degrees of

association (Jus Latinum, Jus Italicum, etc. ).

But the tendency of the Empire was to eliminate

this inequality of the Law and to make it truly

universal, as the vehicle of equal and impartial

justice to all. Necessarily the many discrimina-

tions of Roman Law will disappear with their
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origin, namely the diverse association so often

remarked as the peculiar policy of the Republic.

Finally comes the codification of Justinian, the

concluding act of unifying and organizing the*

Roman Law, whereby Rome becomes truly mo-
nonomous internally as well as externally ; each

nation, community, individual is to get its own
{suum cuique), and all are to be treated alike.

This ideal of universal Justice with a very con-

siderable if not complete realization, is one of the

chief boons which the Roman Empire has trans-

mitted. Though Rome has become many Romes
nationally, these are still united ideally by her

Justice, if not wholly by her Law.

V. Our theme, however, is at present the Ro-

man Empire as the third stage of antiquity,

which historic stage has its own process and in

fact many of them. It lasts, as we look at it,

some six centuries and a half from Augustus till

the conquests of Mahomet.

How shall we periodize this considerable pas-

sage of time, which on the surface looks so

chaotic, so disintegrating, so recalcitrant to any-

thing like orderly succession? We are, however,

to recognize that even disorder, revolution, sep-

aration has its necessary place in every complete

synthesis not only of History but of Thought

itself. First we put our finger upon the grand

separative act of the total Period, the division

of the Empire into East and West which culmi-

•41
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nates in the career of Constantine. So we have

to regard the first sweep or stage of the Empire

to last till the reign of Constantine and his per-

manent removal of the Capital from Rome to

Constantinople. Moreover this was a time dur-

ing which the Empire imparted its association to

its numerous constituents, and indeed held

together in order to perform this impartation

completely. But after Constantine it no longer

could hold together, having given away its

center, its Capital, in fact itself. So Association

becomes dissociated, which condition is empha-

sized by the irruption of the Barbarians, their

settlement in Roman territory and their founding

of numerous Kingdoms. The last great historic

act of the Empire is the attempt of the Eastern

part of it to restore the whole, and to rule the same

from Byzantium, which work has its chief success

inthelongreignof Justinian whose great endeavor

is to reassociate the dissociated Roman Empire,

not from old Rome, but from the new imperial

center.

Still employing that category (association)

which expresses the basic fact of Roman History,

and by which its events are to be ultimately

ordered, in our opinion, we may formulate the

three main stages of the Roman Empire as

follows

:

I. Association imparted.

II. Association dissociated.

III. Association restored.
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Association Imparted.

In the last Period of the Kepublic we saw As-

sociation extorted by the World from Rome; in

the first Period of the Empire we shall see Asso-

ciation imparted to the World by Rome. Amid
a great multitude of events this we deem the

essential thread of imperial History at present

:

it shows Rome's voluntary, constitutional, peace-

ful grant of herself as associative to all of her

dependencies. Such a grant, however, could not

be accomplished by the Republic, being contrary

to its whole spirit and organization ; only the one

Will, having become a settled principle in the

Constitution, can by its own free act make itself

the pivot for reversing the old political order.

How long will this Period last? Till Rome
gives herself away completely, imparts herself as

a whole, and not merely this and that right or

privilege of hers. When she grants her Capital,

of course through an imperial Will, to another

City-State, then she has yielded up all that she

has, truly her own selfhood. This is the found-

ing of Constantinople as the seat of the Byzan-

tine Empire through the Emperor Constantine

(died 337 A. D.). Thus the present Period is a

very long and full one, lasting three centuries

and more. We behold the parent Rome beget
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a son of the same nature (Homoousios), which

political birth, we can also say, takes place in

the fullness of time. Not without its historic

counterpart does this period discuss and establish

in the new religion the character and process of

the Trinity.

This long Period embraces the History of the

civilized world, has many divisions and sub-divis-

ions, many historic processes great and small, of

which here we can render no account. But

through them all we can see the process of im-

perial Rome maintaining herself as central City-

State, then in a deep struggle with the decen-

tralizing forces, and finally as decentralized by

Diocletian, who reaches till Constantine.

I. Rome, imparting herself more and more

with the years, still keeps the Capital and main-

tains herself as the source and center of such

impartation, at least till the time of Commodus
(180-192 A. D.). She still preserves the Rim

and makes some conquests across the border,

which are repeatedly given up again. Externally

she holds her own. But internally the process

of self-impartation continues at an accelerated

pace; she grants fuller municipal rights, and ex-

tends citizenship. Especially she imparts her

military discipline not merely to the Provincials,

who, becoming soldiers, thereby become Roman
citizens, but also to Barbarians on the Rim.

Thus her physical power she is giving away to
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the outsiders, whom we shall soon see coming

back to her as center from beyond the Rim.

In this Period we notice the following groups

or families of emperors : (a) the four Csesarians"

succeeding Augustus, conclude with Nero whose

depravity has become proverbial. After a short

break there follows (6) the Italic group or the

family of Vespasian who was born a Sabine of

Reate. (Three emperors from 69-96 A. D.).

This imperial family concludes with Domitian, a

wild beast of a ruler. After another short break

follows (c) the Provincial group from Trajan to

Commodus (98-180 A. D.). The line again

ends in a monster.

First to be noticed is the movement in these

three lines of emperors—Roman, Italic, Provin-

cial. Imperial Rome is seen imparting her su-

preme authority to rulers more and more removed

from the center. The one-man power which is

to associate the World is now given away to the

World, or perchance is taken by the World as her

own. Vespasian and others, like Caesar the

original, marched from the border to Rome for

his gift. Moreover we observe the fatal effect

of Rome upon those who stay there and receive

the Empire under some form of inheritance.

The three have wound up in the three heirs

—

Nero, Domitian, and Commodus, each being the

incarnation of Roman depravity and negation.

It would seem that the true emperor has to come
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from the Provinces directly or indirectly. The
Provincial emperors—Trajan, Hadrian (both

from Spain), Antoninus Pius (from Gaul), Mar-

cus Aurelius (from Spain)—ruled over the Ro-

man World at the height of its happiness. But

the central city seems to be destroying its impe-

rial progeny, undoing them morally, physically,

and mentally. The Rim has always been the

real trainer of the Roman Great Man, the true

Emperor with his autocratic power—witness

Marius, Sulla, Pompey, Csesar during the Re-

public. Inheritance runs counter to the national

evolution of the Great Man on the border ; the

imperial heir is corrupted and undone by the

Roman City-State . Another inference may be

hinted : the Provinces have indeed associated Rome
when they furnish her rulers, and on her side

she has largely imparted her associative power,

wh^n she is ruled by them.

The time of transition is indicated by the fact

that Marcus Aurelius conjoined with himself

Lucius Verus as emperor, who, however, died

and Marcus then ruled alone. Upon which fact an

old Historian makes the important comment:

Tuncque primum Romanum imperium duos Au-

gustos habere ccepit. The dualism has entered

the imperial personality, and divided it into two

emperors, though there seems to have been as

yet no regular division of the Roman territory.

Such is the premonitory symptom of the future

separative work of Diocletian and Constantine.
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Still another element of coming dissolution is

shown by the attacks of the Northern Barbarians

upon the Rim of the Roman Empire and their

partial success. It took all the strength of

Marcus Aurelius for years to stem the incoming

Oceanic flood of peoples from the North, and he

died in the harness at Vindobona (Vienna) in

180 A. D. In reality, however, even he did not

keep them out but permitted large bodies of Teu-

tons to settle inside the Rim as colonati, or mili-

tary colonists who were now coming, not from

Rome and Italy as in the Republic, but from the

other direction, from the Barbarians who were

to protect the Rim. This is now passing into

possession of the Teutons.

II. After Marcus Aurelius, who still main-

tained, though with difficulty, the Roman im-

perial center as City-State, historic events show

a decided trend toward decentralization and

inner division. For a hundred years, say from

the death of Marcus (180) till the time of Dio-

cletian (284), the Roman Empire is a seething

chaos, with a few lulls in its commotion. The

old order shows every sign of going to pieces,

yea to small pieces. In the time of Galienus,

besides the regular Emperor, an old History sets

down thirty separate claimants exercising im-

perial authority and called the thirty tyrants.

Gibbon reduces this number to nineteen and he

may be right. But nineteen shows sufficiently
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the separative character of the time. In these

hundred years a hundred emperors could be

counted in the different parts of the Empire.

Gibbon begins properly his Decline and Fall

with Commodus, son of Marcus, who resigned

his father's conquests on the Kim. In his time

Koman Jurisprudence developed its greatest

masters—Papinian, Ulpian, Paulus, and Mo-
destinus, who with Gains were designated as the

highest legal authorities by several later Emper-

ors. Law is indeed becoming the bond of the

Koman State when this is politically dissolving.

Keligion is also establishinoj its covenant in the

hearts of men through the Church and her

Fathers, and thus stemming the outer dissolution.

A very significant event of the present epoch

is the edict of the Emperor Caracalla who grants

Roman citizenship to all freemen of the Empire,

a seeming act of humanity done by one of the

worst of rulers from one of the worst motives

—

to extort pay for his beneficence. Still it shows

the Koman Empire imparting itself and its once

exclusive rights to all freemen within its borders.

But even here the exceptions must be noted to

this universal equalization: the emperor, auto-

cratic and above law and right, and the slaves

not only rightless, but freedoraless. The top

and the bottom of the Koman State are not yet

legalized, are in a sense lawless, and so will beget

many collisions in and with law as universal.
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Moreover connected with this inner disintet^ra-

tion of the Roman State is the outer disintet^ra-

tion of the Rim which once held the Empire
together against the Barbarians. In the East the

new Persian Monarchy makes inroads and seizes

Roman territory. But the great inundation,

breaking over the Rim takes place in'the North,

where the Teutons start incursions into the three

Peninsulas—Spanish, Italian, and Greek. Espe-

cially the Teutonic Goths appear about the mid-

dle of the third century A. D., and open their

career of war against the Roman Empire. We
are not to forget that the Teutonic colonati

already planted on the Rim by Marcus Aurelius

were not the best protectors of Rome against

their assailing kindred.

III. Diocletian (284 A. D.) possessed the

strength to stay for a time the general dissolu-

tion of the Empire and to tide it over into a new

period. He abandons Rome as Capital, which

he seems tohate as the corrupter and destroyer

of emperors. Wherever the imperial Ego abides,

there the Capital can be ; hence he makes two

new Capitals, Milan in the West and Nicomedia

in the East, both in old Provinces and not far

from the border. So we behold the seat of the Em-
pire dislocated, if not yet permanently located.

Certainly Rome is being decentralized and trans-

ferred to the Provincials. Moreover Diocletian

entirely gets rid of Senate and People; he gives
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the last blow to old S. P. Q. R. even as form,

and adopts the ceremonial of the Oriental au*

toeracy. Yet he was of the humblest origin;

his parents were said to have been slaves. He
was born a Provincial from Dalmatia, and thus

shows in person Rome in her supreme authority

provincialized.

The tendency of the time is manifested by the

fact that Diocletian divides the empire into four

parts, each having its own Caesar. He feels the

separative instinct lurking in the World's His-

tory of his age. This may be given as the deepest

reason why he persecuted Christianity which still

furnished a bond of unity to the distracted time.

It was slowly taking the place of the Roman
State in associating the peoples of the Empire,

and it even included the Barbarians in its bond.

Diocletian seemingly gave up his task as hope-

less and retired to his palace in the country near

Salona, Dalmatia, whose ruins still exist as a

chief monument of later Roman architecture.

Far from Rome and from his other Capitals he

spent the last years of his life, leaving the Em-
pire still divided between two rulers, Galerius

and Constantius. The latter died at York in

306, leaving his son Constantine as successor,

with whom a new Period of the Empire begins.

In his case, too, the Rim and not the central

City-State shows itself ay Emperor-producing,

and he re-enacts the typical deed of Julius Caesar
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in marching from the Provinces to Rome. In

fact we have seen that repeatedly the Roman
Emperor, in order to make himself a true Caesar

has to cross the Rubicon. Constantine, indeed,

will not stay at Rome when he gets there, but

will pass on to the Greeks whom he makes a na-

tion, which they never were in their ancient au-

tonomous condition. The Greek tongue, too, is

re-established as the speech of an independent

people, having been politically subject to the

Latin for several centuries. In fact the East and

the West, especially the Church, divide in the

matter of language, into Greek and Latin.

Moreover the ancient City-State with the found-

ing of Constantinople enters upon its final phase

of development. It has been going more and

more toward universality; but the individual

City-State making itself universal necessarily

undoes itself as individual. Still this last Byzan-

tine form of it will have a surprisingly long life,

which indicates a deep-seated merit not generally

acknowledged in the West.

n.

Association Dissociated.

So in a single phrase we seek to express the

inner spirit of the present Period in which ther

one associative Rome divides within itself and

becomes permanently two—Eastern and Western,
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Greece and Rome, or new Rome and old Rome.

The imperial Citj-State has imparted herself till

she has given herself away completely and has

become two imperial City-States . Already we

have seen many approaches to this final separa-

tion, many striking prognostications of such an

outcome. But with Constantine it gets to the

realized historic fact, not to be fully undone

again, though repeatedly attempted. The asso-

ciative principle starting from the one center has

reached the stage of inner dissociation and self-

opposition in its process through the Empire.

But between these two City-States now called

Rome and Constantinople, there is a very sig-

nificant difference, derivable from the separative

act itself. If Rome imparts herself completely,

she must give her associative power, her unity

to Constantinople. The result will be that the

child, the new Rome, will inherit and preserve

the ancient Roman unification, while the parent,

the old Rome, will keep up its dissociative proc-

ess, and will through it slowly fall to pieces in-

ternally and be knocked to pieces externally.

The Roman City-State has become autocratic,

yet preserves republican forms ; Constantinople

is the heir of the autocracy, pure and simple,

quite without the old forms which have indeed

become meaningless, and will now vanish to

nothingness of themselves. So the new twain

represents two opposite sides, the one putting
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stress upon unity, the other upon separation.

Rome and with her all Italy will become the field

of disintegration, while the Greco-Roman East
will preserve the Empire for more than a thou-

sand years, in fact through the whole Medieval

Period.

Still in this time of political division and dis-

sociation, we must note three bonds of persistent

association, (a) Religion has been keeping up
and extending its work of uniting the souls of

the Roman Empire in one deep abiding common
faith, which is really the preservative power of

the Roman world, though the Roman has perse-

cuted it and sought to extirpate it. (b) The
Roman Law is a spiritual uniter of men in a com-

mon justice which is to be administered to all

equally, and has already become very fully or-

ganized through the Empire, (c) The third

bond of Roman oneness must not be omitted,

though it is getting divided : the Ego of the Em-
peror, which we have already noted as the third

political element, and as that which the Emperor

gave to the Roman City-State for its completion.

We have also observed that through this imperial

Ego the grand act of Roman impartation of

rights began, which has made the people of the

Roman World almost, yet not quite, equal before

the law.

Another yery weighty fact of this new Period

is that associative Rome goes to Hellas, once the
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very home of dissociation and separate communal
autonomy. But Hellas has passed through more
than four centuries and a half of Roman traininof,

which we may suppose to start decisively with

the taking of Corinth (146 B. C), and with the

making of Macedonian Greece into Roman Prov-

inces. Thus the autonomous Greek City-State

is associated from the outside till association has

gotten inside and become si part of the new
Greek character. Moreover the cluster of Greek

communities is from the start put under an auto-

cratic Ego, that of the pro-consular governor of

the Province. For Rome did not try to associate

the Hellenic cities and states separately, as she

did those of Italy. Their autonomy was too old,

fixed and ingrained; so we have seen Rome pro-

vincializing Greece from its first conquest. The
result is that Greek spirit is politically trans-

formed, and this insight into its new character

must be deemed one of the supreme mental en-

dowments of Constantine, who built his Empire
upon it.

The Greek, or what has been more precisely

called the Hellenistic world, including not only

Hellas but Hcllenized Asia, was in wealth, popu-

lation and culture much superior to the West at

this time. Art, science, literature, philosophy,

and now theology had their distinctive home in

the Greek East. And a new institution had

there secretly evolved—the Church. Rome had
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associated East and West in one political bond,

but she had never conquered the Intellect of

Greece, rather the latter had conquered her on

her intellectual side. But the Greek Will had

already begun to rise from its long lethargy.

Several Roman Emperors, notably Hadrian,

thought of transferring the Roman Capital to

some Greek city. But the time was not yet

ready, Rome's discipline of Greece for govern-

ing her Empire was not yet complete. ButCon-
stantine was the Emperor who had the foresight

and the ability to restore the Greek State, of

course on a new imperial basis, and to re-estab-

lish Greek institutions. Moreover he recognizes

and confirms the new institution—the Greek

Church, the only one then and the source of all

others. Thus Constantino rebuilds the Greekinsti-

tutional world, giving to it again independence and

a new place in the World's History. The po-

litical Norm is still the Greek City-State, but

filled now with the unity and associative power

of Rome.

I. We are, therefore, to see Constantine as

the pivot on which the Spirit of the Ages

turns back from Rome to Greece, bringing to

the latter her second national life and palingen-

esis. But we are to observe that his direction

is from the extreme West. His father Con-

stantius, one of the emperors succeeding Dio-

cletian, died at York, on the farthest Rim of the
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Eoman Empire in 306 A. D. His successor was

his son Constantino who starts on his career

eastward, till in 323 he conquers his imperial

polytheistic foe Licinius at Adrianople and then

at Chalcedon, becoming the next year (324) the

sole emperor of the Roman world. In these

eighteen years he has seen it pass through no

less than five civil wars, indicating clearly its

tendency to dissolution. Can it be saved?

Such is the question that Constantino must

have profoundly pondered, being forced thereto

by the circumstances of the time. He saw that

Italy was shorn of its human strength through

war and devastation, slavery and social decline.

He fought the Teutons and won battles over

them, still it was clear to him that they would

ultimately take the Provinces of the West. But

when he reached Greece and the East, there

dawned upon him the possibility of the new

Roman Empire, with a new Capital. He had

defeated Maxentius at Rome (312) and had got-

ten possession of it, still he saw that the day

of Rome as the central City-State of the world

was over. A new one must be built. But

where and when? His genius and the World-

Spirit will bring him to the time and place.

Some eleven years later he wins the before-

mentioned battle with Licinius, and founds Con-

stantinople as the new seat of Roman imperial

unity. Moreover he adopts the resurrected Greek
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spirit as his own and that of his Empire, since

Roman spirit had largely vanished or was in a

state of utter decay. The administration of the

government he organized afresh, establishing a

long line of graded officials. Undoubtedly he

Oi'ientalized to a certain extent, adjusting his

rule to his Eastern people. Still he was therein

like so many great Romans, who went East and

became autocratic, from Sulla down. In the

main, however, he adopted the new-born Hel-

lenic will as the controlling energy of his re-

juvenated City-State.

Parallel with this reconstructed State, arose

under the creative hand of Constantino a new

institution previously noticed—the Church. The

imperial father of Constantine had already shown

an unwillingness to persecute Christians. The

son continued this secretly tolerant attitude, but

he finally issued the famous edict of Milan (313)

which openly granted them freedom of worship

throughout his dominion. The conflict between

him and Licinius was not merely a political bat-

tle, but also a religious,—the conflict between

Heathendom and Christianity. He began the

ecclesiastical councils with that of Aries in 314,

seeking also to bring religion into unity. But

the greatest of all councils was that of Nice

(325 A. D.), called together by him for the

purpose of formulating the fundamental doc-

trines of the Church, especially the doctrine of

42
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the Trinity. Moreover he enforced the decrees

of the religious authority by the civil power, and

thus conjoined State with Church.

Over the horrors of Constantine's domestic life

we shall draw a veil, separated as they must be

from his world-historical career which ranks him

among the Great Men of the past. It may be

said of him that he heard the voice of the Aoe
and made it actual in institutions. He was one

of those supreme characters who mediated the

World-Spirit with the Folk-Soul of the time. A
mighty far-seeing institution-builder he was, hav-

ing constructed a new State and a Church, both

of which lasted long, and one of which yet lives.

II. Still the Empire as a whole continued its

trend toward separation. Even Constantine di-

vided it up among his sons, who soon added civil

war to the outer conflicts with the borderers in the

East and West, the Persians and the Teutons.

The pivotal impact of Northern Peoples upon

and across the Rim is that of the West Goths in

376, who are fleeing from the Huns. Afterward

came also the East Goths. The Emperor Theodo-

sius (379) succeeds in stemming for a tjme the

progress of the barbarians, but he partitions the

empire at his death (395) between his two sons,

Honorius and Arcadius, which division is never

again fully overcome. The East and the West,

which had already divided Caesar and Pompey,

and afterwards Octavius and Antony during the
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Republic, but which Octavius hud, after the

battle of Actium, skillfully welded into the one

Empire, were now destined to wholly dietinct,

indeed opposite historic careers.

At once the West Goths invade Greece and then

pass into Italy under Alarich who reaches Rome
no less than three times. Athaulf , his successor,

quits Italy, passes to Gaul, where he founds a

kingdom. Attila, the Hun, is repelled from

Gaul in 451, but lays waste Italy. Rome is re-

peatedly sacked by the barbarians. Finally

Odoacer, king of several Teutonic tribes in Italy,

is made king of the country (476) and the Roman
Empire of the West is brought to an end. The

last Emperor, Augustulus (Little Augustus) re-

tires to private life.

Italy, Spain, Gaul and Britain, all the large

Roman Provinces of the West, are now bei-ng

baptized afresh in the primordial Ethnic Proto-

plasm, from which they once sprang. When
civilization becomes effete, it is made to take

this dip backward into its creative sources

that it be born anew. Such was the function of

the Macedonian and also the Roman to the de-

generate City-States of ancient Hellas. Such is

at present the function of the Teutonic peoples

to the decayed Roman City-State of the West.

We can say that the World-Spirit is performing

the grand baptismal act of the ages, whereby a

new European order is to emerge.
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Thus the bi-section of the Greco-Roman world

into East and West is not only accomplished,

but tlie West is getting to be multifariously di-

vided. The East, now the Byzantine Empire,

on the contrary, maintains its unity within its

own bounds, even if these are somewhat fluctu-

ating. So we may say that in this time the

world is separated into two opposite divisions

:

the One (East) versus the Many (West). It is

a significant fact that Greece, once the great

upholder of separation, has become the mainstay

of unification in her transformed spirit, preserv-

ing: iind transmitting the old Roman association

when it has gone to pieces in its original home.

III. Soon we observe the signs of the coming

political change. The West Goths (Visigoths)

move out of Italy to Gaul and Spain, where

they found kingdoms, which are no longer City-

States like those of Greece and Rome but the

germ of a new kind of governmental form ; we

may call it the .tribal or ethnic State. The am-

bition of the more enlightened Gothic kings was

to restore Rome, and thus to preserve civiliza-

tion. But this cannot be done and they see that

it cannot. Very interesting is the confession of

the successor of Alaric, who married Placidia,

the daughter of Theodosius. He is reported to

have said

:

**There was a time when I aspired to make the

ancient capital of the world my own capital, to
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convert Komania iato a Gothia, to call myself no

longer Ataulphus but Csesar Augustus; but I

have discovered that the barbarians can never be

subjected to civil institutions, my Goths can

never be made Romans. Society shall not perish,

I will restore the Roman Empire, protect it but

not rule it." (Cited by Merivale, Hist. Rome).
In this period the Franks seize Northern Gaul,

the Saxons invade England, the Vandals pass

over to Africa, and the West Goths establish

their Spanish dominion. But the greatest of all

these Teutonic rulers is Theodoric the East Goth,

who takes possession of Italy, which revives

under his rule and reaches a high degree of pros-

perity. Through his effort the Roman and the

barbarian begin to coalesce, the one furnishing

law and civilization, the other a native uncor-

rupted strength of body and mind. But Theo-

doric was to experience that such a process of

amalgamation had to be very slow, and he died

seemingly in a kind of reaction against his own

work and in a relapse to barbarism (526 A. D.)

after a reign of nearly thirty-seven years from

the time of his first invasion of Italy.

III.

Association Restored.

In the last Period of the Eastern Empire,

there is a very decided and partially successful

attempt to restore Roman Association and its
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Mediterranean World, bringing the same again

under the domination of the Bjzantine Citj-State.

Thus the latter seeks a return to the unity and

territorial wholeness of the Roman Empire, em-

ploying not only conquest or rather re-conquest,

but also the new associative bonds, Law and

Religion. We behold a strong effort to stem the

dissociation which has so powerfully set in with

the invasions of the Northern barbarians and

with the establishment of their numerous ethnic

kingdoms in the lands of the old Empire. The

West, ever separating into new tribal realms with

the advent of new hordes from the North, must

be once more subjected and conjoined with the

East.

The culmination of this tendency toward the

renewed unification of the Roman world takes

place during the reign, of Justinian (527-565

A. D.). A long period of authority is this,

nearly forty years. Moreover Justinian was a

middle-aged man when he ascended the throne in

his own right, being some forty-five years old.

His greatness consisted mainly in selecting and

employing men greater than himself. He repre-

sented the last stage of what may be called an-

tiquity in its final convulsive struggle to regain

its former territory, and with the same a new lease

of life. Really, however, its doom had been pro-

nounced by the World- S[)irit in more than one

historic manifestation. In the West the incom-
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ing ethnic State had decidedly surged to the

front as the successor of the ancient City-State.

In regard to the Orient it is enough to say at

present that Mahomet was born four years after

the death of Justinian. Still Byzantium is not

going to perish, but will remain for many centu-

ries the mean between the foregoing two extremes,

which may be called European and Asiatic.

At present we shall give a very brief account

of Justinian's movement toward the re-establish-

ment and renewal of the vanishing antique world,

which, however, he seeks to christianize and thus

preserve.

I. The Emperor possessed a great military

genius in Belisarius, who first went to Africa and

conquered the kingdom of the Vandals which

had been established there in Roman territory.

Sicily is also conquered, and Belisarius passes

over to Italy where he subdues the Gothic king-

dom of Italy. Thence he goes East, but after

being disgraced by his master he is again sent to

Italy to quell a revolt of the Goths. Justinian

also succeeded in getting back a part of Spain.

But he never won the whole of the Roman West.

Not long after his death the Lombards enter Italy

and conquer the greater part of it, which thus

passes again into the possession of a Teutonic

tribe, and becomes a new ethnic State.

The main outer struggle of the whole reign of

Justinian was to recover the West from the
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Northern invaders and to stop its tendency

toward a Polyarchy of Teutonic kingdoms. The

Byzantine Empire was Henarchic, though essen-

tially Greek, and seemed to be aware that a gov-

ernmental form was arising quite opposite to its

own. But its effort was unavailing, because di-

rected against the historic movement of the time,

really against the World-Spirit. To-day Europe

is largely a Polyarchy of kingdoms which for the

most part goes back to that old Teutonic parti-

tion and settlement which Byzantium tried to

prevent, or at least to subordinate in the West.

Still it held its own in the East, and thus Europe

became politically separated into the two ten-

dencies which we call Henarchic and Polyarchic,

with a decided leaning toward the latter.

II. The religious bond which had been made
actual in an institution, the Church, through

Constantine chiefly, and enforced by law in the

edicts of the later Emperors, was strongly em-

phasized by Justinian, though chiefly in an ex-

ternal way by persecution, by extermination of

heresy, and by the suppression of heathen rites

and even of heathen philosophy. The wars

against the Goths and Vandals, who were Arian

heretics, had at least a religious pretext; thus

Christian had already begun to fight Christian

for Christian reasons. Another famous negative

act of Justinian was the suppression of the phi-

losophic Schools of Athens (529 A. D.), which
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claimed an uninterrupted succession of philos-

ophers from Plato. Proclus, the last great Neo-
Platonic Scholarch, had died some forty-two

years before Justinian began his reign, and really

brought to a conclusion the movement not only

of his own school but that of the whole ancient

Philosophy, chiefly by his doctrine of the Funda-

mental Triad.

But by all means the greatest positive religious

act of Justinian was his erection of the world-

cathedral known as the church of St. Sophia.

It has been the most influential edifice of Christ-

endom, if we estimate its influence by the number

of religious structures which have taken it as a

copy. Not alone Christians but other religions,

notably the Mahoramedan, have patterned their

places of worship after it as the supreme model

of their God's habitation. Its architectonic form

has rayed out creatively from its center to India

in the East, and to Spain in the West. The

Greek again has created an architectural work of

art which strikes the key-note of universality

like the Parthenon. Very different races and

religions have not failed to adopt each and both

as the most fitting institutional home of their

deity. We may well deem them the God's two

archetypal palaces, heathen and christian, and

the curious fact is that they both bear the same

dedication and superscription to Divine Wisdom

(to Pallas, the old Greek Heathen Goddess of
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Wisdom, and to Hagia Sophia, the Christian

Greek's Holy Wisdom). Thus the buildhng of

St. Sophia must be deemed a great uni religious

act, unifying in a typical edifice not only Chris-

tianity, but other religions, and even races. No
Gothic structure has ever had any such far-

extending power over diverse peoples and faiths.

It may be added, however, th^t St. Sophia is seem-

ingly the only work of Byzantine art which has

made such a mighty appeal to the feeling of uni-

versal religion both in European and Asiatic

souls. Also the architect of St. Sophia should

not be forgotten, though little is known of him
except his name—Anthemius of Tralles. Let it

be placed alongside of that of Ictinus, the arch-

itect of Parthenon.

III. The greatest unitary act of Justinian,

however, lay not in the sphere of Eeligion but of

Jurisprudence. The vast and ever-increasing di-

versity of Roman Law he brought together in

three all-embracing works called the Code, the

Pandects and the Institutes. In general, the

associative principle of Rome was expressed in

her Law, which became a chief means of uniting

and holding together her empire. The Republic,

as already set forth, associated its dependencies

by different ties to the central City-State, which

were expressed in treaties, and in other legal in-

struments. Thus arose an enormous diversity of

association formulated in a corresponding niulii-
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plicity of laws—a vast polynomy inside the one

law-making power (or mononomy). But the

empire from the start sought to do away with

this excessive and confusing legal multiplicity,

and to simplify the Law. Hence the many at-

tempts at codification—Julius Caesar planned it

already. Justinian consummated it for the future

and thus brought about uniformity as well as

equality of rights. Rome now becomes internally

mononomous, having been externally so from the

Republic.

With this reformation of Jurisprudence by

Justinian, the evolution of the Law in antiquity

reaches its culmination. The State expresses its

ultimate Will as command in the Law; hence

political History must concern itself with the

Law as the inmost expression of the State, the

utterance of its very soul. We have already

often designated the Greek political institution

by its legal character as autonomous. Rome as

Republic overcomes this autonomous diversity of

City-States, but remains internally polynomous,

though externally she is the one lawgiver or

mononomous. The tendency of the Empire is

to get rid of this inner diversity of laws

(polynomy) with their conflicts—which work is

at last accomplished by Justinian. We are jus-

tified in saying that this is the final great act of

the Empire and indeed of the ancient world,

which not long after Justinian's death was
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brought to an end by a new inbreaking ordev.

The Citj-State of antiquity has, therefore, gone

through its three great legal stages—autonomy,

polynomy, and mononomy as complete.

Constantine saw that the Empire was internally

divided into East and West. The city Rome in

his time still leaned to Heathendom and to the

old order with its empty forms. So he con-

cluded that the easier task was to make a new

central Capital than to reconstruct the old one.

Also he saw that Italy with the West was dis-

solving back into its original tribal elements,

which republican Rome had once conquered and

associated. So he established the Byzantine or

Eastern unity against the Western separation.

But Justinian deemed, himself able to overcome

this Western separation and to restore the Roman
Henarchy. Politically his effort was in vain, as

it ran counter to the World-Spirit, which is

bringing forth, as the next great stage of Uni-

versal History, the inner division of the Medi-

terranean World, With Justinian the historical

movement of antiquity practically closes; Hellas,

Rome, Empire, with the latter 's return to Hellas

have rounded themselves out into one vast

Period, which manifests completeness within

itself, as well as the transition into the following

co-ordinate Period, the Medieval.
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The Middle Ages.

What can we grasp and set down as the defi-

nite Medieval act? This must not only end an-

tiquity, but show itself as the deepest pervasive

principle of the coming new Period. In our

judgment the blow struck by Mahomet and his

successors is what concludes the antique time and

opens what is generally called the Medieval

world, which lies in its main outline between the

two great assaults of the Mahomedans of West-

Asia upon the Christians of Europe. The Period-

making conflict of the Middle Ages was, accord-

ingly, that between two world-religions, each

seeking to have supremacy over the Roman Em-

pire. To this religious conflict must be added a

substrate in some respects the deepest of all,

namely race. The Asiatic Semite, long dom-

inated by the European Aryan, rises and asserts

himself not only religiously but also politically,

founding a new religion and a new empire to

supplant the Christian and the Roman.

The outcome is a separation of the ancient tri-

continental Mediterranean World, which makes

the entire following Period separative as regards

its essential character, in spite of the desperate

attempts to overcome this separation. There ia

no doubt that the' great Saracenic conquerors
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sought to unite Europe with their Oriental do-

minion. From the other side the Crusaders

poured over the border into Asia with the purpose

of reducing the East again to the West. This

struggle between the sides—Christian with Ma-
homedan, European, with Oriental, Aryan
vvith Semite and later with the Turanian Turk

—

is what lies always in the background of the His-

tory of Europe during the Middle Ages. The
irregular ellipse of territories around the Midland

Sea is now split in twain, with a Northern

(European) half and a Southern (Oriental) half

whose multifarious interaction in war and peace

gives the historic key-note for quite a thousand

years.

We saw the great historical purpose of Justin-

ian to be a new unification of the antique world,

which showed in his time so many signs of sepa-

ration and dissolution. He sought to restore, as

far as he could, the outer territorial integrity of

the Eoman Empire. One religion he would en-

force, also one Jaw, yea, one tongue to a degree.

His impulse we call Henarchic, trying to counter-

act the decided Polyarchie tendency of the age.

And unconsciously under these various unities

lay the most hidden, yet the most coercive unity

of them all—that of race. The dominant Greco-

Roman world was Aryan, and this the policy of

Justinian would keep uppermost. Moreover the

Teutons and the largest part of the barbarians of
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Europe were of Aryan blood. Hence amid all

these divisions, political, religious, linguistic, the

European peoples remained uniracial, to be sure

unconsciously so. But the unconscious principle

is often the most influential one, because the

most elusive. In fact the ultimate ground of the

movement of nations in the World's History is the

primordial difference among mankind called race.

Now it is this difference (among others) which

ushers in the world-historical Period known as

the Middle Ages. The racial separation of the

contending sides appears dominantly in the

World's History for the first time. To be sure,

the early conflict of Greek with Phoenician, and

the later conflict of Rome with Carthage, had

doubtless a substrate of race. The Semite in

both cases was suppressed ; but now he rises

again with a fresh unlimited energy, and con-

quers his Aryan master in the Orient. Moreover

he brings with his supremacy a new Semitic re-

ligion, upon which the chief stress is placed

openly, though in and through this religion the

secret instinct of race is mightily lurking and

working.

If we go back a thousand years, to the begin-

ning of European History, we find the Greeks in

conflict with another Oriental people, the old

Persians. But these were Aryans, as well as the

Greeks, so that the conflict lay inside of the one

race, which was thus separating within itself into
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Orient and Occident, or into Europe and Asia.

The Persian indeed had subjected the Phoenicians

and other Semitic peoples, and was hurling them

against Hellas in that old Greco-Persian War,

which we have already portrayed as the world-

historical dawn. It is to be noted that the sep-

aration involved in man's consciousness of His-

tory had its origin within the same race, and not

in the clash between two different races.

Accordingly the Semite, long subjected by the

Aryan, emerges from his primal pre-historic

subsidence, and participates as an independent

factor in the World's History, which is no longer

uniracial as in antiquity, but bi-racial—its char-

acter during the whole medieval time. And this

bisection runs through religion, family, state,

language, through all spiritual products as well

as through the Mediterranean territory, indeed we

might say through the Mediterranean Sea. That

unilegal, unireligious, unipolitical,aswellasdonii-

nantly uniracial empire of Justinian is cleft along

its whole diameter spatially and spiritually, becom-

ing two Mediterranean empires, which clash both

internally and externally at about every point.

Rome and Byzantium had indeed separated, but

the present separation cuts far deeper, truly

quite to the bottom.

Hence come the reason and the necessity of

considering the Middle Ages to be the separative

stage of European History as a whole. This
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stage is in the order of the inner psychical move-

ment of events, being the second of the total

sweep. The one antique Mediterranean world

cracks open and becomes two fighting halves for

the next millennial stretch of time. Each half,

Mahommedan and Christian, has its own inner

history which is also deeply separative in the

main. The Saracenic World, as well as the Eu-

ropean, will show the Polyarchic tendency in spite

of the struggles to the contrary. Many a cali-

phalate will rise on the one side, many a kingdom

on the other. Political division dominates both.

Still in both the religious bond will hold together

the ever-separating States. Undoubtedly we

have to regard this separative condition as a step

of progress toward the supreme end of History,

though it has its negative, forbidding aspect.

The Middle Ages have been often called the

Dark Ages. Still we are to see also the positive

element which is evolving in and through their

obscuration. The inner tie deepest in the souls

of men, that of religion, which classic antiquity

had largely eliminated from its culture, is re-

stored, developed and organized. And the City-

State is passing over into the far larger and more

universal Nation-State, even through the bar-

barious Ethnic State. On each side of the Med-

iterranean the old-world civilization is taking a

dip into the primordial protoplasm of peoples,

that the new-world civilization may arise.

43
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Politically the Medieval Period brings a restor-

ation of nationality, to which the ancient City-

State was necessarily hostile, with its narrow

intra-mural exclusiveness. Not one of the old

famous City-States of Greece was ever able to

broaden itself out so as to embrace the Greek

nation. The Roman Eepublic endured no other

associative bond but its own. In Byzantium the

new-born Greek City-State succeeded in being

national, though from the outside and not of its

own inner evolution. Really the Teutonic tribes

are restoring nationality to the nations, and

slowly uniting it with civilization which anciently

was its victorious foe. Thus the Medieval Period

is truly middle and mediatorial, mediating the

old civilized City-State with new civilized Nation-

State.

Nor are we to forget the Mahommedan half of

the Medieval world, where not only nationality

but race is restored to independence after cen-

turies of submergence. The Semitic peoples

under the lead of the Arabians not only throw off

the Aryan yoke of Europe, but march against

it, and win the Spanish peninsula, which of old

had a considerable strain of Semitic civilization

through the Phoenicians and Carthaginians. In

both halves, the Oriental and European, we see

religion and nationality rising to the surface from

their long subordination, and becoming the reg-

nant forces of the World's History. Each half
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indeed struggles long and desperately for su-

premacy over the other, whence springs the

deepest Medieval conflict, which more or less

remotely determines the inner conflicts of both.

It is characteristic of these Middle Ages that

there is a middle realm lying between and keep-

ing separated the two contestants, Europe and

the Orient. This mean between the two ex-

tremes, half-European and half- Oriental, is the

Byzantine Empire, which lasts during the entire

Medieval time. Both sides surge into it and

across it for centuries, till at last the Turk seizes

it and has held it till the present. It represents

the inner borderland between the two colliding

halves of the Mediterranean World, wherein we

see that the old Roman Rim has become internal

on the side toward the Orient. When this Me-

dieval landmark is swept away, a new Period is

dawning in which Europe and Asia are brought

face to face, without the Byzantine intermediary.

Byzantium is, therefore, the visible division

between Orient and Europe, or between the

Christian and the Mahommedan—the territorial

belt which both indicates as well as keeps apart

the warring twain. And within itself division

also seemed ever present and at work. It sought

to retain the old City-State against the rise of

the political norm of the Nation. It was national

too, but the one Greek Nation was to be the ruler

over other Nations. Europe let it perish, since
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it was opposed to the advancing European Poly-

archy, which in the modern time is to have full

sweep, as at present. When the religious spirit

of the Middle Ages was waning, and the political

tendency was getting paramount, the Turk was

suffered by Christendom to take Christian Con-

stantinople in 1453, the most impressive sign of

a new historic Period.
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The Modern Time.

Of prime importance in organizing European

History is the fact that from West-Asia have

come three grand assaults upon Europe, which

in its fundamental historic movement has been

determined by them. The first of these Oriental

assaults was the Persian, already designated as

the opening act of History. The second was

the Arabian, which starts the Medieval Period.

The third was the Turkish, whose impact upon

the Byzantine empire culminated in the taking of

Constantinople, and was intimately connected

with the rise of the Modern Period, which is

still going on. Moreover a new race enters

Europe with a strong offensive power, seemingly

allied, though in a remote way, to some of Eu-

rope's oldost pre-Aryan stocks. If this be so,

a Turanian people in the Turkish Tartar has

come again to the West to claim its ancient her-

itage from the usurping Aryan immigrants.

These old racial impulses are indeed very deep,

but also very dark, lying in the night of a far-off

pre-historic past. But in the clear light of His

tory we can see that Europe has been periodized

by the foregoing West-Asiatic movements, all of

which are mighty and prolongod efforts on the

part of the Orient to seize the European boon,

whatever that may be. There would seem to be
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in the Oriental soul a primordial instinct which

drives it to overcome, externally as well as inter-

nally, that deepest separation of it into Orient

and Occident, and to recover the offshoot of

itself which long since migrated westward. For

Europe is a derived world, and derived from

the East (see preceding pp. 30-36). The Occi-

dental consciousness of self and its worth, one of

whose births is our recorded World's History, is

what the Orient will subordinate, if not blot out,

as the very negation of itself, or at least as its

deepest and most persistent limitation.

Accordingly we are fully to conceive this funda-

mental fact of European History: three mighty

blows directed at different times from the Orient

at the West by its three races, Aryan (Persian),

Semitic (Arabian), and Turk (Turanian), have

knocked (so to speak) Europe into its three

main historic Periods, causing such a profound

reaction and resurgence against Oriental domina-

tion, that European History takes a new turn in the

movement toward its end. In other words,

Ancient, Medieval, and Modern History gets its

division from this deepest of all struggles, which

lies between races, religions and continents (see

preceding pp. 118-122). It is manifest that

there can be no complete History of Europe

taken by itself, without its Period-making con^

flicts with West-Asia from the historic beo^innino:

till now.
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It should be observed that the Turk has won
what the old Persian sought some 2,000 years

before him, namely Hellas. The Arabian also

strove to reach the Hellenic gift, but did not

succeed. His chief energy went around the

Southern Mediterranean, and entered Western
Europe by way of Spain, where he stayed during

the Medieval time, going out as the Turk came
in. The whole Greek Peninsula was ruled by
the Oriental at last; what Xerxes lost, Moham-
med the n gained. The line of the Adriatic

was won substantially and held by the Ottomans,

though they were repulsed from Vienna in 1683.

From that limit they have slowly receded till at

present they stay in Europe not of their might

but through the mutual jealousies of the other

European Nations.

Politically Greece (as Byzantine) was quite

lost, but culturally there was a great revival of

her power. Western Europe went back to an-

cient Hellas spiritually, restoring the influence of

her art, literature, philosophy, science. This

was the main trend of what is known as the Re-

naissance, or New Birth of Antiquity in the

spirit of the time. So it becomes manifest that

this third or Modern Period is a return to the

first or Hellenic Perit)d, and thus completes the

cycle of European culture. A great rejuvenation

it was of an old civilization, which baptized itself

afresh in the youth of Hellas. The renewal of
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Greek and Latin studies has lasted, remaining a

part of the training of every educated individual

to-day.

Deeply connected with this cultural move-

ment, was a religious revival, which went back

to the sources of Christianity in the Bible, and

studied them in a new light. The Reformation

hints by its name that the Church is to be made

over through a restoration of its pristine purity

and simplicity. The result was a great separa-

tion which produced in the West two ecclesias-

tical divisions, Catholic and Protestant. During

the Medieval Period there had also been two

Churches—Eastern and Western, or Greek and

Latin. But the Greek Church has lost its inde-

pendence under the hand of the Turk. This

second separation is Northern and Southern, in

the main Latin and Teutonic. The latter splits

up still further according to nationality, so that

in the North there is a group of national churches,

which are united with the State.

But in History the main fact of the Renais-

sance is the political return to Greek antiquity.

Europe becomes a cluster or society of independ-

ent, autonomous States, similar to what we once

saw in Hellas. Both the old Greek and the

modern European have evolved Polyarchies, in

which the separative character of Europe strik-

ingly manifests itself. At the same time we are

to note the great difference in kind between these
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two sets of States. Already it has been observed
that antiquity as a whole suppressed nationality;

the old civilized City-State was more or less

antagonistic to the Nation, which found its primal

birth and growth anciently among uncivilized

peoples, till it swept down upon and divided the

Roman Empire. The last great historic act of

the Greco-Roman world was the attempt to

restore the City-State to imperial power, to

bring back political antiquity, or at least Rome.
This was the life-long endeavor of Justinian, but

it could be only temporarily successful.

The modern political unit of Europe is, accord-

ingly, the Nation-Stale, in which we behold the

governmental result of the Middle Ages. The
latter Period elaborated historically the barbarous

ethnic State, and made it civilized, and so pre-

pared it to go back to antiquity for the purpose

of harmoniously appropriating the same. That

indeed is the essence of the grand Return to the

antique beginning called the Renaissance (better

Renascence). The medieval training was largely

the school of the barbarous Teutons, who were

to get civilized and christianized from the Med-

iterranean world, and in turn were to impart to

the old civilization the new nationality. The

sweep of Europe back to Greece and Rome indi-

cates that the Medieval dualism between the

barbarous and the civilized is substantially over-

couK . Modernity and antiquity shake hands
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across the Middle Ages, whose main functiou is

to mediate the two sides.

The History of Europe in the Modern Period

is, therefore, that of a Polyarchy of Nation-

States. There is also a tendency in these, or in

the largest, to go back to the imperial principle

of Eome. Significant is the fact that so many of

the European Nation-States have called them-

selves Empires. England quite recently has

taken this title. Imperialism has become a po-

litical slogan of the time, even in America.

Europe has overflowed its bounds, and is becom-

ing extra-European. But it encounters nations,

tribes, communities beyond its Rim : what shall

be done with them? Subordinate them to

the central government in someway, orimperial-

ize them. The newly discovered countries abroad

have been thus appropriated during the modern

time, and Europe has largely become a Polyarchy

of imperial Nation-States each being a new sort

of old Rome.

The deepest and most urgent political problein

of Europe to-day is evidently the Polyarchic

—

the problem of many independent autonomous

States within a limited territory, and it may be

added within a common consciousness, which can

well be deemed European. For Europe as a

whole in the Modern Period has shown this com-

mon political consciousness, that of national

autonomy. Each Nation-State, as it has been
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transmitted by ages, is to make its own laws and

to be self-administered wholly. At the same

time there has been the counter tendency to vio-

late the aforesaid autonomy of each and all.

The larger Nation-States and the largest one have

often been inclined to swallow the smaller mem-
bers of the Polyarchy. Tho result is that the

History of Modern Europe is full of loagues,

alliances, combinations of tho weaker against the

stronger. An ever-present national jealousy is

one of the troubles sprung of the Polyarchy, and

also a continual fear of the greater on part of

the lesser. Hence we behold every European

Nation-State standing on guard against its neigh-

bor, armed to the teeth. Twelve millions of

men, as the statement runs, are required to keep

the peace in a time of profound peace. The

most pronounced manifestation of the Polyarchic

malady is the European armament, which devours

much of the best brain and muscle, as well as the

treasures of the European Nation-State. How
can it ever compete permanently with a political

system which has banned the people-consuming

monster jof the Polyarchy? This fact the best

men of Europe fully recognize, and they seek to

ameliorate their condition by one makeshift or

other.

It is of historic interest at present to see that

the European Polyarchy of Nation-States has

developed on certain sides similar troubles to
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that of the old Greek Polyarchy of City-States,

of which an account has been given on the pre-

ceding pages. Autonomy in the one case as in

the other reveals a like limitation—the jealousies

and the fears of a group of individual States

fenced in by a common territorial boundary.

Hegemony of the one over the many also ap-

pears, with the resultant conflicts against it by

the others. No associative Eome has yet arisen

inside of Modern Europe, even. if some great

leaders of the past have attempted the task, but

have failed in the end. The Empire as such can

hardly unite the Nation-States, each of which

shows the bent to be imperial in itself. From
this point of view Europe is a cluster of Eomes,

or^ as already remarked, of imperial Nation-

States.

Such, then, is the present aspect of the Eu-

ropean Polyarchy, as the historic evolution of

its past. What about the future? That is no-

toriously uncertain but is sure to unfold. So
much, however, we may dare speak out : Europe,

which has hitherto been for us tho arena of the

World's History in conjunction with West-Asia,

must more jind more reveal itself to be but a

part—surely -a very important one—of the total-

historic process. In contrast with the Orient

generally, it has given birth to History as re-

corded and continuous, and also has developed it

through one of its great stages or seons—the
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separative stage of the World's History, which

separative character we have seen running

through both ancient and modern times in what
we have so often called the Polyarchy. This is

the salient fact of both the old Greek City-State

and the modern Nation-State of Europe, as well

as of the Middle Ages, which, moreover, are

separative on their own account, that is, as the

subordinate second stage of the total second

stage of History. Or, in one more repetition,

Europe, whose middle is the Medieval Period, is

itself the middle of the entire world-historical

movement, lying between Orient and Occident.

It is generally accepted that the last form of

State, which has unfolded through the ages,

shows best what lay in the germ of the earliest

State. History, recording essentially political

events, obtains a new meaning from every gov-

ernmental evolution. The present cannot help

throwing its illumination back upon the past,

which is always coming toward and into it and

nothing else. The Occident, therefore, has or

will have the Tribunal of the World's History,

and will render judgment. This will necessarily

be divergent from the Asiatic or the European

view. Already we have noted that America has

a different political norm from the Eastern con-

tinent; we have called it the State-producing

State, which no longer leaves to haphazard mi-

gration or agglomeration the deepest and most
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important of all political functions, the genesis

of States in this process of the World's History.

Evidently a great change is taking place in the

historic field, both outer and inner, both spacial

and spiritual. It has been said that quite up to

the present age Europe has been the arena of the

World's History, along with her impinging ener-

gizer. West Asia. But at present all the Orient

is entering the world-historical process, and also

the Occident. The conception and the domain

of this process' are in a deep, far-reaching trans-

ition, which has already dethroned the historic

autocracy of Europe, even if she still is first

among equals. The World's History can no

longer be simply European History, which has

become one stage, doubtless the most important

as yet, of the circumterrene belt of the globe's

distances .and deeds. True to its name the

World's History is getting around the World, and

ridding itself of its contradiction which it could

not help showing as long as it was confined to

Europe and adjacent lands. The time is coming

when no single State, no single Continent by

itself can be world-historical, for it is not the

World. The total process of History must be

all-inclusive.

Already it has been noticed that in Europe the

particular city or nation has had to be at a given

time the supporter and vindicator of the world-

historical idea, of that which we have called the
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World-Spirit. Or the matter may be put in this

way : what is particuhir has had to bear and to

1)B the universal—wherein lies. verily a mighty

inadequacy and contradiction. The result is that

the European World-Spirit has shown a domi-

nantly negative character, destroying first other

States and then its own State. Thus a line of

rising and falling States runs through its History

till the present. The problem presses: Cannot

this destructive phase of the World's History be

made constructive? How can the World-Spirit

be gotten inside the process, and become no

longer negative? Certainly not by the European

political system, not by the Polyarchy of City-

States or of Nation-States, which is really the

source of the trouble. And it would seem that

Europe cannot within itself cure its own malady.

Like ancient Greece again, the remedy must

come from the outside. But how? By force,

which was the old way of History, or by the vol-

untary adoption of some kind of federative prin-

ciple? The Hague Tribunal of the present year

(1907) has at least shown Europe's struggles at

her hitherto Sisyphean labor. She cannot give

up her Polyarchy, and so the stone rolls down

hill again, after prodigious effort in heaving it

topward. No Macedon, no Rome appears in the

horizon for compelling her to associate, and she

seems unable and in fact unwilling to associate

herself. Her outer peace depends not on the
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whole, but on a part, yen ji particle perchance,

while her inner peace is seamed with national

suspicion, anxiety, and untold outlay of mind,

muscle, and treasure. Such is in brief the Poly-

archic malady of present Europe, according to

the declarations of her best spirits, yet she finds

it inipossible to rise out of her Polyarchic con-

sciousness. As little could the old Greek City-

S'.ate throw off its fixed idea of urban autonomy,

as can the modern European Nation-State that of

national autonomy. And yet it is getting more

and more evident that the decree of the World-

Spirit has been delivered against the political

system of Europe, having reduced it from the

whole to a part or stage of Universal History.

The outlook is that just this is what will bring

relief. The Polyarchy of Nati(»n-States can

exist as one constituent of the threefold move-

ment of the World's History, but no longer as

the entirety thereof. It can furnish the element

of separation, of particularity, but not the grand

totality, of whose process it must function as a

part or member. Thus it will remain indefinitely

as the second stage of the whole world-historical

Psychosis, as unfolded up to date. The particular

State, or the group of particular States called the

Polyarchy, will become an inherent component

of the World-Spirit whose supreme end is the

universal State, and vv^hose conflict with the par-

ticular State, of which European History has
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been full, will be moderated if not altogether

mediated. The Polyarchy of Nation-States will

get rid of its own inner trouble when it comes to

be that which it truly is—a part and not the

whole. We have already noted the negative

character of the World-Spirit toward the Euro-

pean nation even when the latter was its chosen

upholder. Eeally it was seeking, though by

war and violence, to put Europe into her historic

place, or to make her put herself into her historic^

place. And this World-Spirit, finding its com-

plete unfettered process more and more within the

totality of History,' will become less and less de-

structive of the particular State, but rather pre-

servative of the same as an essential element of

its own living and working entirety. As already

indicated the European Polyarchy belongs to the

whole but is not the whole—and just that will

probably be its final redemption.

In like manner the Orient must undergo a

great political transformation, and become a part

or stage of the world-historical process. Hitherto

it has been largely outside of the World's History

except when it collided with Europe and espe-

cially with Greece, which at once turned upon it

an historic light, often not very large or lumin-

ous, still a light. The rapidity with which the

Orient is taking up the political and economic

institutions of the West is almost dizzying even-

to a Westerner. We have already introduced

44
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our readers to the Persian Empire opening His-

tory by its collision with the Greco-European

world some five hundred years before Christ.

That Empire exists to-day largely in its pristine

form of an Oriental despotism governed by an

autocrat and his satraps, as we know it from

Herodotus and other Greek writers. But lo! a

sudden change ! The preceding sentence in sub-

stancce had been written down hardly more than

a year ago, when we read in the newspapers that

a revolution had broken out in Teheran, that the

Shah had granted a Constitution (1906) and

that the Majlis (Parliament) had actually as-

sembled and had begun to legislate. Thus the

old absolutism of Asia is becoming constitutional-

ized according to the English pattern. China also

is to have a representative government after a

preparatory term of years. And India is clam-

oring for home rule, if not for independence.

The phenomenal deed of Japan has roused the

cry : Asia for the Asiatics. A corresponding

shout has been reported even from Africa. The
Orient is assimilating itself to the Occident po-

litically and economically, but not religiously.

The great chasm in secular institutions between

Asia and Europe is being rapidly filled, as if pre-

paratory to some grand act of association. The

State, which is the soul of History, is getting

alike the world over, getting ready, we may
think, to become one State, which can be, when
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fully actualized, only the State universal. This

is the final aim and end of the movement of the

World's History, as has been often declared in

the preceding pages. Its triple process—Oriental

European, Occidental—has definitely unfolded

and started, with its three stages no longer

merely successive in time, but synchronous and

ever present. Still the Orient will remain itself,

as well as each of the other two factors, in

fulfilling its world-historical destiny.
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